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TMMOB ULUSLARARASI COĞRAFİ BİLGİ SİSTEMLERİ 
KONGRESİ 2017 KONGRE PROGRAMI 
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arakesitler, sorunlar, öneriler) 
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15:30 ARA 

15:45 PANEL 2: ÖZGÜR VERİ, ÖZGÜN BİLGİ, UKVA (TUCBS) 
(Ulusal Konumsal Veri Altyapısı ve açık veri alanında mevcut durum, politikalar) 
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Oturum Başkanları: Doç.Dr. Halil AKINCI, Doç.Dr. Sedat Doğan, Yrd.Doç.Dr. Hasan T. Bostancı  

 
Taşınmazların İş Akış Süreçleri ve Coğrafi Bilgi Sistemlerine Entegre Olarak Yönetilmesi 
Taşkın Özkan, Egemen Arslan 

 
Harita Destekli Asansör Denetimi Takip Projesi 
Yunus Emre Şen 

 
QGIS ile Web Tabanlı Arkeolojik Alanlar Bilgi Sistemi Oluşturulması 
Mehmet Tok, Nusret Demir 

 
Coğrafi Bilgi Sistemlerinde Web Teknolojisinin Kullanılması Kapsamında Örnek Geodata 
Uygulaması Murat Çalışkan 

 
CORINE 2012 Türkiye Arazi Örtüsü Sınıflandırma Projesi 
Kamile Kalaycı 

 
Acil Sağlık İstasyonları Yer Seçiminde Konumsal Analizlerin Kullanılabilirliği: Ordu İli Örneği 
Abdullah Özdemir, Aysun Gül, Arzu Özdemir 

 
Üç Boyutlu, Web Tabanlı Coğrafi Bilgi Sistemi Tasarımı ve Uygulaması (YTÜ İnşaat Fakültesi) 
Fatih Sazan, Ümit Gümüşay 
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Automatic Design of Cartographic Projections 
Müge Şenel 

 
Hidrometeorolojik Gözlem Ağının Havzayı Temsil Ediciliği Sorunu ve Havza Su Potansiyeli 
Hesaplamalarına Etkisi 
Ahmet Hamdi Sargın, Mehmet Ekmekçi 

 
Mezarlık Bilgi Sistemi: Sivas İli Örneği 
Sefa Sarı, Gürkan Veysi Özçağlar, Atilla Altun, Esra Makara, İlhami Işık, Gökhan Polat, Adem 
Seller, Tarık Türk 

 
Doğal Afetlerde Riskli Alanların Değerlendirilmesinde CBS Kullanımı: Adana İli Örneği 
Bülent Bostancı, Abdurrahman Geymen, Ahmet İlvan 

 
Coğrafi Bilgi Sistemleri ve AHP Yöntemi Kullanılarak Rüzgar Enerji Santrallerinin Kurulacağı 
Alanların Belirlenmesi 
Murat Çolakoğlu, Halil Akıncı, Sebahat Temuçin Kılıçer, Yalçın Yılmaz, Elif Beyza Çatalbaş 

17 Kasım 2017 Cuma 

08:40 TO5: YEREL YÖNETİMLERDE CBS (Mithat Özsan Amfisi A Salonu) 

Oturum Başkanı: Prof. Dr. Süleyman Savaş DURDURAN 

 
Süreç Yönetimine CBS Penceresinden Bakmak; “OBB BSK Süreç Yönetim Sistemi” 
Abdullah Özdemir, Selin Ataman, Arzu Özdemir 

 
Belediyelerde Bir Halkla İlişkiler Aracı Olarak CBS 
Abdullah Özdemir,  Murat Aygün, Arzu Özdemir 

 
İzmir Büyükşehir Belediyesi CBS Uygulamaları 
Zeynep Özege, Mehmet Erenoğlu, Ufuk Kansu, U. Burak Erdugan, Özcan Danışman 

 
Bursa Büyükşehir Belediyesi AYKOME Bilgi Sistemi 
Cüneyt Taşkesen 

 
Bütünleşik Bilgi Sistemleri: Silifke İlçesi Örneği 
Fikri Haşal, Serhat Kalkan, Anıl Bilici, Yusuf Doğan, Halime Yılmaz 

08:40 TO6: KONUMSAL ANALİZ (Mithat Özsan Amfisi B Salonu) 

Oturum Başkanı: Prof. Dr. Süha BERBEROĞLU 

 
Coğrafi Bilgi Sistemleri ile Kentsel Büyümenin Geleceğe Yönelik Modellenmesinde En Yaygın 
Kullanımlar  

Ceren Yağcı, Fatih İşcan 

 
Coğrafi Bilgi Sistemleri İle İklim Değişikliklerinin İzlenmesi: İzmir İli Örneği 
Anıl Can Birdal, Engin Korkmaz, Gökhan Erşen, Tarık Türk, Rutkay Atun 
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Landslide Susceptibility Mapping of Ilkadım (Samsun) District Using Frequency Ratio Method 
Cem Kılıçoğlu, Sedat Doğan, Halil Akıncı 

 
Ekosistem Temelli Havza Yönetimi Sürecinde Çok Kriterli Karar Verme Yöntemlerinin 
Değerlendirilmesi Şevki Danacıoğlu, Şermin Tağıl 

 
Dinamik Çığ Tehlike Değerlendirmesi İçin Bayes Ağlarının CBS'ye Entegrasyonu: UKVA 
Perspektifi İpek Yılmaz, Derya ÖZTÜRK 

10:40 TO7: ULUSAL KONUMSAL VERİ ALTYAPISI, SİSTEM TASARIMI (Mithat Özsan Amfisi A Salonu)  

Oturum Başkanı: Doç. Dr. Melih BAŞARANER  

 Değişen Mekansal Veri Altyapıları ve Yeni Nesil Mekansal Bilgi Sistemleri ile Modern Karar 
Verme Süreçleri Caner Güney, Rahmi Nurhan Çelik 

 
CBS Projelerinde Çevik Yaklaşımlar: MERBIS Örneği 
Tuba Yalçın 

 
Türkiye’de Standart Adres Kullanımına Yönelik Bir Araştırma 
Batuhan Kılıç, Fatih Gülgen 

 
SPK Değerleme Rapor Formatının XML Şeması 
Birol Alas 

 
NSDI or Open Data, Which Way to Go? 
Çetin Cömert, M. Emre Yıldırım 

10:40 TO8: KONUMSAL ANALİZ, GEOTASARIM, VERİ ÜRETİMİ (Mithat Özsan Amfisi B Salonu) 

Oturum Başkanı: Prof. Dr. Murat YAKAR  

 
Peyzaj Görünürlüğünün Sayısal Analizi ve Haritalanması 
Hakan Alphan 

 
İnsansız Hava Aracı (İHA) ve Uçak Platformlarından Elde Edilen Görüntülerin Ortofoto 
Üretiminde Karşılaştırılması  
Ekrem Ayyıldız, Metin Soylu, Hülya Tuna, Levent Özmüş, Sedat Bakıcı 

 
Bina Detaylarının Yüksek Çözünürlüklü Görüntülerden Aktif Kontur Yöntemi İle Otomatik 
Çıkarımı Zeynep Akbulut, Samed Özdemir, Hayrettin Acar, Mustafa Dihkan, Fevzi Karslı 

 
Şehirleşme ve Şehirli Algısının Mülkiyet Kavramı Üzerinden Yenilenmesi Kapsamında “Kentsel 
Dönüşüm” Uygulamalarında Coğrafi Bilgi Sistemleri ve Geotasarım Teknolojilerinin Kullanımı 
Saffet Erdoğan, Recep Aslan 

12:00 ÖĞLE YEMEĞİ 

13:30 
PANEL 5: CBS ÖZEL SEKTÖRÜ: MEVCUT DURUM, SORUNLAR VE ÇÖZÜM ÖNERİLERİ  
(CBS özel sektörünün projeleri ve sektörün büyümesi için önerileri, yasal mevzuat, açık veri, CBS 
eğitiminden beklentiler) 
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Moderatör: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Hasan Tahsin Bostancı 

Panelistler: Emin Bank (NetCAD), Abdullah Efe (Başarsoft) 

15:30 ARA 

15:45 

PANEL 6: KENT BİLGİ SİSTEMLERİ: YEREL YÖNETİMLERDE CBS   
(Yerel yönetim bilgi sistemleri için işleyiş modeli ne olmalıdır? Mevcut durum, sorunlar, yasal 
mevzuat, açık veri) 

Moderatör: Hasan Zengin 

Panelistler: Fikri Haşal (Teracity Yazılım Tek.), Lütfi Doğan (Adana Büyükşehir Belediyesi),  
                      Abdullah Özdemir (Ordu Büyükşehir Belediyesi)  

17:45 POSTER OTURUMU 2 (Poster Sunum Alanı) 

Oturum Başkanları: Doç.Dr. Halil AKINCI, Doç.Dr. Sedat Doğan, Yrd.Doç.Dr. Hasan T. Bostancı  

 
İstanbul Kara Surları'nın Somut ve Somut Olmayan Kültürel Niteliklerinin Coğrafi Bilgi 
Sistemlerinde Modellenmesi Figen Kıvılcım Çorakbaş, Alper Çabuk 

 
Kent ve Ülke Ölçeğinde Doğal Kaynakların Korunmasında Coğrafi Bilgi Sistemleri 
Teknolojilerinin Kullanımı Burak İpek 

 
Rüzgâr Enerjisi Santrali Kurulabilecek Alanların CBS İle Belirlenmesi: Sivas İli Örneği 
Rutkay Atun, Önder Gürsoy, Anıl Can Birdal 

 
Yerel Yönetimlerde Etkin Bir Denetim Aracı Olarak CBS 
Abdullah Özdemir, Haluk Gürsoy 

 
Landslide Susceptibility Assessment of Hopa (Artvin) District Using GIS-based Frequency Ratio 
Method Halil Akıncı, Esra Tunç Görmüş, Ayşe Yavuz Özalp, Cem Kılıçoğlu 

 
Türkiye’nin Kentiçi Ulaşım Veri Tabanının Oluşturulması İçin GIS Temelli Bir Yöntem Önerisi 
Candan Sağıroğlu, Ebru Vesile Öcalır Akünal 

18 Kasım 2017 Cumartesi 

09:00 TO9: EN İYİ BİLDİRİ OTURUMU (Mithat Özsan Amfisi A Salonu) 

Oturum Başkanı: Prof. Dr. Mahmut Onur KARSLIOĞLU 

 
Kızılırmak Deltası ve Lagünlerinin Kıyı Paterninin Fraktal Analizi 
Azize Uyar, Derya Öztürk 

 
Türkiye İçin Aylık Güneşlenme Süresinin Uydu Verileri ve Coğrafik Parametreler Kullanılarak 
Tahmin Edilmesi  
Kazım Kaba, M. Tülin Zateroğlu, H. Mustafa Kandırmaz 

 
Appraising Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) in GIS Framework 
Bülent Tütmez 
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Abstract 
 
Urbanization density and the increasing complexity of the utilities necessitate more effective registration and representation of the 

legal situation of public and private immovable properties especially in urban areas. In recent years, this necessity has led to the 

cadastral systems to refer to a space containing a vertical dimension (third dimension) instead of a two-dimensional horizontal plane 

for registration. On the other hand, many spatial data models have been developed that can support the modeling of complex three-

dimensional (3D) situations. Some of them are CityGML (City Geography Markup Language), Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), 

IndoorGML and Land Administration Domain Model (LADM). It is not easy to clearly show the legal boundaries of different 

sections in a building as 3D. However, in recent years, 3D digital environments have begun to offer more possibilities so that these 

boundaries can be shown to users and understood easily. When it comes to immovable properties that make up the issue of the 

cadastre, it is necessary to consider the difference between physical boundaries and legal boundaries. While data models such as 

CityGML, IndoorGML and IFC aim at phsical representation of buildings, data models such as LADM are intended to model not 

only physical objects but also legal boundaries of immovables. In this study, it is aimed to examine the usability of the above 

mentioned data models in a 3D approach to enrich the scope and content of the cadastre. By examining the sample applications, the 

legal and technical feasibility of the models has been compared. 

 

Keywords  

NSDI, Spatial Data Models, Building Information Modeling, Cadastre, CityGML, LADM 

 
1. Introduction 
 
Nowadays more and more applications need three-dimensional (3D) data. One of the applications areas is cadastre. The 

currently two-dimensional (2D) cadastral parcels are not suitable for organizing and modeling the information of 

complex commodities and interests in land (Döner et al., 2010 and Döner at al., 2011, Bennett et al. 2008, Kalantari et 

al. 2008). 

The main 3D objects in cadastral systems are apartments, complex constructions, above ground utilities and 

underground constructions such as tunnels, shopping malls and utilities. Changing over time, currently individual 

apartments are usually not visible on the cadastral map, only the outline of the apartment building as related to the 

ground being visible. However, the rights are attached to the individual apartments and some countries/ municipalities 

have developed solutions for 3D/volumetric representation of individual units as shown in Figure 1 (Döner et al, 2008). 

 

 
   

Figure 1: 3D impression of individual units with floor sketch, photography and relevant attributes (courtesy to the Spanish 
cadastre). 

 

Urbanization density and the increasing complexity of the utilities necessitate more effective registration and 

representation of the legal situation of public and private immovable properties especially in urban areas. In recent 
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years, this necessity has led to the cadastral systems to refer to a space containing a vertical dimension (third dimension) 

instead of a two-dimensional horizontal plane for registration. On the other hand, many spatial data models have been 

developed that can support the modeling of complex three-dimensional (3D) situations. Some of them are CityGML 

(City Geography Markup Language), Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), IndoorGML and Land Administration 

Domain Model (LADM). It is not easy to clearly show the legal boundaries of different sections in a building as 3D. 

However, in recent years, 3D digital environments have begun to offer more possibilities so that these boundaries can 

be shown to users and understood easily. When it comes to immovable properties that make up the issue of the cadastre, 

it is necessary to consider the difference between physical boundaries and legal boundaries. While data models such as 

CityGML, IndoorGML and IFC aim at phsical representation of buildings, data models such as LADM are intended to 

model not only physical objects but also legal boundaries of immovables.  

In this study, it is aimed to examine the usability of the above mentioned data models in a 3D approach to enrich the 

scope and content of the cadastre. By examining the sample applications, the legal and technical feasibility of the 

models has been compared. The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a general overview on 

3D cadastre; Section 3 introduces the spatial data models; Section 4 presents the applications of the spatial models in 

cadastral domain. The last section presents the concluding remarks. 

 

 

2. 3D Cadastre 
 

Global economic, social, technological factors and need for sustainable development are having a substantial impact on 

cadastral systems. As a result of this impact, the content and role of cadastre have changed significantly during the last 

few decades. Cadastres must show the complete legal situations of land, including public rights and restrictions 

(Kaufmann and Steudler, 1998). All these rights, restrictions and responsibilities related to land are often overlapping, 

therefore, current 2D cadastral systems have shown limitations in certain 3D situations. The increasing complexity of 

modern land use requires that cadastres need to manage information on the third dimension. However, traditionally 

cadastres are based on a representation of the division of land in 2D, obscuring the 3D aspects of land ownership in 

cadastral registers and maps (UN and FIG 1999, van der Molen 2003, Stoter 2004, van Oosterom et al. 2006). Several 

researchers have discussed options for transition of 2D cadastres to 3D (Döner at al., 2011, Drobež at al, 2017, Lee at 

al., 2015, Gatta at al, 2017, Shojaeia at al, 2016, Paulsson and Paasch, 2013, Hespanha et al. 2006, van Oosterom et al. 

2006). 

From a conceptual point of view, one of the foundations of the land parcel based cadastre is that there must be no 

gaps or overlaps in the spatial representation of the parcel coverage. A planar partition of the earth surface implies that 

property volumes defined by the space columns above and below the ground surface parcel also form a partition of 

space. The same foundation (a partition of space with no overlaps or gaps) is also the basis of the conceptual thinking 

with respect to 3D cadastre. The most advanced implementation would be a system supporting a complete 3D 

topological structure based on volumes, faces, edges and nodes, as extension of the current systems based on a 2D 

topology with faces, edges and nodes; however for practical reasons this conceptual view is not necessarily directly 

translated into an equivalent 3D implementation (Döner et al, 2010). 

Various studies have shown that in many countries the parcel of the basic unit of the cadastral system. Accordingly, 

the ownership of land is defined by the boundaries on the surface, and there is no explicit limitation on the vertical 

dimension for ownership. Often the ownership of the land includes all the buildings below and above the parcel, as well 

as all the buildings permanently located on this land. As a result, the registration process is performed by two-

dimensional parcels, while the use of vertical dimension is determined by the restrictions imposed by the establishment 

of easement rights, condominium rights or public laws. While the ownership of land includes the vertical dimension for 

many years, the question of whether the cadastral expansion to the third dimension is necessary has recently come to the 

fore. One of the major reasons for this is the significant increase in the value of immovable properties in areas where the 

population is large and land use is intense. Nowadays it is expected that the cadastre will clearly guarantee the right of 

ownership. This is possible if the cadastre takes into account the property boundaries in all dimensions. Another reason 

that brings the three-dimensional cadastre to the agenda is the significant increase in the number of infrastructure 

facilities such as multi-purpose buildings (underground car park, shopping center, etc.), tunnels and subways, water, 

electricity, sewage and telephone. Two-dimensional cadastral systems are insufficient in defining and displaying 

complex structures and infrastructure facilities. In addition to these, developments in areas such as three-dimensional 

GIS and three-dimensional planning made the three-dimensional cadastral approaches technologically possible (Döner 

and Bıyık, 2007). 

Enriching the content of the cadastre to include the third dimension will enable the implementation of various 

applications, which require three dimensional geographical information: In city planning and management, the effect of 

new building and infrastructure facilities on the existing situation can be seen on a three dimensional environment, 

taxations of buildings according to the heights, visual analysis of changes in land surface, maintenance and renovation 

of infrastructure facilities, in the modeling and analysis of pollution types such as noise and air pollution, detection of 

land and buildings that may be affected by floods, determining appropriate locations for distribution stations of mobile 
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phone networks, modeling of natural resources and underground, creating three-dimensional visualization for location 

based services on internet for application areas such as shopping, tourism (Lemmen and Oosterom, 2003). 

International discussion of the 3D cadastre issue was first undertaken in 2001 under the supervision of the seventh 

Commission of the FIG, in a workshop named 3D Cadastre in Delft, the Netherlands. As a result of this workshop, it 

was decided to establish a working group named 3D cadastre in the FIG and share experiences of different countries in 

this way. The main findings of this 3D Cadastre Working Group, which its logo shown in Figure 2, can be summarized 

as follows (URL-1): 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Logo of FIG 3D Cadastres Working Group 
 

There are differences between countries in terms of legal systems; however, the common point is that in every 

country there are some rights related to the use of the third dimension. For a generally accepted definition of 3D 

ownership, many countries will need to make changes to legislation. In many countries, according to the law, property 

in the land is already three dimensional. The property covers everything from the parcel surface to the center of the 

earth and everything on the parcel. However, the present spatial registration is restricted to two dimensions. It may not 

be sensible to collect 3D data only for cadastral purposes. At this point, the use of multi-purpose 3D data in application 

areas such as urban planning and city management which require 3D representation should be considered. The sharing 

of 3D data should be evaluated within the context of spatial data infrastructures. As in the case of two-dimensional 

registration, the main purpose of 3D registration of ownership is to secure the legal rights and to provide a legal basis 

for the transactions to be carried out with respect to these rights. The creation of this basis will in real sense stimulate 

interest in the land market and enable the effective use of the three-dimensional space. In practice, economic factors 

should also be considered. When viewed from an economic standpoint, it may be difficult to form a 3D cadastre soon. 

In time increasing technological opportunities will help to make the 3D cadastre a reality. 

 
 
3. Spatial Data Models 
 

3.1. City Geography Markup Language CityGML 
 

CityGML (City Geography Markup Language) is an internationally recognized common information model for the 

representation of 3D city objects. CityGML defines class and relations of urban objects by considering the geometric, 

topological, semantic and appearance properties. Unlike other vector formats, CityGML is based on a generic rich 

information model in addition to geometry and graphics. This makes it possible to use 3D models for complex analysis 

in different areas. Some of the uses of CityGML are urban planning, architectural design, tourism, 3D cadastre, 

environmental simulation, disaster management, pedestrian navigation. As an open model, CityGML, is implemented 

with the GML application schema. GML is an extendable standard for the exchange of spatial data and is published by 

the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and the International Organization for Standardization - Technical Committee - 

Geographic information / Geomatics (ISO TC 211) (Biljecki et al. 2015). 

The CityGML data model enables the representation of the same city object in different degrees of resolution 

through the notion of level-of-detail (LOD). The following five levels are specified: LOD0 the coarsest level is the 

digital terrain model. LOD1 provides the block model, without any roof structures. LOD2 is the block model with roof 

structures, texture and larger building installations. LOD3 provides detailed architectural models. Finally, LOD4 

enriches LOD3 by adding interior structure objects (Kolbe, 2005). 

 

 

3.2. Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) 
 

The IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) standard is an open and platform independent data model for the storage and 

exchange of BIM (Building Information Modeling) models. The aim of this standard is to provide interoperability and 

exchange of BIM models between different platforms. The EXPRESS data model language is the basis for this open 

http://www.google.com.tr/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjCu9OBz_nWAhUKcBoKHY0JCCsQjRwIBw&url=http://www.gdmc.nl/3dcadastres/&psig=AOvVaw0yk0QIeWPe1Cjb1zJTisU8&ust=1508397043689104
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BIM model. Numerous spatial and semantic concepts are used in IFC to model buildings. IFC can store geographic 

coordinates, datum heights, the address of the buildings as attributes, as well as representing land surface. The physical 

elements modeled in IFC are not just geometric and topological structures, but also the semantic connection between 

them (such as walls and ceilings). IFC also supports the hierarchical division of buildings as well as the non-hierarchical 

connection of building elements to each other. This approach is particularly useful when several legal rights are 

distributed to different parts of the building. If a private property right includes units in different parts of the building 

such as an independent section (apartment), parking lot and warehouse, it is possible with IFC to associate this property 

right with other units (Atazadeh et al. 2017a).  

 

3.3. IndoorGML 
 

IndoorGML is a fairly new 3D standard developed by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) for network analysis in 

indoor areas. This physical data model contains basic topological and semantic entities for navigation in closed spaces. 

The partition of the interior space and the connections, closeness and relationships of these sections are defined in 

IndoorGML. Indoor areas and their boundaries can be modeled by the relationships provided by this physical model. In 

this way it may be possible to represent the legal boundaries of the usage status in the building (Atazadeh vd., 2017b). 

IndoorGML consists of an open data model and XML schema and it has two modules. The first one is Core module 

(see Figure 3). Basically it is about a topological representation of cellular spaces. These spaces and their boundaries 

correspond to CellSpace and CellSpaceBoundary. Other two primary classes of State and Transition link to CellSpace 

and CellSpaceBoundary according to Poincar´e Duality, respectively (Zlatanova et al. 2017). States and Transitions 

represent nodes and edges of the dual graph of indoor space. IndoorGML is designed as a common schema framework 

for indoor navigation applications. In general, IndoorGML defines and expresses the network of indoor spaces (e.g., 

connectivity graph) and indoor paths. In addition, space semantic features are defined which can be used to enrich the 

semantics of indoor network and paths (Lee et al., 2014). 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Main classes of Core module of IndoorGML (Lee et al., 2014) 

 

 

3.4. Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) 
 

LADM is an ISO (International Organization for Standardization) standard and provides a conceptual model covering 

the information component of land administrations. This model covers land, space above and below the land and also 

water bodies. One of the main objectives of the LADM is to provide an extendable basis for the development of land 

management systems. The LADM consists of the parties, the spatial units, the administrative units and the spatial 

sources. The UML class diagram is represented in Figure 4. The three main packages of the LADM consist of the Party 

package (green), the Administrative package (yellow) and the Spatial Unit package (blue) with its sub package 

Representation and Survey (red). The parties represent persons and institutions in legal proceedings. Spatial units 

represent legal interests related to land, buildings or property. The basic spatial units are land parcels, buildings or 

volumetric legal spaces around utilities. Administrative units are defined on the basis of legal rights associated with 

spatial units. For example, private property in a building is regarded as an administrative unit consisting of three spatial 

units such as legal space of condominium, a parking lot and a warehouse. Spatial sources include data acquisition 

methods used to represent the boundaries of spatial units. The most common spatial sources can be listed as terrestrial 

measurements, photogrammetric methods and point cloud data. There are two approaches to defining the boundaries of 
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positional units in the LADM. While the first is for defining 2D areal spatial units the second is for defining bounded 

volumetric spatial units (Lemmen et al. 2015). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: The Land Administration Domain Model (Lee et al., 2014) 
 

 

4. Applications of Spatial Data Models in Cadastre   
 

A number of studies have been conducted in recent years based on the data models mentioned in the above section for 

the purposes of 3D management of information on the legal and physical status of real estates. In Atazadeh et al. 

(2017a), case studies were implemented for representing individual units in cadastre (in Australia) as 3D, by using 

different data models and these models were then compared. In these case studies, data models are grouped into legal, 

physical and integrated models. These groups were compared according to criteria such as display speed, semantic 

query speed, number of geometries included. In Figure 5, individual units are shown on the plan and on the BIM-based 

model, in this study. 

 

 
Figure 5: Boundary, a) plan version, b) in BIM environment (Atazadeh et al., 2017b) 

 

 

In Dsilva (2009), a study was conducted to investigate the usability of CityGML to show the parcels with buildings 

on the Netherlands together with these buildings in the cadastral database. For this purpose, a CityGML extension was 

developed to represent legal information related to buildings and individual units. A method has been proposed that 
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automatically retrieves the information on the scanned images in the current cadastral system and transfers them to 

CityGML (Dsilva, 2009). In Çağdaş, (2013), the CityGML data model has been proposed to be extended with an ADE 

(Application Domain Extension) for real estate taxation in Turkey. It is stated that this proposed 3D data model will 

provide a more efficient taxation process in addition to urban planning and facility management. This extension has 

three new classes. These are: PropertyUnit, CadastralParcel, and CondominiumUnit classes. The PropertyUnit class 

contains property and tax information for any property unit. The CadastralParcel class contains information such as 

parcel number, area and value. The CondominiumUnit class contains information such as the owner's name, taxpayer, 

shares, etc., which are used to model parts of the building that are independently owned (Scarponcini et al. 2016). Apart 

from traditional 2D cadastral parcels in Australia's Queensland province, it is possible to measure 3D property units and 

represent them in cadastre. There are also institutional arrangements for how to measure and register these property 

units, which are defined as "volumetric parcels". Detailed measurement plans of legally identifiable volumetric parcels 

are added to the deeds. In this the state, explanations available for defining the 3D parcels and easement rights and how 

to make the registration procedures are detailed in the regulations by examples. In Thompson et al. (2017), it was aimed 

to model complex situations in XML and GML formats using 3D survey plans. Figure 6 shows examples prepared for 

the representation of complex situations. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Examples of complex situations (Thompson et al. 2017) 

 

In Zlatanova et al (2016), two alternatives for cadastral use of IndoorGML have been proposed. The first is to define 

a new cadastral layer in IndoorGML. The second alternative defines an external connection between IndoorGML and an 

existing 3D cadastral standard. It has been shown that a connection between the spatial unit concept of the LADM and 

the CellSpace class of IndoorGML can be established in the case study. 

Thompson (2015) discussed the development of a LADM-based digital cadastral database for Australia. In Mader et 

al. 2015, the use of LADM for the organization of cadastral data, which is under the responsibility of different 

institutions in Croatia, has been demonstrated. In Zhuo et al. (2015), a LADM-based model was proposed for the 

integration of registration information on land and housing in China. In Lee et al. (2015), LADM was used to create a 

3D cadastral model for Korea. Gogolou and Dimopoulou (2015) proposed a model to reference the LADM for 

registration in the land management system of immovables with historical value in Greece. Paixao et al. (2015) 

proposed modeling of traditional land property rights with LADM in Brazil. In Bydłosz (2015), a study was undertaken 

with reference to the LADM in order to correlate the data in the registration and mapping units under different 

institutions' responsibilities in Poland. In Zulkifli (2015), a data model with reference to LADM was presented in the 

creation of a land management system to support Malaysian land policy. 

Extending the scope and content of the cadastre with 3D models to accommodate the third dimension will also 

support the applications that require 3D spatial data. Biljecki et al. (2015) includes some applications where 3D models 
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are used (Figure 7). Some of these applications can be listed as follows: Estimation of the solar irradiation, Energy 

demand estimation, Estimation of shadows cast by urban features, Estimation of the propagation of noise in an urban 

environment. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Examples of applications with 3D models. a) Estimation of the solar irradiation, b) Energy demand estimation, 
c) Estimation of shadows cast by urban features, d) Estimation of the propagation of noise in an urban environment 

(Biljecki et al. 2015) 

 

5. Conclusions  
 
In recent years, the issue of improving the cadastre to include the third (height) and even the fourth (time) dimension 

has been on the agenda. One of the main reasons for the intensive handling of this issue is that existing 2D cadastre 

systems are inadequate to register and represent complex situations which are often located top of each other. From a 

legal point of view, the cadastre is already in 3D, but the spatial representation is achieved by reducing to plane. 

Another reason for the growing interest in 3D cadastre is that progress especially in 3D spatial data modeling and 

display makes a 3D cadastre technically possible. The basic objects that can be considered as 3D in cadastre are 

buildings and independent sections (condominiums). In the current situation, it is possible to reach the drawings of the 

condominium (as analogue or digital). However, these are not really part of the cadastral database. For example, it is not 

possible to represent and query the distributions of condominiums in a building in a 3D environment. When studies on 

3D spatial data models discussed in this article are examined, it is seen that important progress has been experienced in 

recent years. First applications of models both as geospatial-based (such as CityGML) and as BIM-based (such as IFC), 

in the cadastral domain have been implemented. In addition, LADM (ISO 19152), a conceptual model, in many 

countries, has been referenced for improving the existing cadastre system or for designing a new cadastral system. 

Although all the three approaches have advantages and disadvantages compared to each other, the results are promising 

for the future. 

As a result, the use of 3D spatial data models will contribute to the improvement and enhancement of the cadastral 

content, including the third dimension. In this way, cadastral data can be used in applications that will be carried out in 

very different areas, mainly real estate valuation, which will more securely represent and register the legal status of the 

real estate as well as create the infrastructure of the information system. 
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Abstract  
 
In 2013, Geographical Information Systems (GIS) module was developed within the Agricultural Information System (TBS) by using 

web technology through open source software available on internet, as a base for the support payments made by our Ministry to the 

farmers. This application was developed for the active use, control and updating of agricultural parcels in provinces and districts by 

digitizing the lands within the cadastral parcel borders, which are used only for agricultural purposes. In 2017, with the contribution 

of experience and informative developments that occurred in the administration and users level, GIS system interface renovated in 

design, capabilities, applications and its more user-friendly structure with the new technologies developed in the framework of ideas 

which bring new needs and as leaving many applications' administration to the user's initiative. With the new application, the map 

imaging technology has been completely changed and has achieved high speed. For this reason, the management logic applied to GIS 

in the past has been changed to implement the latest technologies developed in OpenLayers3 and browsers. Within the application, 

Agricultural Parcels, Land Use Capability Classes (AKK) in Soil Map, Slope, Cadastral Parcel, Landowner and Support Information 

can be displayed as separate sections. For the newly created parcel in the system, AKK and Slope values are automatically calculated 

and transferred to the supporting software. The Software Attribute Query Feature provides to make various queries from the database. 

Along with the new software, the ability to edit data on maps can be done on all vector layers (including WFS services and database 

access) as well as agricultural parcels. Geographical sub-structure database which can be used throughout our country without a 

need of desktop software and can be integrated with various systems provides high level of working environment for agricultural areas. 

 

Keywords  

Agricultural Information System (TBS), Geographical Information Systems Module, Open Source Coded Software, Web Page 

 
1. Introduction 
 
In 2013, Geographical Information Systems (GIS) module was developed within the Agricultural Information System by 

using web technology through open source softwares available on internet, as a base for the support payments made by 

our Ministry to the farmers Figure 1, Figure 2. 

  

2. Material and Method 
 
This application was developed for the active use, control and updating of agricultural parcels in provinces and districts 

by digitizing the lands within the cadastral parcel borders, which are used only for agricultural purposes. The main 

objectives in the application; 

1. To create a web based geographical information systems that it allows a sub-structured system which can benefit 

from the remote sensing capabilities of the Agricultural Production Registration System (TKSAS) and the Farmer 

Registration System (ÇKS) within the Agricultural Information System (TBS), that enable agricultural parcel regulation 

in provinces and districts and can be integrated with the mobile applications in the field. 

2. To ensure that Farmer Registration System (ÇKS) payments are given appropriately to the right farmer and 

eventually to the correct fields. Also, to manage better the policies of food, agriculture and livestock with agricultural 

statistics. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Agricultural Information System Input View 
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In 2017, with the contribution of experience and informative developments that occurred in the administration and users 

level, GIS system interface renovated in design, capabilities, applications and its more user-friendly structure with the 

new technologies developed in the framework of ideas which bring new needs and as leaving many applications' 

administration to the user's initiative Figure 3, Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Agricultural Information System Login View 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Agricultural Information System Main View 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Admin View 
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Thus, the software has become a general web-based geographical data management platform which is able to organize, 

analyze and present all the geographical data of our Ministry, instead of using a software that determines the agricultural 

parcels only with the help of remote sensing. 

The Geographic Information Systems' interface provides the opportunity to work at all points which have internet 

access and while it allows the updated data to be seen by other users within the authority, in the meantime it delivers the 

innovations will be made in application to all the authorities. 

Despite the challenges of numerically presenting, updating, and querying performance-orientedly millions of 

geographical data in this great geographical region, it has gained a structure that is developed on the basis of rules that 

determine the operating principles and performance of the system in terms of user management. 

  

3. Results and Discussion 
 
With the new software, it is possible to determine which layer can be edited in an authorized user-defined format and in 

that way our Ministry's GIS software has become a general web-based data management platform in which all the 

geographical vector data of the Ministry of Agriculture can be edited Figure 5.  

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Geographical Information Systems Map Works 

 

Information Views can be defined without writing the software in which layer in which attribute data will be displayed 

to the user, but a format that can be defined by an XML-based authorized user, by removing hard coded working logic. 

With the new system, the responsible user can be identified as the geographical area connected to the administrative 

settlements by giving them the capability of user identification and authorization in an identifiable manner by the 

authorized administrator Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: User Operations 

 

With layer management, it is possible for authorized users to specify in which order the layers will be sent and  in 

which names they will be published  in the system.  And users can draw out the layers they work on most in the layer 

management and can remove the layers they will not work Figure 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Layer Management 

 

Under the content of the protocol made with the General Directorate of Land Registry Cadastre (TKGM), an online 

cadastral service can be displayed at the interface and the changes made by TKGM are automatically transferred into the 

system. On the basis of these changes, agricultural parcels can be automatically generated from neighborhood or from the 

individual cadastral parcels, and arrangements can be made for non-agricultural areas, and all changes can be instantly 

monitored by other users on the authority basis Figure 8. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: TAKBİS Query Tool 
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Within the application, Agricultural Parcels, Land Use Capability Classes (AKK) in Soil Map, Slope, Cadastral Parcel, 

Landowner and Support Information can be displayed as separate sections. For the newly created parcel in the system, 

AKK and Slope values are automatically calculated and transferred to the supporting software Figure 9. 

  

 
 

Figure 9: Layer Information View 

 

           The Software Attribute Query Feature provides to make various queries from the database Figure 10, Figure 11. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Queries Tool 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Query Preparation View 
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Bookmarks can also be added into the system as user-friendly areas and it can be focused by selecting the name given to 

the desired location whenever it is needed Figure 12. 

 

 
 

Figure 12: Bookmarks 

 

With the help of a button, photos related to the land can be uploaded and displayed on the system, and desired photos 

can be monitorized and information can be obtained quickly Figure 13. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Add Note/Foto View 
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With the new application, the map imaging technology has been completely changed and has achieved high speed. For 

this reason, the management logic applied to GIS in the past has been changed to implement the latest technologies 

developed in OpenLayers3 and browsers. 

The queries have a dynamic structure in the new software and authorized users can create what the query scenario 

they want on the visual views and can save it into the system. Thus, the desired number of query Views can be created 

dynamically and all users can see them within the authorities. 

Layers have the ability to change cartographic properties by filtering color, line type and thickness, symbol 

assignments. 

In the new system, the records of which functions are how often used in the system are kept in detail and the 

transactions that users have made can be interrogated and reported in the desired date range Figure 14. 

 

 
Figure 14: User Operation Query View 

 

All query results can be downloaded into the user's computer in both PDF and desired text-based format (docx, txt, 

dbf) Figure 15. 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Query Result Data Download 
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Moreover, a confirmation View has been developed in which the parcel arrangements made at the operator level on the 

system are transferred to the system after being checked by the provincial directorates. The parcel information is displayed 

on the View at the determined ratios and the arrangements made according to the expected accuracy ratios are transferred 

to the system Figure 16, Figure 17. 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Province Control Parcel View 

 

 
 

Figure17: Province Control View / Accuracy Rate 
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The new system has been designed with the idea of "Mobile-first" to be able to work well in all mobile devices (Initially 

with mobile devices then after with desktop- browsers). 

The new system supports multiple language options and portal administrators can add any language they want into 

the system. 

Along with the new software, the ability to edit data on maps can be done on all vector layers (including WFS services 

and database access) as well as agricultural parcels. To be able to ensure this, a generic data editing capability that can 

work on all layers that satisfy the essential conditions has been developed. Tools to be used in layer data editing can be 

selected by the system administrators and the data arrangement of each layer can be individually authorized. 

  

4. Conclusions 
 
Since the system is used by approximately 3500 users in 81 provinces, help contents, videos and FAQ (frequently asked 

questions) sections have been created and uploaded to the system. In addition, Geographic information system's help desk 

was created within our Ministry in order to provide a live help. Moreover, communication between users and responsible 

personals was provided also with the use of e-mail and telephone. Geographical sub-structure database which can be used 

throughout our country without a need of desktop software and can be integrated with various systems provides high level 

of working environment for agricultural areas. 
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Abstract 
 
Water is one of the most invaluable resources in the world. It affects living conditions, controls population growth, and defines 

biodiversity (Beheim, 2012). Water is the most essential component in the watershed structure. Within any given watershed, water 

professionals always want to be able to manage ground and surface water over the scale of an entire watershed. Some public agencies 

offer the data from different periods, at different scales, and often in different coordinate systems. However, this situation results a 

challenge of incorporating all these data to form an integrated view of the watershed. The power of the Geographic Information System 

(GIS) is that the user can reach and manipulate information linked with geographic features and find temporal and spatial relationships 

and patterns. Its ability to analyze, manage, and integrate, large volumes of data, especially over very large areas is the key advantage 

of GIS for watershed management (Jordan, 2004). This paper aims to define the role of GIS for watershed management. Firstly, it will 

define the entire main and sub components of the watershed management in order to provide a fully understanding to the social, 

ecological, and economic factors related to watershed sustainability. The result was four main components: water quantity and quality 

management, land management, and biodiversity management, each one of them subdivide to other three minor components. 

Consequently, this paper further extends to determine the types of data that GIS requires to manage each component. 

 

Keywords  
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1. Introduction 
 
Awareness to contributory watershed management is growing across the developing world, as sediment close the 

reservoirs and irrigation infrastructure, soil erosion keep to diminish agricultural land. Generally, there is a large 

degradation in water quantity and quality across the world. The recognition of the importance of watersheds is crucial for 

sustainable utilization particularly in developing countries where economies and rural livelihoods are highly dependent 

on the utilization of natural resources (Gunya, 2009). 

Watershed management deals with various resources types including water, soil, forest, human resource and integrated 

of water quality knowledge in management. Mismanagement impact therefore bring about many problems such as floods, 

droughts, soil nutrients loss, soil erosion, deforestation and degradation of water quality etc. This leading to degrading 

humanity living conditions, thus, appropriate watershed management is essential for human and exceedingly required 

(Seesomonn, 2010). 

For several decades, sustainable and integrated watershed management has been proposed and tried in several 

countries in the world, as an effective technique to address complex water and land resource challenges. Yet, its 

implementation has not been successful in most cases, due to various obstacles such as the lack for the fully understanding 

of the watershed management components and the way they interact together, also the lack for well-prepared watershed 

inventory, which list all the kind of data required for a certain watershed management project. Finally, the shortage in 

some required data will directly led to mismanagement for any watershed project (Habtamu, 2011). 

This paper aims to cover and investigate all the components of the watershed management in order to provide a fully 

understanding to the social, ecological, and economic factors that related to watershed sustainability. Mainly this study 

end up with four essential components of the watershed management, they are water quantity management, water quality 

management, land management, and biodiversity. Furthermore, the study covers the sub sections of each component.  

Practitioners of watershed management are more and more turning to computer models to understand and make 

decisions about the different watershed problems. Such models can provide vision into how human interactions with the 

landscape affect water quantity and quality.  Additional modeling tools trace how those effects ripple through economies, 

ecosystems, and other systems (Dietz, 2000). 

An emerging trend for watershed management to link them to a Geographic Information System (GIS), which provides 

the basis for integrating data, algorithms, and methods from each discipline of interest.  This integration capability makes 

GIS a very powerful tool for the watershed manager (Dietz, 2000). Therefore, this study farther extend to investigate the 

different kinds of data that GIS required to manage each component of watershed management. These data includes water 

demand, land cover, land use, climate, lake morphology (depth, shoreline, area, and residence time), receiving water 

quality and quantity, etc.  
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2. Background 
 
2.1. What’s Watershed 

 
A watershed is an area of the ground that discharges all rain and streams and collects them in a common estuary such as 

the mouth of a bay, outflow of a reservoir, or any point along a stream channel. The word watershed is sometimes refers 

to catchment or drainage basin. Surface waters, groundwater, reservoirs, streams, lakes, and wetlands are all components 

of watersheds. Large watersheds have a range of small watersheds. All according to outflow point, mainly all the lands 

that discharge the water to the outflow point are expressed as land within the watershed boundaries. Watersheds are very 

important because people and objects that occur above watershed areas directly affect the quantity and quality of water 

(USGS, 2017). 

 

2.2. Watershed as a Unit Measurement 

 
Watershed is the region formed naturally by hydrological outlines. It contain a collection of natural resources that depend 

on the water quantity and quality of the watershed. This region helps to manage the quality of the water and find suitable 

settlings to environmental problems. 

Watersheds (originating from the German word for “water parting”) are areas or zones that have natural hydrological 

borders darning to a specific waterbody or watercourse. The stream System or waters of a stream are drawn from the 

Watershed, which is considered as catchment basins drainage basins for this stream. Human, animals, ground water, 

surface water, and soils vegetation are all components of the watershed structure. 

Environmental experts indicate that the most important factor that reflect the quality of the water is the health of our 

natural resources within the watershed. Generally, we will have a better air, lands, and wildlife if we improve the quality 

of the streams, lakes, rivers, wetlands, and ponds. Therefore, it is essential to manage and control the human actions 

within watershed borders to improve or even protect water quality. There is many ways to meet this goal such as water 

quality monitoring and assessment, storm water and other non-point pollution source management, wetlands restoration 

and protection, hydropower production, water withdrawal, and other associated activities (Reimold, 1998). 

 

2.3. Concepts of Watershed Management 

 
The applications of ecological principles to watershed planning has lately become one of the most important subjects of 

natural resource management discussions. Concern in stabled natural resources (water or land) management has only 

appear after the people have hardly damaged the natural resources of the earth. Therefore, the extensive human 

understanding of the watersheds components and their interactions is the main factor to achieve the effective management. 

To paraphrase the world famous naturalist Aldo Leopold “people cannot understand a system that they did not structure, 

instead, they should partially destroy and reconstruct it in order to be able to understand and respect this system” 

Watershed action now is not limited to the forest or farm within the watershed boundaries; it extends to include fully 

urban-rural landscape in different regions in the world. The social and economic system directly affected by the low 

quality of the urban and suburban regions. In rural areas, it is easier to apply effective management while in urban areas 

the management plan will face many obstacles, such as the big differences in financial value placed on various types of 

land use; also in urban areas, the social human aspects are so interconnected. Urban region directly affect the water quality 

and quantity of the watershed because of the difference in agricultural versus within the watershed region, it also directly 

affects the function and stability of the watershed land. 

The activity styles of creatures living in the watershed, water inflow and outflow rate, and materials are the main 

factors that used to estimate the watershed relative function and stability. In other words as the stream flow through the 

forest, towns, and fields, so all these are considered as one management unit. 

Contemporaneous watershed-based decision-making include four main steps: Collecting the data is the first one, and 

then estimating the problem, the third step includes prevention, controlling, repairing, and managing alternate goal and 

priority setting and funding, the last step is defining the implementation roles and stakeholders responsibilities (Reimold, 

1998). 

 

2.4. Importance of Watershed Protection   
 

While public awareness has recently been concentrate on watersheds as units of management, consideration of watersheds 

as management structures is not new Stockholders should all share authority, resources, and expertise in order to achieve 

an effective watershed management.  

General sources of watershed confusion include sanitary sewer overflow discharges, agriculture dairies, combined 

sewer overflow discharges, dam construction and operation for hydropower, storm sewer overflow discharges, flood 

control and/or recreation, grazing, urban runoff, hydro modifications for irrigation or fisheries enhancement, and mine 

tailings (Reimold, 1998). 
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2.5. Watershed Inventory  

 
Physical features, landforms, climate, soils, infiltration, runoff, streamflow, groundwater, water quality, plant and animal 

communities, land use, social and economic systems, and values features are all considered as the main components of 

the watershed inventory. Figure 1 below shows the structure of these components in the watershed inventory.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: watershed inventory structure. 
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2.6. Role of GIS in Watershed Management 

 
The main advantages of GIS are the use of advanced computer software and hardware to gather, storage, manipulate for 

geographic data. GIS prepare a digital representation of landform, which could be used in hydrological modelling. In 

addition, GIS has the ability to shape spatial data and corresponding attribute information to integrate various types of 

data in a singular analysis at high speed, which is incompatible with manual methods. GIS plays an important role in 

information management, analysis, and give solutions to the natural resources planning. The application of GIS for land 

use mapping and surveys is getting importance, because of its ability to supply reliable and rapid data within a given time 

framework. Since the early 1990s, Many GIS-based watershed applications have been developed due to data availability, 

programming languages, advances in desktop GIS capabilities. As well, GIS simplify integration of socioeconomic 

information with the resources data to realize the local needs. When the available resources and development needs of 

the watershed are realized, it is possible to improve specific action plan for development of water and land resources. GIS 

plays major role in implementing water and soil maintenance practices that are important for sustainable agriculture 

production. It provides technologically proper method for assessment and monitoring of environmental impact of 

watershed projects, irrigation water management, flood management, delineating different land use patterns, and land 

resource assessment. GIS also helps in planning hydro-morphological items in the region to find the best sites for water 

and land harvesting structures in the problematic regions (Aher, 2014). 

 

3. Watershed Management Components  
 
To provide a fully understanding to the social, ecological, and economic factors related to watershed sustainability, four 

main components have been defined (including water quantity, water quality, land management, and biodiversity). This 

process farther extends to divide each main component to three sub components (including Surface water quantity, ground 

water quantity, flood and drought, non-point source pollution, point source pollution, source water protection, wetland, 

land use practices, riparian areas, protected areas, fish and wildlife, and Native, Nonnative and invasive species).  Figure 

2 below shows watershed management components.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 
 

                  
Figure 2: watershed management components. (Battle River, 2017)      
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3.1. Water Quantity Management 

 
Water and land are the main components of the earth. However, water is much more than land. Water covers more than 

70% of the earth surface. It exist not only above the earth, but also accrue as a groundwater in aquifers in the soil and as 

vapor in the air. (1.400.000.000) km3 is the total water supply of the world. (74.200) km3 evaporates into the atmosphere 

and (119.000) km3 of water precipitates on land each year. (450.000) km3 of water falls every year on sea and ocean 

surface, about (2.200) km3 flows in the ground, mainly within half a mile from the surface. (135.000) km3 of the freshwater 

on Earth, in rivers, soil moisture, lakes, plant and animals, wetlands and marshes. Surface water, ground water, and the 

water stored in the atmosphere, are all conceder as the main available resource of fresh water. (24.500.000) km3 of water, 

forming the 69.5 % of the total fresh water of the Earth is unavailable since it is stored in ice caps and glaciers, generally 

in the Greenland and in Polar Regions (LENNTECH, 2017).  Whether mitigating the effects of drought in shortage times 

or planning extra water in times of flood, water supply management is an essential component of water conservation. 

Fresh water management and planning is the main way to support the ranching, habitat, wildlife, and agriculture (NADC, 

2017). 

 

3.1.1. Surface Water Quantity Management 
 
The purpose of surface water management is to sustain the needs of both ecosystem and human, through balancing of 

economic, environmental, and social attention. In order to achieve this target, indexes of both stress  on watershed (use) 

and situation of the water resource (natural variation in water flow) should by identified through the cumulative work 

(Carver, 2014). 

 

3.1.2. Ground Water Quantity Management 
 
Since about one-third of world’s population, use groundwater resources to meet their need of drinking water, it is 

important to plan and manage the quantity of ground water resources efficiently. Generally, it is a difficult process because 

the water set under the earth surface and need more effort to manage it. The main objective of groundwater management 

are: prevent reverse degradation or halt of the groundwater, achieve the sustainable and effective use of the groundwater, 

provide development or opportunities, generate the most economic and social benefits to the community, and also to 

involve the community in the management of groundwater resources (Dlwc, 1997). 

 

3.1.3. Flood and Drought Management 
 
Flood Management is the Management Plan contain main goals for managing endangering in the area under the flood 

risk. These goals can be achieved through the maps of flood risk and flood hazard and some measures from the site. 

While, Drought Management plans is to lessen the effect of potential droughts, by setting the measures to be taken after, 

during and before the drought term in order to fix the drought problem as soon as possible (MoFWA, 2012). 

 

3.2. Water Quality Management 

 
Water quality is the measure of the water state according to the requirements of any human or the need of one or more 

biotic gender. Standard against which compliance can be assessed are considerably used to describe the quality of the 

water. The drinking water, safety of human contact, and the health of ecosystems are the main standers that used to 

measure the water quality (Johnson, 1997). To define standards, Agencies set scientific/technical and political designs 

about how to use water. Since Natural water bodies will differ in reaction to environmental status, the agencies set a 

logical estimate of main conditions. . Environmental scientists trace water bodies to understand their function, which will 

help to define contaminants fates and sources.  Policymakers and environmental lawyers work to determine legislation 

with the goal that water is protected at a suitable quality for its identified use. Generally, there are two main facts about 

water quality; the first is that most of the earth water is not drinkable nor toxic, even if we eliminate the seawater in the 

oceans (which is overly salty to drink), this perception will still true. The second perception about water quality is that 

the small property that shows whether water is polluted or not. Actually, water quality is not easy subject, since water is 

a complicated medium directly affected by the earth ecology. The main sources of water pollution are the untreated 

sewage and discharge of treated and urban runoff, agricultural areas runoff, Industrial and commercial activities (EPA, 

2017). Water quality management including foundation policy, improve water standards and strategic plans as well as 

observation the quality of the world’s water resources that is essential to preserve life cycle on the earth (Saktaywin, 

2009).  
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3.2.1. Nonpoint Source Pollution Management 
 
It is difficult to manage non-point source pollution since its results from building or road construction, using pesticide, 

lawn fertilizing or any daily activities of different people. On the other side, the point source pollution that result from a 

single source, like wastewater treatment plant or an industrial operation are easier to control through regulations that 

require treatment of a facility’s wastewater before it is discharged into a nearby lake or stream. The huge number of 

nonpoint sources and the fact that they are hard to control make the voluntary efforts of service organizations, businesses, 

citizens, and other groups a fundamental part of the effort to manage nonpoint source pollution (Tceq, 2017). 

 

3.2.2. Point source Pollution Management 
 
If point source pollution did not control and managed efficiently, it will affects human health and lead to degradation in 

the ecosystems. Traditionally, point sources were the center of the attention of the initial attempts at pollution control. 

They are easily recognizable, and adverse publicity and economic pressure could be brought to endure on the individual 

bodies responsible. In many regions, the local or national environmental agency is responsible of the regulation of point 

source pollution controlling. These controlling tasks include recognizing point sources of pollution discuss, set the 

allowable levels of pollution allowed from each source, and enforcing the terms of discharge permits (Jining, 2009). 

 
3.2.3. Source Water Management 
 
Source water management is part of a complex approach to save local sources of drinking water. The governments, local, 

states governments, manufacture and businesses, water agency, individuals and non-governmental community, they all 

have a role in source water protection. Source water assessments provide community governments, water utilities and 

others with data needed to protect drinking water sources (EPA, 2017). 

 

3.3. Land Management 

 
In this time of economic downturn, governments are trying to set bailout policies with some awareness to the potentials 

of soils and land. It is so importance to highlight the Benefits of Sustainable Land Management policies. More than 2 

billion people are affected by the drought, land degradation, and desertification. The status might become worsen because 

of the unsustainable use of water and soil under the new conditions of climate change. The UNCCD 10-year strategy 

show the importance of knowledge sharing systems. Science and knowledge raising to help policymakers in reversing 

this trend. Sustainable land management practices including sustainable agriculture provide important global, regional 

and local advantage. They also work positively to fundamental ecosystem services that help to preserve agrobiodiversity, 

sequestering carbon, and regulating water cycles (Gabathuler, 2009). Land management is the procedure where the land 

resources are put into good impact. All activities related with the management of natural resources and land that are 

required to achieve sustainable development are included in land management. Land Administration Systems are 

institutional frameworks complicated by the functions they must carry out by technology, judicial and political settings, 

and national cultural (Enemark, 2005). 

 

3.1.1. Wetland Management 
 

Wetland management means understanding the full vision of actions and measures necessary to maintain the place. It also 

has to spot the area positively within the society situation and be able to reply to any potentially threatening development 

that may occur within the area. Particularly, must understand past and present human usage, it is now or future effect, and 

the means by which optimum usage can be carried out (Mitsch, 2007). 

 

3.1.2. Land Use Practices Management 

Land resources management is known as, the real practice of the use of the land by the local people population, which 

should be sustainable. Land management has a lot of components, such as safeguarding the traditional rights of indigenous 

people, promoting the role of women and [other] disadvantaged groups in agriculture and rural development, settling of 

water rights, resolving land tenure issues, administrative and institutional oversight, and land-use planning as agreed 

between stakeholders (ISPN, 2013). 

3.1.3. Riparian Areas Management 
 
Riparian areas management are the plans and strategies  that reflect a vision of goals are mainly  required  for protecting  

and improving the ecological activities of existing riparian areas and for developing  their productivity and sustainability  
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for future generations. Riparian zones are often the subject of national protection in a Biodiversity Action Plan. These are 

also known as a "Plant or Vegetation Waste Buffer” (NRC, 2002). 

 

3.4. Biodiversity Management 

Biodiversity is defined as the “variability among living organisms from all sources including, marine, terrestrial, inter 

alia, and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity between 

species and of ecosystems, and diversity within species”. This definition shows that according to the genetic, ecological, 

and taxonomic diversity, every biota can be define and categorized and that the way these dimensions of diversity differ 

over time and space, which is the biodiversity key form. Therefore, to understand the relationship between changes in 

biodiversity and changes in ecosystem services and ecosystem functions, Multidimensional assessment should be applied. 

Technically, Biodiversity is everywhere, on Earth’s surface and in every drop of water bodies. Biodiversity directly 

support ecosystem activities that help regulating, provisioning, and cultural services, which is so important for humans. 

However, until now a little studies connect changes in biodiversity with changes in ecosystem functioning to changes in 

human well-being. There is a need for further work to show the links between human well-being, regulating and 

supporting services, and biodiversity (millenniumecosystemas, 2003). 

3.2.1. Protected Area Management 

Protected area management involve a wide range of challenges whether it is related to the design of the reserve itself, 

specific ecosystems, or local population. Each protected area need a case-specific set of guidelines as a result to the many 

unpredictable elements in ecology matters (Hermoso, 2016). When planning the protection regions, it is so important to 

take in the consecration the human need in this region. While governments used to formed decisions about protected areas 

and then inform local people, now a days the attention is shifting towards greater discussions with stakeholders and 

combined decisions about how such areas should be set aside and managed. (Dudley, 2008)   

3.2.2. Wildlife Management 

Wildlife management is the art and science of managing the wildlife -both plants and animals-, which share planet with 

us. Preserving the suitable balance and the dynamics that go with it demand human attention. Wildlife habitats of all 

kinds are included in this maintaining and managing process. The objective is descendants to have the chance to 

experience the same animal and plant diversity that we now enjoy (Bsa, 2010). 

3.2.3. Native, Nonnative and Invasive Species Management 
 
Most of the public are mainly unable to distinguish between native and non-native species. They simply do not know 

which are which. Three quarters of the public were familiar with the term native species and two thirds had well known 

the term non-native species. Furthermore, most of them had a sensible estimation of what non-native means species that 

do not naturally exist in their area but which produced in other countries. The term invasive species was less known and 

considered a less appropriate term. there was a misunderstanding that the difference between native and non-native  is 

based on how long settled  a species is rather than how it became established in the first place and this needs to be 

reinforced through any communication. So It is so important to aware the community about the different between Native, 

Nonnative and invasive species, which will help to effectively manage all these three types in order to maintain the 

ecosystem biodiversity (Creative research, 2009).       

 

4. Data Required for Watershed Management by Using GIS 
 

4.1. GIS for Water Quantity Management and Required Data 
 
With GIS techniques, it is possible to calculate how much water is available and where it should be directed, which is the 

main concern of the water quantity management. Dashboards can be located to observe basin levels in real time. Spatial 

analysis technique provides a fully visualization into the use, if it is agricultural, commercial, or residential, thus, 

community outreach can be done where required. Hydrologic model is another technique, which is considered as an 

advance GIS function. Figures of the supply-demand can be formed by running hydrologic models, which will help to 

manage water quantity for any watershed. (Esri, 2017) 

Whether we are dealing with surface and ground water or trying to control floods and droughts, to manage water 

quantity by using GIS different kind of data are required. Some data are related to the watershed morphology (include 

depth, shoreline, area, residence time). Streamflow data are required too (include mean monthly streamflow, minimum 

streamflow, critical low streamflow and recurrence intervals, peak monthly streamflow, base flow). Other data, which 
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relate to the area and natural resources within the watershed are also required (include geology, climate, land cover, land 

use, existing water demand, quantity of runoff whether it’s urban or agricultural). 

 

4.2. GIS for Water Quality Management and Required Data 
 

With GIS techniques, it is possible to stop pollution in their paths, which is the main target of the water quantity 

management. Live sensor data can be used to track water quality in real time. Response agencies can also provide the 

required data. Network technique helps to track the quality of the water and define the contaminants source, whether it is 

a point or non-point source. At the same time, public can be educated with live web maps that show where to take care, 

whom affects by the contamination, and how to reduce pollution. Water quality model is another technique, which is 

considered as an advance GIS function. These models provide a clear vision about the watershed conditions and help to 

manage the quality of the water (Esri, 2017). 

The first and most important step to manage the quality of the water within the watershed is to define the source of 

the pollution, which may be point or nonpoint source. For the non-point source pollution management, GIS requires the 

quality and quantity of urban runoff and also quality and quantity of agricultural runoff. For the point pollution source, 

receiving water quality (include average and maximum concentrations and/or loadings of key parameters) are required. 

Other kinds of data (include land cover / land use, plant and animal communities’ ecology, social and economic systems; 

urban centers, and Lake morphology) are also essential for water quality management. 

 

4.3. GIS for Land Management and Required Data  
 

With GIS techniques, it is possible to get better understanding about how existing and proposed land uses affect natural 

resources and how these resources control land use planning, which is the main target of land management. GIS functions 

can be used to map how climate change, human behavior, and water quality and quantity affects our natural land systems. 

Intuitive applications carry results to policy makers and public, so everyone can find where resources need protection.  

Map-based applications make it easy to set boundaries and find the best developments for the future. When watershed 

story display on a map, logical decisions can be made (Esri, 2017). 

Every watershed has its specific kind of land, it may be as a wetland, riparian area, or any and land use practices. The 

data which will be required to manage any kind of land within the watershed boudoirs should be related to this land and 

the water passing through this land and also all the plant and animal communities within this land. Generally, the data, 

which is required to manage watershed land, are including geology, land cover / land use, existing water demand, valued 

watershed features, plant and animal communities’ ecology, impaired uses and water use conflicts, social and economic 

systems; urban centers, receiving water quality and quantity, and lake morphology (depth, shoreline, area, residence time). 

 

4.4. GIS for Biodiversity Management and Required Data 
 
With GIS techniques, it is possible to get better understanding about how biodiversity affected by the existing and 

proposed natural resources and how these resources control the sustainability of biodiversity , which is the main target of 

biodiversity management. GIS functions can be used to map how human behavior, climate change, and water quality and 

quantity affects natural species weather its animals or plants systems. Intuitive applications carry results to policy makers 

and public, so everyone can find what species are under threaten and need protection.  Map-based applications make it 

easy to set boundaries and find the best developments for the future. When watershed story display on a map, logical 

decisions can be made (Esri, 2017). 

Managing biodiversity within any watershed is a challenged process since there will be need for a lot of accurate and 

in time data about the plants and animals species. Mainly, the required data are including plant and animal communities’ 

ecology, land cover / land use, valued watershed features, receiving water quality and quantity, and lake morphology 

(depth, shoreline, area, residence time). 

 
5. Conclusion 
 
Watershed management has expand from the approximately straightforward task of water distribution to more 

multidisciplinary, complicated watershed management challenge. When people urbanization settled and created 

increasing population centers, the main challenge was a supply problem, delivering water to these places. As populations 

increased, however, water demand increased and challenges relating to water quantity and reliability were appeared. 

Water quality stand out as the next problem, because of population’s growth and industries progress. Again, the expansion 

of the populations and the development industries was the main reason that lead to the third challenge, which is related 

to degradation of the land within the watershed boundaries. Biodiversity regression within the watershed was the fourth 

challenge, which also occur because of the human growth and more industrial projects, which directly lead to loss many 

spices. 
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Its ability to analyze, manage, and integrate large volumes of data, especially over very large areas is the key advantage 

that make GIS a powerful toll for all these challenges within the watershed management. The first step for an effective 

watershed management will be the comprehensive understanding for all these challenges and their components. For 

example for the water quality management, there are three types of pollution sources: non- point source pollution, point 

source pollution, and source water protection. So, after define our project, the next step will be starting to list all the kind 

of data, which is required to manage this watershed by using geographic information system software.   
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Abstract 
 
This study was carried out in order to determine the dust resources in the Middle East geography, especially in Iraq and Syria, to 

determine dust-related threats and water assets, and to evaluate the possible effects of dust resources on agricultural areas of both 

countries. Using the Collect Earth methodology, which is a software based on remote sensing and geographical information systems 

by FAO, in the report prepared for the monitoring of the vegetation between 2001 and 2016, it is concluded that the tendency of land 

decay/desertification for the Middle East region where 15 countries including Syria and Iraq are located, has increased. Within the 

borders of Syria and Iraq, greening/healing tendency areas were determined as 388385.00 ha. and land degradation/desertification 

tendency areas as 396243.00 ha. Using the same dataset and methodology, a map of risk level classes of dust resources areas for the 

entire Middle East region was created and it was confirmed that 63.6% of the total area of Iraq, which constitutes the focal point of 

the study, and 53.7% of the total area of Syria were in the third degree dust resources area. In addition, when the distribution of 

water resources areas of Iraq and Syria according to risk level classes are examined, it is seen that the largest water resources areas 

of Iraq are in the third-degree dust resources region with 71.3% and Syria's the largest water resources area are in the fourth and 

fifth degree dust resources region with respectively 27.4% and 25.9%. By interpreting the results of the classification with regard to 

the Middle East, especially sand/dune areas, agricultural lands and water resources, the evaluations are made especially on the 

scale of Iraq and Syria neighboring on Turkey.  

 

Keywords  
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1. Introduction 
 
Sand and dust storms (SDS); uncontrolled, strong or turbulent winds occur when they meet loose and dry soil surfaces. 

These conditions are common in arid or semi-arid regions. SDS has increasingly become a serious problem because of 

their harmful effects on the human health, farmland, infrastructure and transportation systems. By determining a sand or 

dust resource it is important to know how active it is and to what extent it causes wind erosion. Land degradation and 

unsustainable land use can increase wind erosion, especially in semi-arid regions. Even if this does not lead to SDS 

directly it can affect agricultural productivity adversely. In the Northern Hemisphere including Middle East region, 

there is a dust zone. The negative local effects in the regions where the dust sources are located are quite large (Gemma 

et al. 2016). 

The desert dust resources in the Middle East cause significant problems in the agricultural areas, especially in the 

countries where they are located and in close neighbors because they cause erosion, especially air pollution (Sivakumar 

2005). Soil and vegetation destruction caused by wind-erosion along with Middle East-based dust sources poses a major 

problem in the context of land management (Stefanski 2007). The Middle East region hosts large dust resources such as 

Syria-Iraq deserts and Arabia deserts. In Iraq and Syria, where the Euphrates and Tigris rivers pass through and the 

agricultural activities are conducted in the restricted area, mainly the inefficiency of agricultural areas, losses of 

livestock farming, soil fertility, transportation, and economic and environmental losses are observed due to the wind 

erosion caused by dust sources (Sissakian et al. 2013). 

In this context, that soil is irrigated and merging feature of soil aggregates is provided is among the important 

protection measures against the problems caused by sand and dust storms. The importance of the water resources in the 

region, especially the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, is gaining more importance. For Syria and Iraq in the Middle East, 

the importance of the hydropolitics of the Euphrates and Tigris water resources is also increasing. The formation of 

water resources with strategic importance in a limited dimension necessitates the economic and efficient use of water 

(Dursun 2006; Özdemir et al. 2008). In terms of offering a solution, it is very important that the problems originating 

from ecology or politics in the region are explained through the scientific facts.  

This study was carried out in order to determine the dust resources in the Middle East geography, especially in Iraq 

and Syria, to determine dust-related threats and water bodies, and to evaluate the possible effects of dust sources on 

agricultural areas of both countries. For this purpose, classification of dust sources has been done through Collect Earth 

dataset which was used for the first time by FAO within the scope of Global Forestry Inventory and Drylands 

Assessment Project. The results of the classification with regard to the Middle East, especially sand/dune areas, 

agricultural land and water resources have been assessed and the evaluations are made especially on the scale of Iraq 

and Syria neighboring on Turkey. 
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2. Material and Method 
 
Middle East region has been chosen as the study area. In the world report of The European Space Agency's (ESA) 

Global Land Cover Map 2009, the map of Middle East land classification consisting of Turkey, Iraq, Syria, Jordan, 

Israel, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Yemen, Oman, Lebanon, Bahrain, Kuwait and Qatar is given in 

Figure 1.   

 

 

 

Figure 1. European Space Agency (ESA) 2009 world report Middle East land use classes. 

 

In the ESA land use classes, 11, 14, 20, 30 coded fields illustrate the classes belonging to the agricultural category, and 

200 coded fields to bare areas and 210 coded fields to water resources. The data of water and agricultural areas in the 

Middle East have obtained from the ESA data.  Within the context of the "Global Forestry Inventory and Drylands 
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Assessment Project" of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the status of arid areas was determined using 

Collect Earth software, by evaluating primarily forest areas, agricultural areas, shrub areas, pasturelands and other 

areas. For this purpose, Open Foris Collect Earth software was used as the methodology. Collect earth is multi-purpose 

land monitoring. It is a data collection tool built on Java technology for remote sensing and GIS. Google Earth is used 

as the data entry interface. It uses graphical and classification results from high-resolution satellite image data (Google 

Earth, Bing Maps, Yandex etc.) and medium resolution satellite image data sets (Landsat 7 and 8 datasets , Modis 

datasets from Google Earth Engine) in general (Open Foris 2016). All data obtained are analyzed with SAIKU software 

(Figure 2). Its usage areas are support of multi-phase national forestry inventory, evaluations of LULUCF, monitoring 

of agricultural and urban areas, collecting socio-economic data, quantifying deforestation, reforestation and 

desertification. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Open Foris Collect Earth. 

 

Using the Collect Earth methodology, approximately 15000 plot areas (0.5 ha) were evaluated in the study done in 

Antalya / Turkey and a database related to land cover/use classification, greening/desertification was created. In this 

dataset, there are data on dust sources in both classes called 'sand' and 'dune' as the land class. In general, the 'sand' and 

'dune' land classes generally correspond to the 200 coded 'bare soil' class of 2009 ESA data. Using the ArcMap 10.1 

software on the Collect Earth dataset through both land classes dataset, the point density map of the fields belonging to 

both classes, predominantly to the dune class, was created and the dust resource regions were classified according to the 

density-importance levels. 

 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
Using the Collect Earth methodology, the sand/dune resource regions for the Middle East are classified at five levels of 

significance according to point density methodology (Figure 3). Areas of first-degree (level 1) dust resources are 

classified as having the highest risk level in terms of dust transportation, while those of fifth-degree (level 5) dust 

resources are classified as least in terms of risk level. In the Middle East, the largest area of dust resources regions is 

1607398.00 km2 and is located at the level 3 dust resources regions. This area is followed by fifth-degree dust resources 

areas with 765707.00 km2 (Table 1). When the area sizes of the classified dust resources regions are examined in terms 

of countries, within five classes, Saudi Arabia has the largest dust resource regions in each risk level group (Table 2). 

Syria and Iraq contain all other dust resources regions except the first (level 1) and second-degree (level 2) dust 

resources.  

The third-degree (level 3) dust resources areas cover 64% of Iraq (283185.00 km2). The fourth-degree (level 4) dust 

resources areas cover 2.7% of Iraq (12160.00 km2) and the fifth- degree (level 5) dust resources areas, 15% of Iraq 

(68831.00 km2). Approximately 82% of the Iraqi country's land is covered by dust resources regions. In Syria, 53.7% 

(101151.00 km2) are third-degree dust resources regions, 9.8% (18564.00 km2) are fourth-degree dust resources regions, 

and 8.9% (16828.00 km2) are fifth-degree dust resources regions. Approximately 72.4% of country's land in Syria is 

covered by dust resources region.  
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* Level 5degree dust resources areas were created by including   the 200 coded 'bare soil' class of 2009 ESA land use classes map 

 
Figure 3. Sand/dune resource regions for the Middle East 

 

 
Table 1. Dust resources areas 

 

Risk levels  

of dust resources areas 

Area (km2) 

Level 1 341865.00  

Level 2 230020.00  

Level 3 1607398.00  

Level 4 390889.00 

Level 5 765707.00 

TOTAL 3335879.00 
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Table 2. Dust resources areas according to countries 

 

Risk levels  

of dust resources areas Countries Area (km2) 

Risk levels  

of dust resources areas Countries Area (km2) 

Level 1 

Oman 22673.00 

Level 4 

Iraq 

12160.00 

(2.7%)* 

Saudi Arabia 254000.00 Israel 1214.00 

United Arab Emirates 34931.00 Jordan 9915.00 

Yemen 30261.00 Kuwait 488.00 

Level 2 

Oman 24655.00 Lebanon 32.00 

Saudi Arabia 164947.00 Oman 44403.00 

United Arab Emirates 15510.00 Palestine 430.00 

Yemen 24908.00 Qatar 1.00 

Level 3 

Bahrain 483.00 Saudi Arabia 280990.00 

Iraq 

283185.00 

(63.6%)* Syria 

18564.00 

(9.8%)* 

Israel 1295.00 Yemen 22691.00 

Jordan 65419.00 

Level 5 

Bahrain 51.00 

Kuwait 15950.00 Iraq 

68831.00 

(15.0%)* 

Oman 145111.00 Israel 10016.00 

Palestine 46.00 Jordan 11347.00 

Qatar 1886.00 Kuwait 27.00 

Saudi Arabia 832815.00 Lebanon 915.00 

Syria 

101151.00 

(53.7%)* Oman 78507.00 

United Arab Emirates 22787.00 Palestine 1638.00 

Yemen 137271.00 Qatar 9487.00 

   Saudi Arabia 359153.00 

 
  Syria 

16828.00 

(8.9%)* 

   Turkey 6443.00 

   United Arab Emirates 6074.00 

   Yemen 196390.00 

   TOTAL 3335879.00 

   * shows the percentages by country total area 

 

 

According to the ESA Global Land Cover Map 2009 world report (200 coded class), the vast majority of the area is 

covered with sand/dune areas of 3335879.00 km2 without vegetation. This figure corresponds to 76.47% of the entire 

Middle East. On the other hand, surface water sources (210 coded class) for the countries of the Middle East are 19767 

km2 . This corresponds to approximately 0.5% of the total area. Iraq's total surface water resources is 5435 km2, that of 

Syria is the 1303 km2.  When the distribution of water assets according to the dust resources regions of the Middle East 

countries is analyzed, it is seen that Iraq's surface water assets area of 3872.90 km 2 is in the third-degree dust resources 

regions. Within the same region, Syria has only 74.40 km2 of water asset. Within the fourth degree dust resources 

regions, Iraq has 109.60 km2, Syria has 356.80 km2 of water asset and within the fifth degree dust resources regions Iraq 

has 247.80 km2, Syria has 338.0 km2 of water asset (Table 3). 

When Iraq and Syria are evaluated in terms of water resources, 71.3% (3872.90 km2) of Iraq's total 5435.00 km2 of 

water resources area is located in the third-degree dust resources area. This situation poses a serious threat to the water 

resources for the protection of the agricultural areas in this region when considering that the existing water resources of 

Iraq are fed with the Euphrates and Tigris. In Syria, the rate of water resources in the third-grade dust resources region 

is 6% (78.40 km2), the rate of water resources in the fourth-grade dust resources region is 27.4% (356.80 km2) and the 

rate of water resources in the fifth-grade dust resources region is 25.9% (338.00 km2). The same threat applies to Syria, 

but the risk level is lower than Iraq.   
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Table 3. Water asset areas according to the countries and risk levels of dust resources areas 
 
 

Risk levels 

of dust resources areas Countries Water asset areas (km2) 

Level 2 
Saudi Arabia 0.5 

United Arab Emirates 0.1 

Level 3 

Bahrain 0.5 

Iraq 3872.9 (71.3%)* 

Israel 136.0 

Jordan 127.9 

Kuwait 2.5 

Saudi Arabia 9.5 

Syria 78.4 (6%)* 

United Arab Emirates 56.1 

Yemen 4.7 

Level 4 

Iraq 109.6 (2%)* 

Israel 129.7 

Jordan 351.7 

Palestine 197.9 

Saudi Arabia 1.7 

Syria 356.8 (27.4%)* 

Level 5 

Iraq 247.8 (4.6%)* 

Israel 0.2 

Jordan 2.0 

Oman 1.5 

Palestine 1.7 

Qatar 0.1 

Saudi Arabia 10.4 

Syria 338.0 (25.9%)* 

Turkey 11.1 

United Arab Emirates 0.3 

Yemen 0.5 

* shows the percentages by country total water asset area 

 

 

According to the ESA Global Land Cover Map 2009 world report for the Middle East region (class 11;14; 20 and 

30), the total area of agricultural land is 594699.00 km2. 459482.00 km2, 48680 km2 and 41975 km2 of the agricultural 

land is located respectively in Turkey, Iraq and Syria. According to the dust resources regions, Iraq and Syria are mostly 

located in the third-degree dust resources region. The ratio of agricultural land within the level 3,4 and 5 dust resources 

regions which are most affected by the dust resources of Syria and Iraq to the total agricultural land is 25.90% 

(10873.00 km2) in Syria and 10.50% (5110.00 km2) in Iraq (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. Agricultural lands within the dust resources regions of Syria and Iraq 
 

Within General Directorate of Combating Desertification and Erosion in T.C. Ministry of Forestry and Water Affairs, a 

study was conducted for the detection of desertification-greening trends areas in the buffer zone of 111386.80 km2 in 

Euphrates and Tigris rivers (10 km wide) within the borders of Syria and Iraq with the help of 8152 plot with a size of 

0.5 ha by using Collect Earth methodology. As a result of the work carried out in order to monitor and evaluate the 

vegetation areas, mainly agricultural areas, 193749 ha greening and 73149 ha desertification area were detected 

between 2001-2016 years (Figure 5). A significant increase in the amount of greening, that is vegetation, in the 

agricultural areas along the Euphrates and Dicle rivers is the evidence of the protection of existing vegetation because 

the agricultural areas, vast majority of which is located in the third-degree sand/dune resources regions can be irrigated 

despite the problems of available dust resources and this provides soil aggregates to merge. 

.  
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Figure 5. Multi-purpose land monitoring project in Euphrates and Tigris rivers 
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4. Conclusions 
 
As a result of the study done; 

 76.47% of the entire Middle East (4362429 km2) is dust resources consisting of sand and desert dune land classes. 

This high rate threatens vegetation in other land use classes, especially in the Middle East agricultural areas. 

Considering the current conditions of Iraq and Syria and the changes in land use, the primary factor that causes 

agricultural areas to become ineffective by exposing them to dust transportation by the influence of wind is the 

dust resources in the region. 

 

 Using the 'sand/dune' land classes on the basis of the dataset created in the context of FAO's "Global Forestry 

Inventory and Drylands Assessment Project", a map of risk level classes for the entire Middle East region was 

created. In the southern part of the Middle East, level 1 and 2 dust resources regions risk classes are located, while 

the largest dust sources areas in the region are at the level 3 risk class. The countries of Iraq and Syria, which 

constitute the focal point of the research, are located in the region of the level 3 dust resources mostly. 63.6% of 

the total area in Iraq, and 53.7% of the total area in Syria constitute level 3 dust resource regions 

 

 71.3% of the water areas in Iraq, mostly formed by Euphrates and Tigris, are located in the level 3 risky dust 

resources region. For Syria, these rates are 6% for water areas in the level 3 risky dust resources regions and 

27.4% and 25.9% for those in the level 4 and 5 risky dust resources regions, respectively. This requires that the 

country be sensitive in planning related to water assets and water use. 

 

 25.90% of Syria, 10.50% of Iraq is located in the level 3,4 and 5 risky dust resources region. The rest of the 

agricultural land is threatened by current dust resources and dominant wind directions. It has been observed that 

all of the irrigable agricultural lands from the Euphrates and Tigris rivers can be preserved by the use of the 

existing water and vegetation growth has been observed in irrigable agricultural lands during the last 16 years. 
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Abstract 

 

When streams exceed their capacity, they overflow and cause floods which are destructive to their surrounding areas. Floods are 

natural disasters that have adverse economic and social effects on communities. Such negative effects are unarguably exacerbated 

by residential or commercial development in high-risk flood zones. Therefore, it is imperative to mitigate the harm caused by floods 

to human health, envionment, infrastructure and investements. Identifying the structures that are prone to being flooded and 

implementing precautionary measures would minimize the losses (Sargın, 2013). 

In this study, we utilized Geographic Information System (GIS) to analyze floods. In the project, terrestrial data and GIS data 

were used in computer environment. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method is used in this study that aims to use decision 

support mechanisms more effectively and healthily in the monitoring and management of flood disasters. 

We entered all collected data into the HEC-RAS software and perfomed flood analysis of Besikduzu, Trabzon. Based on the 

results of our analysis, we made recommendations with respect to the magnitude and significance of the observed changes. 

 

Keywords 

Flood, Besikduzu, AHP, GIS 

 

1.Introduction 

 

Different computer models are developed to understand the flood and to demonstrate its effects. It is possible to collect 

the main constituent of these models in four parts. These are hydrological models, hydraulic models, flood mapping 

and produce of flood maps for use in the model.  

In this study, we aim to produce flood hazard maps for Takazli Creek using GIS and hydraulics software. We 

inspected the general phsical properties of the primary study areas'a basin. In light of our findings, we proceeded to 

develop the hydrologic and hydraulic models. 

 

 2.Study Area 

 

Town of Besikduzu is 45 kilometers west of Trabzon. The central population 21,870 (Figure 1). 

The district center is flat and at sea level. Its interior has a rather rugged and prone terrain. Its surface area is 121 

km2. 

The town has a typical Black Sea climate with cool summers and mild winters. It rains all four seasons. The 

average temperature is 22 C in the warmest month and 6 C in the coldest. Humidity is around %60-%70. 

There are 5 creeks in town that are capable of causing floods. These are: Takazli, Nefsisarli, Hudela, Cavuslu and 

Tumen Creeks (Figure 2). We picked Takazli Creek as the basin area. 
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Figure 1:Study Area 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Beşikdüzü creeks 
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3.Tools and Procedures 

Figure 3 outlines the phases of this project.                                                                    

 

 

                                                

 

 

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                        

 

 

 

Figure 3:Work phases 

 

3.1 Analytic Hierarchy Process 

 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is the most frequently used method of multiple-criteria decision  analysis. The 

objective of MCDA methods is to keep decision making under control and arrive at the resulting decision as easily and 

quickly as possible in the presence of large number of alternatives and criteria (Öztürk, 2009). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: AHP tree diagram 

 

The primary objective and the subsequent criteria and alternatives are displayed based on the principles of AHP. 

For Besikduzu, Tarbzon, the flood hazard risk map (Figure 4) and the factors that contributed to the floods are shown 

in a hierarchical tree sturcture generated via AHP (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Flood map hierarchical structure generated via AHP. 

 

In AHP, decision making is broken down into its components which are organized in a hierarchical structure. 

Pairwise comparisons are made in order to calculate scores based on degrees of priority (Figure 6). A basic scale with 

scores ranging from 1 to 9 was adopted for pairwise comparisons.  The first step in AHP is to identify the primary 

objective. In order to identify all criteria that influnce the decision-making process, we consulted subject matter 

experts. 

According to the AHP results, the area under study is determined to be hazardous, while potential floods can be 

brought on particularly by rain and sloping land (Figure 7). 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Binary comparison example 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: AHP end result 
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3.2 Takazli Creek Hydraulic Model Study 
 

Existing numeric maps were used in modeling the residential areas. In order to move Geographic data into the HEC-

RAS software, a numeric height model of the region is needed. 3D model of the terrain is generated using 

ArcGIS(Figure 8). 
 

 

 

Figure 8: Beşikdüzü TIN model. 

3.2.1 Takazlı Creek 

 

Precipitation area: 2.70 km2 

Main arm length: 5.50 km 

Manning's roughness coefficient of the creekbed was taken as n=0.021 

 

Using a HEC-RAS model (Table 1), water surface levels were calculated for different flow rates and water surface 

profiles were generated (Figure 9). 

 

Table 1: Flood return periods and discharges 

 

Return Period in Years Flood Discharge 

2 4.3 

5 6.6 

10 8.5 

25 11.9 

50 15.4 

100 19.3 

500 26.7 
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Figure 9: Entering the channel discharge values, which are determined by statistical analysis, into HEC-RAS. 

 

As a result, 100- and 500- year water surface levels were obtained for Takazli Creek's mainstream(Figure 10). 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Takazli Creek water surface profiles for discharges with 100- and 500- year repeat periods. 

 

All topographic data was entered into HEC-RAS, which is capable of performing hydraulic analysis, using the 

HEC-GeoRAS extension for ArcGIS. Discharge values calculated via statistical methods for different repeat periods 

(100- and 500- year) were plugged into the hydraulic model, and water levels were calculated. The results were moved 

to ArcGIS via HEC-GeoRAS where flood analysis was carried out. In light of the findings, recommendations were 

made regarding the magnitude and significance of the observed changes. 
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Results 

 

The results of the study show that future floods that reach the expected maximum water level would cause major 

structural damage in Besikduzu town center due to the pesence of development alongside the creek and the narrowing 

of the creekbed by the existing bridges. Hazard studies of floods, which are capable of causing significant casualties, 

should not be overlooked. Flood hazard analysis should be carried out and precautionary actions should be taken based 

on the identified risks. GIS methods allow performing flood hazard analysis quickly, and provide effective results by 

considering multiple factors. 

As a result of the hydrodynamic modeling studies made within the scope of the report, from the mansard the grilles 

2D model had negative effects on the water profil, have been determined to cause floods (Figure 11). Using AHP, 

criteria that cause floods in Besikduzu, Trabzon were identified. Rain was determined to be the most significant 

criterion. Besikduzu town municipality carried out a study on flood prevention. As a result, channel preservation 

perimeters were established and the zoning plan was amended accordingly. 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Q500 Flood propagation map 

 

       
 

Bounding polygon                                                        tQ500 
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Abstract 
 
With the Netcad interoperability platform, it is aimed to increase the accuracy and quality of data by preventing duplication of data, 

to reduce application development costs, to increase the user experience and to use it effectively in a timely manner. 

There are different software companies and different infrastructure technologies in public institutions. Although different systems 

produce different results by storing different data, common points have always been to serve the institution. 

Netcad allows to analyze on map by digitizing verbal data integrated with different systems. At the same time, Netcad also provides 

third party corporate map baselines to identify the geographical locations of verbal data, to access the addresses, plans, etc. produced 

by Netcad. 

One goal of the NetCAD interoperability platform is to be integrated with systems that have different technologies and 

infrastructures. The most effective way to integrate with systems that have different operating systems, hardware and software 

technologies is to use web service technologies. Data produced by Netcad is provided by Netcad Netgis services and OGC standards. 

Proxy service is used to communicate with web services of third party companies. 

With Netcad interoperability platform, Netcad map can be displayed in the user interface of third party software producing verbal 

data, verbal (debt, declaration, accrual) data generated by third party software on Netcad map can be listed and thematic analyzes 

can be done. In this way, data with different qualities and technologies from a single point can be quickly accessed, controlled, easily 

integrated into new systems when needed. 
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1. Introduction 
 
With Netcad VGA, precise and special data such as Address, Cadastre, Plan, Infrastructure are produced with all kinds 

of spatial quality controls. Produced spatial data and various analyzes, queries, thematic reports are published on desktop, 

mobile phone and web platforms. 

Netcad Netgis web services deliver these services to OGC standards when third-party software vendors with different 

areas of expertise need the data produced by Netcad VGA such as address, cadastre, plan. Third-party software companies 

that implement the data that is served to their system are saved at no extra cost, get the right data, and do not repeat the 

process. 

The software company uses the Netcad Netgis Map Client with a common dataset when it wants to display the 

corresponding location on the map of the verbal data. After third-party software companies use Netcad Netgis Map Client 

to view the geographical location of their verbal data, Netcad Netgis Map Client can accelerate processes and improve 

the quality of verbal data by using a variety of capabilities including 360 street view, building photos, thematic, spatial 

analysis. 

With Netcad Netgis web services, the data is kept in OGC standards and development costs are kept at optimum level. 

With the know-how acquired by third-party software companies, development, documentation and training costs are 

eliminated in different projects. 

Verbal and visual data not produced by Netcad Netcad is implemented through corporate products while the opposite 

of current model is implemented. Using Netcad corporations products, editing tools such as archives, document tracking, 

etc., which are managed by third party companies belonging to spatial objects such as parcels, buildings, independent 

building unists, are displayed. 

In cases where only verbal data such as MIS should be displayed, Netcad is listed in corporate products by connecting 

to web services provided by MIS companies and obtaining verbal data such as debt / declaration. 

 
1.1. Model 

 
Within Netcad interoperability platform, common data sets are used to communicate different systems. UAVT (National 

Address Database), MAKS (Spatial Address Recording System) codes for address information, Ada, Parcel, Tapu 

neighborhood names are used for cadastral data. 

Because UAVT and MAKS codes are generated from a common center, the use of UAVT or MAKS code during 

data exchange of different systems will always lead to the correct result. Since the same Ada / Parcel values are repeated 

within the administrative boundaries, when the name of the Tapu Neighborhood is also used, the matching rate of the data 

is increasing. 
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1.2. Method 

 
For communicating two different systems, it is necessary to determine how to transfer the data from the source to the 

target after the common data set is determined. The end user profile, available resources and current technologies need to 

be well analyzed before determining how often the data will be transmitted or received and which technologies will be 

used. 

Web technology is used if the end user is not in a stable environment and always needs to reach the current database. 

The current data is transmitted via web services. Current web service technologies such as rest api, soap are used to reduce 

development costs. Netcad Netgis services serve data using soap technology. Service input and output are in OGC 

standards. 
 

 
 

Image 1: MIS Tematik Harita 
 
 

 
 

Image 2: MIS Bilgileri 
 

1.3. Netcad Interoperability Platform Services 
 
Netcad Interoperability Platform services are the basis for the address/property data of the institution. The criteria in the 

address services are UAVT codes. Since the parcel structure contains the most up to date parcel log, MIS is the only 

source for parcel related jobs. 
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1. Neighborhood Query: brings up the current Neighborhood list, 

a. MIS software accesses current neighborhood data. 

b. Old records can be queried. 

 

2. Road Query: Bring up the Current Road list, 

a. MIS software accesses the current road data. 

b. Old road names can be queried together with their current state. 

c. The roads in the neighborhood can be queried.  

3. Building Door Number Query: It brings up the current door list. 

a. MIS software accesses the current door list, Neighborhood, Road criteria can be used. 

b. Old records can be queried. 

 

4. Parcel query: The current parcel list can be accessed. 

a. MIS software accesses current parcel list. 

b. Changes in the parcels (Sorting, Merge) are monitored. 

 

5. Independent Building Unit Query: The current independent unit list can be accessed. 

a. MIS software accesses the current independent building unit list, 

b. Neighborhood, road, building door number criteria can be used, 

c. Neighborhood, Parcel, Structure and Road information associated the doors can be listed. 

d. Old records can be queried.  

 

6. Map Query: The web-assisted map of address data can be retrieved dynamically. 

a. BELNET WEB maps can be displayed dynamically on MIS software screens. Enlarge, shrink, query 

etc. map controls can be provided. Recent address maps can be displayed on satellite images. 

 

7. NetGIS SDK: NetGIS SDK is a tool that enables MIS software to add itself directly to its own work screens, 

and then define all the map control features such as enlarge, shrink, shift, get information, measure operations. 

 

8. NetGIS CVS: The NetGIS CVS (Geographic Data Service) mechanism allows collecting data for the six 

services mentioned in the above 1-5. It is a tool to provide aggregate data integration especially at project start-

ups. 

 
 

1.4. Advantages 
 

 Prevent duplicate service, hardware and software purchases 

 Provides geographical publishing, analysis and reporting of services 

 Provides a fair distribution of missing, inaccessible services to the citizen 

 Provides an increase in service quality from the moment it is established 

 From the moment of its establishment, it provides visible increases in its corporate income. 

 

1.5. Key Benefits 
 

 Applications such as road constructions, green area regulations, cleaning works can be processed into map 

environment. 

 It is possible to plan social assistance packages and follow them on a map basis. 

 The work done by the zabita unit can be monitored on the system. 

 The work done by the fire department can be monitored in the map environment. 

 Unspecified properties can be monitored. 

 Highest Money collectin neighborhoods, streets where the most debt is accrued can be reported, visualized on 

the map. 

 Colored maps of neighborhoods can be created according to investment amounts. 

 Illegal water consumption can be calculated and displayed on the map. Buildings which are borrowed from 

water bill can be colored on the map, 

 Trouble situations and completed work can be processed into map environment. 

 Parcels / buildings that do not have a license can be colored. 

 Property information system can be established. 
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Example:  
 

Netcad Netgis service's entry into OCG standards, 

 
<GetInfoEx version="2.0"> 

 <GetInfo> 

  <SRID/> 

  <!--Hedef Projeksiyonu (SRID) --> 

  <Proj/> 

  <!-- Hedef Projeksiyonu (WKT) --> 

  <Clockwise>False</Clockwise> 

  <CountOnly/> 

  <FAD>TABLE_NAME</FAD> 

  <Filter xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml">  

   <And>  

    <PropertyIsLessThan>  

     <PropertyName>AREA</PropertyName>  

     <Literal>100000</Literal>  

    </PropertyIsLessThan> 

    <PropertyIsBetween> 

     <PropertyName>TOTALPOPULATION</PropertyName> 

     <LowerBoundary> 

      <Literal>2000</Literal> 

     </LowerBoundary> 

     <UpperBoundary> 

      <Literal>6000</Literal> 

     </UpperBoundary> 

    </PropertyIsBetween> 

   </And>  

  </Filter>  

 </GetInfo> 

</GetInfoEx> 
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Abstract 
 
Turkish Topographic Vector Database (TOPOVT) is a 3D vector database comprising 1:25.000 scale or higher resolution topographic 

features, contours representing the topography and geographic names. TOPOVT is the basic geographic data source for our country 

mapping and base for GIS applications. Feature collection stage of TOPOVT will soon be completed by covering whole Turkey. The 

updating works have already begun and will go on with an acceleration in 2018.   Real time or near real time updating of continuously 

changing geographic features in our country as far as possible and avoiding the duplicate geographic data production by governmental 

institutions are the main objectives of General Command of Mapping which is the biggest geographic data producer in basic scales in 

Turkey.    

TOPOVT Real Time Updating System was designed to provide all governmental institutions and municipalities producing and 

using geographic information via internet to update and easily access to TOPOVT. Most of the TOPOVT features are acquired by 

governmental institutions and municipalities according to their needs. TOPOVT Real Time Updating System is realized to avoid 

duplicate geographic data production countrywide and reflect the changes in topography to TOPOVT in real time or near real time. 

The software component of the system consists of desktop and android (or tablets) applications. The desktop application will enable 

governmental institutions and municipalities to update TOPOVT in their service areas according to their job definition without needing 

another software thus providing the TOPOVT users to make use of the up-to-date data. Android (tablet) application will provide the 

field geographic data collectors to access TOPOVT directly and to update the data in real time or in near real time unless 3G internet 

is available. 

By this system, all the governmental institutions needing topographic database for their applications will easily reach TOPOVT, 

make use of the data in their field works and present the data they produced to country use. Also, by avoiding the duplicate geographic 

data production, national sources will be utilized economically and effectively. 
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1. Introduction 
 
General Command of Mapping is responsible for the production of maps for defense and development purposes and 

provide geographic data to governmental institutions according to the regulations. In order to realize this responsibility 

effectively, Turkish Topographic Vector Database (TOPOVT) was established with a model representing the real world 

continuously with vector data without file base. TOPOVT is the topographic vector database in which the 1:25.000 scale 

topographic data produced by General Command of Mapping are stored and presented and also standard topographic 

printed maps are produced. 

The vector data in TOPOVT is acquired mainly from stereo aerial photos by digital photogrammetric workstations 

and then completed in the field by checking the compiled data, correcting the mistakes and collecting the attributes of the 

features and also the geographic names. After field completion the data are post-processed, topologic rules are controlled 

and then uploaded to TOPOVT (Yüksel et al. 2013) 

At the design stage of TOPOVT, all collected features in classical map production are investigated for their integrity, 

collection rules and topologic relations. New topographic feature classes and subtypes are determined by making use of 

VMAP (Vector Map) data model. The attributes and attribute values of these features are also determined; UML (Unified 

Modelling Language) diagrams are designed showing the topographic features, attributes, lower bounds, attribute values 

and transformation tables (Canıberk et al. 2014). 

 
2. Problem Definition 
 
The data need for the applications in which the spatial analyses are carried out are not met by a single producer. These 

applications need attribute information together with spatial information. The variety of these attributes directly influence 

the results of the application.  The countrywide database are needed for the fulfilment of the requirement to the spatial 

data and attributes produced by different institutions in order to execute the mentioned applications.  The different 

institutions or sides have to cooperate effectively to share the data they collected for establishing and sustaining these 

databases.  

Today, the spatial information is the base for every kind of planning work. For this reason, the most important factor 

in healthy decision making is the working on accurate and up-to-date geographic data in planning works. The applicability 

of the planning is related to the availability and up-to-dateness of the data (Önder, 2000).  
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Different application fields, such as earth sciences, natural resource management, environmental protection, urban and 

regional planning, defense, transport, tourism, statistics and education need geographic data, because they require regional 

or countrywide analyses.  Spatial data are generally related to resolution/scale and they have to be analyzed and presented 

with the resolution/scale that modelled phenomenon and processes were the best understood (Weibel and Dutton, 1999; 

Başaraner and Selçuk, 2004). In this context, TOPOVT is trying to fulfill the users’ spatial data needs according to 

resolution, scale and up-to-dateness; it also assumes a role in effective use of national sources and avoiding duplicate 

productions.  

Although it assumed that keeping the national spatial databases up-to-date is the responsibility of national mapping 

institutions, it is also the responsibility of the partners who need and produce spatial data. The updating process is mainly 

carried out by photogrammetric compilation and field works. Hanson and Wolff (2010) are defined these solutions as 

time consuming and expensive; thus failing to respond effectively to update requests. Müller and Heipke (2009) have 

achieved a 65.5% success rate in the method they developed for the semi-automated updating and control of large-scale 

databases using aerial photos at 10 cm resolution. However, it can be foreseen that it will be difficult to implement it on 

a country basis because the method they apply will lead to keeping the institutional database updated with only 

institutional capabilities. 

Coumans (2016) is stated in her article that Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSi) was designed a topographic database that 

1:1,000,000 cartographic products could be produced from 1:1,000 topographic database in an automated workflow. OSi 

geared to present real features to the users by combining the efforts to collect data in different scales. OSi has combined 

efforts to produce spatial data by avoiding duplicate works on different scales. 

Moore (2013) pointed out that U.S. Geological Survey’s (USGS) national 7.5-minute topographic map series was 

completed in 2000. He asserted that one sheet of map would cost more than $50,000 per map (in 2007 dollars) and would 

take 45 years to complete the series in traditional method. By using the available different resolution and different 

accuracy level GIS sources countrywide, USGS achieved three years updating cycle and cheaper production expenses 

than the original topographic maps by at least a factor of 100. 

A newly emerging paradigm, namely volunteered GIS (VIG) is effecting the geographic information collection 

phenomenon. This kind of geographic information is derived from ordinary volunteered people, in a sense it is 

crowdsourced. VIG is executed via web applications or mobile phone applications. One of the most successful VGI 

application is OpenStreetMap (OSM). OSM produced data in some places are claimed to be more accurate and detailed 

than the officially produced maps of that place. By the help of the volunteers, the geographic information is collected or 

updated immediately in urgent circumstances (Fast and Rinner, 2014). 

USGS also seeks volunteers to contribute The National Map (TNM).  They call the volunteers as The National Map 

Corps (TNMCorps). In this project USGS urges from TNMCorps to update existing data and collect non existing data. 

Especially, the volunteers are requested to give the location of community buildings like schools, hospitals, fire stations 

etc. USGS informs its volunteers that TNM data collected by VIG yields accurate and up-to-date information to the 

citizens (USGS, 2013). 

The tendency in geospatial data production is towards avoiding multi-production efforts on the same location as it is 

seen in the above mentioned production examples. While the countries are seeking the ways to reduce the geospatial data 

production expenses, they are also trying to save labor and time. As a result of these efforts, they manage to produce more 

up-to-date geospatial data on broader areas of interest. Consequently, General Command of Mapping, the national 

mapping agency of Turkey, initiated a project to unite all geospatial data production efforts so as to allow all governmental 

institutions to share and to contribute Turkey’s geospatial data.  

 

3. Real Time Updating System Design 
 

It is also an important and ambitious work to live as long as the creation of the spatial databases (Cömert et al., 2009). 

The necessity of digital geographical information is in the tendency to increase continuously; by reviewing the digital 

geographical data produced, the data model used in production needs to be updated according to user needs and the design 

of geographic databases in accordance with this data model is required. TOPOVT is a structure that can respond to user 

needs in this context.  

With the establishment of TOPOVT; the ability of geographic data production to adapt to the efficiency and 

technological developments in the map production system has increased. Geographical data users are provided with the 

necessary data infrastructure for online geographic data support. Although the definition of the rules for the analysis, 

design phases and the loading of the database is very important as of the near future, nowadays it is left to update the 

database. From this perspective, the real-time database update system will take an important step toward reaching 

institutional targets (Canıberk et al., 2015). 

TOPOVT Real Time Updating System was designed to provide all governmental institutions and municipalities 

producing and using geographic information via internet to update and easily access to TOPOVT which is the basic data 

source of geographical map and topographic map production, which is the basis for GIS applications.  
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3.1. Web Platform Updating System 

 
The real-time topographic database update system requires the selection of data to be published, the identification of users 

and groups, and authorization procedures. After this process, the users will be able to connect from different platforms 

and perform add-delete-update operations.  

The system consists of data management and data transfer, topographic data entry and editing, layer drawing and 

attribute information entry, mapping, authorization and service integration layers. An example from the system interface 

is presented in Figure 1-2. 

 

Figure1: Main screen display of the system 

 

Figure 2: System user login screen 
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By accessing this web-based application through any browser; time management, tracking, and reporting can be done 

according to layer and attribute information, vector can be displayed with given symbols, digital elevation models and 

WMS services can be displayed. Figure 3 shows the region-based authorization and Figure 4 shows the images related to 

the attribute-based authorization. 

  

Figure 3: Zone-based authorization   Figure 4: Attribute-based authorization 

 

All map submissions can be managed via a single platform with internal and external services. Vector data can be 

viewed and managed from web platforms on map layers; can be reported by hundreds of users within the authorities 

granted at the same time from the databases. In addition, the change of history-based topography can be observed. In 

addition, services such as WMS, WFS, WCS can be added dynamically and can be presented based on authority (Figure 

5). 

 

Figure 5: Service addition and authorization 

 

System administrator provide public authorities and all other stakeholders to perform updating, addition, deletion and 

correction operations on the authorized area by performing authorization on the basis of layer, region, province, district, 

village, neighborhood and attribute and. The vector processing required to update TOPOVT from existing geographical 

data is executed fast, secure and data integrity ensured. To this end, tools that work in the internet interface and that can 

perform many basic geographic operations (cutting, cropping, merging, reshaping, etc.) are integrated into the system. 

Figure 6 shows the application of the system-integrated geographic editing tools. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Geo-editing tools application 
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3.2. Mobile (Android) Platform Updating System 

 
A mobile platform update system is designed for users to access TOPOVT data with tablet computers in the field (Figure 

7). The system is managed by Mobile Device Management System (MDM) and can be linked to the TOPOVT update 

infrastructure. The user access authority to the system is determined by MDM and can work integrated with the real time 

updating system. Tablets can be controlled remotely via the management console, messages can be sent to the tablet via 

the management console, such as resetting the system, turning GNSS on/off, locking the device. This ensures that both 

the tablet and the data in the tablet are safe. At the same time, the data downloaded to the disks of the tablets are protected 

by encryption algorithms, preventing unauthorized access to the data. 

 

Figure 7: Tablet PC and external GNSS receiver 

 

Software running on the Android platform can access TOPOVT data, just like the software running on the browser, 

and perform add-delete-update operations within the authorities. Users can work in real time as well as download the data 

at the same time as the internet connection and send them to TOPOVT at the end of their work and they will be able to 

work in near real time. 

Users see only the mobile update software on their tablets and cannot access any other settings and cannot run any 

programs. Separately authorized users for each tablet are directed to the main screen in Figure 8 to log in to their tablets 

and the main application screen (Figure 9) is displayed with successful user input. 

 

Figure 8: Mobile application user login Mobil 
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The main screen consists of four sections. These sections are; Settings Bar (1), Transaction Menu (2), Tools Menu (3), 

Map Module (4). All functions in these sections are active according to the user's authority. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Mobile application main screen 

 

Mobile application vector contains many tools for data editing. These tools allow the user to edit on the existing 

geometry on the selected layer. The user can use these tools within his/her authority. Editing tools become active after 

feature(s) are selected. Single feature editing when a geometry is selected, multiple feature editing tools when multiple 

geometries are selected. The system has merge, clip, intersect, union, snap from node to node, split functions which are 

the basic geographic information system functions that facilitate data collection in the user interface (Figure 10). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Geometry editing tools 

2 

4 

3 
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An external GNSS receiver can be plugged into tablets from the micro usb port and thus ensures feature collection at ±3 

m spatial accuracy. The tablet application can detect the installed GNSS receiver and work with the external receiver. 

After connecting the receiver, all the information (satellite number, geometry etc.) from the receiver can be displayed. A 

new point or vertex can be added with the GNSS receiver, and existing geometries can be arranged according to GNSS 

coordinates (Figure 11). 

 

Figure11: Edit drawing and geometry with GNSS 

 

4. Results and Discussion 
 
TOPOVT is a database in which 1: 25.000 scale topographical data produced by the General Command of Mapping is 

held and presented, and at the same time standard topographic map production is performed which is one of the most 

important tasks of the institution. 

Rapid development is observed in our country especially in urban areas. As a result of this development, when the 

newly created, changed or lost features are transferred to the database in short time intervals, the will of the users who 

need the up-to-date database will be met. For this reason, the establishment of a real-time updating system is important.  

The developed system will provide public institutions and organizations and municipalities direct access to TOPOVT, 

and will facilitate data sharing among institutions. Thus, institutions will contribute to the updating of TOPOVT in line 

with their needs, and repetitive productions between institutions will cease to exist. With the real-time updating system, 

data can be updated at the same time by splitting large areas, integration of data produced or possessed by public 

institutions and organizations producing topographical data can be provided and all updates can be instantly controlled 

from a single center, TOPOVT. 

With TOPOVT Real Time Updating System; 

• The duplicate geographical data collections of institutions will be avoided, 

•  The geographical data will be kept up-to-date with labor and time saved from duplicate transactions, 

•  Emergency geographic data needs will be met shortly as there will be no bureaucratic procedures, 

•  Full and correct geographical data will be used and shared since missing and errors are reported and corrected by 

the related institution.  

Thus, TOPOVT can be updated with the geographical data produced by the public institutions and organizations and 

the municipalities. In addition, data collection can be carried out between the institutions by collecting detailed 

geographical features similar to TOPOVT and making necessary changes in feature definitions and attributes to prevent 

duplication. Organizations will be able to contribute to the correctness and completeness of TOPVT by noting errors and 

omissions. 

For further applications, some improvements can be made in the TOPOVT Real Time Updating System to allow VIG 

to Turkish citizens in order to contribute their observations to a TOPOVT condensed version by their mobile phones. The 

volunteers can especially be requested to give location and name of the community buildings so as to present up-to-date 

and accurate information to other citizens. 
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Abstract 
 
A multi-representation spatial database (MRSDB) integrates various spatial databases or datasets at different levels of detail 

(heterogeneous in terms of scale/resolution and/or theme) in order to create a more sophisticated environment for multi-purpose 

geographic data and map production as well as multi-level spatial analysis and visualization. Spatial semantics generally focus on 

understanding the meaning of spatial entities as well as their counterparts in the cognitive and digital world, and can facilitate the 

design of more sophisticated spatial databases and geographic information systems by eliminating the existing heterogeneity problem, 

enhancing the interoperability of distributed systems and developing intelligent interfaces for user interactions. In this context, 

semantic interoperability, ontologies, spatial semantic web and linked data are hot topics for researchers. This study focuses on 

potential use of the techniques and technologies in the field of (geo)spatial semantics for developing MRSDBs. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Today, large amounts of spatial datasets exist that come from multiple sources. In these datasets, the same real-world 

object may have been defined in different forms, semantically, geometrically and/or graphically, since they are produced 

at different levels of detail for various applications (Friis-Christensen et al. 2005; Basaraner 2012). For instance, a building 

that is represented as a polygon feature or a map symbol on a large-scale map/dataset can be represented as a point feature 

on a smaller scale map/dataset. Linking these heterogeneous data and make them machine-understandable for automatic 

processing and reasoning has a great potential for generating new knowledge from linked data sources (Hahmann and 

Burghardt 2010). In this context, when used in conjunction with semantic Web technologies, the multi-representation 

spatial database (MRSDB) approach, which includes geographic and cartographic databases as well as topographic and 

thematic databases as the more specialized types, thus covering the concepts of semantic, geometric and graphical 

resolution, can be used for analysis and visualization at multiple levels of detail and, if necessary, for automatic transfer 

of updates to other levels of detail. Automatic updates between levels of detail is also important for ensuring consistency 

between datasets of different resolution (Wang and Meng 2009). This study focuses on potential use of the techniques 

and technologies in the field of (geo)spatial semantics for developing MRSDBs. 

The paper organized as follows. Section 2 describes multi-representation spatial databases. Section 3 introduces 

semantic Web technologies within the context of geospatial world. Section 4 describes geographic (geo-) ontologies. 

Finally, section 5 presents discussion and concludes the paper.  

  
2. Multi-Representation Spatial Databases (MRSDBs) 
 
A MRSDB integrates various spatial databases or datasets at different levels of detail (heterogeneous in terms of 

scale/resolution and/or theme) in order to create a more sophisticated environment for multi-purpose geographic data and 

map production as well as multi-level spatial analysis and visualization. From a broader perspective, it can include 

interconnected topographic and thematic geographic and cartographic databases/datasets at different levels of detail. This 

kind of structuring makes it easy and cost effective to maintain these databases or datasets, consistently integrate data 

from variety of sources, and increase the efficiency of applications in various areas (Basaraner 2012). Various institutions 

have responsibility to establish and maintain their databases for specific requirements in terms of different level of detail, 

precision or resolution. Typically, there is a reference scale, probably the most detailed one that changes occur in that 

level of detail. Databases at coarser scales need to be updated according to the reference scale.  This can lead to 

inconsistency problems among data if the linkage between reference and target scales is missing (Friis-Christensen et al. 

2005). With a MRSDB, these inconsistency problems can be solved and effort for updating data can be reduced. However, 

MRSDB approaches have not become widespread yet and most approaches are tool-dependent (Annoni et al. 2008). 

One of approaches proposed for creating a MRSDB is the VUEL approach. The author defines VUEL as “a unique 

combination of a visible element (geometry and graphic symbols) with a particular semantics”. Thus, VUEL (e.g. house) 

is not the semantic object itself, but something we can see on a representation (e.g. a striped blue polygon with house 

attributes) (Bedard and Bernier 2002). The other approach, the stamping technique, takes multi-representations from two 
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perspectives as point of view and resolution. It consists of a pair of stamps (point of view, resolution). These stamps 

characterize different representations of real-world objects (Vangenot et al. 2002). Benslimane et al. (2003) took the 

stamping technique one step further and merged the stamping technique with the description logic (DL) to create a DL-

based ontology language for multi-representation. 

  
3. Semantic Web Technologies 
 
The semantic Web concept, which is frequently used with ontologies today, was first introduced in 2001 by Tim Berners-

Lee, founder of the Internet (Berners-Lee et al. 2001). Semantic Web is defined as “an extension of the current web in 

which information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation”. In this 

context, the semantic Web, initially prepared for human consumption, aims to make the World Wide Web understandable 

not only for humans but also for machines (Lassila and Swick 1999). Semantic technologies (like ontology) that basically 

contain logic systems (First Order Logic, Description Logic etc.) emerge as a promising approach to allow reasoning 

from big data that have recently entered our lives (Sikos 2015). 

The most basic technology for the semantic Web is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) concept (Beckett and 

McBride 2004). With RDF, data providers can deliver data with their meaning as an interoperable way to work with other 

semantic systems on the Web. RDFs become linked data when they are presented over the Web in the context of certain 

rules and associated with other data (Hahmann and Burghardt 2010). The RDF structure is presented as subject-predicate-

object in the form of triples (Figure 1). For example, when saying “Besiktas is the district of Istanbul”, “Besiktas” is the 

subject, “Istanbul” is the object, and “district” is the predicate expressing the relation between the subject and the object. 

By combining similar RDF definitions and associating RDFs with each other, dictionaries can be created at various levels 

and domains. The machines can infer meaningful information from the data defined in this way. For instance, in addition 

to the above example, if “Dolmabahce Palace is located in Besiktas” is defined by using semantic technologies, then the 

inference that “Dolmabahce Palace is located in Istanbul” can be done automatically by the machines. In the case that all 

data in the web, which is generally as documents designed for understanding of humans, can be understood by the 

machines, the semantic web can achieve its intended purpose. In this context, initiatives such as Linked Open Data Cloud, 

which aim to provide a relation between all the linked data in the Web, serve Berners-Lee's semantic Web vision (Hu and 

Janowicz 2016). The LinkedGeoData initiative, which transforms OpenStreetMap data to the RDF knowledge base within 

linked data rules and links this data to other knowledge bases such as DBpedia and Geo Names, contributes to the 

geospatial part of the semantic Web (Auer et al. 2009). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The RDF structure in the form of triples 
 

Based on RDF technology, Web Ontology Language (OWL), which formally proposed by the World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C) in 2004, is frequently used in the current semantic Web environment (McGuinness and van Harmelen 

2004). Roughly, it is a form of language that concepts such as classes, properties, and individuals are defined (Figure 2). 

OWL uses Description Logic and with OWL it is possible to define more advanced class relations than RDF. The 

SPARQL standard, which is also proposed by the W3C, is used to query and process the information contained in the 

semantic Web (Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008). Since SPARQL does not directly support spatial queries, 
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GeoSPARQL standard, which has been developed as an extension to the SPARQL standard by the Open Geospatial 

Consortium (OGC), support spatial queries and operations (Perry and Herring 2012). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Classes, Properties and Individuals of OWL (reproduced from Horridge and Brandt 2013) 

 

 
4. MRSDB and Semantic Web 
 
In the geographic community, same real-world object can be represented in different forms according to different point 

of views. Multiplicity in definitions of the entities leads to semantic heterogeneity. Therefore, the integration of 

geographic information and the fusion of spatial data from multiple sources is still a challenge (Yi 2013). In this context, 

one of the most important step to ensure spatial semantic interoperability and the integration of data from various sources 

is to create ontology (Kieler 2008; Hu 2017). Simply, ontology is the conceptualization and modelling of classes, entities, 

and relations of a specific domain with the help of logic systems. The ontologies are generally divided into three groups; 

high-level (global) ontologies, domain ontologies and application ontologies. Hart and Dolbear (2013) have added micro-

ontologies to this group which is at the bottom level. Recently, Ontology Design Pattern approach, which is special design 

steps for various applications, is also used as application ontologies (Carral et al. 2013; Hu 2017). Sinha et al. (2014) 

describe ontology design patterns as small ontologies which are capturing essential and reusable characteristics of a 

specific domain. In addition, they remark that domain experts and ontology engineers need to collaborate to reveal a 

design pattern. The ontology that provides the conceptualization of the application domain and the knowledge 

representation provides a potential and support for the integration of heterogeneous information coming from multiple 

sources and the matching of entities (Rodríguez and Egenhofer 2003; Stoter et al. 2006). In order to create an ontology, 

generally first step is to build a taxonomy. Since taxonomy can be considered as science of classification, it is an important 

part of the process of creating geo-ontologies. Consequently, National Mapping Agencies (NMAs) like United States 

Geological Survey (USGS) and Ordnance Survey (OS) have created taxonomies for their spatial data to create linked data 

applications based on ontologies (Varanka 2009). Development of geo-ontologies is substantial for sharing and 

integrating geographic data among different users. A geo-ontology has to consist not only semantic relations such as 

synonymy, similarity, mereonomy and hyponymy, but also spatial relations such as adjacency, spatial containment and 

connectedness (Fonseca and Camara, 2009). 

Hahmann and Burghardt (2010) reveal similarities and differences between the linked data and MRSDBs. Both linked 

data and MRSDB contain different views of the same real-world object and both allow geometry-driven feature matching. 

Major difference between them occur in focus. While MRSDBs focus on different geometric and semantic abstraction 

level, linked data focus on different representation of same real-world object. The purpose of linked data is not often to 

produce high quality and effective maps like MRSDB, but access to various information in the Web. 

Looking at the Infrastructure for spatial information in Europe (INSPIRE), it can be seen that one of its purposes is to 

solve the inconsistencies in multi-lingual and cross-border issues. Multilinguality is one of the most important factors that 

make data harmonization difficult (Annoni et al. 2008). One of the solutions is to keep geographical information through 

ontologies and to provide integration by matching ontologies. In the geographic domain, ontology matching is a process 

of integration heterogeneous geospatial data which considered semantically similar (Figure 3). Besides, ontology 

integration is a crucial issue for reuse and share information among different communities and to create knowledge base 

about a domain (Kavouras and Kokla 2007). For instance, land use classification systems from Austrian Realraumanalyse 

(left) and the European CORINE can be seen in Figure 4. Based on similarities between these two systems either automatic 

or manual ontology matching approaches can be a potential solution for integration geospatial data. Similarly, national 

geographic data infrastructures can be integrated by the use of semantic matching approaches independently from 

languages and borders (Ulutaş et al. 2016). 
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Figure 3. Ontology matching 
 

 

 
 
Figure 4. Land use classification systems of the Austrian Realraumanalyse (left) and the European CORINE (Annoni et 

al. 2008) 

 
5. Conclusions 
 
In this study, multi-representation databases and spatial semantic web technologies are examined and the approaches used 

for overcoming various heterogeneity problems (in terms of scale/resolution, theme or language) are presented. Multiple 

taxonomies for the same real-world objects can be defined by considering the application requirements and purpose to 

overcome the heterogeneity problems that originate from data sources and/or feature representations at different levels of 

detail. Taxonomies are the first step in creating ontologies, and ontologies are the basis of the semantic Web approach. 

With such an approach, a MRSDB can be created by means of multiple ontologies; feature representations at different 

levels of detail can be performed, the inconsistencies in the data between different levels of detail can be checked and 

corrected, the semantic integration of various spatial data can be ensured and new knowledge inferences can be made 

(Tanasescu 2007; Varanka 2009; Basaraner 2013; Ulutaş et al. 2016; Hu 2017). The study has shown that MRSDBs and 

ontologies can be used in conjunction with stamping technique or a new approach similar to this technique. Future work 

will focus on a MRSDB that will be built with geospatial semantic technologies. 
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Abstract 
 
Volunteered Geographical Information (VGI) was first put forward by Goodchild (2007) and became available throughout the world 

in a relatively short time associated with developing social media. VGI is a position-based genre of citizen science and has recently 

become a rapidly developing field in the field of data collection. Even though, it is an up-to-date and developing research area and 

many successful works have been carried out in the most of the developed countries, VGI is a very new field of research in Turkey and 

its applications are still limited. Therefore, within the context of this paper, the researches on VGI will be summarized and the stages 

of developing a social responsibility mobile application that will increase communication between the user-authoritative institution 

based on VGI will be explained. In this mobile application, users are all citizens. Authorized institution is municipalities, police 

directorates etc. Thanks to the this mobile application, users upload into the system by adding photos, location and description of 

urban problems, such as uncollected garbage, a wrong parked vehicle or a pit that can damage vehicles etc. This urban problem that 

is uploaded to the system is seen by the related institution and afterwards, the institution shares the information such as photos, 

description of work done to solve the problem in the system for the purpose of informing the users. Since this application is also an 

open social media mobile application at the same time, all users will see the sharing and feedbacks made. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Volunteered Geographical Information (VGI) is a position-based genre of citizen science and has recently become a 

rapidly developing field in the field of data collection. Generally, the mean of VGI is summarized by Goodchild (2007), 

Sui (2008), Elwood et al. (2012), See et al. (2016) and other researchers as ‘the digital spatial data which is collected and 

edited not by data producers but by citizens who are not experts but willing to disseminate their spatial knowledge and 

observations’ without any special invitation (Seeger 2008). From 2004 onwards, thanks to developing technology, 

individuals can create their own digital geographical information using high quality and free online maps (Goodchild and 

Li 2012). Thus, VGI has recently been used in a variety of scientific fields and applications. Applications such as 

OpenStreetMap, Wikimapia, Tagzania, the People's Map and Platial or The People's Atlas are most known for volunteer 

geographic information applications. If we look at the Wikimapia example, an individual with an Internet connection can 

choose an area on the world and provide an explanation, including links to other resources. Then, everyone can arrange 

this clarification and the results are monitored by volunteer reviewers, checking the accuracy and the importance. 

One of the collaborative phenomena among 21st century orientation approaches is social media (Banger and Calisir 

2014). Social Media is the digital platform in which the most common explanation and the sharing of information captured 

by the new generation of web technologies and the speed of communication are followed. Examples of social media 

include Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube, Linkedin, Panoramio, Flickr, Jive, Telligent, Chatter, wikis and blogs. 

When these platforms are taken into consideration, it is not necessary to limit social media's present importance to chat 

or entertainment. These platforms allow individuals to share position-based information. With this feature, social media 

platforms have become a widely used tool for location-based data collection worldwide. 

VGI is a current and developing research area in the most of the developed countries, but in Turkey, it is a very new 

field of research and its applications are still limited. Some researches on VGI and social media are presented below. 

Poorazizi et al. (2015) present a VGI framework for disaster management. Individuals generate VGI by using location 

based devices and sharing geo-tagged information such as photos, videos through social media. The authors show that 

the VGI framework can make possible data acquisition for disaster management. 

Spinsanti and Ostermann (2013) publish a paper about a system to extract, to process and to analyze information 

gathered from social media on forest fires events. The authors present the GeoCONAVI (Geographic CONtext Analysis 

for Volunteered Information) approach and a prototype system using social media based information. 

Werts et al. (2012) aim is to develop an integrated WebGIS framework for VGI and social media in soil and water 

conservation. For this purpose, they want to develop a framework for combining current technologies and social media 

and develop and online web mapping interface. So, thanks to this study, it is developed an integrated framework for future 

use in soil and water conservation. 

Gulnerman et al. (2017) present a GIS tool of public participant to improve the capacity at local level where time and 

spatial data integration for crisis management. Thus, the authors evaluated and tested the potential of VGI and Public 

Participatory Geographic Information System in a neighborhood of Istanbul. 
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Gulnerman et al. (2016) publish a conference paper about a problem. Could they monitor or define the path of pedestrians and 

route of cars by using real time data within emergency period in Turkey. To do this, they aim to evaluate the social media data 

and spatial data to develop a VGI based on a predetermined time interval, using spatial and semantic analyses. 

As technology grows rapidly and usage by individuals increases rapidly, the gathering and sharing of location-based 

information will also increase. Thus, participation of individuals in various fields of science, such as disaster management, 

health science, archaeology, basic sciences, will be inevitable. 

In this study, our aim is to discover the potential of VGI and social media integration in urban affairs. Citizens share 

information about events at any time anywhere in Kayseri by a mobile application. Thus, relevant institutions and 

organizations in Kayseri solve problems related to these events in a short time. For example; when there is a problem 

about road condition, citizens share information about problem reporting the location (Figure 1(a)) and then, another post 

is shared about fixing the problem (Figure 1(b)). Road condition, water supply network problems, traffic signs problems 

and traffic density are just some example about urban affairs. 

 

  
 

 
Figure 1: (a) Sharing about a road condition problem, (b) Sharing about fixing the road condition problem 

 

In the second part of this paper, the stages of developing a mobile application that consist of VGI and social media 

integration will be mentioned. In the results and suggestions section, current research and application possibilities and in 

the field of VGI will be evaluated and mentioned about some benefits of mobile applications and VGI-social media 

integration. 

 
2. The Mobile Application 
 
This social media application developed for one of the most common mobile operating system, iOS. iOS has been first 

announced by Apple Inc. in 2007 to run on the iPhone devices (URL 1). It sustains its 2nd common mobile operating 

system position about sharing the world’s market by 14.7% in first quarter of 2017 (URL 2). 

Xcode is a IDE (Integrated Development Environment), especially to develop iOS applications. It is mainly capable 

to make users development in Objective-C and Swift languages. Besides Xcode allows to import different programming 

language libraries to connect the application to different platforms in which is web platforms like Firebase and Cocoapods. 

Developed by Google, Firebase is a web platform that offers free usage in the sense that it can meet the needs of 

managing cross-platform applications. Today, applications are required to access the same database from every device 

regardless of platform. Development requires a management panel where many user uploaded developers can easily 

manage registration - session information, analyze usage data of applications, send user notification at the same time, test 

application, etc. FireBase provides separate access for each application equipped with features such as Realtime Database, 

Notification and Remote Config in new developer friendly interface without any need for application management, usage 

tracking, data storage, notification sending, and extra server and server side code writing. It also supports to login with 

social media accounts like Facebook, Twitter by using the Auth service. 

CocoaPods is a dependency management tool for Cocoa Projects (iOS, OSX operating systems) written in Swift and 

Objective-C. In other words, third party libraries written for these platforms are an improved tool to include in the project. 

(a) (b) 
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The basic operating principle of the mobile application that consist of VGI and social media integration is shown in Figure 

2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this application user login with username and password combination or Facebook account. In order to connect the 

Firebase platform, the Firebase Auth Service has been used. In the main page (Figure 3) the user can see the other 

notifications sent by other users. 

 

 
Figure 3: Main page of mobile application 

 

To add a new notification, user should tab the “+” button, then the sharing page appears (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4: Sharing page of mobile application 

 

In this page, user share three information: the user location, an image from photo gallery or captured by camera and the 

description or comment. When the user tab the “photo add” icon, dialog bar opens and asks the user to select from gallery 

or open the camera (Figure 5). 

There is an urban 
affair in anywhere 

Volunteers upload 
information such 

as location, photo. 

Related 
organizations see 

that problem. 

The organization 
takes steps to solve 

the problem 

The organization 
shares information 

about fixing the 
problem 

All users are 
informed 

Figure 2: Basic operating principle of the mobile application 
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Figure 5: Information upload page of mobile application 

 

When all the information are checked, the user could share this notification with services like police, fire department or 

municipality etc. by just tabbing the “share” button. Then, related organizations and institutions take steps to solve 

problem and share the problem solved over the mobile application to inform the citizens.  

 
4. Results and Suggestions 
 
In this study, we want to draw attention to relationship between Volunteered Geographic Information and social media. 

For this purpose, some studies about VGI and social media integration carried out in our country and in the world are 

summarized and for the management of urban affairs a mobile application which is consist of VGI and social media 

integration developed.  

VGI is emerging as a research field that is rapidly gaining prominence through the widespread use of mobile 

technologies and social media. The use of VGI in urban affairs has many benefits. Two main benefits are presented here. 

Firstly, it significantly decreases the time and cost required to collect urban affairs information. Secondly, as the data is 

open and freely accessible. 

In the future, the above-mentioned social media platforms can be further developed and their contribution to urban 

information systems enhanced. In the absence of such studies, it can be seen that volunteered geographic information and 

social media integration in our country will spread rapidly. Finally, we believe that users of VGI who are from different 

research areas willing to do useful things for public, will contribute to the awareness of other people and to the 

development of information sharing culture. 
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Abstract 
 
All processes from planning to management are of critical importance at various stages such as the successful development of natural 

gas distribution projects in natural gas distribution companies, the completion of investments, and management of the operating period. 

Decision support systems are used in different processes such as construction and manufacturing, business management, customer 

care, emergency management and gas distribution control in these processes, which are started with the investment decision. In this 

study, it has been shown that the decision support mechanism can be used effectively and correctly when smart geospatial technologies 

are well positioned and used correctly in all levels of management centers where they do not consist only of database, digital map and 

query analysis. The whole project consists of 6 sub-decision support system modules called Investment Planning Decision Support 

System, Information Sharing and Reporting Decision Support System, Customer Relations Management Decision Support System, 

Natural Gas Master Plan, Emergency Management Decision Support System and Route Optimization Decision Support System. All 

these modules are collected on a single screen that can be accessed via the web and they designed to include mapping, table creation, 

and listing and graph-report generation functions. Each subsystem is grouped under separate headings in accordance to their purpose 

and qualifications. In this context, it will be mentioned about just two of them named Investment Planning and Customer Management. 

 
Keywords 

Smart Mapping, Multicriteria Analysis, Investment Planning, Spatial Decision Support System, Customer Complaint Management, 

Reporting. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Literature  
 

Decision Support System (DSS) is a computer based information system where users interact with the system in the 

decision-making process and it is used to help a business executive and professional employees make decisions. Decision 

support systems are often used for solving semi-structured problems, as well as for structured and unstructured problems. 

Systems are data and model based. The system allows users to set up models based on data related to a particular problem 

and one or more methods. It is possible to make faster and more accurate decisions (Çopur 2016). 

A DSS is actually a problem-solving system. Information pollution, which is widespread in every area, can be seen 

as one of the most important reasons for the emergence of the DSS. For this reason, there is a growing need for such tools 

and systems that will help managers when they perform their duties (Bozkurt 2016). 

Decision making has become an important part of many sciences, primarily management of organizations and 

businesses. Today, with the rapid developments in the field of information and technology, decision-making process is 

faced more frequently than the old one. In many cases, the decision maker is expected to consider more than one goal 

with multiple factors and criteria. In this case, the problem of decision making emerges as a multi-criteria decision-making 

problem. Multi-criteria decision-making is a subdivision of decision-making. It is based on the process of modeling and 

analyzing the decision process according to criteria. It has been developed because it has been observed that people cannot 

adequately evaluate different information coming from various sources. With multi-criteria decision making, strategic 

planning is possible. At the same time, a transparent and demonstrable model is presented, and very large quantities or 

scattered data are taken into consideration (Erdem Kocamustafaoğulları). 

Multi-criteria decision making can be examined under three basic headings named selection, classification and sorting 

problems (Vassilev et all. 2005). 

 

 Selection Problems: The goal is to determine the best among the alternatives or to make a good choice from 

within a cluster with many alternatives that are difficult or comparable to each other. Briefly, it is to choose the 

best among alternatives.  

 Classification Problems: In such problems, alternatives are classified according to certain criteria or 

preferences. The aim here is to bring together alternatives that show similar features and behaviors.  

 Sorting Problems: In ordering problems, alternatives can be measured from bad to good or identified (Yıldırım 

and Önder 2014). 

The parameters include spatial information in many decision-making problems. Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 

is such a kind of high performance computer system collecting, questioning, mapping and analyzing the information 
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about the existing objects and events coming from the world. GIS is widely used as a Decision Support System (DSS). 

GIS is the go-to technology for making better decisions about location. GIS made it possible to manage map-based data 

in electronic environment, which constitute a large part of the information gathered and produced in today's world. 

Making correct decisions about location is critical to the success of an organization. 

Spatial analyzing methods has become widely used in connection with the development technologies of GIS and 

Remote Sensing area. Spatial analyzes provide very useful information about the space and incorporate spatial data 

statistics into the study. Spatial analyzes are needed at the points where classical statistics are inadequate. Spatial analysis 

is a set of techniques for analyzing spatial data. The results of spatial analysis are dependent on the locations of the objects 

being analyzed. Spatial analysis methods are used in studies where spatial dependence is important, spatial information 

of objects or events, and observations made in space and interaction of location information. Spatial analysis methods are 

applied in many different areas from city planning to geography, from mining to crime analysis, and they are becoming 

increasingly important. (Özcan 2016) 

 

1.2. Main Objectives 
 

According to the Natural Gas Market Law, natural gas distribution service is provided by the companies which win the 

tender for the Distribution Regions defined by the Authority. (Republic of Turkey Energy Market Regulatory Authority 

(EMRA)). The natural gas distribution activities for İzmir Region has started with the license 04/06/2004 dated and board 

decision number of 326 for 30-year period. The distribution region consists of 25 districts. İzmir Natural Gas Company 

is responsible with the distribution of natural gas in its region by making investments, supply with customer demands. 

The company must adhere to the license terms, Board Decisions, and processes for all activities.  

İzmir natural gas distribution region is one of the most extensive area licensed by the Energy Market Regulatory 

Authority (EMRA) in terms of total investment and the amount of investment required to complete it at a certain time 

interval. It is inevitably confronted that investing in such a large area needs to be well planned and the advantages of 

smart information technologies needs to be used in customer information and management services. By the end of October 

2017, steel pipeline length was 637 km, polyethylene pipeline length was 4.650 km, number of regional regulators was 

157 and number of service lines was 155.000 which was constructed by distribution company1 . İzmir Dogalgaz has 

reached 864.000 number of household subscribers. Such network data is stored in a inquirable structure and in an up-to-

date infrastructure information system of the company. 

 

2. Project Modules 
 
In this project, GIS-based software adapted from decision support system model is presented. While the system model 

was being created, firstly the internal management processes of this model were analyzed. Investment Planning and 

Customer Management cover two of these processes. With the software model, it is aimed that the system users in the 

mentioned processes use the software as a tool of decision support system in line with their goals in their workflow 

processes. Thus, it has been shown that smart geographic information technologies can be used efficiently and effectively 

as a decision support mechanism when correctly positioned and used correctly at any level of management centers where 

database, digital map and query analysis do not occur. 

 

2.1. Investment Planning Decision Support System 

 
2.1.1. Purpose and Scope 
 

İzmir Dogalgaz is a company responsible for carrying out natural gas distribution activities within the distribution area 

consisting of 25 districts, 896 neighborhoods and approximately 2,1 million households. İzmir Dogalgaz consists of the 

General Directorate building, 2 construction district chiefs, 2 operation district chiefs, 10 subscriber centers, 1 warehouse 

building and 24 RMS/A. Simultaneous evaluation of new customer demand during the investment process, investment 

plans to be made by managing these demand and advantages brought by smart information technologies are utilized. 

Investment Planning Decision Support System is a system which analysis various parameters and different effect 

levels, and produces results quickly as reports and smart maps to determine the total investment potential in the 

distribution area.  

In the case of a limited budget, the choice decision of the areas to be invested and the planning of the investment is to 

have strategic designation. When the planned investment is evaluated together with feedback, it can be seen that if these 

decisions are wrong, it can cause quite high costs. From this point of view, the system seems to be quite advantageous. 

The system design process began with the determination of the workflow processes for the creation of investment 

plans are examined. While investment plans are prepared in İzmir Dogalgaz; main investment decisions are taken into 

account the parameters such as investment commitments for licensing requirements, existing infrastructure areas, and 

                                                           
1 The amount of the BOTAS turnover line was included in the steel line length. Pipeline length also includes service line length. 
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demand intensity of customers who want to use natural gas. In these areas, technical studies and marketing studies are 

carried out. Customer demand information, other detailed information about the technical studies and all the marketing 

information collected for the dwellings are stored in the infrastructure information systems and they can be followed in 

detail through the map. As a result of the analysis and detailed evaluation studies of all this information, investment plans 

are verified. 

The distribution license region area evaluated and analyzed by the system. The whole area is separated into varied 

fields adhering to the user selection criterions like customer demands, the remaining length of the network pipeline or 

investment cost. The output report and the results are dynamically simulated. The user just selects the parameters and 

determines the effect of that parameter and as a result of this process obtains the best and worst investment characteristics 

of the whole area in a few seconds. According to the output reports or results of the system the decider could make 

investment plans or determine investment priorities easily. Thus, optimization of investment is accomplished both in line 

with customer demands and the other spatial features and limited sources. 

The simulation of the results can be done both on the map screen and on the prepared lists. At the same time, the 

system also reports on the amount of potential income to be achieved through the selected investment. Therefore, while 

the incoming customer requests are evaluated, the planned investments are optimized. If necessary, new values can be 

obtained quickly by changing the entered parameter values. The construction schedule is dynamically created at the 

district and street level, then the investment prioritization work can be organised easily.  

The users responsible for determining the annual investment programs and the managers responsible for investment 

monitoring and checking are among the users of the system.  

 

2.1.2. Methodology and Functions 
 

With the Investment Planning Decision Support System, it is aimed to make the selection of the area to be manufactured 

quickly and to rank the results according to the different parameters that can be specified by the user and also the effect 

levels to be defined by the user. In accordance with this object the different data groups were determined. The existing 

GIS database of İzmir Dogalgaz Company were used. Moreover, the additional data requirements have been identified. 

Digital design project data of pipelines and also the constructed values of pipelines are some of the required data for 

the system design. The investment period of the company is still proceeding so that another dataset belongs to natural gas 

service demands from the İzmir natural gas distribution license area. The data on which date, by whom and in which 

address is requested by customers should be available in the infrastructure information system. In the process of 

investment planning, the areas in which has the demands for gas service will be assessed as having a priority level. 

Potential status of the area belonging to the planned investment area and cost required to reach that area are also included 

in the parameters. Therefore, all these data groups are among the necessary data to be prepared in the existing system 

infrastructure. 

 

 Model Design 
 

With this system, it is aimed to arrange the distribution area within the framework of some criteria in the planning of 

the investment companies and the determination of the investment programs. The study area covers İzmir natural gas 

distribution license area. It is aimed to perform efficiency ranking for this whole area. This whole area, which can be 

expressed as an investment priority alternative, is divided into sub-areas called the polyethylene zone and sector within 

the scope of the project planning studies of the distribution network. 98 polyethylene zones and 3,550 sectors are designed 

in İzmir license area.  

 

While the Investment Planning Decision Support System was being prepared, the positional and non-positional 

criteria used in investment planning were determined in the prepared interface application, the importance ranks to be 

used for the criteria are called the impact level and this leads the parametric value form that system users can specify. 

Thus, the user is able to determine the effect level of the parameter selected by the user and to report the result accordingly. 

The weighting of these criteria is also one of the basic features of the model which is determined by the user and the 

expert. For each criterion, the importance levels can be determined separately by the system users and according to this, 

system produces varying results. Due to the system outputs, the efficiency order is made for the whole area and 

accordingly the final selection is determined by the system user again.  
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Figure 1: Investment planning decision support system model chart 

 

The defined criteria within the model are listed below: 

 

Demand Quantities: This criterion shows the number of household that has demand for natural gas service. 

Investments in natural gas supplies are customer demands coming from areas where constructing activities have not yet 

been completed. Within the scope of the license zone, all customer demands for natural gas usage are recorded in the 

system with smart map support. In the customer satisfaction policy, these requests are prioritized while preparing 

investment programs. Within the scope of the system, nearly 500,000 addresses and 200,000 customers demand as of 

today can be analyzed and reported. Demand intensity in any area is evaluated in terms of customer satisfaction. The 

number of households demanding for each sector is determined separately.  

 

Design Project Pipeline Length: As a natural gas distribution company, design projecting studies are being carried 

out with the city development planning decisions, taking into account the city's 30-year growth projection as well as 

covering the entire license area. Design projects are prepared considering the as-built projects and the production and 

manufacturing process is realized in this direction. While making investment decisions about an area, estimated the 

amount of line in this area is a factor that directly affects all kinds of processes and costs and it is a criterion that can be 

considered as an important factor in investment planning decision.  

 

(Investment to be made) Potential size to be reached: Another expected criteria for the selected area is related to 

what is the maximum potential to be reached with the investment to be made. In other words, this data also provides 

insight into the maximum reachable area and the maximum number of the household. 

 

Regional Efficiency Character: The sector is separated according to the size of the supply of gas and the number of 

addresses that are not manufactured or pending manufacturing. In this context, a productivity score of 1 to 6 for each 

sector is given. The productivity score is as shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Productivity score grouping of sector units 
 

SECTOR 

SCORE 

GASSING STATUS of  

SECTOR 

 # of EXPECTING MANUFACTURING DWELLINGS in 

SECTOR 
1 Whole Gassed Sector >X 

2 Whole Gassed Sector <X 

3 Nearby Whole Gassed Sector >X 

4 Nearby Whole Gassed Sector <X 

5 Non-Gassed Sector >X 

6 Non-Gassed Sector <X 

Defining Criteria 

Sorting 

Ranking 

Classification 

Reports 

Determination of objectives 

General Evaluation and Decision 
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Figure 2: Screenshot of investment planning decision support system 

 

With the system, all data are brought to the same order according to the user's selection criteria, analyzed and the 

results are reported in only a few seconds. Briefly, the area covered by the company's investment responsibility and 

covering 25 districts is sorted according to productivity level. The system shows the selected area by means of user’s 

selection. This process, (collecting the data, bringing together and evaluating etc.) which is accomplished by different 

departments of the distribution company has been made much easier and quicker with created system for the system users 

at all levels. 

Using this system, it is possible to access the answers to the following questions: 

 

 What are the highest investment potential areas? 

 How is the distribution of areas changes depending on the criteria I have selected? 

 Can I display areas on the map according to selection criteria? 

 Can I display areas on the map according to criteria headings that vary according to the level of impact I have 

set for them? 

 Can I display areas of the criteria headings that vary depending on the level of impact I have set? 

 What is the first 5-year customer estimate for the areas according to selection criteria? 

 Where are the most and least natural gas demand areas? 

 What is the maximum number of dwellings I can reach with the investment I make? 

 Can I create a report on addresses that have been added the construction program but not yet completed? 

 What is the daily construction volume? 

 

The output of the system is: 

 

 Map of sorted areas (sectors) by ranking according to given criteria and impact levels 

 Addresses and list of the sorted areas (sectors) ranking according to the criteria and effect levels given 

 5-year income (subscription) projections selected in accordance with given criteria and impact levels 
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Figure 3: Efficient field sequence table 

 

 

Figure 4: Construction and subscription speed graphic display 
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After the preparation of investment plans and programs the following process is the construction period. Another step 

that progresses in parallel with this process is the subscription period of the demanding customer. In other words, the 

beginning of the customer's subscription period triggers the construction process; the customer subscription process also 

occurs after the start of the construction. Depending on the investment program made, the stage of the construction process 

can also be monitored through the system. The aim at this point is that subscription process is related to being able to be 

included in the network within the determined period in the Natural Gas Market Law Distribution and Customer Service 

Regulation.2 Addresses that have completed the subscription process instantly can be reported via the system and it can 

also be questioned which of the addresses are in the construction process. Thus, revisions are made in the construction 

program and priorities related to customer service become easier to follow.  

 
2.2. Customer Relations Management Decision Support System 
 

2.2.1. Purpose and Scope 
 

İzmir Dogalgaz Company has been operating in the natural gas supply segment since 2005 and it provides natural gas for 

its domestic customers in reliable and economic conditions with its natural gas distribution license for 30 years obtained 

from EPDK. With an annual 3,2 billion m ³ gas volume that provides natural gas distribution service for 864,000 BBS 

customers and infrastructure services to population of approximately 2,4 million. The number of customers is increasing 

day by day and as of today, there are 10 customer centers serving different locations.   

 

The Customer Relationship Management Decision Support System is aimed to create a structure in which smart 

systems are used in customer relationship management. Customer demand suggestions and follow-up of complaints, 

marketing and customer-based field studies and spatial decision support system for potential customer management 

activities were established. Through the system, natural gas customer requests and areas where complaints of different 

subject headings are concentrated can be shown through smart maps, followed by follow-up, and according to the analysis 

result reports, support mechanisms are provided for managers' decisions. Therefore, the system is used as an effective 

tool in determining management strategies. 

 

The customer services & call center department personnel and also the department managers of these services are 

designated as target users of this system.  

 

2.2.2. Methodology and Functions 
 

During the system development process, the data requirements have been determined and detailed in parallel with the 

objectives determined. After the data sources were identified, the data were collected and the database was created. Some 

of the the required data for the operation of the system has been collected as provided by the integration methods by using 

the existing Customer Services Information Systems software. All data are prepared on an address basis. Using the address 

database for all data provides shoving all the results locally on the map screens. 

The system model is structured under 3 headings as "Complaint Management", "Customer Research Management" 

and "Potential Customer Management".  

 

 Complaint Management 

 

With the interface software developed by complaints management, it is possible to analyze the complaints instantly 

depending on the choice made by the user and the results can be presented to the user again in visual reports. The selection 

criteria can be exemplified by distribution based on the type of complaints on a district basis or comparative reports on 

the year and the complaint. Integration of the system with Emergency Call Management System (187) is also achieved.  

 

It is possible to access the answers of the following questions by using this system. The system gives answers 

supported with the reports and lists and also smart maps together. 

 

 Where are the most complaints about infrastructures coming from? 

 According to the subjects, which district has the highest number of complaints? 

 Can I get a list of addresses where complaints from the selected date range come in? 

 What is the average number of complaints per subscriber per district? 

 Can I compare the complaints in the past years comparatively? 

 According to types of complaints, what is the most complaint point and in which areas is it concentrated? 

                                                           
2 Natural Gas Market Law No 4646 and Natural Gas Market Law Distribution and Customer Service Regulation article 36. 
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Figure 5: Screenshot of complaint management 

 

 Customer Research Management 

 

Marketing activities such as marketing, promotion, and customer research conducted by customer services within the 

scope of management. Map-supported reports are created and analyzes can be done on purposeful works. The data used 

are also prepared in the existing GIS database. The results of the study can be displayed with the system interface 

application and reports are produced. 

It is possible to access the answers of the following questions by using this system. 

 

 Can I create a map of the marketing activities in the last 3 months? 

 Can I display in which areas the marketing work is concentrated according to the teams? 

 Can I prepare a list of direct marketing work addresses together with team names that work? 

 How do the rates of housing change according to the results in different marketing activities vary according to 

the regions? 

 According to the activity of natural gas usage incentive activities, according to the reasons for not using natural 

gas, how does the distribution of the natural gas change in which region? 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Screenshot of marketing activities management 
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 Potential Customer Management 

 

This system shows the potential customers. In the context of potential customer management, a model is prepared. 

This model reports addresses that have not yet been used for gas even though natural gas investment has been made. With 

this system, addresses that have been invested but have no customers can be reported instantaneously and the total 

investment potential of the city can also be reported. These reports include increasing the effectiveness of marketing-

subscribing, building consciousness on this issue, programming investments etc. can be used in various studies.  

 

It is possible to access the answers of the following questions by using this system. 

 

 Can I create an address list of current potential customers who are provided with gas supply? 

 Can I create a map of where the non-customer subscribers are more intense in which district? 

 Can I get a distribution report based on gas supply zones according to subscription rates? 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Screenshot of potential customer management  

 

3. Discussion and Conclusion 
 

Geographic Information Systems(GIS) can be used as a Decision Support System for the purpose of having faster data 

and making more accurate analysis with this data by the organizations that deal with the geographic data by means of this 

characteristics GIS has an importance of for the infrastructure companies.  

This study aims to develop a model that shows the using of GIS as an DSS for the processes that called investment 

planning and customer relationship management. These are some of the processes of İzmir Natural Gas Company. This 

model provides efficient and impact analysis for both the managers and employee with the characteristic of its principle 

expressed decision at every level.  

By means of Investment Planning Management; the selection of the maximum efficiency area to be planned for 

investment has been made parametric by removing it from the personality. Using the system, 5 different parameters can 

be used and each parameter are calculated according to the user's selection and effect levels and all results are displayed 

in the same map on map within 5 seconds, both as table-list data and as report. According to the results obtained, the 

decision maker is able to run the system again when necessary and take new results again with only different parameters 

in terms of their effect levels in only ~ 5 seconds. 

By means of Customer Relationship Management; the number of complaints and their spatial distribution can be 

monitored from the map according to the topics of the customer profile we are obliged to provide services. Areas of 

intense concentration of complaints can be more easily assessed, thus service quality is improved. With Potential customer 

management, address analysis, which is already available to the network but is not subscribed to, is only made in 6 

seconds. 

In general, visual reporting has been provided for the creation of the decision mechanism. With the inquirable database 

model of GIS, visual reports are also supported with tables-lists or graphs so that the decision support mechanism can 

be constructed in a triple structure. By integrating with different systems at the database level, duplication is prevented, 
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maximum advantages are taken from current data and lost time is avoided. For all data used by system, the data entries 

and data creation activities used by the system were collected by different users in different departments in the company 

by means of MapInfo and interface applications which are a GIS software and the data entries were made by different 

software through the same address database. Then, all these data were collected together and evaluated in this project. 
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Abstract 
 

Process; It is defined as the sum of people, materials, equipment, methods, and the environment that interact with each other to obtain 

a specific product or service. Each product and / or service produced is a result of a process. Increasing the quality of the product and 

/ or service produced is made possible by a clear understanding of the production processes, correct distribution of the role-task, 

speculation and correct implementation of the designed speculation. Each step in the work process is essentially a chain of related 

processes (1) 

Along with the transition of process management, all activities carried out are identified, measured and a control environment 

created for the audit. The process steps are clarified by process management, efficiency of cooperation and division of labor is gained, 

processes are clarified, authorities and responsibilities are determined. In addition, results can help determine the specification of 

performance indicators. The methods that used for process management allows a good management reach their goals. (2) 

With an effective process management; it is possible to ensure to effective use of resources, reducing costs, preventing repetitions 

and defining priorities, roles, responsibilities, potential threats, risks and most importantly it is possible to foresee the possible 

consequences 

Local governments with limited economic resources that produces services that will provide maximum benefits depends on the 

proper specifications of the processes and the correct implementation of the processes that are being designed and the effective 

monitoring and controling of the implementations. 

Local governments are the main actors of many processes. Briefly operating all areas of life, serving from infrastructure to upper 

superstructure, planning to health, security to transportation, education and tourism. Local governments that wishing to produce more 

and more qualified services are obligated to manage their limited resources with well-planned processes. 

The diversity of locally produced services with the multi-component, multi-tiered structure, the fact that the whole process is 

happens in a place in front of the public eye, which directly affects the lives of local people. Those are the reason makes the CBS an 

extremely useful tool in managing business processes. 

Given the diversity and quality of the work they do, it seems that local governments are at the forefront of business groups that use 

or need to use process management systems and GIS the most. The multiplier effect that will make it possible to produce much more 

qualified products / services, İf local authorities that use these two tools with an integrated structure that communicates, speaks and 

communicates with each other instead of independent, unannounced, discrete way. (3)  

Instead of prepared solutions for municipalities that produce services in many areas of life and have different priorities and 

approaches, it is seen that the systems created by the participation and contributions of the company oriented and product oriented, 

institutional employees are more durable and useful. 

In our motivational work in this regard; Information on the "OBB BSK Process Management System", a CBS-based process 

management system prepared for the "Bitumen Hot Mixture (BSK) Construction Work" which is the largest contract awarded by a 

local government in the Republican Period, which is described as the Vision Project of Ordu Metropolitan Municipality. will be tried 

to be given. In particular, process management systems that come as a legal requirement in electronic document management are an 

internal requirement for governments that want to produce more, more qualified services  with the tools they provide and the facilities 

they provide. With the addition of GIS, which offers many unique tools such as process management systems, analysis, query, 
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completeness, locality, easy to understand and understanding, it is an extremely majestic and useful tool that provides many 

administrative tools. 

In this study, with the OBB BSK Process Management System, which combines the basic principles of process management with 

the power of GIS, it is important to know how to coordinate, manage, monitor and report the road construction works scattered all 

over the province and how each process step affects the next step, it will be tried to express how such a large project containing the 

problem can be successfully managed. 

 

Keywords 

Local Governments, Process Management Systems, GIS, PostgreSQL, PHP 

 

1. Introduction  

 

The process is defined as "a set of interrelated and interrelated activities that make entries into output" in the ISO 9001: 

2000 Quality Management System standard. 

It is envisaged that studies on process approach will be carried out in all public institutions and organizations in the 

Information Society Strategy Document. The studies that are shown in this document "Strategic Priorities of Turkey" and 

which should be done about business processes are explained under the headings of Citizen-Focused Service 

Transformation and Modernization in Public Administration (6). In the implementation phase of this strategy which 

involves transformation to "public services in high standards"; While the business processes between public services and 

public institutions offered by the public to citizens and enterprises are being designed, the observance of user satisfaction 

will be adopted as the basic principle (1). The primary purpose of the service transformation will be to provide services 

that are redesigned in an efficient, fast, continuous, transparent, reliable and integrated manner, with services that are 

redesigned by combining and simplifying them according to user needs, "In redesigning public services, business 

processes will be standardized and services will be offered to all users at the same quality and time. In the presentation of 

the services, it is envisaged to enable personalization to suit the user's purpose and needs. In this way, it will be possible 

to observe the stage in which the requested service is in progress and to inform the citizens when necessary, and 

transparency will be provided in the provision of services. "It is stated that the process approach in public administration 

is an essential and legal obligation for all public institutions and organizations. 

 

Main Goals of Process Management in the Public; (9) 

 Identifiability 

 Repeatability 

 Consistency 

 Scalability 

 Controllability 

 Creating Value Added 

 

In summary, with effective process management; it is possible to foresee the most important possible consequences 

of ensuring effective use of resources, reducing costs, preventing repetitions, priorities, roles, responsibilities, potential 

threats and risks. 

Persons, institutions and organizations that want to produce more and more qualified services have to manage their 

limited resources with well-planned processes. A perception that process management systems with Electronic Document 

Management System (EMS) should mostly be text-based should be included in the agenda of many local governments, 
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especially public institutions. At the beginning, the EBYS, which is based on user resistance, is a necessity of 

correspondence, hence public institutions and organizations, due to the ease, order and speed that the user provides. 

Local administrations are the closest units to the public that produce service in all areas of life, from infrastructure to 

superstructure, from planning, from health, security, transportation, education, tourism to cradle. Almost all of the services 

and products produced by these units can take place in one place and / or can be associated with the place. 

"OBB BSK Process Management System" which is an application blended by the habits and comfort provided by Process 

Management Systems and the power and capabilities of GIS in WEB environment constitute the subject of this article. 

A GIS-based application was developed to manage the process in the "Bitumen Hot Mixture (BSK) Construction Work" 

which is the vision project of Ordu Metropolitan Municipality and which is one of the biggest auctions of a local 

government in the Republican history. The communication, coordination, monitoring and control between the 

Administration and the Contractor is done on the basis of GIS in the WEB environment in the road construction work of 

a total length of 752 Km which is being constructed in 19 cities within the scope of the tender with the developed "OBB 

BSK Process Management System". 

 

2. Project Requirements 

 

For a local government BSK is an unprecedented greatest auctions in the history of the Republic and grueling and 

extremely comprehenesive our municipality dares to build it, in the meantime, low number of personnel, the working area 

is too wide and scattered, the climatic conditions we have faced not convenient. It has been seen that the problems 

encountered can only be overcome by the very good management of the process, and that it is not possible to control the 

process through classical control mechanisms. 

Process management system, which is understood to be needed, was evaluated to be more understandable and 

manageable by using GIS facilities and "OBB BSK Process Management System" was constructed as GIS based system. 

 

3. Project Action Steps 

 

 Learning of the Expectations of the Presidency Employees from the Implementation, 

 Creating a Roadmap Flow Diagram, 

 Defining Authority and Role of Contractor and Administration, 

 Digitization of Graphs and Verbal Data According to the Tender Scope, 

 Construction of Data Base Design, 

 Preparing the WEB Application 

 Data Entry and Creation of User Interfaces, 

 Testing of the Developed Practice in a Single District Scale, 

 Promoting the Applicant by Making 3 Meetings with the Contractor and the Administrative Person Firstly 

Separately Then Together, 

 Improvement in Incoming Demands and Construction of New Developments 

 Test of Practice by Users with Actual Data, 

 Making Improvements 

 Receiving a Commitment of the Application 
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4. Projects under the scope of the project: 

 

After the project needs and the final goal of the project have been determined, meetings have been organized with 

interested parties to determine what needs to be achieved to achieve this goal and how the speculation should be. Firstly, 

the problems experienced in the procurement process were heard from the employees in the control organization of the 

Administration, and it was asked what way should be taken to overcome the problems. The same questions were asked 

once in a meeting held with contractor company employees and officials and evaluations of the bidding process were 

taken by the two parties. Authorization, duties and responsibilities are listed by reading the specifications and other tender 

documents related to the tender. The interviews made after the interviews and the readings were reported, the problems 

experienced in the rapord, the possible risks and the solution proposal were tried to be roughly summarized. Prepared 

report It has been tried to determine what needs to be done in order to better manage the process that has been discussed 

in a meeting where the representatives of the Contracting Entity and the Contractor are present together. After the meeting, 

a workflow diagram draft was prepared for the planned process and presented to the parties. After the demand and the 

improvements, the work flow diagram defining the roles has been established. It has been evaluated that it will facilitate 

the work of making GIS based platform over the continuous WEB platform and that the problems encountered in the 

process will be much more understandable. 

Database tables have been created after determining which data is needed, by whom, by how often and by whom 

authority, duty, responsibility and roles are determined. The said tables; Protecting data integrity is built on the 

PostgreSQL database that our municipality uses in all GIS applications so that systems can talk to each other. 

 

5. General Properties of the application; 

 

On the one hand, while the process is being managed, on the other hand the general features of the application aimed at 

facilitating the life of the user, 

 Designed with GIS based, 

 Available on WEB platform 

 PostgreSQL database and 

 The PHP development environment is used, 

 Authorization and roles are defined according to duty and responsibility, 

 Maximum inquiry and reporting can be done with minimum data entry, 

 All the stages of progress can be managed, 

 Simple and easy to understand,  

 Flexible, 

 User friendly  

 

Figure 1: Application Login Screen 
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Figure 2: Application Opening Screen 

 

With the application, all the work done in the context of the tender can be displayed on one screen and all work and 

processes related to the procurement process can be managed on a single screen. 

 

Figure 3: Notification Window 
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The application presents the rapid communication that is one of the most important elements of the process simultaneously 

to all elements of the process through the "notification screens". 

At the same time, all notifications are recorded while the notifications are simultaneously sent to the concerned. 

 

Figure 4: Information window for each process 

 

All jobs can be displayed on one screen and the process can be managed while all the information, documents and 

images belonging to each job can be accessed from the same screen. 

For each job; physical and material realization rates, compliance with the "work schedule" of the progress of the work, 

business progress graphs, control requests from the contractor, time to fulfill the demands, requests between the contractor 

and the administration, requests and notifications, problems encountered, it is possible to view it. 

 

Figure 5: Data Entry Window 
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Figure 6: Advanced Query and Reporting Tools 

 

The necessary arrangements have been made in order to make the data entry easy and fast for the user friendly 

application. Data entry process; starting with the choice of work to be done, and ending with the start and finish quantities. 

 

 

Figure 7: The whole table related to the process Graph And The Same And All On One Screen. 
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Process management, which defines all the activities carried out, gives measurable qualities, creates the control 

environment for the audit, gives efficiency to cooperation and division of labor, clarifies the process steps; is a legal 

requirement for all public institutions and organizations. It seems that process management is an internal requirement for 

each local government that wants to produce more and more qualified services beyond legal obligation. 

The nature of the services produced locally, the multi-component, multi-tiered structure, the fact that the public is in 

front of the whole place, the results directly affecting the citizen's life, and being competing over time make the GIS an 

extremely useful tool in managing business processes. 

A GIS-based process management system has been developed because it is not possible to manage the Bitumen Hot 

Mixture (BSK) Construction Work, which is described as the vision project of our municipality, and which is one of the 

biggest auctions of a local government in the Republican Times in one time. 

Sustainability of the system; It has been the subject of the most attention and emphasis in the development and 

improvement stages, especially in design. With this understanding system; It is designed to facilitate the user's work and 

present the tools he needs directly. An intensive effort has been made to ensure that the system is not a necessity for the 

user but a necessity. One of the most important parameters regarding the sustainability of data-driven systems is, of 

course, regular data entry and keeping the data constantly up-to-date. In this context, the data entry is kept as easy as 

possible, besides its usefulness for the user to input / output data as a result of an internal necessity and not an internal 

pressure and forcing. OBB The communication between the BSK Process Management System and the contractor and 

the control organization is provided in a fast and secure manner. work items can be monitored on a single screen and on 

a regional basis. While all process steps and processes related to the development of the project are recorded, the point 

reached in the process can be easily understood by everyone. With the advanced querying and reporting options, it is 

possible to solve the existing problems without increasing the size while generating alternative solutions for potential 

problems. 

With "OBB BSK Process Management System" which is a GIS based process management system; authority and role 

can be defined according to duties and responsibilities, maximum inquiry and reporting can be done with minimum data 

entry, all phases of the process can be managed effectively. 

"GIS Based Process Management Systems" is very important for the efficient use of limited resources for local 

governments, who are the main actors in the field of infrastructure, planning, health, security, transportation, education, 

tourism, is considered a vehicle. 
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Abstract 
 

The municipal word was derived from the word "beled" in Arabic meaning city and started to be used in its present meaning since 

Tanzimat period (Reorganization Period 1839-76) The municipalities are public entities established to meet the locally qualified needs 

of the people in the field of activity and the decision makers are legal entities selected by the local people. (one) 

Every citizen living within the boundaries of a municipality benefits from the services that the municipality has repeatedly offered 

throughout the day or faces the unfavorable outcome of services and practices that the municipality has failed to provide, incomplete 

and / or poor quality. (2nd) 

Developing and conscious societies are becoming more inquisitive and more efficient and useful than municipal services. The 

municipalities, under the pressure to provide more and better services despite their limited resources, must constantly be active in the 

sight of local services, producing innovative, creative and lasting solutions. The municipalities that want to be more sensitive and 

effective against the expectations of the local people and to be faster, more economical and efficient in the provision of services have 

to establish continuous and healthy communication with the public besides innovative service policies. (8) 

(9) From this perspective it is understood that gaining the trust and support of the people for municipalities has a bigger preference 

than the other public institutions. It is impossible for all decision-making bodies to be able to fulfill their functions, services and 

activities, even their assets, without the support of the masses of the people, as determined by the people. 

In order for the municipalities to gain the support of the people; it is necessary to use the communication techniques to establish a 

healthy communication with the public, to give information about the municipality works, to learn the information from the people, to 

learn the complaints and reactions and to develop appropriate policies to increase the effectiveness of the decisions. (7) 

All of these are possible only through studies of the public, which are carried out effectively. (6) 

Public Relations in general terms; "Words, actions or events that affect the people; At the same time, it is an activity of loving, 

accepting, counting and adopting itself to an organization, a target mass of the enterprise. "(2) 

From the window of the municipality, Is seen as "a process aimed at promoting the services of the city which is directly related to, 

taking criticisms and suggestions, keeping the plans, projects and services in sight in this frame and preparing new projects". 

Developing technology, especially the developments in the information sector and the possibilities that these developments bring 

to our day brings new tools to our lives. The widespread use of an extraordinary tool such as the Internet in the field of management 

offers new possibilities for developing communication and interaction between the state and the public. While the opportunities 

provided by the means of communication and information in public administration activities require the re-auditing of public relations, 

it also makes possible more participatory, more transparent and more auditable service production and presentation processes. (5) 

With a consciousness of urbanity that will work for the benefit of the citizens, which attach importance to their wishes and 

expectations, and which will be developed with the open, transparent and innovative municipality concept dominating the participation 

and control of the people; It will not be as difficult as it is supposed to reach the goals of '' People's Municipality '' and '' Urban Public 

Supporting Municipality '' (9). 

It is obvious that this goal can not be attained with the methods and tools of traditional people. (3) Some of these goals, which can 

be described as utopian; It is the starting point of this study that it is possible to reach to the public with continuous methods of 

communication and interaction, easy to understand, easily accessible and low cost methods and tools. As their responsibilities increase 

day by day, municipalities whose incomes do not increase at the same level and are constantly under pressure are also required to 

transfer these decisions to the citizen correctly while taking objective decisions with an innovative approach based on knowledge. 
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It is thought that it is extremely important for the municipalities that it maintains to benefit from the GIS, which is the strongest means 

of understanding the space and the means of directing it, in establishing healthy communication with the public, which carries out its 

existence and all its activities in one place. 

The unique tools that can be understood from the projects carried out by Ordu Büyülehir Municipality that the GIS is an extremely 

powerful communication tool for the municipalities in every measure, especially the metropolitan municipalities, with its easily 

understandable outputs. 

It seems that the municipalities benefiting from the possibilities offered by the GIS, besides architecture and engineering 

applications, are very useful for the implementing units, the public, and the GIS professionals. 

 In this study, it is investigated whether it is possible to carry out the relocation of people to a different level with GIS applications 

where the flexibility of the WEB is brought together with the power of the map expressed as "the price of a thousand words". The 

experiences gained during the usage of GIS tools developed / used by Ordu Metropolitan Municipality will be shared. 

Experience of Ordu Metropolitan Municipality; it would not be an exaggeration to say that one of the most important means of 

making communication and interaction with the public and the strong and direct expression possible is the GIS. 

 

Keywords 

Municipality, New public administration, Public relations, GIS, Satisfaction, Urban 

 

1. Introductıon  

 

No matter where in the world the public institutions and organizations are able to maintain good service to the public and 

to provide continuity by providing social support to the public. For this reason, these institutions and organizations are 

obliged to transfer their activities to the citizens, activities they have planned and / or planned to do, and to shape the 

service policy and presentation in line with the requests, wishes and complaints. This can be done through two-way 

communication that will be established by means of public relations (1) 

Public Relations, defined by different disciplines in different ways over time; "The target group which is people, that 

is, by detecting the perception of the people through various means and methods; at the same time it is given to the whole 

of the efforts that constitute the whole of the policies which will lead to the functioning of the institution or the 

organization and the future according to the expectations of the people by constantly communicating with the public. 

Citizen-focused, the ultimate destination of public relations activities, is also a major area of concern for all local 

governments, especially the municipalities. The municipalities can continue their citizen-focused practices; depends on 

the ability of the citizen to detect and understand the perception well and to react correctly. In an institution such as the 

municipality, which is intertwined with the public and whose organs are elected by the people, it is vital for the public to 

perceive and trust the municipality. 

In Law No. 5393, Article 13, Hemşehri (Fellow city/Countryman) law is expressed as follows; "Everyone is a citizen 

of his own country. Hemşehriler has the right to participate in municipal decisions and services, to be informed about 

municipality activities and to benefit from the help of municipal administrations. The municipality carries out necessary 

work on the development of social and cultural relations among the citizens and on the protection of cultural values ". As 

you can see, participation, transparency, transparency and citizenship orientation of the new public administration 

principles are also expressed in the law of citizenship. In the new legislation and the studies conducted by the local 

governments, it is aimed to put the citizen-oriented principle in the forefront. 

The municipalities, general decision-making organs are institutions that come and go according to election. This 

makes municipalities more sensitive to the wishes and wishes of the people than other parts of public institutions. Because 

the municipalities are closely interrelated with the daily life of the people, even small delays and disruptions can often 
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cause great reactions by the people. Most of the time, politics and actions that serve the interests of the people are not 

enough and it is necessary to explain it to the right people. (1) 

The municipalities are their own institutions of the people, they come out of the election, they are for the people of 

the city, in principle their resources are provided by the people of the city and they spend these resources for city service 

in accordance with the decisions of the people of the city. For this reason, the people of the city want to be aware of this 

process and wonder if the resources are being used effectively. The municipalities are also obliged to provide this support 

to the city people in this process. Otherwise, a profile of city people dissatisfied with the municipality emerges, which 

creates a dangerous situation both for the financial support of the people and for the political future of the mayors. In this 

respect, we can say that '' municipalism, in fact, is totally related to a people (9). '' 

It is important for municipalities that the four main purposes of public relations are; "To inform citizens about the 

work done by the local organization, to place and develop the sense of citizenship and responsibility, to enlighten the 

people about the activities carried out, to place the sense of participation in the administration". 

Local governments use a variety of tools to reach the target mass. Public relations are one of the most important and 

effective means of reaching the target group. 

Changes in the social and political structure have made the municipalities more sensitive to the public relations. For 

municipalities, public relations have a special importance. On this situation, it is important that the municipalities have a 

determined administrative structure with the votes of the people and that the people are self-directed intermediary 

institutions. 

Many municipalities today; there are units that undertake the task of organizing relations between the people and the 

administration, or at least transferring their work to the public, even with different islands. (Sezen, 1991,1). 

However, these units should serve realistic purposes by becoming signage units, and should do more planned and 

programmed work than cut cutting, which plays a more active role in terms of integration with the people. 

 

1.1 Traditional Public Relations Tools; (one) 

 

1.1.1. Written Tools 

 Establishment Newspaper 

 Journal 

 Brochure 

 Newsletter 

 Annual 

 Handbook 

1.1.2. Tools for Eyes and Ear 

 Radio and Television 

 Film and Slide 

 Internet 

1.2.3. Organization Activities 

 Exhibits 

 Events 

 Meetings 

 Workshops 

 Contact with groups and representatives 

 Public Opinion Surveys, Surveys and Referendum 
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The main purpose of the municipal administration is to reach people through relations; "To make a positive impression 

on the local community should be to increase the efficiency and efficiency of local services." 

The municipalities are institutions established to meet the needs of the people. In the process, the areas they serve 

expanded and the service diversity of the municipalities decreased. It is not possible for the municipalities that are trying 

to produce services in every area of life to have a chance to catch all these works at the same time. Besides good planning, 

it is extremely important for public support that people need to be informed about the buildings and / or things to do. The 

support of the people depends on the belief that it does some useful and important work for him. The best way to do this 

is to explain and explain the management as if it is really important to do a number of things and to do what they do with 

the mass media (Güz 1992, 3). 

 For this reason, it is important that the municipalities are closely related to the people. The formation of this bond 

between the public and the municipality is made possible by effective communication. Relations with the public aim to 

use these mass media effectively. 

It is not possible to obtain the desired results by using methods related to traditional peoples. Municipalities have to 

use faster, more efficient and more efficient means of communicating. Technological opportunities should be exploited, 

technological tools are not used until the last. In today's world, continuous communication with technological means and 

possibilities has become possible. The most visible and beautiful example of this is the use of social media. All institutions 

and organizations are trying to establish a continuous and healthy communication with their target mass with social media 

tools. 

Almost all of the activities he pursues are in order to establish healthy communities with the people who are living 

in a place, the municipalities, their presence and all their activities in a place; it is assessed that it is necessary to make 

use of the mistake of understanding the place and making use of the GIS, which is the most powerful means of managing 

and analyzing data about it. 

Our experience in the three-year metropolitan municipality, where GIS is an extremely useful tool in the field of 

public relations, is also understood in our engineering architectural areas, which we are familiar with for use in areas such 

as reconstruction, planning and infrastructure. 

Spatial data in the power and data to rapidly transform to information in the field of GIS classic municipal activity 

space and all the work and operations for people living on simplifying accelerate is efficiency also increases in an 

undisputed manner. 

The answer to the question of whether or not it would be possible to use GIS in the field of public relations would in 

fact be the same as the answer to the question of whether the relations between the public and the public stated in the 

education and research report will be met by GIS facilities. 

General purposes of public relations; 

 To determine the tendencies, manners and behaviors of the public about the organization and to make 

suggestions for making improvements in accordance with the results obtained by the organization, 

 To help the organization to establish and adopt the corporate identity, 

 To contribute to the development of democratic values, 

 To develop mutual respect and social responsibility feelings between the establishment and the people, 

 To prevent disagreements and misunderstandings, 

 To provide counseling by understanding the real causes of human attitudes and behaviors, 

 Analyzing future trends and forecasting results.  

It is clear that the above listed aims can be met by GIS capabilities. 

The belief that the people of the region are aware of the importance of the municipal government and the city they 

live in and the fact that they are satisfied with the distribution of the services and the decisions they can make, the fact 
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that they are aware of the structures and the works to be done in order to see them as a habitable area now and in the 

future, and it feels like it belongs there. 

With GIS, the public is able to inquire as to whether the services are being equitably distributed, while seeing what 

the municipality is doing, while seeing what is done / done. 

With GIS, the municipalities have taken the initiative to improve and improve themselves by opening themselves to 

the evaluation and inspection of the people. It may be possible for the people of the city to trust such a municipality, to 

provide support, and thus to have a positive perception. 

 

2. GIS Based Public Relations Practices 

 

Ordu Metropolitan Municipality will not be able to mention these applications because it is outside the scope of studying 

these applications together with web pages and e-municipality applications. We will try to provide information on the 

GIS-based public relations practices being carried out by our municipality in accordance with the spirit and spirit of the 

work. 

 

2.1 White Table GIS Integration 

 

White Table, which was established for the first time in 1994 Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality within the scope of 24 

hour service, is the most common public relations activity that has been implemented by many municipalities in our 

country since day one. The White Table Unit communicates to the relevant departments in order to resolve the complaints 

and opinions of the citizens by phone or in person, verbally or in writing. Requests and complaints are made by the 

members of the unit and returned to the citizens.  

 

Figure 1. White Table GIS Integration 

Incoming requests and complaints are related to the location, in which area the complaints come, and the thematic request 

complaint maps can be easily understood by the related units. Historical records of requests and complaints, repetition 
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and repetition are recorded, while other spatial data are superimposed on each other, trying to determine the source of the 

problem and attempting to solve the problem with permanent solutions to be provided. 

While trying to determine the existence of the problem, the source, the possible solution proposal with the spatial 

analyzes made, the possible effects of the planned solutions to be put into practice are tried to be determined in the groups 

and layers that will affect them. 

 

Figure 2. White Table GIS Integration 

 

2.2 Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring System (OSIMS) 

 

The studies carried out in the whole of the city with the project database of the Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring 

System (OSIMS) or more in the name of Project Database; thanks to maps and satellite imagery. While information about 

each application made / made by our municipality can be obtained with OSIMS, the spatial distribution of investments is 

shared with the whole public. The honesty that citizens expect from their management has the opportunity to inform about 

municipal activities while transparency is met. 

 

Figure 3. Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring System  (OSIMS) 
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Figure 4. Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring System Information Card  (OSIMS – Card ) 

 

2.3 Ordu City Diary 

 

With the application of City Log, which is a means of linking with other GIS-based people, all events and activities related 

to the city and the city from the opening to the funeral, from sports meetings, meetings, festivals to closed roads are 

presented to the public. With Ordu City Log, which is the opening screen of the Ordu, many of the information that 

citizens need in order to do their daily planning can reach Spatially over a single screen. On the one hand, while the 

archives of the city's agenda are kept, the city-dwellers, who are informed about the structures and the buildings to be 

built in advance, are valued and feel themselves special and belonge to city. 

 

 

Figure 5. Ordu City Diary, Events 
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Pre-announcement of the works will increase the confidence in the municipality while ensuring that the work is done in 

the direction of a certain plan and program. Increasing public support will open the way for the municipality to produce 

more radical, more permanent solutions. High-level satisfaction will result in a stronger municipality, a stronger 

municipality more qualified service delivery, more qualified service will be in the form of more satisfaction, and the 

snowball effect will increase the quality of service and social welfare significantly. 

 

Figure 6. Ordu City Diary, Closed Roads. 

 

Acknowledgements 

The municipalities are those that are equipped with the duty and responsibility to provide various public services in the 

geographical area to which they are entitled and for which they are granted administrative and financial autonomy. 

Being the closest managerial units to the public, municipalities are more advantageous in terms of efficiency in public 

service provision than central administration. 

Community support is the first condition for the success of local governments. (4) The municipalities that are selected 

by the public and need the support and support of the people of the city need professional units to provide continuous 

communication with the public. 

People's relations as a management understanding and practice directly affect the success and productivity of the 

municipalities, as they are in all other organizations, aiming at the improvement and development of the managerial 

functioning and service as a whole in the municipalities. 

To establish good and continuous communication with the citizens at every stage of service; helping municipalities 

make meaningful and useful decisions, and introducing the services they provide to the management to show them more 

sympathetic and closer to them. (3) 

Many public organizations that are aware of the importance of reaching the public through channels are either forming 

units to operate in this area or are carrying out some work on this area. 

Developing technology, especially the developments in the informatics sector, and the possibilities that these 

developments provide are causing changes in the municipalities as well as in other areas. In this context, the Internet and 

Web sites are important tools used in relation to the public. Because today, without the use of the Internet it is almost 

impossible to carry out effective public relations practices. (9) 
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The widespread use of many technological tools and innovations, especially on the internet, offers new possibilities for 

developing communication and interaction between the state and the public. The new and powerful tools provided by 

means of communication and information have led to a re-examination of public relations in public administration. 

It is obvious that targets such as "People's municipality" and / or "Urban public that support the municipality" can not be 

reached / attained with the methods and tools related to the traditional people. The municipalities, which have increased 

workload and limited resources, are thought to need innovative means of communication and interaction with the public, 

strong means and direct narratives. 

It is estimated that almost all of the activities it maintains are inevitable to benefit from GIS in order to maintain 

healthy communica- tion with the public, who are living in a place, their presence and all their activities in one place. 

Requests and complaints delivered to the White Table in the Ordu Metropolitan Municipality are held as Spatial and 

comprehensive analyzes are carried out in which many existing data related to the area, subjects are included in the 

calculations. With the findings obtained as a result of the analyzes made, the subject of the complaint comes down to the 

origin and trying to produce permanent solutions. 

With the flexibility of the WEB, the Ordu Conservative Investment Monitoring System blended with the strengths 

and abilities of GIS, the ongoing and completed investments planned by Our Municipality are registered as Spatial, the 

spatial distribution of investments, the investment process, and the momentum with both the municipality employees and 

the citizens It may be shared. When the people sees what is done in the city and sees the diversity of the study area and 

the size of the study area, it can display a more relaxed attitude instead of accusing the municipality due to delayed 

services. 

With the "Ordu City Diary", which is the opening screen of the Ordu, which offers the opportunity to consolidate the 

urban and urban culture, many of the information that urban people need to do their daily planning can be accessed 

positively through one screen. It seems that the municipalities can not meet and meet the ever increasing demands for 

services with traditional approaches and insights. In order to get rid of such a burden, municipalities are required to 

transfer these decisions to the citizen in an easily understandable way while making objective decisions with an innovative 

approach based on information.  

In addition to effective management, effective resource management, effective management, and effective 

communication, GIS is experienced as a very useful tool, or almost a "life preserver", for over three years, which is a 

necessity beyond mere necessity for municipalities. 
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Abstract 
 
İzmir Metropolitan Municipality Geographic Information Systems Branch Directorate conducts many studies that analyze and report 

the spatial information in the project development processes related to the priority issues such as infrastructure, construction, 

environment and natural resources by providing online access to the spatial information needed by the users in their jobs and 

transactions. In addition, graphic and / or non-graphical data used in the institution is brought to certain standards and plays an active 

role in storage, management and sharing. In this report, our municipality describes the process of translating verbal and graphical 

information into intelligent data format, transferring data to the system through inter-unit interoperability principle and keeping the 

system alive. In particular, information on Smart Road / Mobile Mapping, Urban Information System, Geographical Cemetery 

Information System, Infrastructure Information System and GIS-MIS data mapping processes and their continuing processes are 

planned to serve both the institution and İzmir citizens are given. 

Keywords 

Interoperability, Intelligent Data 

 
1. Transport Information System 
 

Many studies have been completed within the scope of storing, updating and sharing of transportation data determined 

by the Geographical Information Systems Branch Directorate correctly and rapidly and the information about roads and 

roads in the municipality borders (traffic direction, number of lanes, traffic signage, signaling etc.) "Smart Road Project" 

studies are being carried out in order to collect the panoramic photographs and transfer them to the Geographic 

Information System Database (CBSVT), to prepare the necessary software for updating all these data, to be connected 

with the 2-dimensional city guide that our municipality has and to provide internet and intranet service. With the project 

in question; 

 

 The information about tranformation will be kept up-to-date (location and status of signaling and traffic signs, 

one-way / two-way roads, open / closed roads, asphalt roads, etc.) by gathering information on transportation 

under a single database and using rule-based software, 

 With the help of the other data available in the Geographical Information System Database (CBSVT) and details 

of the road, many inquiries can be made for decision making processes of the managers will be accelerated, 

 Coordinate reading, horizontal distance, vertical distance, oblique distance, circumference and area 

measurements can be done on panoramic photographs and inventory can be created for these details, 

 A reliable "Shortest Path Analysis" can be done with the route directions and address data transferred to the 

database, 

 Panoramic photographs of all İzmir roads will be collected and a historical archive of the city's status will be 

obtained. 
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Figure 1: City Guide 

 

The project which is expected to be completed in about 1.5 years has started in November 2015 and the tender process 

has been completed on May 2017. The project, which covers 30 districts and has panoramic views of the roads of 22.000 

kilometers long, will be opened at the beginning of 2018. This project will facilitate many technical operations, save time 

and labor in field works, especially in case of emergency, rapid traverse analysis "which is presented correctly and quickly 

to vehicles such as fire brigade will be able to make quick transportation to the scene and ensure that the constantly 

changing / living field situation is kept up to date in the system. 

 

Figure 2: Measurement on panoramic photo 

2. Urban Planning Information System 

İzmir Metropolitan Municipality can evaluate the current plans of the city as a whole and provide easy access to the plans 

and to monitor them in such a way as to be a base for the projects by presenting the development plans, present maps and 
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cadastral maps together, has continued to live and experience the project of Reconstruction Information System, which 

has been acted through the principle of interoperability within the organization, in order to ensure the analysis and 

synthesis that are essential. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Urban planning data 

 

All data recorded in the reconstruction information system are stored in CBSVT which is the spatial server of İzmir 

Metropolitan Municipality. The control processes of the plans transferred to the system by the staff of the GIS Directorate 

are provided by the Directorate of Reconstruction and Urban Planning. In addition, each of the districts are carrying out 

their own plans to record their plans and data entry / update operations can be performed in the work started with Konak 

District Municipality and recorded directly in CBSVT. In addition, each of the villagers is carrying out their own plans 

to save their plans in the system 

For example, data input / update operations can be done in the work started with Konak District Municipality and the 

changes are recorded directly in CBSVT. 

All the application development plans recorded in the system are presented to the employes of İzmir Metropolitan 

Municipality in the intranet environment and this information can also be seen in the district municipalities that request 

it. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4:  Smart 1/1000 scale application development plan information 
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3. Geographical Cemetery Information System 
 

The Geographical Cemetery Information System has been put into practice in order to make it easier for the citizens 

visiting the graveyards to reach the graves of their close relatives and a total of 17 cemetery areas have been integrated 

into the system so far. In this project, each grave in the cemetery is positioned by measuring from at least 2 points and all 

grave photographs are taken and paired with verbal data. With this project: 

 To reduce the time required for visitors to graveyards to find the graves they seek and to ensure that both 

witnesses and officers save time and manpower, 

 On special occasions, it is possible to greatly reduce the confusion experienced by the visitor, 

 To find the sought but not found grave sites in any cemetery by searching in the common data base and to be 

able to navigate to other graveyards when necessary, 

 Due to the necessity, spatial planning can be made on the basis of digital map data and new grave sites can be 

established in order to determine new burial sites, 

 By means of the system, it is planned to reach the various statistical information such as the causes of medical 

deaths, male-female ratios, ages and countries of the deceased persons, and even more, by using these statistical 

data, it is possible to produce thematic maps which constitute the subjects such as disease and crisis management. 

 

 

Figure 5: Grave Questioning and Shortest-Cut Analysis 

In order to maintain the system, graveyard updating software has been prepared and used by the Cemetery Department 

to provide a new burial site drawing, photographing and matching with the grave site. In addition, the cemetery areas that 

have been transferred to the system but are still being buried can also be updated in a positional manner, the grave site 

can be drawn and the photographs can be added. 

 

4. Infrastructure Information System 
 

Within the scope of the infrastructure works carried out in the İzmir Metropolitan Municipality, the Geographic 

Infrastructure Information System Project called CAYBİS has completed the studies planned to record all the excavation 

license information as positional, to follow up the institutional excavations and to give excavation permits on the same 

dates instead of different dates. necessary trainings were given in the subject. It was also ensured that all applications for 
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excavation requests were made via the system and in a positional manner, so that these data could be transferred to 

CBSVT. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Geographic Infrastructure Information Screens 

 

In the system it is obligatory to add spatial information files showing the streets where excavation is to be carried out 

during the application for excavation. In order to enable the geographical information to be easily prepared by the 

infrastructure companies, the "Geospatial Infrastructure Data Production" application has been prepared and given to the 

requesting institutions by the Geographical Information Systems Branch Directorate. In this way, it is easy to make 

inquiries such as where, when and where all planned excavation work is done and whether there are illegal excavations. 

 

The first part of CAYBİS project, which is targeted to be realized under two main headings, registering the application 

phase as a position system, has been completed. The second part, "as-built data integration into the system process" 

continues. In this phase, interviews with infrastructure companies are carried out, and the archival attribute information 

that needs to be transferred to the database is collected and software is prepared for this. 
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Figure 7: Geographic Infrastructure Information Screens 

 

5. Mobile and Desktop Applications 
 

The software that enables the managers of our municipality to easily access the spatial data they need in the decision 

making process, to monitor infrastructural works and the projects of our municipality and to interrogate and query the 

cadastral information and urban plans via mobile devices was prepared and presented to the managers. 
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Figure 8: Mobile Application Information Screens 

 

In addition, the mobile applications(which prepared by our software development staff) used to display the application 

development plans, current maps, cadastral maps and aerial photographs stored in the system using cad software are 

presented to the service of the users. And also, development process of showing the results of the queries made on MIS 

applications on the map is ongoing. In particular, a web-based application has been prepared in order for the address 

components to be entered into the system by the Address and Numbering Branch Office and to be easily displayed / 

selected via the MIS programs in the studies where this information is used. This application, which is initialized by 

integrating into HIM application program, will be adapted to all MIS softwares one by one. 

 

       
 

Figure 9: MIS Integration Studies 

 

6. Conclusions 
 

Local governments continue their efforts to establish the City Information System with the authority given by the Law 

No. 5216. However, the establishment of a system, the collection, storage, analysis and presentation of data is not as easy 

as it is expressed. Time is needed to plan, manage and mature a set of organizations that will take place within the system 

as a whole. Unfortunately, many applications that are made available to the staff for use without the enough knowledge, 

appropriate hardware and software will be vanished. it is very important for managers to be committed to GIS and data 

operators to be conscious about it, thus the system can be kept alive. Therefore; 
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Geographical Information System; 

 

Ensure that all public and private institutions and organizations become  aware of  how valuable and important information 

the spatial data is and that the information needs to be produced and shared once by the owner, 

Transformation of the National Address Database (UAVT) into the Spatial Address Recording System (MAKS) and 

the fact that the Land Registry and Cadastre Information System information is shared in place is one of the greatest 

evidences. 

 

Geographical Information System; 

 

 It shows how necessary it is to keep the data in the databases as smart data instead of being stored in the personal 

computers as datalists, to make the queries and analyzes needed and to display the result values on the maps, 

Projects that all local governments, public institutions and organizations try to develop with different names such as 

e-guides, city information system applications, management applications are one of the greatest evidences. 

 

But Geographical Information System Is Still; 

 

 Is busy explaining and teaching to the highest authorities that a new project or existing information can be stored in a 

system under certain standards, can not be updated and maintained by the authorities in a few days, but a much healthier 

system can be built in the long run. 

 

Geographical Information System; 

 

Is busy telling data operators that smart data production should be rule-based and in certain standards. 

 

And Geographical Information System; 

 

Is busy trying to express that it is right to produce and share smart data in collaboration, otherwise confusion, duplication 

and waste can not be avoided, and it is right to decide together rather than making decisions on their own. 
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Abstract 
 
The Management Information Systems (MIS) used in local governments is one of the most important tools for making citizen-oriented 

services efficient and fast. It is a known necessity to manage the city using spatial inquiry and analysis thanks to Geographical 

Information System (GIS), Electronic Document Management System (EBYS) and Land Registry Cadastre Information System 

(TAKBIS). In this context, as it is in the case of the Silifke district, the MIS, GIS and EBYS systems are designed to be integrated with 

each other and with information systems of other public institutions. Through the Integrated Information Systems, real estate inquiries 

were made, analyzes were made and the transition between information systems was realized. 
 

Keywords  
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1. Introduction 
 
Such as in the cases of added spa facility management, animal shelter management, library management, etc. that are 

expandable by the scope of the municipality MIS, subsystems, modules and modular structure and which fall within the 

scope of duty defined in accordance with Laws 5216 and 5393, It is known that it is as wide as possible. In this context, 

local administrations Organize Industrial Zones, Unions, Campuses, etc. the MIS application software modules that 

require different types of processes, functionality and services for administrators will need to be expanded and be open 

to the modular structure. TERAMIS MIS softwares that are used in the example that is the subject of the report have 

features that meet this idea developed with today's software technologies. 

Explanation of GIS as expert personnel components that operate entirely with the computer hardware, network 

infrastructure and software tools necessary for the computerized management of the location and quality information of 

assets located on the settlements defined in the local administrations in a map frame (window) It shaped. In our example, 

the municipality is integrated with the existing NETCAD graphics and geo-application software. 

Electronic document management system (EBYS), digital documents created in compliance with legal standards and 

their own standards can be submitted as additional document information and can be used for electronic documents such 

as electronic signature, mobile signature etc. in accordance with process definitions and processes of work orders and 

transactions we see them as system components that can be integrated with today's computer technologies. TERADESK 

EBYS has been developed to enable real person and legal entities to get the results of their business and transactions from 

e-government through the conversion of information and documents to e-government. According to our opinion, the 

EBYS is the name of an architect who communicates with all his counterparts for local governments and has links to all 

spatial (geographically) based data fields that are required in terms of Urban Information Systems (CIS). 

It is known that information systems in the municipality for citizen-oriented location-space related services are always 

of critical importance regardless of the external data requirement, the form in which the data is given (printed and / or 

numerical). In addition to being efficient and fast in services, managers in organizational structures also play a key role 

in making the right decisions. 

Since government agencies are required to produce work and expertise but some of them are necessary for other 

institutions as well, they are presented in the form of printed and valid documents (before information systems) in digital 

form, transactions exchanged with web services of shared data, it is possible to evaluate software-server-communication 

tools and expert components that provide it as e-government integrations. Similar integrations can be summarized as GIS 

and MIS integrations directly with the Identity Sharing System (KPS), Land Registry and Cadastral Sharing System 

(TAKPAS) Spatial Adres Registry System (MAKS) web services. 

This is the information system in the Municipality of Silifke, which is mentioned in the main title; partly without 

integrity, and incompatible with co-management, it can be partially seen on the web environment (as far as the application 

is concerned) as to the level of the work described below. 

 

2. Local Governments 
 

The local government, also called as the management from its place, is a management system based on the management 

of local people by their own hands. The local authority is an administrative unit under the supervision of a local authority 

authorized to issue rules and obligations to the central government. 
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Local governments, which are obliged to make best efforts to provide services related to urban and urban areas, have to 

meet the needs of the age and also to direct the technology according to their own needs. That is why they must use 

integrated information systems to serve urban and urban areas with advanced technologies. Spatial and non-spatial data 

should be transferred to information systems and more than one information system should be run in an integrated 

structure. With this information, local governments should make their decisions quickly and accurately. 

 

3. Information Systems 
 
Information systems are systems that store data according to established standards for obtaining data and presenting it to 

the user. It is inevitable that local governments that want to be active in the management of city and city services reach 

this information in the fastest way, support with geographical analysis, base the document and decide on this information. 

 

3.1. Management Information Systems 
 

Local governments use management information systems with databases, strong hardware, and network configurations 

that cover all of their units' activities. Interactive municipalities are systems that benefit local governments to work quickly 

and accurately, integrate location-based information production, staff and business management, fully-controlled audit, 

e-municipal and state information systems. 

 

3.2. Geographic Information Systems 
 

One of the most important contributions that bring the information age to central and local government geographic 

information systems are also having an increasing importance in our country, no doubt. The first steps in the field of GIS 

were taken in 1963 in Canada with the project of geographic information systems consisting of inventory studies aimed 

at determining the size and usage patterns of the country's land. Today, with more than 50 years of knowledge and support 

of satellite technologies, geographic information systems are now in daily life. Geographical information systems are a 

collection of geographic databases, software, hardware, personnel, standards and methods that come together for the 

functions of gathering, storing, querying, analyzing, submitting and exchanging the information needed for research, 

planning and decision-making bodies according to geographical bases. 

GIS has application areas in many sectors such as urban and regional planning, agriculture, forestry, landscape 

planning, geology, defense, security, tourism, archeology, local governments, population, education, environment and 

medicine. 

 

3.3. Electronic Document Management System 
 
Topographical, Institutional communication tools and documents that form the legal basis of business processes have an 

indispensable prescription for the functioning and continuity of administrative systems. In this context, effective 

management of documents requires a structured document management system. It is important to consider national and 

international regulations and standards as well as the conditions that affect or determine the administrative and legal 

process in the process of structuring document management systems in institutions. In a structured system, it is necessary 

to treat confidential and coordinated documents of life based on trust together with public regulations. On the other hand, 

electronic documents management is one of the main components of e-government services in today's world where 

information and communication technologies directly affect corporate business processes. Acquisition of electronic 

services for public services performed in the business processes defined in the law requires the electronic transactions of 

transactions previously carried out with a wet signature to be carried out electronically. Beyond simple one-way 

information exchange in the web environment, e-government applications aiming at carrying businesses and processes 

carried out by institutions within themselves, with each other and with citizens, are based on complex electronic document 

management models. In parallel with traditional document management, electronic document management aims to 

manage within the life cycle the documents that are the evidence of the institutional processes that institutions create 

while performing their routine tasks, from all kinds of documentation, preserving their content, format and relational 

characteristics. 

EBYS in brief; is an information system that includes all the programs and applications for the production of 

documents in the electronic environment or for the control, organization, use and archiving of documents in the electronic 

environment. 

Local governments aim at standardization of correspondence, shortening of processes, increase of document 

reliability, preservation of institutional memory, saving (labor, time, stationery, etc.) and making a healthy archive by 

making in-house and out-of-office correspondences in electronic environment.  
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3.4. City Information Systems 
 

Data of topographical, thematic, zoning, cadastral, property, administrative, environmental, plan, economic, population 

and demographic, social-technical infrastructures etc. will prevent repetition of data in a common reference system in a 

certain format and accuracy, collecting, processing and analyzing the information to facilitate the flow of information has 

led to the development of the urban information system. 

The city information system is a system that analyzes the relevant information in a fast and healthy manner, which is 

necessary for the purpose of making the optimum decision about the fulfillment of the urban activities on the basis of the 

public services and managing these activities. 

Information that forms the basis of urban information system (parcels, buildings, condominium), technical 

infrastructure (electricity, water, sewer, gas and other networks) and human. This information, which is related to each 

other, requires a healthy and appropriate scale of convenient mapping before all of them can enter the system. It is 

necessary to integrate institutions and organizations in the field of surveying and map production in an information system 

using the possibilities provided by computer technology and thus to organize the collection, storage, processing and 

presentation of geographical information in order to meet the user requirements of this system. Institutions using the same 

kind of knowledge should go for integration rather than a different structure. 

The software used to create the city information system consists of three main parts. These are graphical sections that 

can perform processing such as compiling, storing, queried and updating of graphic information, different interpretations 

that can analyze and analyze the database part and graphical and non-graphical information which can transfer, sort, 

query, store and simulate non-graphic information to the system and specific application and analysis software that can 

be used for reporting. 

The information systems that will be created if the data to be entered into the system are examined well and the 

appropriate software is selected for the input and processing of the graphical and non-graphical data, processing, analysis, 

getting the reports and similar processes are working in a healthy way. If the data structure used by the selected software 

system is not suitable for the data structure of the desired information system to be installed, information access becomes 

difficult and losses such as time and performance arise. 

Municipalities have to make use of information systems to benefit from contemporary facilities and to provide better 

services to those living in the city. In organizations dealing with geographical information, traditional management 

systems cause unnecessary human power, unnecessary bureaucratic operations and redundant data repetition. 

Organizations that provide geographical benefit have begun using the city information system since the 1980s to keep up 

with evolving technology, to obtain faster and more accurate information and to make more accurate decisions based on 

this information. Jobs and volume increase in organizations managed by the city information system. 

 
3.5. Integrated Information Systems Application 
 

The local government that is the subject of this article is Municipality of Silifke, a metropolitan municipality connected 

to Mersin province. Silifke District is 85 km away from Mersin, east of Erdemli, west of Gülnar, north of Mut districts. 

Between the Taurus Mountains and the Mediterranean, the district has a surface area of 2590 km2.. 

 

Silifke Municipality; 

 88 Neighborhood 

 3,107 CSBM, (Street, Street, Boulevard and Square) 

 92.863 Building, 

 150,004 Independent Section, (Apartment house), 

 117,295 Population 

It is composed of components. 

 

The municipal management information system partially met user requirements but did not have the ability to adapt 

to new technologies. The e-municipality has had to enter a new process due to the necessity of location-based services 

and e-government policy. 
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Figure 1: Integrated Information System Model & Relationships 

 

As a result of the research and examination based on the model in Figure - 1, a web - based management information 

system which is fully integrated with e - government applications and compatible with EBYS and GIS has been selected 

according to the requirements of today. In order to transfer the data generated in the past system in the current system, 

Teracity MIS was introduced by completing the data transfer within two months as a result of a good project and 

organization. 

The municipalities are the basis of the results and outputs that lead to accurate, more fair and more reliable accruals 

and collections in the citizen's demands, especially in the real estate incomes, producing, presenting, updating and 

protecting the address components in accordance with the determined standards. In the present case, it has become a basic 

necessity that the address data of the public service institutions of our country and all the real and legal persons servicing 

them are linked to the government and the services of getting services are only meaningful and accessible. Municipalities; 

address, cadastre, zoning (reconstruction), technical infrastructure facilities, etc. for sustainable services. the basic data 

infrastructure should be based on the planning and implementation processes related to the city and share the current 

information to be produced from these data. 

Within the scope of the Spatial Address Registration System (MAKS) project from e-Government applications; 

certified building documents of cities, documents for permission to use buildings and documents of burning buildings are 

stored in 2014 and are stored in a disciplined discipline with geographical (spatial) information conforming to standards 

and the data structure can be adapted and adapted to geographic information systems. However, since the address data 

before 2014 is stored in the form of text (txt) data in the National Address Database (UAVT) environment and used in 

the processes, transferring these data to the MAKS database is also a work load. This is the workload; licensed 

constructions and unauthorized constructions (building constructions formed in shareholding parcels) addressed in two 

different categories. 

It is the initiative of the relevant institutions to evaluate the situation that MAKS and UAVT are presenting to 

municipalities and service institutions related to Web services of urban structure data generated by the above mentioned 

method in Address Recording System (AKS) environments with its current name. It is known that this situation can be 

evaluated by software technology and appropriate software projects due to the fact that the numerical data that can be 

taken from the source can be withdrawn with the software tool and it can be shared according to the law by the General 

Directorate of Population and Citizenship Affairs (NVİ) which is the project ownership institution. 

With the help of web services, the address and construction documents taken from the NVİ server environment are of 

primary importance in terms of transactions related to the immovable property, as the municipal immovable (real estate) 

system is written in the relevant fields, related lines and related cells in the database tables. 

The strategic operations that enable the related municipality to integrate the Management Information System (MIS) 

in the server environment; certified building documents, approved building use permit documents, and burned and 

destroyed buildings documents are processed at the time of the transactions or after the transaction is completed in the 

MIS immovable information tables.  

A software product of the data presented with UAVT and MAKS services with a primary prescription; software 

analysis, design, development, code writing, necessary function tests and report output are planned and performed. Used 

MIS UAVT, MAKS, TAKBIS, KPS and so on. It is integrated with Web services. For example, a user who works on 

MIS needs a urban plan, cadastral, numbering, accrual, license, building use, instead of searching for the relevant unit or 

looking at the file, information can be accessed with the buttons in the address information. 
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Work was also carried out on the registration of the TC identity on the municipal registry information, obtaining the ID 

number from the Identity Sharing System (KPS) database and combining the duplicate registrants. When dealing with the 

developed editing tool, it is considered that data scanning and proper recording usage conform to the standards determined 

by NVI Repeated, incomplete or incorrect record information that occurred in the past years has been organized and made 

meaningful. 

In the scope of KBS (City Information System -CIS) studies, submissions were given (reconstruction, cadastral, 

satellite image, numbering etc.) and studies were carried out for processing and submitting suitable ones to the system. 

In this phase, Netcad GIS 7.6 was used to manage the graphics data, and PostgreSQL was used as the database for storing 

graphics and non-graphics data. Netcad's special tools, Gisara and VGA, are used for various interpretations and reports 

that can analyze and analyze both graphical and non-graphical information. Netcad KEOS (City Automation System) 

applications have been used within the scope of citizens oriented services (e-plan, city guide etc.). All these activities are 

performed concurrently with the MIS has been commissioned in about 6 months. 

Work has been done for the installation of EBYS which can work integrated with all mentioned information systems. 

TERADESK EBYS, which is able to read the records, cadastre and address information produced in the MIS and not to 

produce duplicate records, was commissioned with a 20-day study (Figure-2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Application of EBYS 

 

 

After the integrated systems, the MIS, KBS and EBYS systems established in Silifke Municipality have been working 

in connection with each other and the systems can be easily transited (Figure-3 and Figure-4). 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Switching from MIS to KBS 
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Figure 4: Switching from KBS to MIS 

 

In addition, studies can be performed within a few minutes after the work done with database analyzes. For example; 

it has been observed that some of the advertisement declarations transferred from the existing system have entered the 

municipal jurisdiction of the metropolitan municipality and it has been understood that the statements should be closed. 

By defining the criteria in the integrated system (Road width 15m and above, Road Type Square, Boulevard and Street, 

Declaration to be declared, etc.), declarations were determined and closed with 5 min. Accrual record etc. in connection 

with the declarations. The necessary arrangements were automatically made in the fields. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Sample analyzes on KBS 

 

Analyzes based on location and thematic demonstration on the KBS can be used to manage the city easily (Figure 4). 

Some examples of the analysis applied in Silifke Municipality. The road works of the Science Directorate, the license or 

building use certificate information belonging to the Urban Planing Directorate, the declarations and accruals belonging 

to the Financial Services Directorate are some of the analyzes that can be seen on the thematic map momentarily. 

We can say that we can easily see the result of the studies done in municipal incomes. The main responsibilities of the 

municipalities, correct accrual, justice between taxpayers, location based services and e-municipalities, increased the 

incomes of Silifke Municipality and their payment rates. 
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Table 1: Silifke Municipality Accrual Increases According to Years 

 

Accrual Year Total Accrual Accrual Increase 

2014 21,281,469.45 - 

2015 21,870,761.11 2.77% 

2016 31,705,973.69 44.97% 

2017 32,812,342.84 3.49% 

 

 
Table 2: Percentage of Accrual Rates of Payments by Municipality of Silifke for Years 

 

Accrual 

Year 
Total Accrual 

The Total 

Payment 

Payments / 

Accruals 

2015 21,870,761.11 16,010,826.57 73.21% 

2016 31,705,973.69 26,506,290.63 83.60% 

2017 32,812,342.84 28,672,896.64 87.38% 

 

As it is seen in Table - 1, the results of the studies made in 2016 resulted in an increase of 44.97% accrual and it is 

followed by the annual increases determined. The data in Table - 2 indicate that the studies also increase the payment 

rates. 

 
Table 3: Total Payments Ratios of Municipality of Silifke e-municipal Payments 

 

Accrual 

Year 

The Total 

Payment 
e-payment 

e-payment/ The Total 

Payment 

2015 16,010,826.57 - - 

2016 26,506,290.63 458,652.41 1.73% 

2017 28,672,896.64 665,423.61 2.32% 

 

Silifke Districts are subject to the geographical features of the taxpayers Ankara, Konya, Mersin, Gaziantep, Şanlıurfa 

and so on, the environment resides in the illicit. As a result of this work, we can see that e-municipality applications and 

internet collections are increasing day by day (Table-3). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Silifke Municipality e-municipality applications 

 

The e-municipality applications (Figure 6), which is included in the scope of citizen-focused services, provide services 

such as payment, marriage, building registration, city guide, e- services can be realized over the web. 
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

Local governments and Public-Private Service Organizations have had to make investments in computer and information 

systems over the years in order to be able to fulfill the tasks and transactions in the field of their duties and responsibilities. 

In this sense, local governments obtained different times in the MIS, graphics data processing and GIS, EBYS, etc. 

Information system applications are at the forefront. The delivery and structuring of databases according to 

interoperability principles and the reflection of their outputs on citizen-oriented services are indicative of the efficiency 

of these systems. It is seen in Silifke Municipality example; existing graphical data processing (map, plan, project, etc.) 

and text data processing end-users' habits and data ownership tendencies are important considerations. Rule-based 

processes introduced by application software have a profound effect on good user training, especially on-the-job training. 

Compliance with the requirements of the legislation and standards of the reports, the availability of query and report 

customization options, and other important common data usage output. For integrated information systems, this means 

that existing equipment, network infrastructure and data evaluation as well as the ability to incorporate existing human 

resources into the process with good organizational and management support are impacting success. In the meantime, it 

is important to remember the role of administrative and contracting project managers in coordinating and sharing 

information. Information systems exist with the availability of data, updating by ownership without additional work with 

daily work and operations is essential for sustainability. 

In every municipality where the use is received, such a project has a direct or indirect influence on municipal work 

and operations. For example, the downloading of real estate tax declaration / receipt transactions for a few minutes (filling 

the data base structure by reading from the system in order to create the declaration form) shows an increase in the 

satisfaction of the citizen as well as quick results. 

With the process optimization achieved through integrated information systems capabilities, building seating area - 

m², independent section area - m², total area of common areas - m², distribution of total common areas per apartment 

(independent section) - m², etc. basic web service and MAKS source data, instantaneous or scheduled tasks from MAKS 

Relational İVTYS environment are taken instantly and used. At the same time, transactions are carried out in the direction 

of information coming from TAKBIS web services. This situation; provides accurate and accurate data in all services of 

the municipality. If this information can not be obtained from the system (if continued with the traditional method) it will 

necessarily result in the declaration of the citizen, the data of the past years or the initiative of the user, which would result 

in a transaction with different information / data. With the integrated urban information systems, interrogation of real 

property issues, analysis is carried out and transitions between information systems are ensured and citizen oriented 

services can be done efficiently. 
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Abstract 
 
Urban growth models enable to be understood the urban changing, an effective environmental planning, development plans, create 

the urban policies and the urban planners and politicians’ prediction and development of the possible growth of the urban future. 

Therefore, the necessity of estimating the urban growth is widely accepted. The modeling of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

has gained popularity in recent years as the success of the models is closely linked to computer technology. GIS, land use / cover 

modeling etc. is related to understand, plan of the urban growth and implement this knowledge. Modeling in GIS is simply an integrated 

representation of time, space and attributes that answer questions of what, where, and when. Techniques and methods related to the 

processing, visualization and visualization of a large number of spatial and theoretical data have only been possible with the 

development of this technology, and the model which allows for future predictions has made great progress in the digital environment. 

At the present day, many urban growth and modeling approaches have been developed. In order to better understand urban growth, 

researchers have created many urban growth models and many have made simulations that try to predict the future growth of cities. 

The researchers who used different methods tried mostly to direct the future with Autonomous Systems, Artificial Neural Networks and 

Statistical Methods. Cellular Automata, Agent Based Models, Artifical Neural Networks and Statistical Methods have been investigated 

in the study. The methods, common characteristics, strengths and weaknesses of which are evaluated separately in terms of urban 

growth have been put forward.  

 

Keywords 

Land Use, Geographic Information Systems, Urban Growth, Urban Growth Models 

 
1.Introduction 
 
Nowadays, the city population is 3.9 billion, and according to the Transforming World Atlas 2016, the population of the 

cities will reach 6.5 billion by 2050. In other words, it is predicted that more than 75 percent of the world population in 

2050 will live in cities. However, according to the Population Reference Bureau, 2016 estimates, the majority of urban 

growth for the next 40 years will come to the fore in developing countries. Rapid increase in urbanization problems in 

countries like Turkey that are exposed to rapid urbanization; the destruction of agriculture and forest areas, pollution of 

the environment, transportation distress, noise pollution, deterioration of the ecosystem balance, and so on. It is necessary 

to make predictions for future development by using various techniques in order for the administrators and decision 

makers to take precautions before the problems brought by the urbanization. As many factors can be evaluated together 

quickly, forward-looking models can be easily implemented with GIS technologies. GIS is the most voluminous in terms 

of the scope and information systems in which information is handled.  

In particular, contemporary satellite technologies and GIS integrate to enable the study and effective use of the earth's 

resources (Tekinsoy et al. 2003). Urban growth models in the context of GIS and alternative policies will be able to 

determine in what regions the city will have a density in the future and thus make it possible to control urban development 

with the plan decisions to be taken for risky regions (Tanrıöver 2011). Urban planners and policymakers lead the way in 

forecasting and developing the possible development of the city future, understanding the change in the city, effective 

environmental planning, development plans, and the formation of urban policies. Deterioration of urban structure; as well 

as problems such as heavy traffic, long journeys and the closure of traditional business areas, economic opportunities lead 

to social problems that lead to reduced access to vacant spaces and interactions that enable people to live together. 

Determination of the growth locations and quantities of the city is beneficial from the environmental and socio-economic 

point of view, in addition to ensuring that appropriate urban development plans can be realized in the future. For this 

reason, the necessity of estimating the urban growth is widely accepted (He et al. 2008; Guan et al. 2005). The models of 

urban growth in land use are classified in various forms in many sources. The general reason for this diversity is the 

complex nature of land use and the discipline of different disciplines. For this reason, the most common uses such as 

Cellular Automata (CA), Agent Based Models (ABM), Artifical Neural Networks (ANN) and Statistical Methods (SM) 

have been examined in the study of GIS and urban development for the future. First of all, different usage areas of these 

models are discussed. It is seen that each method works differently, has many application areas and is used by many 

disciplines. Then, the models were evaluated separately in terms of urban growth, their common features, strengths and 

weaknesses were put forward.  
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2. Methods Used in Determining Urban Growth 
 
2.1 Celluar Automata (CA) 
 
CA is expressed as cellular-based models in which spatial variations are represented by numerical values with a certain 

resolution and the state of each unit is specified by a number (Goodchild 2005).  

There are five basic elements of CA. These; Grid network (lattice), state set, neighbors relation (determined by the nearest 

neighbors), transformation rules, time. 

A, an automat; S is the set of states; T is the set of transformation rules, and R is the neighborhood of the automats; 

each automaton is defined by S and T clusters (Ayazlı, 2011).  

 

S = {S1, S2, …, SN} 

A ~ (S, T) 

A ~ (S, T, R) 

 
CA is an operating system that divides a state into cells and allows each cell to predict its future state according to the 

state of neighboring cells. In urban models, CA is designed in two dimensions as in Figure 1. The state of each of the 

cells in the shape of the forest area, agricultural land, settlement, etc. land use functions. Between cells, information can 

be exchanged or spread to neighbors, and in this sense CA can support spreading of knowledge to the site (Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 1: Two-Dimensional CA Neighborhoods (Ayazlı, 2011)   Figure 2: Information Exchange in CA (Ayazlı, 2011) 

 

CA is used as a modeling and simulation tool in many fields such as sociology, geography, urban planning, 

architecture in basic sciences such as physics and biology. 

      CA was proposed by Nogel in 1992 in the simulation of cloud production. After the model was successful, CA cloud 

simulation was developed by Dobashi and his friends in 1998 and various investigations were conducted on the developed 

methods (Hailong 2013). Karafyllidis, in his work in 1997, has attempted to determine the fire fronts in the forest using 

the CA modelling and used it to predict the spread of forest fires in CA models. CA image approach; have been used to 

study complex biological sequences without distinguishing specific gene sequences, improving structural class prediction 

of protein (Xiao et al. 2005). In recent years, with the Traffic Celluar Automa (TCA) models, it has become possible to 

capture basic phenomena that are very flexible and powerful in flowing traffic (Maerivoet, 2005). CA pedestrian behavior, 

material properties (corrosion, cracks, wrinkles, peeling, etc.), ant colons and pheromone tracks, etc. proved to be quite 

useful (Maerivoet 2005). CA pedestrian behavior, material properties (corrosion, cracks, wrinkles, peeling, etc.), ant 

colons and pheromone tracks, etc. proved to be quite useful (Maerivoet 2005). Dincer, in his work in 2014, mentioned 

about the applications of CA in architecture. The studies developed in the architect by using CA have been started to be 

used for educational purposes in architectural design studios, in the conceptual stage, in different scales such as mass 

solutions, settlement design and facade design. There are also different uses for CA beside modelling. They are random 

number generators. Due to the speed of parallelism, it is very suitable to be used in image processing, recognition, 

encryption applications (Göncü 2013).  

White et al. (1997) developed a CA model to simulate the land use of Cincinnati, Ohio; Clarke and Gaydos (1998) 

simulated rapid urban growth in the San Francisco, area of California and the Washington / Baltimore corridor of East 

America, Li and Yeh (2000) in the Pearl River Delta. Ayazlı, in his doctoral thesis in 2011; It was aimed to determine the 

changes in land use in Istanbul with the influence of the Bosphorus bridges and connection roads and to determine the 

possible changes on land use by the CA method under the influence of the third bridge to be constructed. Remote Sensing, 

GIS, simulation, statistical and other techniques have been used in combination to accomplish this purpose.  
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With the effect of the third bridge, the urban sprawl model of Istanbul for 2030 was developed and land use changes over 

the years were determined. 

Arsanjani simulated the years 2016 and 2026 by determining the amount of land change and the probability of 

development by using CA, Logistic Regression and Markov Chain (MC) methods in 2013 using land use maps of 1986, 

1996 and 2006 (Figure 3). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Land use maps for 1986 (upper left), 1996 (upper right) and 2006 (lower left) (Arsanjani, 2013) 

 

Osman (2016), in his work in Greater Cairo Metropol (Egypt) region; aimed at finding a suitable urban policy to 

protect the arable land consumed by rapid urban growth over the last 50 years. He examined the changes in arable land 

from 2015 to 2035 according to three different scenarios using the District CA model. In the first scenario, he assumes 

that the growth of the history will be continuous with the tendencies of the growth of the present conditions, the second 

one will be a compact growth with strong constraints outside the determined growth center and the third one will grow 

with considering the level of protection of land and natural resources. According to this scenario, the tendency of growing 

the history is the worst result for the arable land, while the least effective is the second growth. In his work Nigussie 

(2016), he made estimations of 2050 for 4 different scenarios with the model of urbanism living in Istanbul. It was 

determined that the first scenario was the worst scenario and the fourth scenario had the most destructive consequences 

for the future. While the agricultural lands and forest areas were affected in the first scenario, the result of the 4th scenario 

was that the Canal Istanbul project would become urbanized in the river basins of Ayamama and Tavukcu. When the 

current urban processes are thought to continue in the coming years, this type of CA will have widespread use without 

anticipating the future model and direction of urban growth. Because this type of CA contributes planner, environmental 

scientist, etc. researchers working on the city, such as where future urban growth areas should be, assessing the effects of 

urban growth, providing structures to support development and making plans (Aydın 2015).  

 

2.2 Agent Based Model 
 
Agents can be defined as computer systems that are autonomous in action in order to achieve the goals that they have 

already been given in the environment in which they are placed. Each agent has an atmosphere of other factors and the 

material world. The agent perceives the world he is in, such as living organisms, with his perceptions, and he is in action 

with his activists (Cenani 2007). One agent is the tool to analyze the system. There is no universal definition of Agents 

since the features they contain exhibit changes in different disciplines, there is a recognition of a common feature of 

agents. Depending on the nature of the work being done, the agent may be a bacterium, insect, house, human, fish or a 

company as an interactive component of a system, but some must have the ability to adapt to change their behavior and 

thus their behavior in order to be an agent (Başlık 2008). 
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Figure 4: Vending (automat) movements of Agent Based Models (Benenson and Torrens 2004) 

 

ABM has also found a place in many different and interesting applications in GIS. For example, Benenson, in 2004, used 

this model structure to model the behavior of families in cities and to identify the factors that influence household choice. 

In his study Cenani in 2007, it was thought to be the shopping center design the user movements simulate performs a 

model intended to be produced and the data obtained from research shopping centers such as multi-user venues in the 

design problems can help solve at an early stage. Dawson and colleagues used the ABM approach for manage to flood-

prone areas of work (Davson et al. 2011), Crooks, in order to investigate a post-disaster in 2013, Welch, 2014, in 

Chrysomya Bezziana Despite the attacks, simulations were carried out using ABM and GIS technologies.  

In addition, this model is also used to identify the main factors that cause land fragmentation in land use and land 

cover studies and to reveal the problems that these problems have on natural life and living species (Ahearn 2005; Parker 

2005; Taillandier et al. 2012). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Simulation of the probability of development and future growth according to the domestic agents (upper left), 
the developmental agents (upper right), Government agents (lower left) 

 

Tian, 2011, using ABM, tried to simulate the urbanization in the Phoenix region as an alternative to the previous 

model of the working group. Land use maps for 1990, 1995 and 2000 were taken as data and urbanization for 2010 and 

2020 was simulated. They stated that the CA model gave decision rules for the purpose and that the ABM were more 

flexible than simulating the city dynamics. 
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In another study done in 2013 Arsanjani, in Tehran, ABM is using to simulate urban growth. The main determinants that 

will control urban development in work are expressed by three groups of agents, identified as government factors, 

developmental factors and indigenous factors. The behaviors of each agent group were identified using qualitative 

research and separately using multi-criteria analysis. Then the interactions of the agents are combined with the GIS's 

registration function. 2016 and 2026 growth forecasts of the Markov chain model with the correct predictions were made.  

  In his work in 2015, Zhang noted that the proposed model consists mainly of three components; GIS, external 

environment and agent based systems. GIS component; as a means of providing environmental recognition and decision-

making rules. Component of external environment; land use, land, land prices, transportation and public facilities. Agent 

Based Systems; provide a flexible means of addressing interactions between various stakeholders, influencing various 

agents and urban growth. 

 

2.3 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 
 

ANN is a computer system that performs the learning function, which is the most basic feature of the human brain. They 

perform the learning process with the help of examples. These networks consist of interconnected process elements 

(Artificial Neural Cells). Each link has a weight value. The information is stored in these weight values and spread to the 

network. ANN suggests a different calculation method than the known calculation methods (Öztemel 2012). With the 

back-propagation feature in the structure of ANN, the model is under continuous control mechanism during the education 

phase. In the training process, data from the network are evaluated by targeting real world data (Guan and Wang 2000). 

In prospective modeling studies, this may be historical land use data. Then, depending on the results of these comparisons, 

weights and trends are set to minimize the difference between the output data on the network and the target data set. This 

process continues until the difference between the output and target data sets reaches a minimum level. After the training 

period, the network simulates the related land class (urban area) (Tanrıöver 2011). It is possible to see successful 

applications of this calculation method which is adaptable to the present ones, adaptive, can work with incomplete 

information, can decide under uncertainties and is tolerant to errors, in almost every area of life (Öztemel 2012). 

       Industrial applications; In Karahan, his doctoral dissertation in 2011, an international (export) demand forecasting 

application for the dried apricot product of Malatya province was applied by using the ANN model from the statistical 

demand prediction techniques in the study. 

Financial applications; ANN studies in Turkey have been used mainly for predicting financial failures and 

bankruptcies. As a result of tests using the data obtained from the internet sites of the Central Bank of the Republic of 

Turkey and other stock exchanges between July 2, 2001 and July 13, 2006, the ISE index value was calculated by using 

forward feed ANN can be successfully modeled (Kutlu 2009). 

Military and defense applications; Artificial intelligence techniques in cyber defense have been studied in general in 

the work he made in Şekenkaya in 2014. It is more appropriate to use artificial intelligence algorithms in which simple 

algorithms are not enough for the cyber defense software to fulfill its mission. 

Health applications; Demirhan stated that in 2010, the sufficiency of Artificial Intelligence methods has been 

investigated in virtually every area of medicine and has the potential of application. In the course of his work, he stated 

that there is a need for further clinical trials before these still emerging methods are implemented in the real clinical 

environment, and they have examined the important clinical studies using these methods.  

In the field of agriculture; Akkaya, 2007, aimed at ensuring that YSA's practices in various agricultural areas are taken 

into consideration, attracting the interest of researchers working in the field of agriculture, and considering agricultural 

methods as an alternative method to solve agricultural problems.  

Özcan analyzed the settlement, ecological and geologically inadequate region, distance to city centers, distance to the 

main transportation axes, forest land, slope area and population data obtained by remote sensing method in 1975, 1995 

and 2005, a database occured that can be applied to the neural network model (Özcan 2008). 

Alkheder and Shan used remote sensing and ANN to simulate urban sprawl as a means of measuring vector data; 

which are classified as water, road, housing, commerce, forest, pasture and agriculture, in which direction they spread 

within a certain period of time (Alkheder 1999). 

Li and Yeh (2001, 2002) form a model for the land use change of urban clusters in South China and integrate the 

parameter values that the ANN method learned into the CA model. Later, the models that simulate multiple regional land 

uses and alternative development scenarios were re-adapted to the new situation (Aydın 2015). 

Tewolde created urban sprawl model using 2011 ANN and maps generated with 85.9% accuracy in Markov chains as 

data. Urban sprawl for 2020, Eritre, Asmara city was tried to be presented. The purpose of the work is to discuss the 

agricultural areas that affect urban sprawl and what is the power that leads to the loss of cultivated areas (Tewolde 2011). 

Tanrıöver stated that the ANN model gave very good results in many studies but in 2011 he stated that, ANN made 

the most inadequate model in its study. Besides his model, will be held again with different weight and classes. 
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2.4 Statistical Methods 
 

Markov Chain from traditional statistical models, multiple regression analysis, principal component analysis, factor 

analysis and logistic regression are very successful methods in interpreting socio-economic data. In the study, Markov 

Chain and logistic regression models used in urban growth were discussed. Other land cover categories probabilities that 

each land category defined in the Markov Chain change probability matrix (Transition Probabilities Matrix) can represent 

are calculated. In the matrix of probability fields, the number of pixels expected to change in each land cover is shown in 

the next time period (Eastman et al 2008). Markov Chain applied to develop dynamic models for land use patterns in the 

past years is widely used today to model land use changes in large spatial scales, both urban and rural areas, taking spatial-

temporal transition models into consideration (Bozkaya 2013). 

      In Economics; Özdemir, the monthly changes in dollar exchange rates in the study conducted in 2010 and the monthly 

changes in the ISE national 100 endexi values are considered as two categorical series and the markov chain model shows 

how this ratio affects each other. 

      In the meteorology; in 2008, Dahamsheh used forward feed back propagation ANN, radial-based processor YSA, 

generalized regression ANN, and multivariable linear regression methods in the Markov Chain Added Conditional ANN 

Estimated Drift of Monthly Dry Seasonal Rainfall in 2008 (Dahamsheh 2008). 

     In Education; Alp 2007, Turkey Educational Statistics 2005-2006 has benefited from the Markov analysis in the course 

of knowing the probability that a student who has started to train using the data can continue until the stage of education 

(Büyüktatlı 2013). 

Using the aerial photographs of 1960 and 1989, Hathout analyzed the urban growth in East St Paul (ESP) and West 

St Paul (WSP) in Winnipeg separately by using the Geographical Information System to determine the urban sprawl in 

order to determine the urban sprawl. Estimates were made with the Markov probability chains of urban growth of 1990 

and 2000 (Hathout 2002). 

Lopez vd. (2001) have developed a model on urban land use change and land cover estimation in their work on Morelia 

city in Mexico. In this study, the authors used Markov transition matrices and linear regression together. They concluded 

that the most powerful uses of Markov transition matrices are far from explanatory.  

Logistic Regression allows to achieve error-free results by using logistic or probit regression instead of linear 

regression in the analysis of these binary variables such as working population, non-working population, restructuring, 

no restructuring, voting, voting or not voting if many variables in social sciences can be defined as two different values.   

Non-linear relationships among different categorical variables with Logistic Regression Model can be explained and 

predicted, especially in cases where complex socio-economic systems are affected by different categorical variables such 

as urban growth and normal course.  

Logistic regression has many uses and different working areas. Today, logistic regression is widely used in medical 

science, in military settings, in the analysis of experimental data, in meteorology, in internal migration movements, in the 

field of education (Seven 1997) One of these uses is land use changes. The logistic regression model is a statistical model 

that allows us to conceptualize the interrelationships between spatial variation, dynamics and many factors on the invisible 

space. The regression model has been used in many urban surveys that measure and predict the impact of spatial and 

socio-economic factors on physical space. In particular, the possibilities offered by the Geographical Information Systems 

for the collection and storage of spatial data further strengthen this method and make sense of complex urban systems. 

The complex nature of systems can cause sudden emergencies or interruptions. In systems with complex structures, the 

center of their form is dynamics, so dynamics have critical preliminaries in these systems (Batty 2007).  

Wu and Yeh (1997) used Logistic Regression Analysis method to model urban growth from aerial photos of 1978-

1987 and 1987-1992. They have shown that various factors have changed their roles in the land development process, 

which is a significant change in the main determinants of land development over these two periods. Studies show that the 

logistic regression has a strong capacity in interpretation of urban development (Aydın 2015).  

Eyoh tried to model the future urban expansion of Nigeria / Lagos with Logistic Regression and Geographic 

Information Systems using satellite images in 1984, 2000 and 2005 in 1984 and tried to estimate the urban expansion of 

2030. 

Tanrıöver, who aims to predict the urban development of Istanbul in 2040 and to reveal the possible effects of this 

development on ecology, has been preferred in the modeling study of the CA-based Logistic Regression method. 

Location, distance from road and water, height, slope and land use maps are defined as variables (Tanrıöver 2014). 

 

3. Results and Discussion  

Among the advantages of the CA model, flexible structures can be considered to be quite obvious for complex urban 

systems, and the availability of remotely sensed data and the appropriateness of GIS. In recent studies on these innovative 

technological advances, cellular modeling has emerged as a reliable tool for predicting urban growth (Couclelis 1997; 

Clarke and Gaydos 1998; Tanrıöver 2011). There are many ways to define transition rules within CA. Different models 

have different effects on the output of the output of the CA simulation. Many urban CA models have attempted to 

overcome this problem. The diversity of the model depends on the nature of the applications and personal preferences. It 
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is important to define the transition rules, but there is one common way to do it. There is no definitive method of how to 

select these terrestrial variables for urban simulations (Figure 5). When a series of variables are presented, it is difficult 

and time-consuming to decide which variable will be appropriate to estimate the probability of development. (Li and Yeh 

2002; Tanrıöver 2011). 

ABM are theoretical theoretical investigations or micro behavior simulations. To understand urban growth in a given 

metric, there are no reports of ABM. However, the ABM are an ideal tool to judge micro-scale urban growth complexity, 

like simple comprehensive projects (Cheng 2003). It catches emergency events, provides a natural environment for 

working in certain systems, and is particularly flexible in the development of geographic models (Couclelis 2002). 

The ANN model has two important advantages over ABM and CA. The first of these is to show that the ambiguity of 

parameter values can be minimized while development alternatives are being generated and how these values are to be 

determined. The second is that this model can simulate alternative urban growth. Despite the fact that the structure of the 

network to be formed is not determined, the choice of network parameters is increasing day by day, despite the fact that 

there is no specific standard, problems can be shown only with numerical information, unknown how to finish the training 

and network behavior can not be explained (Öztemel 2012). The limitation of use of the ANN method is the "black box" 

model. For this reason, it is difficult to interpret the weights of a working ANN network (Aydın 2015). 

Traditional statistical methods are not enough to model spatial-temporal data. The main reason for this is that the basic 

assumptions of the spatial and temporal data violate the normal distribution, the errors associated with variables, the 

independence of variables and the model truth (Olden and Jackson 2001). For this reason, two alternatives are usually 

adopted. The first is to be able to adapt the spatial sample to traditional analyzes, while the other is to develop a new 

statistical method based on spatial relation (Cheng 2003). 

4. Conclusions 

In order to minimize and control the harm to the nature and the environment of the urban growth, future modeling of the 

urban growth can be done in the GIS environment in the direction of the existing and alternative policies. Researchers 

have tried to integrate GIS with urban modeling techniques in the hope of enhancing the analytical capability of GIS 

technology and have done a lot of research in this regard. There are different classifications on simulation models in land 

use in the literature. Therefore, the models discussed in the study are mentioned about the most common uses. Many 

researches have been carried out with these integrated studies and came up with different usage areas such as GIS, remote 

sensing technologies, statistical methods, CA, ABM and ANN urban growth. These methods, which have many 

application fields, have been used by many disciplines. While each method seems to work differently, it seems that all of 

them have common features. All of these models have common properties such as the use of transition probability in a 

class transition matrix and the GIS weighted approach. In the models with strong and weak aspects (Table 1), it is weak 

that there is an uncertainty about the terrestrial variables, while CA has the strengths of being flexible, easy and 

understandable, having simple transformation rules.  

 
Table 1: Strengths and Weaknesses of Models Under Examined 
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There is not a weak aspect of the ABM reflected in the literature, but it is not possible in every country to obtain the data 

used without estimating the urban development. Apart from that, the model is very strong because of the flexible nature, 

the natural environment, the micro-scale decision-making effect, and the social and economical interaction. ANN have 

begun to be used increasingly. In the development of the ANN method, the working mechanism of the human brain is 

taken as an example. But ANN is much simpler than the complex structure of the human brain. Non-linear relations are 

more successful than linear models in explaining non-linear relations because they can be constructed with logical 

expressions like "parametric and non-linear" and "," or "not". The black box takes out information from the outside and 

gives out the output it produces. What's inside is unknown. In other words, ANN does not have the ability to explain how 

the results are formed. This situation undermines the credibility of the network. Models are evaluated separately; While 

statistical methods are insufficient in modeling spatial-temporal data, it is observed that future predictions are more 

successful than other models. It has been seen in the example applications that the integrated usage of the models gives 

more successful results instead of being used alone. In this sense, the importance of integrated uses has emerged and it 

has been found that closer results are obtained. 
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Abstract 
 
Climate is one of the most important factors that enable the existence of life on Earth. The climate has been studied by many scientists 

throughout the history for its influence on all living and non-living beings. Researchers have used climatological parameters 

(temperature, humidity, rainfall, sunshine duration, evapotranspiration etc.) with different methods and created a variety of methods. 

When putting these classifications into consideration, they have taken different criteria into account and have produced different 

classification indices according to these criteria. Some of these formulas are short and simple, some are very long and complex. Using 

these formulas, researchers have developed different climatic types in different regions. Using two separate climate classification 

methods, in this study, meteorological data from 1980-2011, which was taken from Turkish State Meteorological Service data service, 

were examined periodically and arranged according to determined classification methods. The data were processed in accordance 

with De Martonne and Erinç classification formulas by Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and the climate change of İzmir 

province which was chosen as the study area has been revealed between 1980-1989 and 2006-2011 time periods.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Climate is the average of weather events (temperature, precipitation, humidity, pressure, wind) observed over a long 

period of time in large areas. However, weather conditions are short-lived weather events in smaller areas. As it can be 

understood from these definitions, there are differences between climate and weather conditions such as wide range of 

areas (Turkey climate, Mediterranean Region Climate, Marmara Region climate etc.) and observation for a long time 

(this period is defined as 30 years if sufficient data is available). There are various parameters that make up the climate: 

temperature, precipitation, humidity, pressure and wind. These parameters are called climate elements and they affect 

each other, also the atmosphere, alone or all together combined. If this affection last a short time, they create short-term 

weather effect, but if they last a long time, they create the climate.  

Climate of an area depends on the latitude, ascension, ground shape of the area, and also its distance from the seas. 

Because it directly affects the angle of the sunlight, latitude is the most important factor affecting climate. Generally, 

lower latitudes are warmer and upper latitudes are colder. The altitude is also influential on the climate. As you go up, 

temperature drops 1°C every 200 m, and as you go down it increases 1°C every 100 m by the effect of friction. The sea 

is an intense moisture source and humidity which makes it an influential effect on temperature and precipitation. 

From past to present, climate has affected people's lives, settlements, livelihoods and similar living environments. 

Knowing the climate of a region has a very important effect on anticipating and taking precautions aganist possible 

weather events. "For many years, many scientists have worked on the climate. These studies have produced so many 

climatic types that might be countless. However, as in every scientific discipline, climatologists have uncovered large 

climates by bringing together the scattered types, the more or less common ones." (Dönmez, 1984). Various climate 

classifications has been made by various scientists. There is a great difference between scientists in this regard. This 

situation can be interpreted as the difference between the views of various researchers, as well as the lack of a perfect 

formula working in every area. Some of the formulas used in classification are very simple, and some are very complex. 

But this cannot be interpreted as the longest formula would give the most accurate result. The criteria that researchers 

take into account in climate analysis are different. Some of these criteria can be defined as precipitation - temperature 

ratio, precipitation - evaporation rate, precipitation regime and vegetation cover (Klimatoloji Şube, 2014). The common 

point of all the classification studies is that income (rainfall) is equal to the amount of equations they produce and 

expenditure (transpiration, evapotraspration) is written to the stake and a classification is made according to the income-

expenditure balance. 

There are many definitions of climate change. One of them is an agreed definition by the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC): "In addition to the natural climate change observed in a comparable time 

period, a change in the climate as a result of human activities directly or indirectly distorting the composition of the global 

atmosphere" (Gönençgil, B., 2014). Climate change occurs with many factors. Some of these factors are natural, some of 

them originate from human effects. These factors can be listed as follows: 
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Natural Causes: 

 

 The change in solar energy; 

 

-Sunspots 

-Movements of the earth 

-Duration of sunshine 

 

 Changes in atmospheric components: 

 

Atmosphere contains 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen and 1% noble gases (water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane). The 

changes in these rates, especially carbon dioxide change, cause greenhouse effect and global warming. 

 

 Change in the physical geography conditions of the earth; 

 

This is presumed to be a change in climates as the orogenic (mountain formation movements) and epirogenic 

(continental formation movements) movements on the surface change the surface character, slope, aspect and elevation. 

 

Human Causes: 

 

Surface Change: The surface change is a change on the surface of the earth made by human activities. With increasing 

population growth; destruction of forests and agricultural lands, intensive urbanization and concretization, change in 

albedo ratios (solar reflectance ratio) have been caused to meet human needs. 

 

Urbanization process: Since the 19th century, there has been an intense urbanization with increasing population. The 

intense urbanization has caused the cities to become irregular and complex, and the worst damage has been done to the 

areas where the city was founded. Natural characteristics of the cities from when the cities are first built have been lost 

and the cities have become almost anthropogenic islands. With the intense urbanization, air pollution in the cities has 

increased. With it, the effect of the greenhouse was felt more intensely in cities and the concept of "city heat island" was 

born. 

 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions: The greenhouse gases that cause global warming are formed by the burning of fossil 

fuels. CO2 is the most notable greenhouse gas in the atmosphere. The amount of CO2 in the atmosphere can change for 

natural reasons like volcanic explosions, breathing of living things, or for human reasons like intensive use of fossil fuels 

(Gönençgil, B., 2014). 

 

In this study, a climate classification is made with the raster of the study area which is created by enterpolating 

temperature, precipitation etc. data gathered from meteorological stations. These raster data consist of the sub-data which 

can be found in the oldest date and the data which is presently available. Thus, climate change in the study area can be 

questioned between two dates. Using precipitation, temperature, humidity, sunshine period, evapotranspiration etc. data, 

which are taken from General Directorate of Meteorology of Turkey within a period of 1980-2011, De Martaonne and 

Erinc classification methods, precipitation, temperature and humidity maps of İzmir province were created in the defined 

time period and various information about climate change has been gathered. 

 

2. Study Area and Materials 
 
İzmir province was chosen as the study area (Figure 1). İzmir is the third largest city of Turkey. The Madra Mountains to 

the north, the Kuşadası Gulf to the south, the Boat Burnu to the west of the Çeşme Peninsula, the İzmir province 

surrounded by the borders of Manisa and Aydin in the east, and the Gulf, which is also known by its name in the west. 

The Gediz River, which is one of the important rivers of the Aegean Region in İzmir province, has Küçük Menderes 

akarsuyu with its downfall. The coastal region is recessed due to the stretch of the mountains. 
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Figure 1: Study area 

 

İzmir province has a climatic character according to the tectonic feature of the coastal Aegean strike with the gulf 

structure which is open to the sea effects and has an internal marine character in the middle latitude. The Mediterranean 

climate is dominated by the fact that it is located on the middle latitude and also for being a coastal city. The summers 

are warm and dry, the winters are warm and abundant, and the spring months are transitional. The sunshine potential is 

considered high. The wind situation creates an important potential for coastal shoreline to have a combination of different 

topographical structures. Depending on the amount of precipitation and the duration of sunshine, the soil structure has an 

appropriate climate characteristic in terms of agriculture (Atalay, İ.,1994). 
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The data used in the study were provided by the meteorological data management system of the meteorological 

departments within a time period of 1980 and 2011. This data include monthly temperature, precipitation, relative 

humidity and so on. Some data such as sunshine duration, evapotranspiration, water shortage and surplus are required in 

several classification formulas, but not all of those data were found in all stations of İzmir province which have common 

data in the period of 1980 and 2011. Therefore, only Erinç and De Martonne methods will be used in the study. 

In climate studies, it is very important to understand the estimation of climate parameters and the complex structure 

of non-data points because meteorological stations cannot be found at every characteristic point of the study area. For this 

reason, it has been necessary to use interpolation methods so that station data can be spread over the entire working area 

within the İzmir provincial boundary. 8 stations’ data in İzmir province and 7 stations’ data which are very close to the 

boundary of İzmir were used in the study (Figure 2). Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) interpolation method is used on 

the geographical points which is obtained from meteorological stations for creating the raster data which later to be used 

in determining the climate change. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Meteorological stations 

 

3. Methods 

 
There are many climate classifications using different methods. In our work we will use De Martonne, who is called the 

first classification work used all over the world and named by his name, and the Erinç classifications which are most used 

in our country and which are most suitable for the country borders. 
 
3.1. De Martonne Climate Classification 
 
De Martonne climate classification is based on temperature and precipitation. This classification method is considered as 

calculating the average temperature and precipitation of July and January, along with the annual mean precipitation and 

temperature, unlike other classifications. With annual rainfall data, arid and humid climates can be found as results. İn 

the determination of arid climates, precipitation accounts with monthly evaporation too. According to De Martonne and 

Gottman, classification formula they developed is given below (Klimatoloji Şubesi, 2014): 
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𝐼𝑎 =  
(

𝑃
𝑇 + 10

) + (
12 × 𝑝
𝑡 + 10

)

2
 

 
To explain the formula elements: 

 
(Reason for the addition of 10) = Fixed number for making t positive in places where the temperature is below 0 ° C 

P = total precipitation for many years (mm), 

T = Average air temperature (° C) for many years, 

p = precipitation of the driest month (mm), 

t = Average temperature of the driest month (° C). 

 

Table 1 contains the classification indices of the final products. 

 

Table 1: Indices of De Martonne classification formula 

 

Climate Type Index Value 

Desert 0 - 5 

Step (Semi-arid) 5 - 10 

Step – Humid  10 - 20 

Semi-humid 20 - 28 

Humid 28 - 35 

Very humid 35 - 55 

Wet >55 

Polar <0 (T < -5 C) 

 

3.2. Erinç Climate Classification 
 
In this classification, the amount of precipitation is directly proportional to the average temperatures and the classification 

indices are formed in this way. However, this created indices make the terrestrial climate appear to be more humid than 

normal. To prevent this, Erinc used average maximum temperature instead of average temperature. According to this 

method, months in which temperatures drop below 0°C are not considered in case of no evapotranspiration. 

 

Erinç’s formula is as follows (Şensoy, S., 2012) (Erinç, S., 1984): 

 

𝐼𝑚 =
𝑃

𝑇𝑜𝑚
 

 

To explain the formula elements: 

 

Im = Rainfall activity element, 

P = total annual precipitation (mm), 

Tom = Annual average maximum temperature. 

 

Table 2: Indices of Erinc classification formula 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Climate Class İndex Value (Im) Climate/Vegetation Cover 

Full Arid < 8 Desert (Full Arid) 

Semi-arid 8 - 15 Desert – Step (Arid) 

Semi-arid 15 - 23 Step (Semi-arid) 

Semi-humid 23 - 40 Dry Forest (Semi-humid) 

Humid 40 - 55 Humid Forest (Humid) 

Very Humid >55 Very Humid Forest (Very Humid) 
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4. Results 
 

4.1. De Martonne Method 
 

According to the climate classification prepared using meteorological data between 1980 and 1989, İzmir has only "Semi-

humid" and "Humid" indices, but according to the climate classification between 2006 and 2011, it has begun to have 

"Very humid" indices especially on the sides of Bergama. Bergama region has changed from "Semi-humid" class to "Very 

humid" class. The transition from the "Humid" class to the "Semi-humid" class has been the subject of Ödemiş region. 

On the sides of Konak-Balçova-Bornova there are transitions from "Humid" class to "Semi-humid" class (Figure 3 and 

Figure 4). 

 

 
 

Figure 3: De Martonne (1980-1989) 
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Figure 4: De Martonne (2006-2011) 

 

 
 

Figure 5: De Martonne (Changes between 1980-1989 and 2006-2011) 
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According to De Martonne, increasing changes between the two time series represent the movement towards humid class, 

whereas reductions represent the movement toward arid class. When the change map is examined, biggest change is 

defined in Bergama region (Figure 5). 

 

4.2. Erinç Method 
 
When examining the classifications prepared using 1980 and 1989 data and 2006 and 2011 data, there is a change towards 

humidity in Urla area. There is a tendency towards drought in the areas of Dikili, Ödemiş and Tire (Figure 6 and 7). 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Erinç (1980-1989) 
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Figure 7: Erinç (2006-2011) 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Erinç (Changes between 1980-1989 and 2006-2011) 
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When Figure 8 is examined, it is seen that there are increases in indices in Seferihisar, Karşıyaka, Bornova, Konak areas. 

According to the Erinc method, these increases indicate that they move towards humidity from drought. Unlike De 

Martonne climate classification, the Bergama region is still in the "Semi-humid" class, although it’s indices value goes 

from "Semi-humid" class to "Semi-arid" class. In the Selçuk region, indices are decreasing like Bergama region. 

According to the Erinç method, large scale class changes did not occur on the basis of the districts. 

 

5. Discussions and Conclusions 
 
When the climatic types represented by indices raster generated by GIS using De Martonne and Erinç formulas are 

examined, it is found out that the changes seen according to both methods are quite different from each other. In the de 

Martonne classification, the northern parts of İzmir are advancing from semi-humid to humid class, and the southeast 

parts are moving towards less humid from semi-humid. In the method of Erinç, it is seen that there are not major changes 

on the basis of the districts but some transition to drought in the northern part. There are some differences between De 

Martonne and Erinc methods and also their results. The reason for this is that the classification properties of both methods 

are different. In addition, Erinc defined the equality he proposed by considering the climate of Turkey. For example, 

Erinç's indices with values less than 8 are regarded as deserts, while in De Martonne this value is 5 and below. According 

to the Erinç method, a very humid climate is defined as 55 and above, whereas in De Martonne this value is defined as 

between 35 and 55. 

The TEMA Foundation has provided the following important findings in its report that it was prepared in 2015. 

According to this report, the main negative impact is defined as the change in crop yields due to climate change and the 

decrease in crop yield. The reduction of underground and surface water levels and negatively affecting agricultural land 

are also held in the foreground. The warmer and drier summers are due to the formation of indefinite seasons, and the 

colder days are beginning to occur in winters. With the increase in sea water temperature, the diversity of living creatures 

in the sea has begun to decrease. With the increase in temperature, the use of air conditioners has been increased for 

cooling and it is emphasized that there are also increases in respiratory diseases. It has been determined that erosion 

disasters have been accelerated and increased due to the heavy rainfall of soils, and agricultural lands and settlement areas 

have been found to be under water due to these rains. Extreme wind and tornado events have caused havoc in living 

spaces. Establishment of wind power plants for healthy energy production without feasibility studies creates social, 

economic and ecological problems. It is emphasized that wind energy plants that are produced without consideration of 

their environmental effects will cause problems and negative on areas like Bayındır and Tire, which are highly dependent 

on their livestock. It is stated that the same situation applies within Karaburun region. With the more efficient use of rain 

water, cleaning and water consumption can be reduced in house necessities. It is necessary to increase the amount of 

recycled paper. Importance and training of individuals involved in combating climate change should be emphasized 

(TEMA Vakfı, 2015). 

Renewable energy sources are a strategic issue that has a very prevalent sense in terms of our country. It is very 

important to bring this reliable and beneficial source of energy to country level quickly. However, actions should be taken 

after the necessary feasibility studies have been carried out. Thus, the use of coal, one of the fossil fuels with high carbon 

emissions, can be avoided.    
As a result of this study, the results of classification of the data obtained for many years show that İzmir province is 

one of the risky illnesses in which climate change can be experienced in Turkey. In particular, our country's southern and 

western regions, where the Mediterranean climate is visible, show that we are very sensitive to climate change. According 

to this situation, the climate region where the effects of drought will be felt the most in our country will be Mediterranean 

climate area. However, especially at this point, floods and overflowing events as well as landslide events are more likely 

to occur due to sudden and extreme fall of rainfall. 

 

Given the benefits of working: 

 

 With the results of the study, new reforms can be implemented taking into account changes that may occur in 

agricultural activities. 

 Measures can be taken to ensure that the province of Izmir has the least harmful effect from the global warming 

effect which is effective on all over the world. 

 The loss of life quality due to meteorological data changes in İzmir province can be prevented. 

 Provincial climate classification studies have proven to be feasible. 

 The subsequent climate classification studies will be a preliminary step. 
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Abstract 
 
Landslides cause heavy damage to property and infrastructure as well as loss of human lives in many parts of the Turkey. Samsun is 

one of the provinces in Turkey where landslides occur most frequently. There have been numerous landslides characterized as natural 

disaster recorded across the province. In this study, landslide susceptibility map of Ilkadım district of Samsun province has been 

produced. The lithology, altitude, slope, aspect, plan curvature, profile curvature, topographic wetness index (TWI), and proximity to 

roads and drainage network parameters have been used in the landslide susceptibility analysis. Frequency Ratio Method has been 

used in the study. The areas in the produced susceptibility map have been classified into five groups as “very low, low, moderate, high 

and very high susceptible”. Landslide areas located in the landslide inventory map and the landslide susceptibility map have been 

compared to each other in order to test the reliability of the produced map. The verification results showed that the susceptibility map 

is consistent with the control landslides in a ratio of 74.80% on the basis of the very high and the high susceptible areas. This landslide 

susceptibility map can be used for preliminary land use planning and hazard mitigation purpose. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Disaster is defined as “a situation or an event which overwhelms local capacity, necessitating a request at a national or 

international level for external assistance; an unforeseen and often sudden event that causes great damage, destruction, 

and human suffering” (Vos et al. 2010). The Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED) has 

maintained EM-DAT—a worldwide database on disasters since 1988. EM-DAT considers two generic categories for 

disasters (natural and technological), the category of natural disasters is further divided into five subgroups, which in turn 

cover 12 disaster types and more than 30 sub-types. On the basis of this classification, natural disasters can be defined as 

the “results of biological, meteorological, hydrological, climatologic, and geophysical based events, which are 

unpredictable and cannot be prevented. In addition to earthquakes, floods, storms, and landslides are also one of the most 

commonly experienced natural disasters in the world. Landslides are the downward and outward movement of the slopes 

composed of natural rock, soils, artificial fills, or combinations of these materials (Varnes 1958).  

As one of the most common natural disasters in the world, landslides cause a large-scale socio-economic devastation 

such as casualties, economic damage, and loss of cultural and natural heritage. Landslides are also known to be one of 

the leading natural disasters causing life and property losses in Turkey. When natural disasters between the years 1950–

2000 in Turkey are analyzed, landslides are found to be the most frequent ones with 45% occurrence (Gökçe et al. 2008). 

One of the latest landslides, caused by heavy rains, with devastating effects in Turkey was recorded on August 26, 2010 

in the town of Gündoğdu at the center of Rize, killing 13 people. 

In Turkey, Samsun is one of the foremost provinces, wherein landslides occur at a higher frequency. In a past study, 

carried out in Samsun to find the distribution of damage and for microzonation of the landslides, the city center was 

grouped into three areas: 1) dangerous areas for construction (where the current buildings must be evacuated), 2) 

unfavorable areas for construction (where the current constructions must be discontinued), and 3) the favorable areas, 

where new construction facilities can be permitted under certain conditions (Doyuran et al. 1985). However, housing is 

denser in Atakum, İlkadım and Canik districts where landslides occur more frequently. Considering the fact that the 

landslides are the leading natural disasters causing loss of life and property in Turkey and high potential risk of landslides 

in Samsun, there is a great need for producing a landslide susceptibility map of Ilkadım district in order to prevent the 

possible loss of life. 

In general, for landslide evaluation tasks, different types of maps that contain diverse information are prepared by 

conducting field and laboratory studies for the geological and the geotechnical purposes. These maps are used for various 

tasks such as choosing settlement areas, infrastructure works, the construction facilities of other engineering structures, 

etc. In this context, landslide susceptibility maps are one of the most significant geology-based maps (Yalçın 2007). 

Landslide susceptibility maps provide information about sensitive areas for landslides in the future and the tendency of 

an area towards possible landslides (Dağdelenler 2013). 
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Although researchers have been using different parameters due to regional characteristics in landslide susceptibility 

analysis, in the studies that evaluated which methods and parameters should be used in the preparation of landslide 

susceptibility maps (Gökçeoğlu and Ercanoğlu 2001, Dağ et al. 2011), it has been observed that slope, aspect, lithology, 

and land cover are frequently used parameters. In parameter selection, one of the most important and effective factor is 

the fact that whether a reliable dataset related with any parameter can be easily obtained. In the literature, there is no 

consensus among the researchers on the methods and parameters used in the preparation of landslide susceptibility maps; 

and there are a large number of parameters and methods that are used. This is due to the fact that researchers mainly take 

into account the parameters related to their study area (Gökçeoğlu and Ercanoğlu 2001, Dağ et al. 2011). Dağ et al. (2011) 

pointed out that approximately 64% of all landslide susceptibility maps have been prepared by various statistical methods.  
The main objective of this research was to produce landslide susceptibility map for Ilkadım, one of the districts of Samsun 

province, known as highly sensitive to landslide occurrence. In this study, the parameters of altitude, aspect, slope, topographic 

wetness index (TWI), profile curvature, plan curvature, lithology, and distance to drainage network and roads were used. 

Frequency ratio method was chosen for this study since it is widely used in the literature, consist of understandable and simple 

statistical model, provide accurate result, and can easily be applied.  

 
2. Material and Method 
 
2.1. Study Area 
 
Ilkadım district is located in Samsun Metropolitan Municipality boundaries. It neighbors Canik district on the east, 

Atakum district on the west, Black Sea on the north, Kavak district on the south (Figure 1). According to the Address 

Based Population Registration System, population of Ilkadım was 325.666 in 2016. The district is between 41o 8’ 8.6” – 

41o 19’ 32” north latitude and 36o 7’ 42” – 36o 21’ 11” east longitude and has an area of 157.19 km2. 

The slope ranges from 0o to 60o in the district. The average slope is about 14o. Approximately 42.4% of the study area, 

the slope is below 10o. The areas where the slope is between 10o and 20o cover 31.3% of the study area and the areas with 

the slope above 20o are about 26.3%. According to CORINE 2006 land cover data, 65% of the study area is composed of 

agricultural and 19% is forest area. In Samsun, the climate of the Black Sea is seen. This kind of climate is rainy every 

season, hot in summers and warm in winters. The long-term average annual rainfall in Samsun is 694mm. According to 

the average of 40 years between 1970 and 2010, the average annual temperature in Samsun is 14.4oC. The hottest months 

are July (23.3oC) and August (23.5oC), while the coldest months are January (7.0oC) and February (6.9oC) (Bahadır, 

2013). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Location map of the study area 

 
2.2. Lithology of the Study Area  
 
As shown in Figure 2, ten different formations are seen from older to younger in the İlkadım district (Öztekeşin, 2008; 

Keskin, 2011; Temizel et al., 2014). 
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Cankurtaran formation (Kc): Cankurtaran formation consists of tuff-tuffite, sandy limestone, and marl intercalated 

with sandstone and shale alternations (Temizel et al., 2014).  

Akveren formation (Kta): Akveren formation consists of sandstone, sandy limestone, limestone, and marl with 

siltstone and shale intercalations (Temizel et al., 2014).  

Kusuri formation (Tk): Kusuri formation consist of marl, sandstone, siltstone, limestone and calcareous sandstone 

alternations (Keskin, 2011).  

Tekkeköy formation (Tt): Tekkeköy formation consist of sandstone, marl and tuffite alternations, basalt and 

anglomera (Keskin, 2011).  

Mahmurdağ volcanics (Tmv): Mahmurdağ volcanics consist of basaltic lava, dike and sills (Keskin, 2011).  

Ilyas member (Tsi): The unit is formed in the lagoonal marine medium and consists of grey-blue marls, clay, 

sandstone, siltstone, pebblestone and gypsum. The thickness of the member is about 130 m.  

Karasamsun member (Tsk): This unit consists of sandstone, siltstone and marl with lenses, in places mid-tight attached 

and also well-cemented conglomerates. The conglomerate is mainly formed by andesite-basalt type volcanic, small 

amounts of limestone, sandstone and marl.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Lithological map of the study area 

 
2.3. Data Handling and Data Preparation  
 
In this study, the parameters, such as altitude, aspect, slope, profile and plan curvatures, TWI, lithology, proximity to the 

drainage networks and roads were used. Descriptive statistical data of the environmental parameters used in the study 

was presented in Table 1. The basic data required to produce the landslide susceptibility maps of the study area were 

obtained from 1/25.000 scale Standard Topographic Maps. At first, the digital elevation model (DEM) of the study area 

was created by using contour lines in the topographic maps in ArcGIS 10.2. The DEM was converted into 10×10 m cell 

size raster format and then altitude, aspect, slope, TWI, profile and plan curvature maps of the study area were produced. 

1/25.000 scale digital geology and landslide inventory maps of the study area were procured from the MREI (General 

Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration Institute). These maps were also converted into 10×10 m cell size raster 

format. In order to produce the landslide susceptibility map, the produced parameters maps were compared one by one 

with the landslide inventory map, and thus the relations of each layer to landslides were found.  
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Table 1: Descriptive statistical data of the environmental parameters used in the study 
 

Parameter  Min. Max. Mean Std. Deviation Data Type Scale 

Elevation (m)  0 980 337.43 239.14 GRID 10x10 m 

Slope (o)  0 60.36 13.71 9.49 GRID 10x10 m 

Plan curvature  -12.702 11.423 0.004 0.63 GRID 10x10 m 

Profile curvature  -15.976 18.586 0.007 0.95 GRID 10x10 m 

TWI  3.149 28.778 7.57 2.07 GRID 10x10 m 

Proximity to road  0 1000 94.53 88.41 GRID 10x10 m 

Proximity to drainage  0 2060 472.60 319.09 GRID 10x10 m 

 
The first step in assessing landslide susceptibility is to learn about the past landslides occurred within the research area. 

This is based on the assumption that future landslides can occur under similar conditions, wherein the past landslides 

occurred (Lee and Talip, 2005; Kumtepe et al., 2009; Erener and Düzgün, 2010; Kavzoglu et al., 2015). Therefore, one 

of the most important datasets required for studying landslide susceptibility is “landslide inventory maps”, as these maps 

show the existing landslide areas on land (Çevik and Topal, 2003; Yalçın 2007). In this study, 1/25000 scale digital 

landslide inventory maps produced by MREI were used. There are 76 landslides with a total area of 2080.26 ha on the 

landslide inventory map. In the 1/25.000 scale landslide inventory maps produced by the MREI, classification of 

landslides was based on Varnes (1978) classification (Çan et al., 2013). However, in the digital landslide inventory map 

provided from MREI within the scope of the study, landslides were classified as active and inactive according to their 

activities only. 47.56% of the landslides were in the Tekkeköy formation (Table 2). Approximately 67% of the landslide 

areas were analyzed and 33% were used as validation data sets.  

Lithology is one of the most important parameters affecting the formation of landslides (Kumtepe et al., 2009) and is 

an important parameter considered in the susceptibility studies, owing to the fact that different lithological units have 

different levels of sensitivity to active geomorphological processes including landslides. Geomorphological processes are 

partly based on the lithology and the dissociation properties of the basic materials constituting to the lithology (Dai et al., 

2001, Çevik and Topal, 2003). Lithological units in the study area were obtained from the 1/25.000 scale geological maps 

produced by MREI (Figure 2).  

Slope angle is considered as the most important parameter of the landslide susceptibility analysis (Lee and Min, 2001; 

Dai et al., 2001). In several studies, this parameter was given the first priority for producing landslide susceptibility maps 

(Yalçın, 2008; Yılmaz, 2009; Erener and Düzgün, 2010). Previous studies and field observations have indicated that 

susceptibility to landslide increases with the rising slope (Yalçın, 2007). Therefore, the DEM of the study area was 

produced by using the contour lines in ArcGIS 10.2 GIS software. Generated DEM was converted into 10 m × 10 m cell 

size ESRI GRID format and the slope of the study area map was determined. The produced slope map was reclassified 

with 50 increments and the distribution of the landslides corresponding to each slope group was identified by comparing 

it to the landslide inventory maps (Table 2). The maximum slope in the study area was found to be 60.360 and the most 

of the landslides according to the slope map were in 5–100 slope group with 56.27% occurrence.  

Like slope, aspect is also used as an important parameter in the generation of landslide susceptibility maps (Çevik and 

Topal, 2003; Ercanoğlu et al., 2004). An increase in the frequency of landslides in certain aspects can generally be 

associated with both the morphology of the study area and the meteorological conditions such as general rainfall direction 

or solar radiation intake. The soil infiltration capacity depends on many factors such as soil type, slope, permeability, 

porosity, soil moisture, organic matter contents, vegetation cover, and the season of precipitation. The slopes receiving 

more rainfall will reach saturation more quickly than the other slopes. Accordingly, this leads to the development of pore 

water pressure in such slopes (Gökçeoğlu and Ercanoğlu, 2001). In order to reveal the relationship between the aspect 

and landslides, aspect map of the study area was produced with DEM. The aspect map was divided into nine classes and 

the percentage presence of landslides in each group was calculated (Tables 2). The aspect map revealed that 16.96% of 

the landslides in the study area occur on the slopes with south aspect, and 15.10% on the slopes with southeast aspect.  

The altitude map of the area was produced using DEM to determine the landslide-altitude relations in the study area. 

The altitude of the study area varies between 0 and 980 m. The values of elevation were divided into nine categories with 

100 m increments, and landslide-altitude relationship was identified. Using this map, it was identified that the most of the 

landslides with 47.48% frequency occurred in areas at altitudes ranging from 100 to 200 m in the study area (Tables 2).  

Curvature shows the morphological structure of topography (Lee and Min, 2001; Erener and Düzgün, 2010). 

Curvature maps are obtained as second derivative of DEM, thus they show changes in the slope (Erener and Düzgün, 

2010). A positive curvature indicates an upward convex surface, while a negative curvature is indicative of an upward 

concave surface, and zero represents a flat surface. Plan curvature refers to the tendency of the surface for the water flow 

to converge (where the flow is collected) or diverge (where the flow is dispersed). The plan curvature with negative value 

indicates that the flow is collected, and a positive value indicates that the flow is dispersed. Streams and ridges can be 

removed from these values.  
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Table 2: Spatial relationship between litology, elevation, slope, aspect, plan and profile curvature with landslides 
 

Factor Category 

No. of 

landslide 

cells 

PoL 

No. of 

cells in 

category 

PoC FR 

Litology 

Qal 0 0.00 112895 7.18 0.00000 

Qta 0 0.00 1613 0.10 0.00000 

Qek 0 0.00 17607 1.12 0.00000 

Tsk 7553 5.01 58646 3.73 1.34284 

Tsi 29278 19.43 198345 12.62 1.53909 

Tmv 0 0.00 90761 5.78 0.00000 

Tt 71674 47.56 268611 17.09 2.78216 

Tk 26072 17.30 110227 7.01 2.46622 

Kta 12507 8.30 550976 35.06 0.23668 

Kc 3622 2.40 161677 10.29 0.23358 

 150706 100.00 1571358 100.00  

Elevation (m) 

0-100 26931 17.87 275351 17.52 1.01979 

100-200 71550 47.48 330969 21.06 2.25407 

200-300 35841 23.78 205315 13.07 1.82014 

300-400 10714 7.11 179133 11.40 0.62362 

400-500 3520 2.34 144858 9.22 0.25336 

500-600 1824 1.21 130898 8.33 0.14529 

600-700 326 0.22 148671 9.46 0.02286 

700-800 0 0.00 116510 7.41 0.00000 

800-980 0 0.00 39653 2.52 0.00000 

  150706 100.00 1571358 100.00   

Slope (o) 

0-5 19550 12.97 295834 18.83 0.68904 

5-10 84800 56.27 370994 23.61 2.38327 

10-15 28110 18.65 262734 16.72 1.11555 

15-20 8963 5.95 229572 14.61 0.40708 

20-25 4602 3.05 188798 12.01 0.25415 

25-30 2856 1.90 127151 8.09 0.23420 

30-35 1263 0.84 64656 4.11 0.20368 

35-40 369 0.24 23827 1.52 0.16147 

40-45 121 0.08 6375 0.41 0.19790 

45-60 72 0.05 1417 0.09 0.52979 

  150706 100.00 1571358 100.00   

Aspect 

Flat 4195 2.78 67868 4.32 0.64448 

North 21654 14.37 206160 13.12 1.09516 

Northeast 14910 9.89 189732 12.07 0.81937 

East 14672 9.74 262159 16.68 0.58354 

Southeast 22754 15.10 280397 17.84 0.84611 

South 25561 16.96 171535 10.92 1.55371 

Southwest 18007 11.95 92545 5.89 2.02877 

West 10656 7.07 110688 7.04 1.00378 

Northwest 18297 12.14 190274 12.11 1.00264 

  150706 100.00 1571358 100.00   

Plan 

Curvature 

Concave (< 0) 66313 44.00 646851 41.17 1.06890 

Flat (0) 10218 6.78 139103 8.85 0.76590 

Convex (> 0) 74175 49.22 785404 49.98 0.98471 

  150706 100.00 1571358 100.00   

Profile 

Curvature 

Concave (< 0) 72211 47.92 753261 47.94 0.99955 

Flat (0) 7942 5.27 118943 7.57 0.69620 

Convex (> 0) 70553 46.81 699154 44.49 1.05217 

  150706 100.00 1571358 100.00   

TWI 

3.15-6.36 28341 18.81 430484 27.40 0.68644 

6.36-8.07 61144 40.57 635223 40.43 1.00363 

8.07-10.28 49114 32.59 359175 22.86 1.42575 

10.28-13.70 10587 7.02 123884 7.88 0.89105 

13.70-28.78 1520 1.01 22592 1.44 0.70151 

  150706 100.00 1571358 100.00   

FR: Frequency Ratio, PoL: percentage of landslide occurrence in each sub-category,  

PoC: percentage of each sub-category  
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Table 3: Spatial relationship between distance to roads and drainage with landslides 
 

Factor Category 
No. of landslide  

cells 
PoL 

No. of cells in  

category 
PoC FR 

Distance to 

roads (m) 

 

0-100 82532 54.76 1007178 64.10 0.85440 

100-200 39091 25.94 377377 24.02 1.08006 

200-300 19756 13.11 136524 8.69 1.50881 

300-400 7289 4.84 36458 2.32 2.08459 

400-500 1833 1.22 10097 0.64 1.89284 

500-600 205 0.14 2602 0.17 0.82147 

600-700 0 0.00 434 0.03 0.00000 

700-800 0 0.00 351 0.02 0.00000 

800-900 0 0.00 236 0.02 0.00000 

900-1000 0 0.00 101 0.01 0.00000 

 150706 100.00 1571358 100.00   

Distance to 

drainage (m) 

0-150 20674 13.72 281686 17.93 0.76525 

150-300 24219 16.07 271481 17.28 0.93017 

300-450 26993 17.91 257325 16.38 1.09374 

450-600 24337 16.15 238340 15.17 1.06467 

600-750 20054 13.31 212145 13.50 0.98563 

750-1000 24381 16.18 222150 14.14 1.14433 

1000-1530 9825 6.52 79216 5.04 1.29320 

1530-2060 223 0.15 9015 0.57 0.25792 

 150706 100.00 1571358 100.00   

FR: Frequency Ratio, PoL: percentage of landslide occurrence in each sub-category,  

PoC: percentage of each sub-category 

 

Profile curvature indicates flow speed of the water on the surface and convection of sediments along the slope of the 

curvature and erosion by expressing the slope change. Negative profile component shows concave (hollow) and positive 

values show convex (top) structure (Kılıç and Gökaşan, 2009). The plan and profile curvature maps of the study area 

were produced from DEM. 

One of the indicators used while evaluating the saturation of geological material in a field is topographic wetness 

index (TWI). This index provides information about the aerial dimension of the study area in respect to its water 

saturation. The infiltration of water into the material increases pore water pressure in the material as well as reduces the 

strength of the material (Gökçeoğlu et al., 2005). Therefore, the direction and density of flow in the study area were 

calculated using the DEM; and the relative TWI map of the area was prepared. The relationship between landslides with 

TWI is shown in Table 2. 

Another important variable controlling the stability of the slope is the degree of saturation of the material on the slopes. 

The proximity of slopes to drainage network is another important factor in terms of stability. Running waters such as 

rivers or creeks disrupt the stability by eroding the filling and toe of slopes or by saturating the material constituting the 

slope to the level of the stream or in both ways (Yalçın, 2008). The drainage network in the study area was produced from 

DEM and the proximity map of the drainage using related GIS analysis routines. The relationship between distance to 

drainage networks and landslides is shown in Table 3. Approximately 48% of the landslides in the study area were in the 

first 450 m distance to drainage networks. 

The stability problems can also be seen in slopes that are affected by the construction of roads (Yalçın, 2008). The 

roads opened on the slopes cause load reduction both at the toe of slopes and in the topography, leading to an increase in 

the tension behind the slope and the development of tension cracks. Instability might be caused as the negative effects of 

road constructions, as water entering the roads from outside may disturb the equilibrium on slope. The road network in 

the study area was obtained digitally from Samsun Metropolitan Municipality. The map showing the proximity of the 

road was produced using the corresponding GIS analysis routines. In order to determine the relationship between the 

proximity to roads and the landslides, the road map and the landslide map were overlaid and it was found that 54.76% of 

the landslides in the study area were occurred within 100 m of the roads (Table 3).  

 
2.4. Frequency Ratio Method 
 
The frequency ratio method was used to determine the correlation between past landslide locations and each factor 

affecting landslides (Lee and Min, 2001; Lee et al., 2004; Erener and Düzgün, 2010). As defined by the Lee and Talib 

(2005), the frequency ratio is the “ratio of the area where landslides occurred in the total study area, and also, is the ratio 

of the probabilities of a landslide occurrence to a non-occurrence for a given attribute”. In order to find the frequency 

ratio of each factor that affects landslides in the study area, each factor was assigned to a subcategory and the number of 

cells where a landslide has occurred in each subcategory of each factor was determined. The following equation was used 

to calculate the frequency ratio.  
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PoC

PoL
FR                               (1) 

 

Here, PoL is the percentage of landslide occurrence in each subcategory of a factor that affects landslide and PoC is the 

percentage of each subcategory of a factor that affects landslide. PoL is determined as A/B and PoC as C/D, where A 

refers to the number of landslide cells in each subcategory, B refers to the total number of landslide cells, C refers to the 

number of cells in each subcategory and D refers to the total number of cells in the study area (Erener and Lacasse, 2007). 

The frequency ratios greater than 1 indicate high correlations with the landslides, while smaller than 1 indicate low 

correlations (Lee and Pradhan, 2007). The frequency ratios computed for each category were assigned to the relevant 

layer in the ArcGIS 10.2 software and afterwards the Landslide Susceptibility Index (LSI) were calculated by overlapping 

all layers over each other. The frequency ratios of each subcategory were summed to calculate the LSI, as shown in 

equation 2.  

 

 FrLSI                              (2) 

 

The LSI value varied between 5.04 and 16.06 in our case study. If the LSI value is high, it means a higher susceptibility 

to landslide; a lower value means a lower susceptibility to landslides (Lee and Evangelista, 2005). Subsequently, the LSI 

was divided into five classes with natural break classification, each representing “very low, low, moderate, high and very 

high susceptible” areas. The susceptibility map with the five risk areas is shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Landslide susceptibility map produced by frequency ratio method 

3. Results 
 
In this study, we focused on two issues according to the findings. The first one is the prediction (estimation) capabilities 

of method used in the production of landslide susceptibility map, and the second one is the determination of the principal 

factors causing landslides in the study area. In this study, frequency ratio method was used in the production of landslide 

susceptibility map. Correct classification approach was primarily used to test the reliability of the landslide susceptibility 

map. The correct classification approach showed the estimated accuracy of the landslide area in the control dataset in 
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landslide susceptibility maps. For this purpose, the landslides in the landslide inventory maps were not included in the 

analysis for controlling purpose; and the landslide susceptibility map were compared and distribution of landslide areas 

was determined according to the susceptibility class. 

For the evaluation of the landslide susceptibility map produced by the frequency ratio method, it was identified that 

35.39% of the control landslides occurred in an area with a very high degree of susceptibility, 39.41% in an area with a 

high degree of susceptibility, 17.30% in an area with a moderate degree of susceptibility (92.11% in total). According to 

these values, it was concluded that the produced landslide susceptibility map offers an acceptable level of accurate 

performance. 

The factors that make up the mass movement are divided into four groups in general: ground conditions, 

geomorphological processes, physical processes, and the human effects. In the evaluations, it was determined that the 

mass movements in İlkadım district were caused by ground conditions. When the relationship between the factors used 

in landslide susceptibility analysis (and sub-categories) and the landslide areas found in the landslide inventory maps was 

considered, it is observed that landslides occur at a frequency of 47.56% in the fields with Tekkeköy formation, 19.43% 

in the fields with İlyas member, and 17.30% in the fields with Kusuri formation as per the characteristics of lithologic 

unit (Table 2). The landslides in these three formations account a total of 84.29% of the landslides occurring in the study 

area. 

 
4. Conclusion 
 
In this study, the landslide susceptibility map of the area of the İlkadım district of Samsun province was produced using 

frequency ratio method. Nine different factors affecting landslides were used in the susceptibility analysis. The landslide 

susceptibility map produced was classified into five types as “very low, low, moderate, high and very high susceptible” 

areas. In order to test the reliability of the landslide susceptibility map, control landslides found in the landslide inventory 

maps, which were not included in the analysis for control purpose, were analyzed; and landslides susceptibility map was 

compared and distribution of landslide areas was determined according to the susceptibility class. The verification results 

showed that 35.39% of the control landslides occurred in an area with a very high degree of susceptibility and 39.41% in 

an area with a high degree of susceptibility, 17.30% in an area with a moderate degree of susceptibility. As a result, it can 

be ascertained that the landslide susceptibility map produced by using frequency ratio method is consistent with the 

control landslides occurring in very high and high susceptible areas with 74.80% frequency. This landslide susceptibility 

map can be used for preliminary land use planning and hazard mitigation purpose. 
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Abstract 
 
Natural hazard assessments are core to risk definition and early warning systems and play a fundamental role in the prevention of 

major accidents. Traditional hazard identification methods are static. For this reason, new information and conditions cannot easily 

be included in the pre-defined hazard assessments. The Bayesian Networks can be used effectively for dynamic hazard identification. 

In this study, a methodology based on the Bayesian Networks model is presented for dynamic avalanche hazard assessment, in which 

changed and renewed data can be included in the system. In the proposed methodology, the integration of the Bayesian Networks 

and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) is modeled in the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) perspective. In this 

structure, it is possible to combine and analyze the data obtained from different sources and factors for avalanche hazard can be 

dynamically updated with real-time updated data and temporal hazard mapping can be performed. The proposed methodology 

provides a generic structure and can be expanded for dynamic mapping for other disasters. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Hazard assessment plays a fundamental role in the prevention/reduction of the losses of life and property and this 

assessment is a first step in the realization of risk analysis of natural disasters (Anderson-Berry and King 2005; Pine 

2008; Jonkman et al. 2012; Villa et al. 2015; Xin et al. 2017). Many of the hazard assessment approaches used today are 

static (Xin et al. 2017) and do not have a dynamic dimension that can integrate the changing conditions and new 

warnings into the system (Villa et al. 2015). Until now, dynamic systems have generally been regarded as only part of 

early warning systems, and time-dependency has not been an important factor in the hazard and risk assessment 

(Narasimhan 2003; Villa et al. 2015; Xin et al. 2017). In the static approach, the updating of the hazard maps is often 

carried out after many years due to the difficulty of the revision of hazard maps with information updates. Therefore, 

these maps are often misleading. This problem becomes even more critical when the process and operational parameters 

continue to change. For this reason, a dynamic and flexible approach is needed in order to adapt to ever-changing data 

and information (Xin et al. 2017).  

The accuracy of hazard maps is a very critical issue. Because all the information declared for disasters has a direct 

effect on issues such as creating panic on citizens and decreases in the real estate values. For this reason, it is necessary 

to be very careful in the production of hazard maps. The issue becomes particularly critical when maps are produced 

within the framework of specific legislation governing the matter and are therefore accepted as legally approved 

documents (Annoni et al. 2010). Because early warning systems require higher hardware, higher resolution data, and 

advanced modeling techniques, they are very costly. Therefore, early warning systems are implemented only in the 
hazardous and risky areas, rather than in every area (Pulwarty and Sivakumar 2014). For this reason, new hazardous 

areas emerging under changing conditions must be identified. Therefore, the creation of dynamic hazard maps is a 

prerequisite for the early warning systems to function properly. 

Major disasters have caused the need to overcome the limitations of conventional static methods for hazard and risk 

assessment, and researches have begun on dynamic systems with emerging information and communication 

technologies (Villa et al. 2015). Over time, the process parameters change, so the hazards and hazard formation routes 

also change (Xin et al. 2017). Dynamic approaches for hazard and risk enable the identification and evaluation of risks 

that change over time or that arise and increase during the process. Dynamic methods aim to deal with uncertainties, 

system complexity, real-time changing conditions and real-time information from different resources and provide a 

more flexible structure than conventional static approaches. With this dynamic mapping, dynamic changes of the 

internal and external conditions of the system are achieved and the hazard or risk situation is updated (Villa et al. 2015). 

However, in order to achieve dynamic character, computer-assisted estimation techniques must be used as a part of the 

process. Avalanche event, which is caused by numerous factors, is also a dynamic process due to rapidly changing 

conditions over time (McClung and Schaerer 2006). Avalanche formation is mainly related to the conditions of the land, 

snow cover and weather (Kadıoğlu 2008), and the causative factors can be handled as meteorological (precipitation, 

wind intensity and direction, air temperature, humidity, etc.), and land and topographical (vegetation cover, slope, 

aspect, and other topographic formations) (Turkish General Directorate of Disaster Affairs 1999). Meteorological 

factors can cause an avalanche under suitable topographic and terrain conditions. In general, the effects of precipitation 

(snow, rain, precipitation intensity), wind (speed, direction, high altitude winds, local wind conditions), temperature 
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(current and previous temperature conditions), and relative humidity are important meteorological factors (Taştekin 

2003). 

The snow conditions vary according to the land and time. Because meteorological factors vary considerably 

(Taştekin 2003). In addition, vegetation cover and artificial effects are other factors that show dynamic characteristics 

(Rawat and Kumar 2015). It is possible to determine the avalanche hazard by acting on the factors affecting the 

formation of an avalanche (Kadıoğlu 2008). Rapid changes in the instability of snow accumulation give a dynamic 

character to the avalanche prediction. For this reason, an avalanche prediction in any avalanche path can ideally be 

carried out by starting with the first snowfall in winter and then revising this prediction with new information (McClung 

and Schaerer 2006). However, new information or changing conditions cannot be easily included in existing hazard 

maps (Xin et al. 2017). 

The dynamic process in which the results are updated with the integration of new information is similar to the 

Bayesian revision with the use of updated information as time progresses (McClung and Schaerer 2006). In this context; 

the Bayesian Networks can be used to add dynamics to the hazard assessment process by adding new information (Grêt-

Regamey and Straub 2006; Straub and Grêt-Regamey 2006; Eckert et al. 2010; Landuyt et al. 2015; Villa et al. 2015; 

Xin et al. 2017). 

In this study, we focus on the assessment of avalanche hazard by dynamic mapping approach. In this context, a 

methodology based on the Bayesian Networks has been proposed in the integration of data from different sources 

and/or sensors and dynamic avalanche hazard mapping. The proposed approach is based on the integration of 

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and Bayesian Networks in the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) 

perspective. 

 

2. Bayesian Networks 
 

Bayes’ theorem was developed by Thomas Bayes (1702-1761). Essentially, the Bayes' theorem is an extended form of 

the concept of conditional probability (Bajpai 2009). Bayes’ theorem is a probability model that allows the prediction of 

the posterior probabilities of an event by changing and updating the prior probabilistic expectations of that event as a 

result of newly added information (Bajpai 2009; Doğan et al. 2012; d'Acremont et al. 2013; Akıncı et al. 2014). In this 

context, if more data/information can be provided about the probability of a random variable being calculated, it can be 

updated and corrected with the Bayes' rule. In other words, the probabilities predicted based on previous observations 

can be corrected according to the results of new information and observations (Jebb 2017; URL 1). Bayes' theorem 

modifies a prior probability, yielding a posterior probability, via the Equation 1 (Kelly and Smith 2011). 

 

)()()()( HPHDPDPDHP                (1) 

 

As can be seen from Equation 1, there are 4 components of the Bayes' theorem. These components are explained in 

Table 1 (Kelly and Smith 2011). 

 
Table 1: Components of Bayes' theorem  

 

Term Definition 

P (H│D) Posterior distribution, which is conditional upon data D that is known related to the hypothesis H 

P (H) Prior distribution, from knowledge of the hypothesis H that is independent of data D 

P (D│H) Likelihood, or aleatory model, representing the process or mechanism that provides data D 

P (D) Marginal distribution, which serves as normalization constant 

 

A Bayesian Network is based on the Bayes' theorem (Stassopoulou et al. 1998) and is a graphical-mathematical 

construct (Ames and Anselmo 2008) as a directed acyclic graph and covers nodes, edges and Conditional Probability 

Tables (CPT). Nodes are variables, directed edges between nodes represent dependencies and causal relationships 

between variables, and CPT is the conditional probabilities of linked variables (Stassopoulou et al. 1998; Qiu et al. 

2015; Jebb 2017). Bayesian Networks are used to probabilistically model the processes and to graphically configure the 

information (Stassopoulou et al. 1998; Ames and Anselmo 2008; Çinicioğlu 2015). Bayesian Networks provide a 

flexible structure because they provide a causal relationship (Stassopoulou et al. 1998). 

Bayesian Networks allow explicit modeling of related parameters, causal relationships, and associated uncertainties. 

Probabilities can be obtained from observations, expert knowledge, and literature (Papakosta and Straub 2015).  

A Dynamic Bayesian Network is an extended form of the standard Bayesian Network (static). The general structure 

of a Dynamic Bayesian Network (Hwang et al. 2011) is presented in Figure 1. If there is a link going from node A to 

node C, then A is said to be a ‘parent node’ of C, and C is said to be a ‘child node’ of A (Kragt 2009). 
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Figure 1: A structure of Dynamic Bayesian Network 

 

3. A Framework for Dynamic Avalanche Assessment 
 
The classical methods used in the production of hazard maps are inadequate because of the need for higher dynamism in 

the maps for disaster management. In order to be able to get effective results, these maps should be based on update and 

real-time data as much as possible (Annoni et al. 2010). With the integration of GIS and Bayesian Networks, dynamic 

hazard maps can be created by updating the hazard map with changing parameters. 

 

3.1. Determination and definition of variables 
In this study, a comprehensive literature review was carried out to determine the variables. Some practical studies 

utilized in this study are given in Table 2. In this study a number of variables not included in Table 2 were added based 

on theoretical literature studies (Osterhuber 1999; McClung and Schaerer 2006). Depending on these studies, the 

variables for dynamic avalanche assessment were determined as land cover, elevation, slope, aspect, plan curvature, 

profile curvature, terrain roughness, air temperature, rainfall, relative humidity, wind speed, wind direction, radiation, 

sunshine duration, and snowpack depth. 

Following the identification of the variables, the definitions/intervals of the variables were specified to calculate 

conditional probabilities for the Bayesian Network. The definitions/intervals of the variables are provided in Table 3. 

As in the specification of the variables, the definitions/intervals of the variables required for conditional probabilities 

were determined based on the literature survey. 

 
Table 2: Variables used for avalanche hazard assessment in some practical studies 
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Naresh and Pant 1999          x x x    x x 

Srinivasan et al. 1999          x x  x  x x x 

Cookler and Orton 2004  x x        x      x 

McCollister and Birkeland 2006 x x x     x          

Cordy et al. 2009          x x      x 

Covăsnianu et al. 2011 x x x  x  x  x         

Elmastaş and Özcanlı 2011  x                

Suk and Klimánek 2011   x x  x x  x          

Simea 2012 x x  x x    x         

Nefeslioglu et al. 2013  x x  x  x x    x     x 

Selçuk 2013 x x x    x  x         

Jaedicke et al. 2014  x x         x      

A.S. Mohammed et al. 2015  x x  x    x         

Helbig et al. 2015  x        x    x    

Omirzhanova et al. 2015  x         x     x  

Germain 2016  x         x      x 

Yilmaz 2016 x x x x x   x          

Aydın and Eker 2017 x x   x  x           

Kumar et al. 2017 x x x  x  x  x         
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Table 3: States of the variables for calculation conditional probabilities 

 

Variable 
Number 

of states 
States References 

Land cover 8 

Artificial surfaces 

Turkish General 

Directorate of Geographic 

Information Systems 2012 

Agricultural areas 

Forests (Broad-leaved) 

Forests (Coniferous) 

Forests (Mixed) 

Scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation associations 

Open spaces with little or no vegetation 

Other areas 

Elevation 6 

<1000 m 

Elibüyük and Yılmaz, 2010; 

Selçuk 2013 

1000-1500 m 

1500-2000 m 

2000-2500 m 

2500-3000 m 

>3000 m 

Slope 5 

< 10° 

Kriz 2001; Brugnot 2008 

10-28° 

28-45° 

45-55° 

>55° 

Aspect 9 

N 

A.S. Mohammed et al. 2015; 

Kumar et al. 2017 
 

S 

E 

W 

NE 

NW 

SE 

SW  

Flat 

Plan curvature 3 

Concave: curvature < -0.2 

 Maggioni and Gruber 2003 Convex: curvature > +0.2 

 Flat: -0.2 < curvature < +0.2 

Profile curvature 3 

Concave: curvature < -0.2 

 
Maggioni and Gruber 2003; 

A.S. Mohammed et al. 2015 
Convex: curvature > +0.2 

 Flat: -0.2 < curvature < +0.2 

Terrain roughness 6 

<0.001 

Kumar et al. 2017 

0.001-0.005 

0.005-0.01 

0.01-0.05 

0.05-0.1 

>0.1 

Air temperature 
(long-term average can be assessed for 

winter/spring) 

3 

Min temperature longer than 24 hours < -10 C° 
or maximum temperature difference between day 

and night >8 C° 

 

Woodmencey and Nalli 
2010; Turkish Disaster and 

Emergency Management 

Presidency 2015 

-10 C° < Min temperature longer than 24  
hours < -4 C° 

Other conditions 

Rainfall 

(long-term average of maximum daily 
total rainfall can be assessed for 

winter/spring) 

6 

1-5 mm 

Turkish General Directorate 
of Meteorology 2017 

5-20 mm 

20-50 mm 

50-75 mm 

75-100 mm 

>100 mm 

Relative humidity 
(long-term average of maximum daily 

relative humidity can be assessed for 

winter/spring) 

4 

95-100 % 

McClung and Schaerer 2006 
90-95 % 

85-90% 

<85 %  

Wind speed 
(long-term average of maximum daily 

wind speed can be assessed for 

winter/spring)  

5 

<8 m/sec 

Germain 2016 

8-15 m/sec 

15-20 m/sec 

20-25 m/sec 

>25 m/sec 

Wind direction 

(Depending on the seasonal 

(winter/spring) dominant wind direction)  

 

2 

Leeward side 
Nefeslioglu et al. 2013; 

Rudolf-Miklau et al. 2015 Other 
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Table 3: States of the variables for calculation conditional probabilities (continued) 

 

Variable 
Number of 

states 
States References 

Radiation 
(long-term average of maximum daily 

radiation can be assessed for 

winter/spring) 

6 

<1 kWh/m2-day 

Şahan et al. 2015; Yiğit, 2015; 

U.S. Geological Survey 2016; 
Kıncay 2017 

1-2 kWh/m2-day 

2-3 kWh/m2-day 

3-4 kWh/m2-day 

4-5 kWh/m2-day  

>5 kWh/m2-day 

Sunshine duration 
(long-term average of maximum daily 

sunshine duration can be assessed for 

winter/spring) 

6 

<1 hr 

Turkish General Directorate of 

Meteorology 2017 

1-2 hr 

2-3 hr 

3-4 hr 

4-5 hr 

>5 hr 

Snowpack depth 

(long-term average of maximum 
snowpack depth can be assessed for 

winter/spring) 

8 

<15 cm 

Liu 2009; Germain 2016 

15-50 cm 

50-100 cm 

100-150 cm 

150-200 cm 

200-250 cm 

250-300 cm 

>300 cm 

 

3.2. Dynamic Bayesian Network model development 
 

Following the determination and definition of the variables, a Dynamic Bayesian Network was created. Figure 2 shows 

the Bayesian Network for the dynamic avalanche hazard assessment. The Bayesian Network includes the variables that 

correspond to avalanche hazard. Connecting lines show the causal relationships among the variables. This Bayesian 

Network models the joint probability distribution of a set of variables for avalanche hazard. 

Dynamic Bayesian Network was proposed for continually integrating data and consequently for updating the 

avalanche hazard. This will be possible by continuously generating and updating spatial data in the GIS environment. 
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Figure 2: Dynamic Bayesian Network for the avalanche hazard assessment 
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3.3. NSDI perspective 
 

In this study, an approach based on the integration of GIS and Bayesian Networks within the NSDI framework is 

presented for an avalanche hazard assessment (Figure 3). The proposed approach is dynamic and it is based on the 

principle of the transferring field observations on the system in real time and identifying changing hazards with inputs 

updated at specified or desired periods. Thus, for example, an avalanche hazard map can be updated annually for 

"winter" and "spring" season. For the approach of the dynamic avalanche hazard assessment considered in this study, it 

is necessary to have an infrastructure in which atmospheric data such as snow cover, direction and intensity of wind, air 

temperature can be accessed in real time. Thus, parameters to be used in avalanche hazard evaluation can be 

automatically updated with the data to be added in real time. In addition to this, current data access and system 

integration for vegetation cover and other dynamics should be provided. In this way, the renewed hazard situation under 

changing conditions will be able to be up-to-date. But at this point, it is necessary to seek an answer to the question of 

how to access real-time.  

As known, many initiatives in the world, especially INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe) 

aimed to improve the availability and accessibility of data by developing national spatial data infrastructures since the 

beginning of the 1990's. These typically involve the provision of core data sets within the framework of general user 

requirements, documentation of existing spatial data sets and services through metadata and catalogs, and access 

through distributed internet-based services within agreed rules and protocols (Cömert and Akıncı 2005; Bostancı et al. 

2007; Annoni et al. 2010; Bossomaier and Hope 2015).  

Today, as a result of changing conditions and technological developments, expectations from NSDI's are increasing. 

In this context; with the online transmission of data from geo-sensors and other data integration, it is possible to 

implement advanced applications in the framework of the NSDI (URL 2). Geo-sensors can be described as 

geographically referenced devices that take environmental stimuli (physical, chemical, or biological) and convert them 

into an electrical signal (Bröring et al. 2011). For this reason, satellite-based sensors providing a wide variety of 

information about the earth (image, land cover, vegetation cover indexes, etc.), aerial sensors for detailed images, laser 

scanners, fixed or moving sensors located near, above or below the ground surface that measure physical characteristics 

such as pressure, temperature, humidity, and events such as wind, rain, earthquake, and allows the tracking and 

monitoring of vehicles and living, are covered in this context (Annoni et al. 2010). A sensor is a basic unit, a sensor 

system is a group of different sensors that serve a common purpose connected to a single platform and sensor networks 

are based on a large number of interconnected sensors that are distributed over geographical areas and automatically 

generate useful information by combining different sensing capabilities (Bröring et al. 2011).  

Sensor technology continues to evolve with smaller, cheaper, smarter and more energy efficient devices and is being 

used in more and more applications, especially in disaster management, environmental monitoring, precision 

agriculture, early warning systems (Bröring et al. 2011). As a result of technological advances, various international 

organizations and governments have recognized the need for sensor networks, standardized protocols, sensor 

communication methodologies and procedures that enable sensors to communicate over the web (URL 2). This issue has 

been the driving force for the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) to launch the SWE (Sensor Web Enablement) 

Initiative in 2003. The SWE Workgroup has developed a standard package that can be used as the building blocks of the 

Sensor Web. SWE defines the Sensor Web as web-accessible sensor networks and sensor data accessible with defined 

and standardized protocols and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) (Bröring et al. 2011). In 2016, INSPIRE has 

released standards for sensor web access under the heading "Guidelines for the use of Observations & Measurements 

and Sensor Web Enablement-related standards in INSPIRE Annex II and III data specification development" (URL 3). 

In fact, large-scale sensor networks have already been used in science and technology since the 1990s. The new situation 

is that these sensors and sensor networks are activated by the web. Individual sensors can then be discovered, assigned 

and accessed via web standards, and networks can transfer information through interoperability regulations (Annoni et 

al. 2010), integration of sensor data with other spatial data can be achieved (URL 2).  

In our country, there is a necessity to carry out the studies of NSDI, which is in the effort to be established for many 

years and called as the Turkish National Geographic Information System (TNGIS), in line with these technological 

developments and the increasing expectations as a result of changing circumstances. Therefore, sensor networks need to 

be constituted by establishing an infrastructure that will adapt to new technologies and the goals and priorities of TNGIS 

need to be renewed to provide access to real-time data. 
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Figure 3: Integration of GIS and Bayesian Networks within the NSDI framework 

 

4. Conclusion 
 
This study deals with how to define probable avalanche hazard in response to update and real-time inputs by means of 

Bayesian Networks-based methodology. While the scope of the study is limited to dynamic avalanche hazard mapping, 

the same method can be applied to other fields by creating a similar Bayesian Network model. 

 Ensuring timely access to accurate information is crucial in planning and decision-making process. However, the 

accuracy and up-to-date of the data is much more critical in the management of emergencies such as disaster and 

accident. Therefore, real-time data obtained from the geo-sensors needs to be accessible within the scope of NSDI for 

natural disaster risk management and other environmental studies, including hazard identification. 
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Abstract 
 
Although various studies on the standardization of address system continues at a great speed, some existing problems on address 

descriptions (e.g. keeping the address information of public institutions and organizations in different standards, frequency of updating 

on the changed street names and building numbers) make the geocoding difficult. In this study, the similarity values of postal addresses 

used in a sample region in Turkey are calculated, and the success rates of global web services providing standard address conversation 

based on geocoding are presented. The addresses used as examples belong to 74 accommodation facilities located within the borders 

of Fatih district of Istanbul province. The addresses of the facilities are automatically collected by scraping method from five different 

websites. The address in Address Registration System (AKS – Adres Kayıt Sistemi) of each accommodation facility is taken from 

www.adres.nvi.gov.tr. In the first step, the similarity values between addresses obtained from six different web sites for a total of 74 

facilities was calculated using the Levenshtein distance algorithm in binary. In the second stage, address information from six different 

websites was processed in the geocoding service of Google and Bing Maps and brought to the standard form provided by the services. 

Then, similarities between Google and Bing Maps standard addresses and raw addresses were calculated. Finally, it is necessary that 

the AKS used throughout the country be spatially supported and actively used by Spatial Address Registration System (MAKS – 

Mekansal Adres Kayıt Sistemi) everywhere. Supporting MAKS by map and geocoding services, and opening it to citizens will also 

make a significant contribution to the establishment of a national-based standard address system. 

Keywords  

Geocoding, Postal Address, Address Registration System, Levenshtein Distance, MAKS 

 
1. Introduction 
 
An address is a syntax used to describe a location in a geographical space. Local governments and public institutions 

around the world need postal addresses in many studies in line with their needs. Proper planning of public services and 

its coordinating by all public institutions and organizations, instantly access to basic information of living citizens can be 

obtained up-to-date as a result of the establishment of reliable population registration systems which include identification 

numbers of persons with their residence addresses. Since address information is considered to be fundamental information 

in many functions for the public, it can be used for many applications finding a location and determining transportation 

route to a place and integrated with Geographic Information Systems (Yıldız and Aydınoğlu, 2010).  

The Address Registration System (AKS - Adres Kayıt Sistemi) in Turkey is being created and updated by the General 

Directorate of Registration and Citizenship Affairs (NVIGM - Nüfus ve Vatandaşlık İşleri Genel Müdürlüğü) under the 

Ministry of Interior. Address according to NVIGM is defined as a geographical location of a piece of land or a building 

defined by components such as province, district, quarter, road, street name and house number (URL-1). The address 

structure used in Turkey is composed of more than one qualifier. The geographical qualifiers such as zip codes, province, 

district, village names, neighborhood, square, boulevard, road, street names, building number, etc. constituting an address 

are named as address components.  

In order for AKS to operate efficiently under the control of the Ministry of Interior within the scope of keeping address 

components together, Standardization of the current residence addresses information of the Turkish citizens and 

foreigners, and matching of identifying information to addresses must be required. In this direction, at the end of 2015, 

"Spatial Address Registration System Data Creation and Expansion Project" has been initiated with a contract signed 

between NVIGM and ASELSAN A.Ş. (URL-2). Within the scope of the project, it is aimed to create Spatial Address 

Registration System infrastructure by combining the textual data stored in AKS with the geographical coordinates and to 

integrate with other systems used by public institutions. In this process, all residential addresses within the borders of 

Kocaeli, Yalova, Afyonkarahisar, Elazığ, Gaziantep, İzmir, Uşak, Denizli, Burdur, Isparta, Bilecik, Aksaray, Karaman, 

Trabzon and Erzurum provinces have been integrated into the Spatial Address Registration System (MAKS – Mekansal 

Adres Kayıt Sistemi). Although the project is planned to be completed by the end of 2018, spatial address registration 

studies within the borders of Istanbul where the population is crowded are still at an initial stage. 

The objective of this study is to calculate the similarity values of postal addresses used in Turkey for a sample region 

and to compare the success rates of global web services providing standard address conversion services based on 

geocoding. The addresses used as examples belong to 74 accommodation facilities located within the borders of Fatih 

district of Istanbul province. The addresses of the facilities are automatically collected by scraping from five different 

websites known as Agoda.com, Booking.com, Hotels.com, Hotelscombined.com and Tripadvisor.com. The address of 

each accommodation facility in AKS is taken from www.adres.nvi.gov.tr. In the first stage, similarities between postal 

addresses obtained from six different websites are calculated using the Levenshtein distance algorithm. At the second 

http://www.adres.nvi.gov.tr/
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stage, the online geocoding process for Google and Bing is applied to examine the qualities of these services on these six 

websites and they are compared with the each other using the Levenshtein distance.  

The rest of the full text is organized as follows. The next section gives a brief background on address studies. Section 

3 describes the study area and generation of the data, and the address similarities are presented in section 4. The full text 

ends with conclusions in Section 5. 

 

2. Studies on Address in the World and in Turkey 
 
Integration with spatial components of address data and its reduction to a standard structure is provided by expressing 

clearly the components that make up the address. The use of standard address structures will improve the quality of 

analysis and work, as well as reduce economic and temporal losses. When studies on the world are examined, it is seen 

that many countries, especially South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, England, Denmark and the United States, have 

worked on address standardization. Organizations such as the International Postal Union (UPU), the International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards 

(OASIS) also contribute to the establishment of address standards (Coetzee et al., 2008).  

In 2007, the Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe (INSPIRE) Directive entered into force due to the 

establishment of spatial information infrastructures in Europe and the provision of easy access by institutions and 

organizations (INSPIRE, 2007). There are a large number of protocols and standards in the INSPIRE directive ranging 

from data themes to co-ordination of institutions. While developing INSPIRE address standards, it is trying to establish a 

common standard for all of Europe by taking advantage of ISO / TC211 standards and using object oriented data modeling. 

When we examine the address structures used in Turkey, it is seen that there are more than one qualifier that defines 

the address. The street names and door numbers are generated by the numbering operations carried out by the local 

administrations, the zip codes that appear due to the work done by the postal organization and the neighborhood names 

are approved by the Ministry of Interior as defined a qualifying address component (Yıldırım, 2003). Within the scope of 

keeping these components together, in order for the ARS to operate efficiently, a standardized National Address Database 

(NAD) was created (Ural vd., 2015). 

Just as in Europe, creation of spatial information infrastructures based on address in Turkey is important for the 

management of geographical information. TNGIS was generated to integrate seamlessly into the European Union Spatial 

Data Infrastructure and to be developed in accordance with the INSPIRE Directive and INSPIRE Implementation Rules 

(Akıncı and Cömert, 2009). 

In 2012, Spatial Address Registration Systems project was initiated to combine the existing address records, which 

are kept in database of AKS implemented by Ministry of Interior General Directorate of Civil Registration and Nationality 

of Turkey, with geographic data and to integrate the upcoming infrastructure with other address based systems. By 

becoming an important base to e-government infrastructure and enabling to share information with national security, 

MAKS system is deliberated to be one of the most significant projects of Republic of Turkey's history. ASELSAN's effort 

in the MAKS Project's scope, enable all local authorities to provide address based services in an easy, fast and a secure 

way. This modernization of the address registration services will result in reducing bureaucracy and most importantly it 

will provide better location statistics and analysis for use by agencies, government organizations and for emergency 

situations (URL-3). 

 
3. The Study Area and Preprocessing 
 
In order to investigate the similarities of the use of standard addresses, Fatih district of Istanbul province was selected as 

the study area (Figure 1). The address and name information of 74 accommodation facilities in the Fatih were collected 

manually AKS website and automatically by a web scraping software from five different accommodation websites. Web 

scraping (web harvesting or web data extraction) is data scraping used for extracting data from websites (Boeing and 

Waddell, 2016). It is used for contact scraping, and as a component of applications used for web indexing, web mining 

and data mining, online price change monitoring and price comparison, product review scraping (to watch the 

competition), gathering real estate listings, weather data monitoring, website change detection, research, tracking online 

presence and reputation, web mashup and, web data integration (URL-4).  
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Figure 1: Study area 

 

4. Methods 
 
The application has been examined in Fatih region in two parts: similarities of collected addresses and similarities 

obtained after geocoding process. In first step, addresses obtained from six different websites are compared with the each 

other using the Levenshtein distance algorithm utilized by internet search engines.  Levenshtein distance is a measure of 

the similarity between two strings, words, sentences (the source and the target). The distance is the number of deletions, 

insertions, or substitutions required to transform string into target. The greater the Levenshtein distance, the more different 

the similarity are (Haldar and Mukhopadhyay, 2011). The similarity between the six different addresses with each other 

is determined for Fatih region (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Address similarity between six different website 

 

% Agoda AKS Booking Hotels Hotelscomb Tripadvisor 

Agoda 100 56.75 72.26 69.08 71.76 67.89 

AKS   100 62 57.02 61.36 57.33 

Booking     100 71.53 75.18 67.85 

Hotels       100 72.35 70.62 

Hotelscomb         100 70.94 

Tripadvisor           100 

 

 

According to Table 1, while the similarity values between Agoda.com and AKS addresses is 56%, the similarity 

between Hotelscombined.com and Booking.com is 75%. These values are the lowest and highest similarities determined. 

Similarity in Fatih for AKS and other websites is obtained approximately between 56-62%. Due to the lack of 

harmonization between registered addresses for accommodation facilities in the Fatih district, the similarities between the 

addresses in the Address Registration System and the addresses in the other five websites are quite low. This situation 

negatively affects the use of standard address and reduces reliability. 
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In second step, geocoding process was performed for each of the six different websites, and addresses obtained from each 

site were converted into a standard form using online geocoding services. The simplest way to obtain spatial data is to 

interpret addresses since addresses are the fundamental means people use to describe locations (Roongpiboonsopit and 

Karimi, 2010). The process to convert addresses into geographic coordinates is known as geocoding, which is a main 

operation in Geographic Information Systems (Antenucci et al. 1991, Huxhold 1991, Longley et al. 2005). In this study, 

Google and Bing Maps were used as online geocoding services and in order to determine the quality of the services, the 

similarities between the addresses obtained from the services and the six websites were calculated individually (Table 2 

and 3). Besides, similarities between Google and Bing Maps for each website was determined (Table 4). 

 
Table 2: Address similarity between Google and other websites 

 

% Agoda AKS Booking Hotels Hotelscomb Tripadvisor 

Google Maps  53.33 75.89 65.96 62.29 63.34 56.06 

 
Table 3: Address similarity between Bing and other websites 

 

% Agoda AKS Booking Hotels Hotelscomb Tripadvisor 

Bing Maps 52.42 55.6 64.9 58.15 52.13 52.61 

 
Table 4: Address similarity between Google and Bing Maps 

 

% Agoda AKS Booking Hotels Hotelscomb Tripadvisor 

Google - Bing 60.90 67.56 63.94 64.25 62.78 61.7 

 

When examining the table 2, 3 and 4, Google maps provides better quality results than Bing maps does. The highest 

similarity is calculated as about 76% between Google Maps standard address definitions and AKS addresses. On average, 

the similarity between Google and Bing Maps services is 63%. This value shows that the standard addresses of the two 

services do not match each other in Fatih region, resulting in lower results.  

 

5. Conclusions 
 
In this work, the address formats used in Turkey are examined for a sample region and the results are compared using the 

Levenshtein distance algorithm. When the addresses taken from the Web sites are examined, although they are in harmony 

with each other, their similarities with AKS are quite low. This is an indication that you are kept in different formats on 

each website of addresses and are away from standardization. On the other hand, the results obtained after the geocoding 

process in Fatih region show that both services return addresses in different standards and are incompatible. The use of 

standard address formats will improve the quality of the analysis and the work to be done, and will also reduce economic 

and time losses. 

As a result, it is necessary that the AKS used throughout the country be spatially supported and it is imperative that 

the MAKS be actively used everywhere. The use and development of the MAKS by the public institutions and 

organizations, supporting by the geocoding services and opened for the use of the citizens, will make a significant 

contribution to the establishment of a national basic standard address system. 
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Abstract 

Real estate values are used in many areas today, including taxation. Real estate values are also found in the register of land titles. 

Work is underway to form a valuation report form by the Capital Markets Board (CMB), which sets the real estate appraisal standards. 

One of the geographic data layers used in Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Union (INSPIRE) is that of cadastre 

and land registry. It has recently become a common practice to use open source and interoperability technologies supported by 

Extensible Markup Language (XML), a creation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The Geography Markup Language (GML) 

is the XML grammar developed by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and supported by INSPIRE for encoding spatial and non-

spatial data.  In Turkey, XML-based archiving is also organized in the Large-Scale Map and Map Information Production Regulations 

(BÖHHÜY). In this study; an XML schema example of the existing housing report format used by Real Estate Appraisal Companies 

was prepared so that the current valuation reports can be digitized and the valuation reports can be integrated into the XML based 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in the future.  

 

Keywords 

XML application schema, immovable property, real estate valuation report 

 
1. Introduction 
 

There is a growing need in the world and in our country for a reliable immovable property valuation service based on a 

standard. Real estate valuation services are carried out through independent private organizations operating in the 

international arena, especially in the United Kingdom and the United States. The international valuation standards used 

in making this service have been developed by the International Valuation Standards Committee (IVSC).  

CMB announced with the Communiqué (Serial:VIII, Number:45) that the appraisers are obliged to abide by the 

International Valuation Standards and apply them in valuation transactions made in accordance with the capital market. 

It is arranged with other communiqué (Serial:VIII, Number:58) of CMB that the valuation report made shall be prepared 

in writing in accordance with the form set by the Board with minimum elements. The CMB has announced that it will be 

published on the web page after the preparation of the "real estate appraisal report form" and the "housing appraisal report 

form" which will contain the minimum elements.  

In the current situation, appraisal reports are prepared within the framework of the "minimum particulars that should 

be included in appraisal reports" for the real estate appraisal procedures to be carried out within the context of the capital 

market legislation until the results of the report formation work carried out by the CMB are finalized. The existing report 

format used by the “real estate appraisal companies” continues to be used in the housing appraisal reports that are prepared 

under the 4th paragraph of Article 38 / A of the Capital Markets Law.  

On the other hand, data configuration studies of land registry and cadastre in a geographic information system are 

continuing. There is a need for this configuration in many areas especially in tax cadastre. One of the geographic data 

layers used in INSPIRE is that of cadaster or land registry. It has recently become a common practice to use open source 

and interoperability technologies supported by XML, a creation of the W3C. The GML is the XML grammar developed 

by the OGC and supported by INSPIRE for encoding spatial and non-spatial data (GML 3.2.1. 2007). In BÖHHÜY is 

organized declaring of the National Data Exchange Format (UVDF) in Turkey that encodes large-scale map data and 

archiving of data in XML format (BÖHHÜY, 2005).  

In this study; an XML schema example of the existing housing report format used by Real Estate Appraisal Companies 

was prepared. By this means, it is aimed to be able to transfer the existing valuations to the virtual platform and to develop 

applications that can make various inquiries. The formats of the real estate appraisal reports to be created by the CMB 

will be easily combined with this prepared format for using in the virtual environment. It will also be easily integrated 

into the GIS that will be created with GML and CityGML implementation schemes that are likely to be implemented in 

the future.  

 
2. Material and Method 
 
In the study, "note pad" and "XML Copy editor" programs were used. First of all, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) 

class diagram of the valuation format was prepared taking into consideration possible queries. All the records in the 

valuation report are shown in the UML diagram (Fowler, Scott, 2003). The UML class diagram of the application schema 

is shown in Figure 1. The XSD scheme was created by considering the prepared UML class diagram (XSD 1.1., 2012; 

Alas, 2017). The XSD scheme was checked if the document was well-formed.  
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An XML document of a sample valuation report was prepared and was checked if the document was well-formed and 

valid with respect to the XSD application schema (Stanek, 2003; XML 1.0., 2008; Alas, 2017). The prepared XSD scheme 

codes are given in Figure 2 and some of the codes of the XML document example used in the application is shown in 

Figure 3.  

In the study, it has also been taken into consideration that the XML documents to be generated according to the 

prepared XSD scheme are converted into Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) format according to the necessity by 

using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) (Gardner, Rendon, 2002).   

 

 
 

Figure 1: The UML class diagram of the application schema   
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Figure 2: The XSD schema codes 

 

 
 

Figure 3: The XML document 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 

The prepared XSD diagram will ensure transferring of the data of the valuations made to the digital environment. This 

data may be input into software that will enable various interrogations to be made. When the real estate appraisal form 

that will be prepared by the CMB is finalized, it is necessary to develop this schema. If the land register and cadastral 

data are created in GML format, the data collected by the prepared schema can be integrated into this form. As a result of 

the integration, it will be possible to store and query the property values together with the land registry data in GIS or on 

the internet environment.  

 

4. Conclusions 
 

The preparation of real estate appraisal reports in accordance with the schema format presented in the declaration will 

ensure that the data of report is transmitted in a certain standard on the internet together with the storage. In addition, 

there will be the possibility to develop applications to question these data. If the Land Registry and Cadastre data are 

stored according to a GML application scheme to be prepared, the real estate appraisal reports can be combined with this 

data on the basis of parcel and independent section. Various queries can be made from the database that will be created 

with GML for different purposes such as tax collection, mass valuation and index creation.  
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Abstract 
 
Building extraction from remotely sensed images plays an important role in many applications such as updating geographical 

information system, change detection, urban planning, disaster management and 3D building modeling. Automatic extraction of 

buildings from aerial images is not an easy task because of background complexity, lighting conditions and vegetation cover that 

reduces separability or visibility of buildings. As a result, automatic building extraction can be a complex process for computer 

vision and image processing techniques. In order to overcome this difficulty region-based active contour model was used to 

automatically detect the boundary of buildings for this study. To extract object boundaries, the model grows or shrinks the initial 

contour in the image. The main objective of this paper is making active contours algorithm perform without user interaction and to 

detect automatically initial contours to segment buildings with a software coded in Matlab. This task carried out by morphological 

operations, band ratio and thresholding methods. In this study, high resolution aerial images with 8 cm ground sampling distance 

(GSD) were used. Three separate test zones were selected with varying building level of detail on these images. Finally, it was 

assessed the accuracy of segmented buildings using Correctness, Completeness and Quality metrics by comparing the results images 

and manually digitized reference image. The proposed approach for building extraction from images was shown to be 98% accurate 

on buildings with simple geometry and homogeneous roof textures. However, accuracy of extracted buildings with heterogeneous 

roof textures and lighting, and complex geometry is 89%. The results clearly show that automatically calculated initial contour 

positions work in accordance with the active contour algorithm and easily extraction of the buildings boundaries. 
 

Keywords  

Active Contour, Automatic, Building Extraction, High Resolution Image. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The accurate segmentation of buildings from high resolution aerial images enables many useful applications such as 

change detection, disaster management, urban planning, updating geographic information system (GIS) databases. 

According to Wang (2016), extracting of buildings automatically from digital images has been an active research area 

in both photogrammetry and computer vision communities for decades. However, the automatic extraction of buildings 

from remotely sensed data is one of the challenging tasks faced by the computer vision and remote sensing communities 

(Siddiqui, et. al., 2016). This task is challenging due to many reasons such as complexity in the building structures, 

surrounding environment (highly-dense vegetation, occluded building and hilly scene), poor acquisition of data and 

registration error between data sources (Siddiqui, et. al., 2016). Also, this is because the remote sensing images are 

usually characterized by complex data in the form of heterogeneous regions with large intra-class variations and often 

lower inter-class variations (Alshehhi, et. al., 2017). Thereby automatic building boundary extraction with high 

accuracy is not a simple task because of background complexity, lighting conditions and vegetation cover that reduces 

separability or visibility of buildings. 

Many researchers have presented methods for the segmentation of buildings from high resolution images.  

According to Attarzadeh and Momeni (2012), these algorithms have mainly considered radiometric, geometric, edge 

detection and shadow criteria approaches. Alshehhi et al. (2017) proposed a single patch-based Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) architecture for extraction of roads and buildings from high-resolution remote sensing data. Gilani et 

al. (2016) developed a methodology to extract and regularize buildings using features from point cloud and ortho-

imagery. Wang (2016), developed an approach uses both geometric properties and radiometric properties of building to 

recognize buildings and delineate their boundaries. Wang’s (2016) method consists of automatic generation of high 

quality point cloud from the imagery, building detection from point cloud, classification of building roof and generation 

of building outline. Turker and Koc-San (2015), developed an integrated approach for the automatic extraction of 

rectangular and circular shape buildings from high-resolution optical space borne images using the integration of 

support vector machine (SVM) classification, Hough transformation and perceptual grouping. Song et al. (2015) 

developed a method to extract buildings using LiDAR data. They based their method on distinct topological relationship 

and characteristics of contour lines and acquired promising results. Ghaffarian (2015) used active contours to segment 

buildings using automatically extracted initial contour positions based on shadow areas with region growing algorithm. 

However, the proposed method is incapable of detecting the buildings with no shadows. Kodors et al. (2015) used 

energy minimization approach to recognize buildings from LiDAR point cloud.  

The extraction of 2D images from buildings in a dense urban area is an intricate problem due to the variety of 

shapes, sizes, colours, and textures (Ghanea et al., 2014). To overcome the problem, they proposed an algorithm which 
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the core components are multispectral binary filtering, sub-clustering and single binary filtering, multi-conditional 

region growing and post-processing. Awrangjeb et al., (2013), proposed a method for automatic 3D roof extraction 

through an effective integration of LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) data and multispectral ortho-imagery. Fazan 

and Poz (2013) used a method utilizing an energy function based on snakes that represents building roof contours in 

digital images and is optimized with a dynamic programming algorithm. Their results showed that the proposed method 

satisfactorily performed the task of extracting different building roof contours from digital images. However their 

method suffered from shadow and another roof nearby. Niveetha and Vidhya (2012) used mathematical morphologic 

operator to close and eliminate the undesired objects over the building roofs and extracted buildings based on the 

texture parameters from satellite imagery. Huang and Zuang (2012) proposed a systematic framework for building 

extraction from high-resolution imagery and aimed to enhance original morphological building index (MBI) algorithm. 

For this purpose they used a morphological shadow index (MSI) to detect shadows then geometrical index and a 

vegetation index are used to remove noise from narrow roads and bright vegetation. Ahmadi et al., (2010), proposed a 

modified active contour model to automatically extract building boundaries on aerial images. All building boundaries 

are detected by introducing certain points in the buildings’ vicinity. They generated the initial curves automatically as a 

series of regular circles all over the image. 

The main objective of this paper is making active contours algorithm perform without user interaction and to detect 

automatically initial contours to segment buildings with the aid of centroids. This task carried out by morphological 

operations, band ratio and thresholding methods.  
 
2. Methodology 
 

The proposed approach to automate the active contour algorithm consists of three major steps. These steps are image 

pre-processing, initial contour creation and building extraction using active contours. Also it was created a Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) in Matlab software to evaluate all processes in a single frame, to find the optimum initial contour 

positions and maximum number of iterations, and to obtain the most accurate segmentation results for input image. The 

flowchart of the methodology for this study is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 represents the Matlab interface for the 

proposed algorithm. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Workflow of automatic building extraction with active contour segmentation 
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Figure 2: GUI created in Matlab 
 

2.1. Active Contour Segmentation Algorithm 
 
Active contours also called snakes was first proposed by Kass et al., (1988). The basic idea in active contour models or 

snakes is to evolve a curve, subject to constraints from a given image, in order to detect objects in that image. For 

instance, starting with a curve around the object to be detected, the curve moves toward its interior normal under some 

constraints from the image, and has to stop on the boundary of the object (Chan and Vese, 2001). 

Active contour models can be classified into two categories: parametric snakes and geometrical snakes (Ahmadi et 

al., 2010). According to Ghaffarian (2015), there are three difficulties with the parametric model. First, the initial 

contour must, in general, be close to the true boundary, or else it will probably converge to the wrong result. Second, 

Snake active contours do not progress into boundary concavities. Third, parametric snake active contours are non-

convex. Geometrical active contour models consist of two methods: edge based and region based. Region-based 

geometrical active contours rely on the homogeneity of spatially localized features such as gray level intensity, texture, 

and other pixel statistics (Ahmadi et al., 2010). Region based active contour models can detect details without 

significant edges and independent from object boundary waviness. Due to this advantages region based active contour 

model which also depends on Chan Vese Method is used. 

Chan and Vese’s (2001) method is a region based geometrical active contour model. The curve’s motion is driven 

by a combination of internal and external forces, which achieve a minimal energy state when the curve/surface reaches 

the targeted image boundaries (Ahmadi et al., 2010).  In Chan and Vese’s method they added regularizing terms to the 

classical active contours to stop the evolving curve on the desired boundary. Energy function for active contour is 

shown in Equation (1). 
 

𝐹1(𝐶) + 𝐹2(𝐶) = ∫ |𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑐1|2 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦
 

𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒(𝐶)
+ ∫ |𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑐2|2 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦

 

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒(𝐶)
    (1) 

 

where 𝐶 is the active contour curve, 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) is the pixel values of input image, 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are illustrate the average of 

pixel values inside and outside of 𝐶, respectively (Chan and Vese, 2001; Ahmadi et al., 2010).  

 

𝐹1(𝐶) = ∫ |𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑐1|2 

𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒(𝐶)
𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦         (2) 

𝐹2(𝐶) = ∫ |𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑐2|2 

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒(𝐶)
𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦         (3) 
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Equations (2) is internal energy of curve 𝐶 and (3) is external energy of curve 𝐶. Chan and Vese (2001) noted that the 

boundary of the object 𝐶 is the minimizer of the fitting energy:  

 
𝑖𝑛𝑓
𝐶

{𝐹1(𝐶) + 𝐹2(𝐶)} ≈ 0 ≈ 𝐹1(𝐶) + 𝐹2(𝐶)         (4) 

 

To explain this if the curve 𝐶 is outside the object, then 𝐹1(𝐶)>0 and 𝐹2(𝐶)≈0. If the curve 𝐶 is inside the object, 

then  𝐹1(𝐶)≈0 but  𝐹2(𝐶)>0. If the curve  𝐶  is both inside and outside the object, then  𝐹1(𝐶)>0 and 𝐹2(𝐶)>0. Finally, 

the fitting energy will be minimized if the 𝐶 = 𝐶, i.e. if the curve 𝐶 is on the boundary of the object (Chan and Vese 

2001).  

In their active contour model Chan and Vese (2001), minimized fitting energy and added some regularizing terms as 

shown in equation (5); 

 

𝐹(𝐶, 𝑐1, 𝑐2) = µ × 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐶) + 𝜈 × 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝐶) + ʎ1 ∫ |𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑐1|2 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 + ʎ2 ∫ |𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) −
 

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒(𝐶)

 

𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒(𝐶)

𝑐2|2 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦              (5) 

 
Regularizing terms include the length of curve 𝐶 and/or the area inside 𝐶. In equation (5) µ, ν, ʎ1and ʎ2 are fixed 

parameters and their values are µ ≥ 0, 𝜈 ≥  0, ʎ1 > 0 and ʎ2 > 0. Finally, the minimizing problem can be expressed as 

follows;  

 
𝑖𝑛𝑓
𝐶

𝐹(𝐶, 𝑐1, 𝑐2)            (6) 

 
2.2. Image Pre-processing 

 
The proposed automatic building extraction approach was tested on high resolution color infrared aerial images. Spatial 

and radiometric resolution of these images is 8 cm and 12 bits, respectively. Test images include three different urban 

residential areas.  First area contains 5 buildings with simple geometry and similar roof textures (Figure 3), second area 

includes 29 buildings with both relatively complex and simple geometry, and also with inhomogeneous roof textures 

and lighting. The other contains 27 buildings with complex geometry, texture and lighting with respect to second test 

area. One of the test areas was depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Test area containing 5 buildings with similar geometric shapes. (a) real image, (b) decorrelation stretched 
image, (c) Gaussian smoothed image. 

 

Before creating initial contour positions, images were required to be enhanced in order to achieve good results. First, 

the decorrelation stretch method was used to make the bands of the images more separable. After decorrelation 

stretching; vegetation, buildings and roads became more distinguished from each other. Images were smoothed to 

reduce textural details and color transitions. With these enhancements images can be processed with morphological 

operations more efficiently. After the enhancement operations a band ratio calculated in order to detect approximate 

building locations. Ratio image then converted to a binary image with Otsu’s method. Binarized ratio results contained 

some undesirable pixel groups that could impair the mask creation process. These pixel groups were removed with a 

series of morphological operations such as opening and closing. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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2.3. Automatic Creation of Initial Contour Position  
 

Automatic extraction of buildings based on active contour algorithm was required automatic generation of initial 

contour positions using centers of points (x, y) which are candidate building pixels. The segmentation process starts at 

that initial contour positions. To create initial contour positions, firstly, some morphological operations were applied on 

binary images to separate background from foreground object and so candidate pixels correspondence with buildings 

were found. Then, pixels were labeled by scanning the imagery pixel by pixel with connected component analysis. 

After this operation, pixels were grouped by their unique label which is assigned to each class. The centroids (x, y) were 

calculated for each approximately detected building pixels group. Finally, all of the centroids were used as initial 

contour input for active contour segmentation by varying kernel (mask) sizes such as 5×5, 11×11, 21×21, and 51×51 

pixels. Optimal kernel size can be selected by users for image segmentation on GUI. Figure 4 shows an example of 

scene for automatically detected centroids and initial contour positions in a test image.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: (a) automatically detected centroids (b) initial contour positions 
 

2.4. Building Extraction with Active Contours 
 

Active contour algorithm in Matlab requires the input arguments that are image to be segmented, initial contour 

positions (mask), maximum number of iterations and method. Input image is smoothed image as explain in section 2.2. 

Second input is initial contour mask mention in section 2.3. Third input is maximum number of iterations to perform in 

evolution of the segmentation, specified as a numeric scalar (URL-1, 2017). Active contour stops the evolution of the 

active contour when it reaches the maximum number of iterations (URL-1, 2017). Final input is region based Chan-

Vese method that is describe in section 2.1. After preparing initial contours and recognize maximum iteration number 

image was segmented into two parts as background and foreground. 

To accurately recognize boundaries of buildings is depend on well identified mask and maximum iteration number. 

Active contour also stops the evolution if the contour position in the current iteration is the same as the contour position 

in one of the most recent five iterations (URL-1, 2017). Optimum mask size and maximum number of iterations for 

input images were found by trial and error method on graphical user interface. Results images were filled with 

morphological operations. 

Optional parameters for active contour algorithm in Matlab software are Smooth Factor and Contraction Bias. 

Smooth Factor is degree of smoothness or regularity of the boundaries of the segmented regions (URL-1, 2017). 

Contraction Bias is tendency of the contour to grow outwards or shrink inwards and this parameter does not guarantee 

that the contour contracts (or expands) (URL-1, 2017). For this reason, the default values of Contraction Bias and 

Smooth Factor were used in applying Chan-Vese method. Finally, output segmented binary image was obtained. 

 
 
 
 
 

(a) (b) 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 
The accuracy assessment of proposed approach were carried out by comparing automatically extracted buildings with 

manually digitized reference images using Completeness, Correctness and Quality metrics as shown in equation (7), (8) 

and (9).  

 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
||𝑇𝑃||

||𝑇𝑃||+||𝐹𝑁||
           (7) 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
||𝑇𝑃||

||𝑇𝑃||+||𝐹𝑃||
          (8) 

 

𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
||𝑇𝑃||

||𝑇𝑃||+||𝐹𝑁||+||𝐹𝑃||
          (9) 

 

In Equations (7), (8), and (9), an entity classified as an object that also corresponds to an object in the reference is 

classified as a true positive (TP). A false negative (FN) is an entity corresponding to an object in the reference that is 

classified as background, and a false positive (FP) is an entity classified as an object that does not correspond to an 

object in the reference. A true negative (TN) is an entity belonging to the background both in the classification and in 

the reference data (Rutzinger et al. 2009; Shufelt 1999; Karsli et al. 2016). 

The results of automatically extracted building boundaries were shown in Fig. (5), (6) and (7). Quantitative results 

for each test area were depicted in Table (1), (2) and (3).  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Results of first test area 
 

Table 1: Accuracy assessment of first region with 5 buildings 

 

Correctness Completeness  Quality Mask size Iteration Elapsed time (seconds) 

0,872 0,995 0,868 5×5 200 2,53 

0,889 0,994 0,884 11×11 200 2,32 

0,918 0,993 0,912 21×21 200 2,43 

0,981 0,990 0,971 51×51 200 2,69 

0,970 0,990 0,960 5×5 250 3,06 

0,975 0,990 0,966 11×11 250 3,10 

0,984 0,989 0,973 21×21 250 3,21 

0,989 0,987 0,977 51×51 250 3,52 

0,989 0,987 0,977 5×5 300 3,86 
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Figure 6: Results of second test area 

 
Table 2: Accuracy assessment of second region with 29 buildings 

 
Correctness Completeness Quality Mask size Iteration Elapsed time (seconds) 

0.818 0.974 0.801 5×5 500 23.55 

0.871 0.973 0.851 11×11 500 24.88 

0.907 0.972 0.885 21×21 500 26.43 

0.921 0.971 0.896 51×51 500 28.48 

0.922 0.971 0.897 51×51 750 44.85 

0.922 0.971 0.898 51×51 1000 61.22 

      

 
 

Figure 7: Results of third test area 
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Table 3: Accuracy assessment of third region with 27 buildings 
 

 

According to the results, optimum parameter values were determined with various combinations of maximum 

number of iterations and initial contour size for each test area to increase the accuracy of automatic building extraction. 

The trials were terminated when there is no improvement over optimum values. For instance, after performing active 

contour segmentation with 11×11 initial contour size and 750 iterations, results compared to other segmentations which 

carried out with greater values for iteration number and initial contour size showed no significant improvement as 

shown in Table 3. Moreover in Table 1, same results were acquired both 51×51 initial contour size with 250 iterations 

and 5×5 initial contour size with 300 iterations. As a result, selecting small initial contour size with a suitable iteration 

number can give the same results with a bigger initial contour size and lower iteration number. 

To get desired segmentation results, there is no need to initial contour positions be close the object boundaries. 

Therefore, an initial contour selected at the center of the object to be segmented can be sufficient. Thus, high 

segmentation accuracy can be acquired with small initial contour created near the object center and a greater number of 

iteration. Accuracy for each test area was shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: The best results for each test area 

 

Test areas Correctness Completeness Quality 

First 0,989 0,987 0,977 

Second 0.922 0.971 0.898 

Third 0.923 0.961 0.890 

 
While spectrally inhomogeneous and geometrically complex buildings were extracted with lower accuracy (Fig. 8 

and 9), but buildings with spectrally homogeneous roof were extracted with higher accuracy (fig. 10). The reason for 

low extraction accuracy depends on the objects like solar panels or windows locating near the roof edges and in such 

situation active contour algorithm. 

 

  
 

Figure 8: Objects on roofs such as sun panels affect the accuracy of active contours 

 

  
 

Figure 9: Shadowed zones on roofs especially near the edge also impair active contours, spectrally indistinctive pixels 
mixed with roof pixels 

Correctness Completeness Quality Mask size Iteration Elapsed time (seconds) 

0.871 0.966 0.845 5×5 500 33.69 

0.883 0.965 0.856 11×11 500 35.38 

0.892 0.965 0.864 21×21 500 35.57 

0.915 0.963 0.884 51×51 500 39.30 

0.923 0.961 0.890 11×11 750 57.11 

0.923 0.961 0.890 51×51 750 61.14 

0.923 0.961 0.890 21×21 1000 86.56 

0.923 0.961 0.890 11×11 1000 83.80 

0.923 0.961 0.890 51×51 1000 84.94 
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Figure 10: Decently illuminated roofs without prominent shadow areas can be accurately extracted by active contours, 
simple roof shapes can be extracted easily 

 
4. Conclusion and Future Works 
 
This study presents to create automatic initial contour positions for the extraction of buildings from high resolution 

aerial images instead of manually defining the initial contour positions in region based active contour algorithm. To do 

so, first the building candidate pixels were determined with morphological operations and labeled as the regions of 

building from binary images. Then, each building candidate pixel group’s centroids were calculated. These centroids 

were used as initial contour positions by upsizing their dimensions with predetermined values such as 5×5, 11×11, 

21×21, and 51×51 to run active contour model. To obtain desirable segmentation results, trial and error approach were 

implemented to find optimum initial contour size and iteration number in GUI. 
With the proposed approach, all of the buildings were extracted from images. However, shadow effects and mixed 

pixels couldn’t be avoided due to spectral characteristics of the environment such as roads and vegetation. As a result of 

previously mentioned issues, some of the detected buildings have jagged boundaries because of shadow effects and 

some of the building boundaries expanded to non-building areas with spectrally similar characteristics. Also, if the 

initial curve overlaps with a chimney, window or a solar panel then the curve created by active contour algorithm 

retracts inward and disappear. To overcome this problem, initial curve size must be large enough to surround such 

objects. Nevertheless, for homogeneous surfaced building roofs, overall segmentation quality does not affected by the 

size of initial contour.  

Because of the fact that the main contribution in this study is to automatically create initial contour positions, it was 

not taken into consideration of the shadow regions and smoothness of the boundaries. Thus, as a future work we are 

going to smooth jagged boundaries and remove shadows effects on building roofs. Also, it is consider that Digital 

Elevation Model (DEM) covering the images will be included into dataset as a one layer to extract building boundaries 

with different roof textures and colors with active contour algorithm. 
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Abstract 
 

The definition of features/shapes on the earth by various parameters facilitates the examination and understanding of these 

structures. Fractal geometry is used to describe the shapes and phenomena that are irregular and complex, and many problems, that 

cannot be understood and solved by Euclidean geometry, can be expressed mathematically by fractal geometry. Today, by means of 

the combining with remote sensing and Geographical Information Systems (GIS), fractal analysis based on fractal geometry has 

begun to be used effectively in the earth studies. In this study, the coastal pattern of the right and left section of the Kızılırmak Delta 

and the Karaboğaz, Balık, Uzun, Cernek, Liman, Gıcı and Tatlı lagoons in the delta were examined by fractal analysis. The study 

was supported by remote sensing and GIS, and the fractal dimension of the delta and lagoons was calculated by the box-counting 

method. Fractal analysis results were used as a data set that is thought to be related to environmental characteristics, and the 

relationship between fractal dimension and environmental characteristics-vegetation conditions and the relationship between fractal 

dimension and shoreline development index was examined and the results were interpreted. As a result of the study, it has been 

determined that the right section shoreline has a more complex structure than the left section shoreline in the Kızılırmak Delta, and 

the most complex lagoon is the Karaboğaz Lagoon while the most simple lagoon is the Cernek Lagoon. In addition, results show that 

the fractal dimension values can be used as mathematical data in the studies related to the earth and it can be effectively used in the 

evaluations of environmental research by including them in the problem-solving processes. 

Keywords  

Fractal analysis, fractal dimension, box-counting method, GIS, remote sensing, Kızılırmak Delta, lagoon 

 
1. Introduction 
 

Until now, Euclidean geometry has been commonly used in the research about spatial modeling of the features/shapes 

on the earth. However, traditional geometric methods in the modeling and visualization of the objects in nature are not 

efficient in fact. Because the shapes of objects in nature have not specific formulas, they cannot be fully visualized by 

known geometric algorithms (Köse 1990; Korvin 1992; Avasthi 2000; Dimri and Srivastava 2005; Değirmenci 2009). 

Euclidean geometry represents objects on the earth as a point, line, circle, triangle, polygon, cone, cylinder, etc. But the 

shapes of the natural objects on the earth are much more complex than points or lines used in Euclidean geometry 

(Değirmenci 2009; Koçak 2015). 

The structures and formations of natural systems and finding unknowns about these structures, the answers to these 

questions constitute the basis of the research carried out by scientists to discover the formation of the universe and 

earth. The complexity and irregularity of these unknowns became understandable with the help of a new branch of 

science called "chaos" that emerged in the 20th century. Chaos also refers to a system within the irregularity or 

complexity and the complex forms called "fractals" are also used as one of the chaotic expression forms (Mandelbrot 

1967; Gözübüyük 2007). 

According to the fractal concept, complex objects with irregular, fractured, and/or infinite detail cannot be exactly 

defined by Euclidean geometry but can be defined by fractal geometry. A new concept introduced by fractal geometry 

is the "fractal dimension". According to this dimension concept, the fractal dimension is expressed by a real number 

larger than its topological dimension (Köse 1990). 

The box-counting method, also called a grid method, is the most preferred approach for the fractal dimension 

calculation because it is simple and practical. In this method, the object is covered with grid cells of different sizes in 

order to calculate the fractal dimension. Grid sizes and the number of grids containing at least a part of the object are 

computed. The fractal dimension is calculated by a logarithmic ratio of the change in the number of grids to the change 

in the grid size (Eq.1). As the fractal value increases, the complexity of the object increases (Ediz 2003; Ceylan 2008; 

Wahl 2016). 

 

12

12

loglog

loglog

SS

NN
DB




                (1) 

 

where DB is the fractal dimension based on the box-counting method, N is the box number, and S refers to the box size. 

 

The rapid progress of technology increases the expectations of the modeling of the objects on the earth. The 

modeling of systems with complex structures is evolving with the facility of technology. New techniques, methods, and 

algorithms have been continuously developed to provide this improvement.  
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In recent years, the use of fractal analysis in assessing spatial features on the earth have been continually increasing 

with the development of remote sensing and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) technologies. In the studies on 

the urban growth pattern, the fractal dimension is used for investigation of urban sprawl (Mcadams 2007; Kaya et al. 

2009; Terzi and Kaya 2011; Li 2012). In many researches on architectural texture, the fractal dimension is handled in 

terms of detail richness of building facade (Ediz 2003; Gözübüyük 2007). In researches about shoreline, rivers, natural 

lakes, lagoons and artificial lakes, the relationships between fractal dimension and environmental conditions are 

investigated (Hamilton et al. 1992; Tarboton 1996; Zhou 2004; Shaikh et al. 2010; Shen et al. 2011; Shaohui and 

Zhongping 2013; Karle and Kolwankar 2015). However, these studies are limited in number and not common at the 

desired level. 

Within the context of this study, the fractal dimension of the Kızılırmak Delta and delta's lagoons (Karaboğaz, 

Balık, Uzun, Cernek, Liman, Gıcı and Tatlı lagoons) was calculated with the help of remote sensing and GIS 

technologies by considering the phenomenon of nature and fractal geometry, which has an increasing importance, and 

the relationship between the lagoon fractal dimension and the environmental characteristics-vegetation 

conditions/shoreline development index was investigated.  

 

2. Study Area: Kızılırmak Delta 
 

The Kızılırmak Delta is located in the Black Sea region (Figure 1). The Kızılırmak Delta is one of the wetlands in 

Turkey that are protected by the Ramsar Convention. 

In the selection of the study area, the presence of an increasing number of studies, as a result of the understanding of 

the necessity of ensuring the sustainability of wetlands in our country and all over the world in recent years, has been an 

important factor (Janssen et al. 2005; Sertel et al. 2008; Çetin 2009; Kuleli et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2014; Beyazıt et al. 

2014; Borin and Malagoli 2015; Ozturk et al. 2015; Ozturk and Sesli 2015). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Kızılırmak Delta (Anonymous, 2017) 

 
3. Data and Methodology 
 

In order to achieve the fractal analysis of the Kızılırmak Delta and the lagoons (Karaboğaz, Balık, Uzun, Cernek, 

Liman, Gıcı and Tatlı lagoons), the coastal pattern of the delta and lagoons was obtained by using Landsat 8 OLI 

satellite images of June 4, 2017, covering the study area. Following radiometric calibration and correction, NDWI 

(Normalized Difference Water Index) and MNDWI (Modified Normalized Difference Water Index) water indexes were 

realized. Gram-Schmidt pan-sharpening was performed on NDWI and MNDWI index images, and 15-m pixel size 

index data was obtained from 30-m pixel size index images. These index images were classified by ISODATA 

(Iterative Self Organizing Data Analysis Technique) method and the shorelines of the delta and the lagoons were 

obtained. To perform fractal analysis, binary image for the delta and delta's lagoons was created from the classified 

image (Figure 2). 

After the coastal pattern of the delta and the lagoons were obtained from the classified image, the fractal dimension 

was calculated for the right and the left section of the Kızılırmak Delta and each lagoon in the delta. In this study, 

fractal analysis performed by the box-counting method and the smallest grid size was selected as 75 m × 75 m (5 pixels) 

and the largest pixel size was selected as 450 m × 450 m (30 pixels) for the shorelines of delta and all lagoons by taking 

into account the similar studies in the literature (FracLac Advanced User's Manual 2004; Terzi and Kaya 2008; Ozturk, 

2017). Because very large grid size may cause small changes, and thus, the measurement results can be misleading 

(Terzi and Kaya 2008) the maximum grid size was limited to 30 pixels, considering the size of the study area.  
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The most important disadvantage of the box-counting method is that the grid position affects the number of grids 

overlapped with the shape and accordingly the fractal dimension value. For this reason, in this study, fractal values were 

calculated using 10 different grid positions and the mean of the values obtained according to these grid positions was 

used as the main fractal dimension. 

In addition, in order to investigate the relationship between fractal dimension and environmental conditions of the 

lagoons, the vegetation conditions surrounding the lagoons were determined using NDVI (Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index) vegetation index algorithm. Furthermore, the existence of the relationship between the fractal 

dimension and the shoreline development index was also investigated. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Binary image of the Kızılırmak Delta 

 

4. Results 
 

Results obtained by applying fractal analysis were discussed in two parts: 

- Comparison of the complexity of the left and right section of the delta and lagoons 
- Investigation of the relationship between 'fractal values and NDVI' and 'fractal values and shoreline development 

index' 

 

When the fractal dimensions of the right and left section of the Kızılırmak Delta are compared (Table 1), it is seen 

that the fractal dimension is higher in the right section in terms of the mean value, maximum value and minimum value. 

The difference between the maximum and minimum values is greater in the left section. The higher fractal dimension of 

the right coastal section is thought to be due to the fact that coastal erosion is higher in this area and that the coastal area 

is more fragmented and complex due to interventions such as coastal structures as stated in the literature (Sertel et al. 

2008; Kuleli et al. 2011; Ozturk et al. 2015; Ozturk and Sesli 2015). 

When the fractal dimensions are examined to compare the complexity of the lagoon patterns, the highest fractal 

dimension in mean value is observed in the Karaboğaz Lagoon (1.3307) while the lowest fractal dimension is observed 

in the Cernek Lagoon (1.0503) (Table 2). The mean fractal dimension values are in the order of highest to lowest as 

Karaboğaz, Uzun, Tatlı, Balık, Gıcı, Liman and Cernek lagoons. When the fractal dimensions of the lagoons are ranked 

in terms of maximum values, it is understood that the highest value is in the Karaboğaz Lagoon (1.3500) and the lowest 

value is in the Cernek Lagoon (1.0767).  
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It is seen that ranking from highest to lowest is Karaboğaz, Uzun, Tatlı, Liman, Balık, Gıcı and Cernek lagoons. 
According to this sequence, it is seen that the results close to the order obtained in mean values. When the ranking is 

made according to the minimum fractal values, it is seen that the highest value is again in the Karaboğaz Lagoon 

(1.3137) while the lowest value is in the Gıcı Lagoon (1.0069). Ranking from highest to lowest is Karaboğaz, Uzun, 

Balık, Liman, Cernek, Tatlı and Gıcı lagoons. As the fractal value increases, the complexity of the lagoon increases. 

 
Table 1: Maximum, minimum, and mean fractal dimension values of the left and right section of the delta for 10 different 

grid positions 

 

FRACTAL DIMENSION Left Section Right Section 

Mean 1.1278 1.1296 

Maximum 1.1415 1.1430 

Minimum 1.1141 1.1168 

Maximum - Minimum 0.0274 0.0262 

 
 

Table 2: Maximum, minimum and mean fractal dimension values of the lagoons for 10 different grid positions 

 

FRACTAL DIMENSION 
Karaboğaz 

Lagoon 

Liman 

Lagoon 

Cernek 

Lagoon 

Balık 

Lagoon 

Uzun 

Lagoon 

Gıcı 

Lagoon 

Tatlı 

Lagoon 

Mean 1.3307 1.0669 1.0503 1.0874 1.1957 1.0680 1.1014 

Maximum 1.3500 1.1099 1.0767 1.1090 1.2216 1.1054 1.1767 

Minimum 1.3137 1.0276 1.0235 1.0542 1.1671 1.0069 1.0174 

Maximum - Minimum 0.0363 0.0823 0.0532 0.0548 0.0545 0.0985 0.1593 

 

The vegetation conditions surrounding the lagoons were determined using NDVI algorithm. The 100 m buffers were 

formed surrounding the lagoons and these buffers were overlapped with the NDVI layer and the mean, maximum and 

minimum NDVI values were calculated in the buffer area of each lagoon. When the mean NDVI values were compared 

with the fractal dimension values, it was found that NDVI values are higher around the lagoon which has the higher 

fractal dimension (Table 3). For example, the NDVI values around the Karaboğaz, Uzun and Tatlı lagoons with high 

fractal dimensions are much higher than the NDVI values around the Liman and Cernek lagoons with low fractal 

dimension. However, although there is a significant relationship between the fractal dimension values of lagoons and 

the NDVI values surrounding the lagoons, this is not absolute and monotonic. 

 
Table 3: Maximum, minimum and mean NDVI values around the lagoons 

 

NDVI 
Karaboğaz 

Lagoon 

Liman 

Lagoon 

Cernek 

Lagoon 

Balık 

Lagoon 

Uzun 

Lagoon 

Gıcı 

Lagoon 

Tatlı 

Lagoon 

Mean 0.765 0.640 0.622 0.678 0.730 0.772 0.785 

Maximum 0.913 0.897 0.904 0.912 0.889 0.929 0.916 

Minimum -0.054 0.100 -0.148 -0.133 0.097 0.018 0.370 

 

When the shoreline development index values were compared with the fractal dimension values, it was found that 

fractal dimension increased as the shoreline development index increased in general (Table 4). It can be seen that the 

highest value is in Karaboğaz and the lowest value is in Tatlı lagoon, according to the shoreline development index 

values. When the lagoon shoreline development index values are sorted from highest to lowest, the ranking is 

Karaboğaz, Uzun, Balık, Liman, Cernek, Gıcı and Tatlı lagoons. When this ranking was compared with the mean fractal 

dimension values, significant similarities were observed. For example, both the fractal values and the shoreline 

development index values of Karaboğaz, Uzun and Balık lagoons are significantly higher than the other lagoons. 

However, there are also some differences. The most important difference is that Tatlı Lagoon, which is in the 3rd order 

in terms of fractal dimension, takes the last order in terms of shoreline development index. At the end of the 

comparison, a relationship was found between the fractal dimension and the lagoon shoreline development index. 
However, this is not monotonic and absolute as it is in NDVI values. 
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Table 4: Shoreline development index of lagoons 

 

Lagoon Perimeter (m) Area (m2) Shoreline development index 

Karaboğaz 19492 1324480 4.7778 

Liman 6955 2054570 1.3687 

Cernek 9207 4236640 1.2618 

Balık 17062 8289160 1.6718 

Uzun 16456 2174770 3.1477 

Gıcı 4980 1393620 1.1900 

Tatlı 3369 719994 1.1200 

 

This study also shows that the relationship between fractal dimension and NDVI is much stronger than the relationship 

between the shoreline development index and NDVI (Figure 3). In this context, if a comparison is made between the 

fractal dimension and shoreline development index, it is clear that the fractal dimension can provide much better 

information than the shoreline development index about vegetation conditions. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of the fractal dimension, shoreline development index and NDVI values for the lagoons 

 

5. Conclusion 
 
In this study, the right and left section of the coastal pattern of the Kızılırmak Delta and delta's lagoons were analyzed 

by fractal analysis and new mathematical data was provided in a different perspective. It has been concluded that the 

fractal dimension values can be used as mathematical data to measure the complexity of the delta's and lagoon's coastal 

patterns and to compare the morphology of coastal patterns. In relation to the NDVI index, the fractal analysis shows a 

stronger link than the shoreline development index. When the fractal dimension of the lagoons and the NDVI vegetation 

index of the field surrounding the lagoons are compared in terms of evaluating the contributions of coastal fractal 

dimension to environmental researches, it is seen in the most of lagoon that the NDVI index increases as the fractal 

dimension increases, and the NDVI index decreases as the fractal dimension decreases. However, these relationships 

are not absolute and monotonic. For this reason, fractal analysis can be supported by additional analysis techniques to 

investigate various environmental researches more effectively. 
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Abstract 
 
In this study, support vector machine (SVM) method was applied to estimate monthly sunshine duration (SD) over Turkey. Firstly, 

monthly dataset of atmospheric and geographical parameters, which were assumed to affect the SD, were constructed. The dataset 

was composed of 26 different monthly parameters which includes the thermal channels of the geostationary orbiting Meteosat SEVIRI 

sensor, the solar channels of the polar orbiting Suomi-NPP VIIRS sensor and extra-terrestrial solar radiation, day length, sun hour 

angle, declination angle, Julien day number, location (latitude, longitude, altitude) and time (year, month). Inputs of model were 

determined by using recursive feature elimination (RFE) algorithm which selects the most suitable parameters among the monthly 

dataset. Using the most appropriate function and its parameters of SVM model, SD estimations were performed for the considered 

pixels. Monthly SD maps of Turkey were created with a 600 meters spatial resolution. Errors were calculated for the training and test 

phases and results were analysed. Mean bias error (MBE), root mean square error (RMSE) and coefficient of determination (R2) were 

found to be -0.1103h, 1.1842h and 0.8545 respectively for the test stage. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Sunshine duration (SD) is one of the most needed climatic data for many studies such as climate, agriculture, energy and 

hydrology (Suehrcke et al., 2013; Wild et al., 2005). For example, SD is the most used data for calculating solar energy 

at the earth’s surface (Trnka et al., 2005). It is also widely used in yield estimation (Devanathan, 1975) and it has critical 

importance for observing climate changes (Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2009). Annual SD values are needed for the areas 

where photovoltaic panels are to be installed (Jain et al., 2011). Because of SD has great importance for such studies its 

temporal and spatial distribution over any area should be known or estimated precisely. 

Classically SD is measured point-wise at meteorological ground stations and estimated using interpolation methods 

for non-station locations across the globe. The estimated values may include high error depending on geography and 

distance between stations (Kaba et al., 2016). In this reason, there is a need for estimating the SD more accurately. 

Although exist different studies on the estimation of SD in the literature, these studies are extremely limited and can 

be divided into two main groups as satellite-based and ground-based (El-Metwally, 2005; Good, 2010; Kandirmaz, 2006; 

Mohandes and Rehman, 2013). Meteorological satellites provide valuable information about atmosphere, land surface, 

ocean, and glaciers in very short time intervals and these images are used in various studies as input data. This also means 

that the SD values over any area also can be estimated using satellite data. In recent years, many researchers have preferred 

to use of satellite data for this purpose (Bertrand et al., 2013; Erdi, 2015; Essa and Etman, 2004; Good, 2010; Kandirmaz, 

2006; Kandirmaz and Kaba, 2014). While a lot of data produce from satellite images, SD product is unavailable and this 

lack must resolve. 

Generally, the radiance data, first level satellite data, is distributed to users by satellite operators and other satellite 

products can be produced from this radiance data. For instance, products of reflectance (r) and brightness temperature 

(BT) are derived from the radiance data. In the present study, a new model which uses r and BT data was developed for 

the purpose of estimation of monthly SD. BT data were obtained from the SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and 

Infrared Imager) sensor and r data were obtained from VIIRS (Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite) sensor. 

In recent years, researchers are utilized machine learning algorithms in order to solve problems in various disciplines 

such as agriculture, hydrology, and meteorology (Ch et al., 2014; Chapelle et al., 1999; Ding and Sun, 2015; Sen, 1998; 

Tehrany et al., 2014; Unal et al., 2003; Zheng et al., 2015). For example, artificial neural networks (ANN) are used widely 

in solar energy and SD estimations and produced very satisfactory results (Al-Alawi and Al-Hinai, 1998; Eissa et al., 

2013; Kandirmaz et al., 2014; Rahimikhoob, 2014; Yadav and Chandel, 2014). Some researchers have showed that the 

support vector machine (SVM) algorithm, which is relatively new method, produce much accurate results than the ANN 

algorithm for solving some type of problems (Ch et al., 2014; Javadi et al., 2015; Kaytez et al., 2015). In this study, 

monthly SD predicted using SVM approach using three years’ satellite and geographic data between 2013 and 2015. It is 

shown that SVM approach can be successfully used for the estimation of monthly SD. 
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2. Material and Method 
 
2.1. Study Area and Data 

 
This study was conducted for a period of three years from 2013 to 2015 in Turkey which is located at 35º-43º north 

latitude and 25 º-46 º east longitudes. Four different types of data as ground, geographic, geostationary orbiting satellite 

and polar orbiting satellite data were used in the study. The SD values (ground data) are recorded at observation stations 

of MGM. Geographic data consists of time (year and month), location (latitude, longitude and altitude), Julien day, 

declination angle, sun hour angle, day length and extra-terrestrial solar radiation. Geostationary orbiting satellite data 

were used seven thermal channels data from SEVIRI sensor on Meteosat satellites. Polar orbiting satellite data consists 

of nine solar channels from the Suomi-NPP VIIRS sensor. With the use of different satellite data, information that 

complements each other in a spectral sense is obtained and channel diversity is provided. 

According to the definition of World Meteorological Organization (WMO, 2010) SD is the sum of the times when 

direct solar radiation reaching the unit area during a given period equal or exceed threshold value of 120 W/m2. 

Daily extra-terrestrial solar radiation (𝐺) is calculated by using Equation 1. 

 

G = (
24∗60

π
) ∗ Gsc ∗ d ∗ [ωs sin φ sin δ + cos φ cos δ sin ωs]       

     (1) 

 

where 𝐺𝑠𝑐  is solar constant (0.082MJ), d is inverse relative earth-sun distance, ωs is sunset hour angle, φ, is the 

latitude and  δ is the solar declination angle. ωs, δ and d is given by following equations. 

 

ωs = cos−1(−tan φ ∗ tan δ)             (2) 

 

δ = 0.409 ∗ sin[(2 ∗ π ∗ j 365⁄ ) − 1.39]        

     (3) 

 

d = 1 + 0.033 cos(2πj/365)             (4) 

 

where j is Julien day number which is equal to 1 for the 1st January and 365 for the 31st December. And the time 

period between sunrise and sunset time is defined as day length (S0) or the maximum sunshine duration and is 

calculated by Equation 5. 

 

S0 = 24 ∗ ωs π⁄            

     (5) 

 

The geostationary-orbit SEVIRI Level 1.5 data which is one of the major products of the MSG produced from the 

satellite raw data (Level 1.0). The Level 1.5 data is an image in which all undesired radiometric and geometric effects are 

corrected, a standardized projection is used and calibration and radiance linearization are performed. Different 

meteorological products are derived from this. The SDR (Level 1B) radiometric calibration algorithm converts the 

numerical values (Digital Number - DN) obtained from the records of the VIIRS sensor in RDR (Raw Data Records) to 

radiance and reflectance or brightness temperature. In addition to SDR radiation and reflectance or brightness temperature 

data, it also includes related geolocation data such as pixel geolocation, land elevation, satellite-to-ground spacing. Table 

1 shows the channel properties of SEVIRI sensor and Table 2 shows the channel properties for the VIIRS sensor. 

 

Table 1. SEVIRI sensor’s bands 

 

Channel 

Numbers 

SEVIRI 

Channel Names 

Centre 

Wavelength 

(µm) 

Channel 

Numbers 

SEVIRI 

Channel Names 

Centre 

Wavelength 

(µm) 

1 VIS0.6 0.63 7 IR8.7 8.70 

2 VIS0.8 0.81 8 IR9.7 9.66 

3 NIR1.6 1.64 9 IR10.8 10.80 

4 IR3.9 3.90 10 IR12.0 12.00 

5 WV6.2 6.25 11 IR13.4 13.40 

6 WV7.3 7.35 12 HRV 0.75 
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Table 2. VIIRS sensor’s bands 

 

VIIRS Channel 

Names 

Centre 

Wavelength 

(µm) 

VIIRS Channel 

Names 

Centre 

Wavelength 

(µm) 

M01 0.412 M12 3.700 

M02 0.445 M13 4.050 

M03 0.488 M14 8.550 

M04 0.555 M15 10.763 

M05 0.672 M16 12.012 

M06 0.746 I01 0.640 

M07 0.865 I02 0.865 

M08 1.240 I03 1.610 

M09 1.378 I04 3.740 

M10 1.610 I05 11.450 

M11 2.250 DNB 0.700 

 
2.2. Recursive Feature Elimination 

 
The purpose of classification or regression in an application, all observations or measurement data considered to have 

high information value is taken as input. On the other hand, the complexity of the model to be developed depends on the 

number of inputs. The input number is an element that determines training of model time and space complexity and 

number of required learning examples. In most learning algorithms, complexity depends on the size of the data sample 

and the input size. If an input is known to be non-discriminatory, it can be cost-effectively saved to obtain or measure it. 

Simpler models in smaller data sets are more reliable. When the data set is explained with fewer variables, information 

extraction is easier and controllability is higher (Alpaydın, 2013). 

In this study, Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) method was used. RFE is a wrapper based feature selection 

algorithm developed by Guyon et al. (2002). It is aimed to find the best subset of r dimension with r < N in the N-

dimensional data set. RFE is an algorithm that uses linear SVM. The algorithm uses regulation term of SVM 
1

2
∥ 𝜔 ∥2 

expression as a property sorting criterion. In each iteration, coefficients of the weight vector (𝜔) are used to calculate the 

ranking score of all the attributes. The feature with the smallest ranking score is eliminated. 

 
2.3. Support Vector Machines 

 
SVM is a machine learning algorithm developed by Vapnik based on supervised learning. Since its introduction, it has 

been widely used in pattern recognition, classification and regression problems. Firstly, the method developed for 

classification has been extended by Cortes and Vapnik to solve the regression problems. SVM learning is based on the 

principle of structural risk minimization that minimizes the upper limit of the overall error (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995; 

Vapnik et al., 1997). SVM can be applied to linear and nonlinear problems. In non-linear problems, the higher dimensional 

feature space is evaluated using a nonlinear kernel method (Ch et al., 2014; Vapnik and Mukherjee, 2000). The training 

data is directly mapped to the high dimensional feature space using quadratic programming. One or more hyperplanes are 

created in this space. These hyperplanes have the maximum range (margin) formed by considering the selected data, 

called support vectors. The solution in the high dimensional space is transformed into a convex optimization. For this 

reason, there are no local minimum problems (Kaba et al., 2016). 

The SVM equations based on the Vapnik theory are expressed from equation 6 to equation 10 below (Ch et al., 2014; 

Kim et al., 2012; Smola and Schölkopf, 2004). Let us consider a data set of {𝑥𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖}𝑖
𝑙 with the input space vector 𝑥𝑖, output 

values 𝑑𝑖 and training data number 𝑙 of the sample data. SVM aims to converge to the function given by equation 6. In 

the equation, 𝜔 denotes the normal vector and 𝑏 denotes a scalar. The estimated quantity is measured by the loss function 

𝐿𝜀(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖). SVM uses a new ε-sensitive loss function proposed by Vapnik. Thus, errors of ε value are ignored, and the 

effect of larger errors is linear. 

 

𝑓(𝑥) = 〈𝜔, 𝑥〉 + 𝑏                (6) 
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𝑅𝑆𝑉𝑀𝑠(𝐶) =
1

2
∥ 𝜔 ∥2+ 𝐶

1

𝑙
∑ 𝐿𝜀(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖)

𝑙
𝑖=1              (7) 

 

𝑅𝑆𝑉𝑀𝑠(𝐶) refers to the regulated risk function, 
1

2
∥ 𝜔 ∥2 regulation term and 𝐶

1

𝑙
∑ 𝐿𝜀(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1  empirical error in the 

equation 7. C is error penalty factor used to adjust the difference between the regulation term and the empirical error. In 

case the deviation from the hyperplane on both sides, 𝜉𝑖 , 𝜉𝑖
∗ ≥ 0 slack variables representing the deviation from the edge 

are defined. Equations 7 and 8 are obtained by the equation of the 𝜉𝑖 , 𝜉𝑖
∗ variables representing the upper and lower 

additional deviation (Ch et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2011). Addition of Lagrange multipliers to Equation 8 and optimum 

constraints yield Equation 9 (Lagrange equation) (Basak et al., 2007; Smola and Schölkopf, 2004). 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑅𝑆𝑉𝑀𝑠(𝜔, 𝜉𝑖 , 𝜉𝑖
∗) =

1

2
∥ 𝜔 ∥2+ 𝐶 ∑ (𝜉𝑖 + 𝜉𝑖

∗)
𝑙

𝑖=1
           (8) 

 

Constraints; {

𝑑𝑖 − 〈𝜔, 𝑥𝑖〉 − 𝑏 ≤ 𝜀 + 𝜉𝑖

〈𝜔, 𝑥𝑖〉 + 𝑏 − 𝑑𝑖 ≤ 𝜀 + 𝜉𝑖
∗

𝜉𝑖 , 𝜉𝑖
∗ ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1,2,3, … , 𝑙

 

 

𝐿 =  
1

2
∥ 𝜔 ∥2+ 𝐶 ∑ (𝜉𝑖 + 𝜉𝑖

∗)
𝑙

𝑖=1
− ∑ 𝛼𝑖(𝜀 + 𝜉𝑖 − 𝑑𝑖 + 〈𝜔, 𝑥𝑖〉 + 𝑏)𝑙

𝑖=1 − ∑ 𝛼𝑖
∗(𝜀 + 𝜉𝑖

∗ + 𝑑𝑖 − 〈𝜔, 𝑥𝑖〉 −
𝑙

𝑖=1

𝑏) − ∑ (𝜂𝑖𝜉𝑖 + 𝜂𝑖
∗𝜉𝑖

∗)
𝑙

𝑖=1
               (9) 

 

where 𝛼𝑖, 𝛼𝑖
∗, 𝜂𝑖 and 𝜂𝑖

∗ ≥ 0 and these coefficients are called Lagrange multipliers. If 𝜔, 𝑏, 𝜉𝑖 and 𝜉𝑖
∗ are taken as 

partial derivatives of L, 𝜔 and 𝑏 are obtained (Basak et al., 2007; Smola and Schölkopf, 2004). SVM performs a nonlinear 

regression operation using a kernel function in the form of a 𝐾(𝑥, 𝑥𝑖) =  𝜑(𝑥) 𝜑(𝑥𝑖) instead of a multiplication of 〈𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗〉. 

The other unknown 𝑏 (bias) coefficient in the equation is found by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions (Smola 

and Schölkopf, 2004). Two conclusions are drawn from the KKT conditions. First, the sample data is found in 𝜀 tube only 

when 𝛼𝑖 = 𝐶 and 𝛼𝑖
∗ =  𝐶. The second is that 𝛼𝑖 ∗ 𝛼𝑖

∗ = 0 and there are no 𝛼𝑖 and 𝛼𝑖
∗ different from zero at the same time. 

 

𝜔 = ∑(𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼𝑖
∗)𝑥𝑖

𝑙

𝑖=1

 

 

{
𝑏 =  𝑑𝑖 − 〈𝜔, 𝑥𝑖〉 − 𝜀, 𝛼𝑖 𝜖 (0, 𝐶)𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝑏 =  𝑑𝑖 − 〈𝜔, 𝑥𝑖〉 + 𝜀, 𝛼𝑖
∗ 𝜖 (0, 𝐶)𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

 

𝑓(𝑥, 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛼𝑖
∗) = ∑ (𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼𝑖

∗)〈𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥〉
𝑙

𝑖=1
+ 𝑏           (10) 

 

Equations of RBF (Radial Basis Function), linear, polynomial, and sigmoid functions from the kernel functions 

commonly used in SVM are given below. 

 

RBF:  exp (−𝛾|𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖|
2)   Polynomial:  (𝛾⟨𝑥, 𝑥𝑖⟩ + 𝑟)𝑑 

Linear:  ⟨𝑥, 𝑥𝑖⟩     Sigmoid:  tanh(𝛾⟨𝑥, 𝑥𝑖⟩ + 𝑟) 

 
2.4. Model Evaluation Methods 

 
In order to determine the success of the model and to evaluate the results, statistical indices are used. The MBE (Mean 

Bias Error), MAE (Mean Absolute Error), MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error), RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), 

percentage RMSE (RMSE%) and R2 (Determination of coefficient) are calculated by the equations given by 11, to 16. 

The If MBE is negative, the estimate is less than the actual value, and if it is positive, the estimate is greater than the 

actual value. The MAE and RMSE values give the magnitude of the mean error. R2 expresses the magnitude of the 

relationship between two quantities. 

 

MBE =
∑ (Ei−Oi)n

i=1

n
              (11) 

 

MAE =
∑ |Ei−Oi|n

i=1

n
              (12) 

 

MAPE =
100

n
∗ ∑ |

Ei−Oi

Oi
|n

i=1              (13) 
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RMSE = √
∑ (Ei−Oi)2n

i=1

n
             (14) 

 

RMSE(%) =
100∗n

∑ (Oi)n
i=1

∗ √
∑ (Ei−Oi)2n

i=1

n
            (15) 

 

R2 =
[∑ (Ei−E̅)n

i=1 (Oi−O̅)]
2

∑ (Ei−E̅)2n
i=1 ∑ (Oi−O̅)n

i=1
2             (16) 

 

In these formulas, n refers to the total number of samples. And Ei, Oi, Ē and Ō shows the estimated, measured, average 

of estimated and average of measured values of SD, respectively. 

 
3. Result and Discussion 
 
For the estimation of monthly SD, 10 input parameters were selected from 26 parameters in the data set. The orders of 

importance of them were given in Table 3. The SEVIRI channel data, which contains daily changing information about 

land and atmosphere, were contributed to the accuracy of the SD estimation more than the geographic parameters and the 

VIIRS data. It is concluded that the seventh and ninth channels, providing information about the earth and clouds from 

the SEVIRI channels, were the two most important inputs for the monthly estimation of SD. The extra-terrestrial solar 

radiation was determined to be as another important input coming after the SEVIRI channel data. The two, four, five, and 

seventh channels of VIIRS where they record data in the visible region of electromagnetic spectrum, find applications in 

the ocean and aerosol areas and the channel eight provides information about cloud particle size. In addition to these 

inputs, latitude and longitude values were also used because they improved the model's success by reducing the error 

values. When the inputs of the model are examined, it is seen that the channels, which have larger wavelength than the 

thermal channel data of the SEVIRI sensor, have high importance for estimating the monthly SD. The solar channel data 

obtained from the VIIRS sensor, short wavelength channels recording in the visible region and near infrared, are also 

important. Using the input set, the most suitable values for 𝛾 and 𝐶 parameters were investigated and 𝛾 = 0.8 and 𝐶 = 3.5 

were found. For the model, 𝜀 = 0.1 was chosen. The model were trained these parameters and 𝑏 was determined as 6.7830 

in the decision function. 

 

Table 3. Input parameters of the model 

 

Order of importance Inputs Order of importance Inputs 

1 SEVIRI IR8.7 6 VIIRS M04 

2 SEVIRI IR10.8 7 VIIRS M07 

3 
extra-terrestrial solar 

radiation 
8 VIIRS M08 

4 VIIRS M02 9 Longitude 

5 VIIRS M05 10 Latitude 

 

 

Table 4. Statistical results of the model 

 

 MBE MAE RMSE MAPE %RMSE R2 

Train -0.1267 0.3902 0.9172 8.1601 13.5232 0.9098 

Test -0.1103 0.7746 1.1842 16.3647 17.3482 0.8545 

 

The statistical results of the model were calculated and given in Table 4. The MBE values were found to be negative. 

MAPE and percentage RMSE were found to be as 8.1601% and 16.3647% for training phase and 13.5232% and 

17.3482% for test phase, respectively. 

The scattering graphs were constructed and given in Figure 1 (the training results on the left and the test results on the 

right). The applied fit and its equation to the data and the determination coefficient R2 were given in the graphs. R2 = 

0.9098 for the training phase and R2 = 0.8545 for the test phase. 
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Figure 1. Scattering graphs of the model 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Generated SD maps corresponding to January and May 2015 

 

In Figure 2, GS maps produced by the monthly model are given for January and May of 2015. In January, the minimum 

value of GS was 0.61, the maximum value was 12.85, the average was 6.91 and the standard deviation was 2.11. In March, 

the minimum value of GS was 0.46, the maximum value was 13.11, the average was 6.98, and the standard deviation was 

2.37. In May, the minimum value of GS was 0.30, the maximum value was 12.57, the average was 6.94, and the standard 

deviation was 2.17. In July, the minimum value of GS was 0.35, the maximum value was 12.26, the average was 7.2 and 

the standard deviation was 1.73. In September, the minimum value of GS was 0.50, the maximum value was 12.00, the 
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average was 6.95 and the standard deviation was 1.54. In November, the minimum value of GS was 0.18, the maximum 

value was 13.21, the average was 6.92 and the standard deviation was 2.72. The data for the remaining months are the 

similar as the above values. 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

Monthly dataset of atmospheric and geographical parameters, which were assumed to affect the SD, were constructed. 

The monthly dataset was composed of 26 different monthly parameters which includes the thermal channels of the 

geostationary orbiting Meteosat SEVIRI sensor, the solar channels of the polar orbiting Suomi-NPP VIIRS sensor and 

extra-terrestrial solar radiation, day length, sun hour angle, declination angle, Julien day number, location (latitude, 

longitude, altitude) and time (year, month). Inputs of model were determined by using recursive feature elimination (RFE) 

algorithm that selects the most suitable parameters among the monthly dataset. It is seen that, the fifth and sixth channel 

data of SEVIRI sensor that contain water vapour and high cloud information and the eighth channel, which gives 

information about the ozone gas in the atmosphere were not used in the model. The Julien day, sun hour angle and day 

length were also found to be insignificant for the model. The VIIRS sixth channel, which is mainly used for atmospheric 

correction, the ninth channel, which contains information about the cirrus clouds, the 10th channel, which contains snow 

information, and the 11th channel that gives information about clouds could not be used as input data in the model. These 

data were found to have less importance than those of used in the model. It is also concluded that, the SEVIRI thermal 

channel data is more important than the VIIRS solar channel data for the estimation of monthly SD although it is expected 

that the solar channel data reflectance values are more important than the thermal channel data. This can be logical because 

only a single image in a day is obtained from the VIIRS sensor. As we think that the change in the atmosphere is more 

rapid in the spring months than in the summer and winter, it is not possible to capture a rapid change of weather during 

the day using only a single image of VIIRS sensor. For this reason, the daily mean SEVIRI data represent the quick 

changes of weather in a day and became much important input data for the model. Consequently, using the most 

appropriate function and its parameters of SVM model, SD estimations were performed for the considered pixels. Monthly 

SD maps of Turkey were created with a 600 meters spatial resolution. Errors were calculated for the training and test 

phases and results were analysed. Mean bias error (MBE), root mean square error (RMSE) and coefficient of 

determination (R2) were found to be as -0.1103h, 1.1842h and 0.8545 respectively for the test stage. This study shows 

that SVM is efficient tool and can be successfully used for the estimation of SD. 
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Abstract 
 
Analysing the data and producing some reliable spatial and non-spatial models in GIS are the critical steps for making a 

comprehensive assessment. Linear models (LMs) are relatively preferable due to simplicity. These are also prevalent to describe and 

implement data with regards to inference and interpretation. On the other hand, conventional LMs can have important limitations 

from the point of predictive power and flexibility. Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) are semi-parametric algorithms for 

predicting non-linear responses to a suite of indicator variables. GAMs obtain a general framework for extending a standard linear 

model by allowing non-linear functions of each of the variables, while maintaining additivity. In a GAM-based analysis, each term in 

the linear sum of predictors require not be the indicator variable itself, but can be an empirical smooth function of it. In this study, 

the usability of GAMs in GIS framework is presented by two different type real studies. In the first application, the conventional 

regression model structure has been used and a qualitative variable encountered in GIS problems has been added in the predictor 

variable sets. The modelling has been performed using the splines functions. In the second application, based on a geostatistical 

setting, the coordinates have been chosen as the indicators (as in a trend surface). The case studies showed that GAMs can be used 

for GIS-based problems as the effective modelling tools for moving beyond linearity. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) cover some computer-based tools that analyse, store, manipulate and visualize 

geographic information. Furthermore, a project-based GIS analysis comprises of some fundamental steps such as 

collecting data, entering and analysing data, and producing informative maps (de By and Georgiadou). By using GIS, 

various types of information can be compared and contrasted. The system can include data about people, such as 

population, traffic, or education level. It can include information about the landscape, such as the location of streams, 

different kinds of forest, and different kinds of rocks. It also has the ability to demonstrate multiple types of information 

on multiple geographical locations in a single map, enabling to appraise patterns and relationships between different 

information points (Huang 2017). 

To make a comprehensive appraisal, analysing data and producing reliable spatial and non-spatial models in GIS are 

the critical steps. The Linear models (LMs) are prevalent tools to identify and implement data with regards to inference 

and interpretation. These methods are also relatively preferable due to simplicity. Conventional linear regression can be 

exemplified for the LMs. On the other hand, conventional LMs can have important limitations from the point of 

predictive power, poor approximation and flexibility. Recently, new spatial models and Geographically Weighted 

Regression analysis have suggested for eliminating the drawbacks of conventional regression analysis (Fotheringham 

and Wegener 2001; Lloyd 2010). 

Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) are semi-parametric algorithms for predicting non-linear responses to a suite 

of indicator variables. GAMs obtain a general framework for extending a standard linear model by allowing non-linear 

functions of each of the variables, while maintaining additivity. Similar to LMs, GAMs can be applied with both 

quantitative and qualitative responses. In a GAM-based analysis, each term in the linear sum of predictors require not 

be the indicator variable itself, but can be an empirical smooth function of it. Use of GAMs in the GIS problems is a 

relatively new topic in literature (Li et al. 2012; Feng and Tong 2017). 

In this work, the usability of GAMs in GIS framework is discussed by two different real studies. In the first case 

study, instead of linear components, non-linear relationships and classification structure has been used and a qualitative 

variable encountered in GIS problems added in the predictor variable sets. The modelling has been performed using the 

splines functions. In the second case study, based on a geostatistical setting, the coordinates have been chosen as the 

indicators (as in a trend surface). The applications demonstrated that GAMs can be used for GIS-based problems as the 

effective modelling tools for moving beyond linearity. 

 

2. Methodology 
 

As a supervised learning method, linear regression is a useful tool for predicting a quantitative response. The multiple 

linear regression structure can be expressed as follows: 

 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽1𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝𝑥𝑖𝑝 + 𝜀𝑖.                                                                                                               (1) 
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Generalized Additive Model replaces each linear component 𝛽𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑗  with a (smooth) non-linear function 𝑓𝑗(𝑥𝑖𝑗). By this 

way, the new structure allows for non-linear relationships between each feature and the target variable. From a non-

linear modelling perspective, we can write the model as (Hastie et al. 2009): 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝑓𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

(𝑥𝑖𝑗) + 𝜀𝑖 

     = 𝛽0+𝑓1(𝑥𝑖1) + 𝑓2(𝑥𝑖2) + ⋯ + 𝑓𝑝(𝑥𝑖𝑝) + 𝜀𝑖.                                                                                                         (2) 

 

The structure addresses an additive model since a separate 𝑓𝑗for each 𝑋𝑗 is calculated. After that all of the 

contributions are added together. Fitting a GAM with a smoothing spline is the one of the reliable modelling approach. 

This technique fits a model involving multiple predictors by repeatedly updating the fit for each predictor in turn, 

holding the others fit (James et al. 2013).  

GAMs can also be employed in situations where y is qualitative. Assuming that Y takes on zero or one, and let  

p(X) = Pr(Y=1\X) be the conditional probability that the response equals one. In linear structure, the logit is the log of 

the odds of P(Y=1\X) versus P(Y=0\X) and this denotes as a linear function of the predictors. To provide a non-linear 

relationship with qualitative variables, the following expression can be expressed (Wood 2017): 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝(𝑋)

1−𝑝(𝑋)
) = 𝛽0 + 𝑓1(𝑋1) + 𝑓2(𝑋2) + ⋯ + 𝑓𝑝(𝑋𝑝).                                                                                                      (3) 

 

It should also be noted that in addition to splines, both local and polynomial regression can be used to construct a 

building block for GAMs.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1. Case Study 1 
 
To implement the GAMs-based GIS analysis, in the first case study, the forest fires data set recorded in Antalya has 

been taken into consideration (Boran and Yorulmaz 2014). Antalya region covers 2.110.997 hectare area; forests are 

placed in 55%, the rest of the region contains open fields.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Scatter plot matrix of indicator variables. 

 

Three main parameters such as tree species, maximum temperature and type of fire have been considered as the 

independent variables, while amount of area has been the dependent variable. Based on a limit (≥ 5 decare burned 
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areas), 94 observations were used. Figure 1 obtains scatter plots of the input variables with each other in the off-

diagonals and smoothed and linear fit lines on the plots. The principal diagonal contains densities and also addressed 

some skewed distributions both for tree species and fire type.  

To provide the best model structures with suitable functions, a series of experiments and ANOVA tests have been 

performed. By this way, use of linear and non-linear functions is examined. The p-values showed that the model 

including spline-based nonlinear smoothed functions for Temperature and Tree Specie as well as qualitative variable for 

Type of Fire (dummy) component has been recorded as the best option. Figure 2 illustrates the final functions. Each plot 

exhibits the fitted function and point-wise standard errors. The first two functions are the regression splines and the 

third function is a step function, fit to the qualitative variable Type of Fire. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Plots of relationship between each feature and response. 

 

To fit a logistic regression-based fitting (classification approach), binary response variable has been focused. Figure 

3 shows the similar results obtained by that of the regression-based GAMs model. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: A logistic regression GAM fitting. 
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3.2. Case Study 2 
 

In the second application, a cement raw material quarry has been examined and based on the coordinates a series of 

experiments have been conducted.  The quarry occurred with marl, marly-limestone and limestones. The data set 

employed in this study belongs to marl units and comprising of 67 measurements (Dag et al. 2011). In addition to the 

coordinates and the thickness, CaO concentration which is the one of the most important production parameter in 

cement science has been considered. In the first step, the relationships between the CaO concentrations and coordinate 

values have been illustrated (Figure 4). The plots showed that there is randomness but no trend in the spatial system.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Relationships between coordinates and target variable. 
 

Because all the model parameters are quantitative, three spline functions have been fitted. Based on the experiments and 

the final ANOVA tests, the best model functions have been obtained. Figure 5 shows the functions. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Plots of relationship between each feature and response. 
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3.3. Discussion 
 

The applications showed that just like the linear models, the GAMs can be implemented with both quantitative and 

qualitative responses. By the GAMS, we can model non-linear relationships that standard linear regression would miss. 

One of the most important advantages for the GIS-based problems is that GAMs can be examined the effect of each Xj 

on Y individually due to additively conducted modelling. This also yields a flexibility to select the suitable function 

structures in accordance with the shape and degrees of freedom. 

Although the GAMS provide many advantages, some critical interactions among the geological and topographical 

parameters can be missed when we use many variables. In this situation, interaction terms should be added manually. 

 
4. Conclusions 
 

Since a project-based GIS approach encompasses some necessary steps such as collecting and analysing data, some 

reliable data modelling techniques are required for mapping the systems. GAMs can provide a general framework for 

extending a standard linear model by allowing non-linear functions of each of the variables, while maintaining 

additivity. By this way, the non-linear relationships in the GIS parameters can be identified.  

The real studies showed that GAM can be used in GIS-based problems as the effective solution tool for moving 

beyond linearity. The results also indicated that the representation of the smoothness of the function and its flexibility 

can be provided by this non-linear modelling approach. 
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Abstract 
 
In Today’s globalized and highly democratized and decentralized geospatial data, there are multiple data owners and multiple parties 

claim different levels of authority on the data. In such an environment, a complete, correct and consistent data could only be created 

and maintained by collaborative management and mutually reconciled workflows where a new data sharing, de-centralized data 

approving, quality assurance and data delivery model and mechanism needed. Eventually, geospatial data owned by multiple institutes 

and even individuals force the conventional ownership and definitions of property rights to be adapted according to new environment. 

In this study, a problem of inconsistent boundary determination in between succeeding cadastre surveys is introduced and a 

methodology based on hierarchical blockchain architecture is proposed which may prevent such cases. In the proposed methodology, 

a transaction of boundary change is not booked in the land registry, unless common and joint approval of all stakeholders. After 

presenting a case study of two separate physical boundaries which are represented as a unique edge in the cadastre data, in 

Kırşehir/Turkey, a CAD/GIS enabled methodology based on blockchain technology is proposed to prevent such occasions. In the 

proposed approach, the landowners are participating as an equal partner in the cadastre survey and decision making process. The 

‘GIS Engine for Cadastre Data Management’ part of the ‘Spatio-temporal GIS/CAD Engine’ component of Land Registry & Cadastre 

(LR&C) Blockchain (BC) Node is designed and implemented by using C# and ESRI ArcObjects SDK for .NET and libraries of 

ArcObjects COM components and an open library of NewtonSoft.JSON.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The physical representation of the defined rights in the registry has been maintained in peace by the stakeholders namely 

owners of the properties and the state authority -usually- namely an organization of land registry and cadastre, unless any 

of the participants agree on written formal documents and physical reality.  

Despite, new technology provides sub-centimeter accuracy to determine the boundary and extent of properties and 

land, usually a discrepancy between layout of documented coordinates, edges, areas with the physical reality. Many of 

the countries, handle and manage land registry and cadastre data separately to prevent an occurrence of conflict between 

legislation and modern cadastre surveys. 

In this study, a geospatial data enabled blockchain model comprising three components, namely ‘blockchain database’, 

‘middleware’ and ‘GIS/CAD’. These tree components are loosely coupled. the ‘blockchain database’ component handles 

the communication and trace of transactions, ‘the middleware’ component handles the relationship and communication 

between ‘blockchain database’ and ‘the GIS/CAD’ in a lossless geo and non-geo data transaction and ‘the GIS/CAD’ 

component handles the geometrical part. In the ‘blockchain database’ component which is the hierarchical blockchain 

architecture, there are three levels in a hierarchy to control and mutually decide on any transaction by approval of relevant 

participants in accordance with the land registry and cadastre organization as a trusted node watching the procedures. 

 
1.1. Related Work 

 
Vos (2016) and Dijkstra  et.al (2015) reported examples of blockchain research and application on land registry from 

Sweden, Georgia, Honduras and Ghana. Honduras. Meanwhile, Vos (2016), gives a structural approach for land registry 

transaction processes and how blockchain fits with them. Dijkstra  et.al (2015) states that, blockchain technology is 

suitable for land registry and cadastre. Chachkhunashvili (2016) states that National Agency of Public Registry NAPR of 

Georgia has started the use of blockchain approach for land property transaction. Bal (2016) reports the international 

efforts on blockchain studies as well as a view of Indian Registry from the perspective of potential benefits. The 

Lantmateriet-Sweden (2016) reports, a conducted project which covers Today’s land registry and real estate transactions 

and a pilot project to create an application that would use blockchain technology to facilitate transactions which is 

mutually executed by several stakeholders such as real estate agent, bank, buyer, seller, and the Lantmateriet. 

In our study, despite the available studies are all concentrated on land registry, is on surveying the technology, projects 

and applications. This study aims at using blockchain technology to minimize the boundary surveying problems caused 

by incautious considerations in order to minimize the mistakes that cause unsolvable problems at cadastre surveying phase 

and has to be handled at cadastre courts. 
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1.2. Scope of the Work 

 
Within the scope of this study, a three component and hierarchical -three levels- blockchain architecture is presented, as 

well as a database model, data structures, algorithms that runs as a parallel process along land registry transaction database 

which runs on blockchain technology. In this study we only handle one component namely ‘Temporal GIS/CAD Engine 

for Land Registry and Cadastre of Blockchain’. Although the functionalities and participation in the proposed architecture 

are given in the paper for completeness, the other two components -Blockchain Transaction Engine and Middleware- will 

be handled and implemented separately. 

 

2. The Cadastre System of Turkey and Cadastral Survey Campaigns 
 
Countries survey and maintain the physical view of their territories and cadastre for use of large communities in addition 

to public works and private sector needs in the form of maps or digital data. The governmental institutions, private sector, 

academia, real estate sector largely use cadastral data for multiple purposes such as planning, land management, utility, 

risk assessment.  

 
2.1. Turkish Cadastre System and the Legislation 

 
The history of cadastral legislation in Turkey started in 1847 by establishing the first Land Registration Organization’; in 

1924 ‘General Directorate of Title Deed’ (Law # 658) was founded; in 1934 modern cadaster works started in urban areas 

with ‘the law of Registry and Cadastre’ (Law # 2613) followed by another ‘Cadastre Law’ for cadaster of rural areas in 

1950 (Law # 5602); the law in 1987 (Law # 3402) described a unique cadaster for urban and rural, a type of public 

announcement replaced the announcement relevant bodies to save cadastre expenses, as well as a very detailed definition 

of how cadaster would be conducted in practice, in addition to new technical concepts such as ‘spatial databases’. 

With some ratifications on Law # 3402 in recent years, ‘General Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre-GDLRC’ 

is conducting both ‘land registry’ and ‘cadastre’ works and keeping ‘land registry books’ regularly under the same 

organizational frame despite the similar cadastre systems such as German and Dutch. Turkish Cadaster System, being 

based on ‘legal system’ also aims at taxation, maintaining the cadastral maps and data updated for governmental, private 

and individual users (Gruber et.al., 2014; Jones, 2012; Cete, 2014; Demir et.al, 2008; GIM, 2007; TKGM, 2008; 

Yaşayan et.al., 2011; TKGM, 1987). 

In Turkish Cadastral System, title for each parcel is registered in the ‘registration book’ with the information of 

landowner, legal position of person/parsons regarding the parcel, legal rights of person/persons to use the property and a 

link to parcel geometry described in the cadaster data which has a unique ID number that binds cadaster and land registry. 

 

2.2. Establishing the Base Cadastre of Turkey 

 
With attempts of her own capabilities in the first years, after the National Assembly made the law number 3402 in 1987, 

the GDLRC started a campaign to establish up-to-date, digital, modern, survey based cadastre with modern techniques 

with outsourcing the cadaster survey to newly growing private surveying sector. Starting from 2005, great efforts made 

by GDLRC and private sector as contractor resulted completion of ‘Base Cadaster Surveys’ by the end of 2012. In the 

‘Cadastre Campaign’ of ten years of effort, 14.5 Million cadastre parcels out of the total number of 57.5 Million has been 

surveyed, registered and put in digital databases with a total contracting cost of USD 427 Million excluding the costs of 

GDLRC in house and with an approximate cost of USD 34.01 per parcel (TKGM, 2017_1; TKGM, 2017_2).  

The lack of large scale cadastre data in urban, near urban and along the corridors of infrastructure routes, forced other 

governmental institutes such as Directorates of ‘Water Works’, ‘Roads’, ‘Rail Roads’, ‘Urban Development’ to produce 

their own large scale ‘as-is maps’ –with an almost equal content of large scale cadastre data- multiple times at the same 

locations. Compliance, edge matching, integration, finding the most current, maintenance and management of cadastre 

data created by   GDLRC and other governmental institutions is a hot problem to be resolved to meet the needs of 

developing Turkish Economy with limited resources, preparing the country for 3D/4D Cadastre as well as compliance 

with INSPIRE and national SDI initiatives and goals stated in FIG Cadastre 2014 (FIG, 2017; ISO 19152, 2012). 

 

2.3. The Updating Needs for Cadastre Data 

 
Due to the increasing cultural developments through whole country and results of some investigations on technical and 

legal aspects of the ‘Cadastre Campaign’ emerged the need for update for cadastre with problems which has been 

approved in very limited case of the Law # 3402. Since then, there has been a campaign of so called ‘Updating due to 22-

a’ which has been partly financed by a USD 203 Million of long term credit under contract with World Bank. The 

experienced cadastral update which exceeds far beyond the ‘parcels with technical surveying problems’ creates a new 

cadastre data set which only could be a very relaxed legal interpretation of Civil Code (Law # 4721) and Cadastre Law 

(Law # 3402) (TKGM, 2016; Sarı, 2017; Toker, 2016; Kaya, 2003).  
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2.4. Analysis of Court Cases on Cadastre  

 
The mistakes, observation errors, evaluation errors made by field team cause further disputes as the registration done. In 

many cases, these mistakes are recognized when a property is to be sold third person whom wants the property to be 

shown and measured in the field. Dissolving the disputes are quite difficult by the courts after several years where limited 

data is stored.  

As the base cadastre works populated the geospatial attributes in land registry, the landowners whom are aware of the 

change raised their claim during the announcement time or applied the court to resolve the dispute case. During and after 

the extensive cadastre survey campaign, the increasing tendency of the number of cases stated in the cadastre courts, is 

declining in the last 5 years. These statistical data are concerning the cadastre courts whereas the cases about claims on 

land registry are evaluated. On the other hand, the statistics about the claims concerning the objection for cadastral surveys 

just after the announcement of cadastre survey that are handled by other courts - not called cadastre courts- are not depicted 

in the graphic, because of lack of information. Starting from 2005, about 370000 cases has been conducted in Cadastre 

Courts with a decreasing trend until 2015.  

 

3. The Blockchain Technology and Its Applications on Land Registry and Cadastre 
 
The aim of using blockchain in cadastre is introducing the landowner participation into the boundary determination 

process which causes conflicts. Despite the centralized systems controlled by a single authority for land registry, 

blockchain technology provides a revolutionary system and solution having the characteristics such as decentralization, 

openness, transparent for booking land registry with assured legal guarantee for transactions of property rights. 

 
3.1. Blockchain Technology 

 
The specifications of blockchain technology makes it useable for registering such as land registry for land parcels and 

properties (Vos, 2016; Dijkstra  et.al., 2015; Chachkhunashvili, 2016; Lantmateriet-Sweden, 2016). The blockchain 

architecture is a network of nodes. Each node has same or defined rights for corresponding transactions to be executed as 

approval of all relevant nodes. All the information about accomplished or non-ended transactions are maintained in all 

relevant nodes in chains of blocks. Any manipulation such as creation of updating of a transaction needs to be approved 

by relevant nodes/participants with their cryptography (ID and KEY).  In this way, the transaction is executed and the 

registry (ledger) is updated in a safe way without a central authority. Even if a node disappears or quits from the system, 

the registry and track of transaction is safely maintained in the blockchain.  

Blockchain Database (BCDB) have the characteristics such as decentralization, immutability and management of any 

object as a registered asset. A blockchain transaction is not completed, unless all relevant nodes approve it. The blockchain 

technology comes with a trade-off between redundancy and safety of transactions. Decentralization is employed such that 

a node only stores the KEYs of other nodes which allows, thus every node keeps a registry of KEYs but not all. 

 

3.2. Blockchain and Its Use for Boundary Surveys in Cadastre 

 
Almost all, -but limited number- of previous studies and applications are using blockchain for transactions of land registry. 

Although, the aim of various efforts is different than each other, the common goal is digitization of multistep and long 

procedures without losing any information in the time-trace of land registry transactions. The secondary goal is executing 

the property transactions under eye-watch of certified authorities as well as all participants whereas the government 

applications are not so trustable.  

Cadastre observations are providing the base geospatial information and information and location about the general 

boundary. Both the surveying and stake out surveying are data source of land registry. The registrar makes the decision 

based on the information collected by the certified surveyor in the field about area, general boundary, physical and usage 

features about the property.  

Along with the technical and scientific problems and considerations in cadastre survey such as datum transformations, 

conversion between coordinate systems, considering consequences of plate tectonics, QC/QA of surveying, the quality 

control and quality assurance regarding the exact compliance with the regulations is  

These kinds of problems could be prevented by using blockchain DB. Since the number of participants and data 

content changes, the DB has to be scalable, and supporting real-time transactions and pushing relevant data to the 

interested parties on the web which are not common specifications of the traditional database architectures where the 

architecture is built on user access, efficiency, consistency and analytical capability.   

As BCDB can store, manage and manipulate any kind of data, it is particularly useful for asset transaction under 

authority of multiple parties within a common decision base. The following are some of the specifications of BCDB 

relevant with cadastre data surveying and recording. 

- Transactions for an asset are created by none/one or many participants in the BCDB.  

- The types of transactions are ‘create’ and ‘transfer’. 
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- ‘Deletion’ is generally not applicable in BCDB transactions. 

- The assets are attributed and defined as non-dissolved, non-divisible as well as divisible. 

- Transactions of an asset could be performed by mutual policy defined by the owners. 

- The authorization could consist cryptographically sign due to asset definition. 

- The transaction is verified as the conditions are satisfied due to definition of the asset. 

- Any double-transaction is prevented. 

- All the information related with an asset in a timeline and time trace are all preserved in the registry. 

 
3.3. The Data and Methods 

 
3.3.1. Introducing the Data and Problem: Boundary Dispute, Two Physical Boundaries 
 

The ‘Base Cadastre’ due to Law#3402, had been conducted in 2004, after first cadastral surveys in 1982. The surveys in 

2004 updating process comprises digitization of old cadastre maps, datum transformation and re-measuring the physical 

boundaries as well as staking the existing boundary out the field, if the boundary has no physical reference. Starting from 

2016, cadastral surveys so called ‘Updating Cadastre due to Law #3402 Item 22-A’ planned for execution. 

The parcels xxxx/4 (The parcel numbers are not given by intention) and xxxx/5 have a common physical boundary –

a stone wall- and a shared graphic representation in the cadastre data during base cadastre campaign conducted in 1982, 

(Figure 1.a and Figure 1.b). This boundary has been approved by the landowners at both sides of the bounding edge, 

namely xxxx/4 and xxxx/5. When the landowner of xxxx/5 passed away, the property sold to third party whom asked a 

certified surveyor to stake-out his land’s boundary. The concrete-metal fence has been built after the newly field 

measurement. The distance between two boundaries is 60 cm’s.  

The change in boundary with 60 cm, cause a difference of 21 m2 for the parcel for a total area of 525 m2, where the 

error limit (clearance) is 9.6 m2 ( = 0.00042 x scale x SQRT (area)), due to error threshold in cadastre applications. 

 

 
  

Figure 1.a: Parcel Boundary (General Boundary) Figure 1.b: Gap Between Two Parcel Boundaries 
 
3.3.2. A Use Case: Cadastral Survey for a Boundary 

 
In order to prevent dispute cases regarding multiple physical boundaries, the cadastre surveys need to be handled by 

approval of the participants. To handle such a problem, the rights and approval authorization for data registration and 

updating are made possible by means of a CAD/GIS data structures which keeps a registry (ledger) of transactions that 

are shared among multiple partners in a distributed network of computers. This model is called ‘Blockchain’. In the 

Blockchain framework, the partners can manipulate (add, update, delete) the registry and data in a secure way without 

the need for a central authority by using authorization right and using cryptography. In Blockchain model, the individuals 

could be enabled to access and manipulated the data whereas they are authorized along with public institutions (Bal, 2017; 

Dinh et.al., 2017; English et.al., 2016; Bartosh, 2012). 

A use case of cadastral survey for a boundary is given in Figure 2, whereas there are four stakeholders on the property. 

The land registry and cadastre are authoritative and trusted nodes in the use case. The landowners having shared 

boundaries have approval rights for the transaction. The certified surveyor is not presented here because it has been 

60 cm 
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assumed in cadastre. In the use case, one of the owners start the transaction, as cadastral survey is approved by both 

owners, the outcome is registered in the land registry book. In case of a dispute, the transaction could not be ended. In 

case of non-finalized transactions, the data is stored however nothing changes in the state.  

 

 
Figure 2: A Use case for LR and Cadastre data transaction 

 
3.3.3. Methodology: Architecture of Blockchain Cadastre Database and Data Processing 

 
There are three components which are loosely coupled, namely ‘blockchain database’, ‘middleware’ and ‘GIS/CAD’, in 

the proposed geodata enabled blockchain model.  

In the proposed architecture, there are three main components in a Land Registry and Cadastre (LR&C) Blockchain 

(BC) Node, given below. Brief explanation about the functionality of the components described below. 

 

Land Registry and Cadastre (LR&C) Blockchain Database (LR&C BC Database): This component handles the 

communication and trace of transactions. 

The LR&C BC DB is designed in three layers. These layers are  

- The LR&C BC Application: The application provides an interface for all the users such that the transactions 

are performed at three levels, namely ‘institutional’, ‘landowner’ and ‘geometry’.  

- The LR&C BC Transaction Engine Model comprises three sub models namely ‘LR&C BC Engine’, ‘LR&C 

Data Model’, ‘Community Consensus’  
- Blockchain Infrastructure: The computational infrastructure of the BC model is based on three levels and 

communication protocols between the levels, namely Ubuntu as operating system, RethinkDB as DBMS and 

BigchainDB as BC database instance. 
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LR&C Transactions Middleware (Python) : This component Synchronizes the 'LR&C BC DB' and 'Temporal 

GIS/CAD Engine for LR&C Transactions' and Maintains Common Registry (Ledger) and handles a lossless geo and non-

geo data transaction. 

Spatio-temporal GIS/CAD Engine for Land Registry and Cadastre Blockchain Transactions (GIS/CAD Engine 

for LR&C BC Transactions): This component handles the geometrical part of cadastre survey with two sub components; 

GIS for management and decision support and CAD for storing and managing high accuracy geo-data. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Architecture for Land Registry and Cadastre (LR&C) Blockchain (BC) Node 

 
In the LR&C BC Database component of blockchain architecture, there are three levels in a hierarchy to control and 

mutually decide on any transaction by approval of relevant participants in accordance with the land registry and cadastre 

organization as a trusted node watching the procedures. Each node has to have all components unless the community 

members decide in another way. For instance, the individual land owners need not to have the GIS/CAD component as a 

whole, despite other institutions which produce cadastre data such as ‘As is Map/Plan’. 

 
4. Designing and Implementing GIS/CAD Component of Blockchain Architecture for 
Cadastre 
 
The ‘Spatio-temporal GIS/CAD Engine’ has the functionality of ‘GIS Engine for Cadastre Data Management’ and ‘CAD 

Engine for Cadastre Data Management and Transaction’. The GIS module handles all data management such as approving 

a cadastre transaction, managing the changes in temporal geospatial databases with linked CAD data, booking and 

watching time traces of assets among others. The CAD module is responsible for performing the geometric part of the 

transaction unless the GIS module approves.  

Implementation of the cadastre transaction in a geo-data structure and a geodatabase in blockchain environment are 

presented in Figure 4. The realization of the physical model is accomplished in ESRI ArcGIS programming environment. 

The communication between the GIS/CAD module and the other components are handled by using tokens and triggers.  
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4.1. Designing a Geodata Transaction in Spatio-Temporal GIS/CAD Engine: Geodata Transaction at 

Data Set (Database) Level in Blockchain 

 
The blockchain database transaction at data class (a data class consists of same kind of data (features)) level in a geo-

database is handled as depicted in Figure 4. The geo-transaction is handled as follows; 

-  At epoch ti , the geometries of two parcels are at stable state.  

- As, the landowner ‘A’ of parcel ‘N1’ at node ‘Nm’ require an update, the draft geometries of the parcels are 

stored in a temporal data class where relevant data is prepared to update the parcels in case of approval by all 

parties. The parcel ‘N1’ is extended and kept in a separate data class so as the shrinking parcel ‘N2’, whereas 

these parcels are labeled as ‘#N1’ and ‘#N2’ respectively. 

- As all the relevant parties approves the transaction, the new state of the parcels are replaced with the old one in 

the current data class. In parallel process, the parcels at previous stage and the data created at update level are 

all stored in the ‘Data Class (Historical Trace)’.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. GIS/CAD Data Classes in BC Geo-Database to support geometric data transaction 

 

4.2. Process-Flow of Blockchain Cadastre (Editing)Transaction System – BCCTS 
 

Figure 5 depicts the process flow and data flow in the implemented BC Cadastre (Editing) Transaction System. Any user 

interacts with the BC Cadastre Transaction System (BCCTS) via the same interface by means of ‘KEY’ and ‘ID’. The 

users are only allowed to start/request a transaction, access the data or any other given privileges through the ‘Current 

Data’. Started transactions are maintained in ‘Temporal Data’ until all relevant parties perform their role and approve the 

transaction within a given time period or given conditions. Another transaction cannot be started for the same entity, 

unless the current one is finalized or the transaction is dropped due to a rule of ‘BC Community’. In any case; either 

successfully finalized or dropped, all data is transferred into the ‘Archive Data’ to be stored. In the prototype, the temporal 

and archive data are stored in the same physical repository. Eventually, all data in archive is linked to the property that is 

currently in use. Any data in the ‘Archive Data’ is bound to a transaction by means of transaction ID which uniquely 

identifies participants, time track as well as all the previous and next state of the entity. Besides, the BC GeoDatabase 

maintains all text and geodata during the process of interaction. The geometries are stored as in GeoJSON format with a 

link to the database. As any user requests a previous geometry, the GeoJSON data is converted into a feature that ArcGIS 

can process by using the library of NewtonSoft.JSON.  
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Figure 5: Blockchain Cadastre (Editing)Transaction System – BCCTS 

 

4.3. Implementing Geodata Transaction in BC Spatio-Temporal GIS Engine 
 

In Figure 6, the request for geometry change (boundary change) by a user and the proposed new geometry along with the 

previous old geometries are accessible by relevant users for approval. As all the parties approve the transaction, the 

approved geometry is transferred into the current data. In Figure 6, the red boundary represents the neighboring parcel, 

whereas the black boundary is the initial state of the parcel subject to transaction. The green (selected) polygon is one of 

the proposed change where the hatched green polygon with vertices is the second proposal for change. Both proposals 

are maintained in the dataset. As the trusted authority approves one of the proposals, the transaction is set and the new 

state of the parcel replaces the current state (black boundary). The current state, the proposals and any other geometry 

changes are all moved to the ‘archive dataset’.  

 

 
 

Figure 6: The Transaction Process for Approval 

4.4. The Technology Used for Implementation 

 
The prototype BC geo database has been developed on ESRI ArcGIS by using C# and libraries of ArcObjects COM 

components. The ESRI ArcObjects SDK for .NET has been used to code this application. ArcGIS GeoDatabase is 

designed to support the integrity conditions defined in the use case. As the scope of this paper is, developing a prototype 

to perform geodata transaction to prevent boundary errors, the non-relevant cadastre information is not modeled in the 

geodatabase. The interface is realized as an ArcGIS toolbox. The state of an entity, information about transactions are 
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stored in JSON, the temporal and archived geometries are stored in GeoJSON and current state of the geometries are 

stored in physical data set. Although this model seems a bit complex, this approach enables the system to maintain non-

atomic, multi-level, multi-characteristics data as a manageable package. The conversion of attribute values in the ArcGIS 

geodatabase into JSON, the open source DLL, NewtonSoft.JSON is used. The NewtonSoft.JSON serializer converts types 

of .NET and types of JSON, in between.  

 

5. Evaluation and Conclusions 
 

5.1. Evaluation 

 
Evaluation from Economical and Legislative Point of View 

The cost of at base cadastre campaign and cadastre updating survey are USD 34.0 and USD 12.0. Cost of a stake-out 

survey by certified surveyor is about USD 200-250 USD and cost of a court case which takes about three years is about 

3000 USD, if the court is not busy and stocked with court cases. These costs have been given, how the cost of determining 

boundary of a parcel, unless the cadastre surveys are conducted with qualified teams, with all relevant partners among 

others. Nevertheless, technical personnel of the local cadastre organizations are very much engaged in the requirements 

of expertise from the cadastre courts to conduct field work or submit technical report.  

Although the initial costs are very low, the succeeding costs for re-measurement by a certified surveyor is about 8 

times more, eventually the cost of a court case is about 100 times costly in case there exist a kind of dispute caused by 

low quality cadastral survey. 

Based on the legislation in the Turkish Civil Code which reads as ‘booking and maintaining register is under guarantee 

of the State’, the courts including the Constitutional Court, consider the land registry and cadastre as separate tasks and 

any mistakes in cadastre survey is not under responsibility of the State. The courts assume the land owners to have to 

know the area and boundary during transactions. In this respect, courts and Constitutional Court evaluated and made 

decisions about the cases that argue the responsibility of the State for cadastre surveys.  

 

Evaluation from the Point of Cadastre Survey and Cadastre System 

There are two physical boundaries in the field although there is unique in cadastre data, in the given case study. The 

physical boundary demarked with the stone wall is due to the cadastre works in 1982, on the other hand, the boundary 

demarked with metal fence is result of a stake out survey based on 2004 cadastre survey. This situation, indeed, can be 

extended through all parcels in the neighborhood and most probably in the whole town. 

Besides the technical, legal problems of Turkish Cadastre including the initialization started by unnecessarily detailed 

Law # 3402 and over-integration of Cadastre and Land registry under the same roof despite other examples of cadastre 

organizations from German tradition. 

There are several reasons of the case studied in this paper. Main causes of this occasion are; these are The efficiency 

considerations in the ‘base cadastre survey campaign’, the quality of cadastre processes, the over tightly integrated 

structure of the cadastre organization, the unnecessarily detailed and over-intervening characteristic into cadastre survey 

and implementations of the Law # 3402. 

 

Evaluation from the Point of Modern User Requirements 

There is increasing demand for precise cadastre data for many purposes including smart cities, digitalization of urban 

management, autonomous car navigation among others. The data created in first ‘Base Cadastre Data’ for planning, land 

development, urbanization, farming among others as well the ‘New Base Cadastre Data’ have already been used by many 

institutions, individuals Thus there is a dual, triple existence of data such that; ‘the base cadastre data’, ‘the update’ and 

‘the date created by other institutions for a particular project’. 

In the ‘digitalization’ era, the user of cadastral data are machines but not human; such as ‘navigation engine in a car’. 

In this environment of the ‘to-be-digitalized World’, the owners of data are no more centralized, data from multiple 

sources has to be reconciled for accurate decision making where a new data sharing, de-centralized data approving, quality 

assurance and data delivery model and mechanism needed. Besides, democratization and decentralization of spatial data 

among multiple institutes and even individuals compel the Global Cadastre Community to search, find and realize new 

approaches where ‘data owner is the king’.  

 

5.2. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we have introduced a case study of two physical boundaries belonging to an identical cadastre boundary 

data. This particular dispute case could only be resolved in a cadastre court after one of the landowners claim for 

unification of the physical boundary. Meantime, we have given the cost of a parcel survey at base cadastre survey 

campaign, in the updating process, a survey service provided by a certified surveyor and an average cost of a court case, 

to give the reader how the cost exponentially increases, unless a careful cadastre process implemented. Finally, we have 
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proposed a system designed on blockchain technology to prevent mistakes in cadastre survey and booking pahases where 

the landowners are participating as an equal partner in the cadastre survey and decision making process. 

The ‘GIS Engine for Cadastre Data Management’ part of the ‘Spatio-temporal GIS/CAD Engine’ component of Land 

Registry & Cadastre (LR&C) Blockchain (BC) Node is designed and implemented. The GIS module handles all aspects 

of geometry of cadastral parcel and survey and data management such as approving a cadastre transaction, managing the 

changes in temporal geospatial databases with linked CAD data, booking and watching time traces of assets among others. 

This study gives design and the implementation of ‘the GIS part’ of the component based on a given use-case which 

manages the geometry part of the BC transaction in the systems. In this respect the following has been designed and 

implemented; 

- Architecture of the Node of Blockchain Cadastre Database (BCCD) and Data Processing having three 

components namely ‘blockchain database’, ‘middleware’ and ‘GIS/CAD’, is designed and the ‘GIS/CAD’ 

component is realized. 

- The design and implementation of process flow and data flow are accomplished of the BC Cadastre (Editing) 

Transaction System. 

- The realization of the physical model of BC geo database is accomplished by using C# and ESRI ArcObjects 

SDK for .NET and libraries of ArcObjects COM components. 

- An open library of NewtonSoft.JSON is used for converting non-atomic attributes of text and geodata between 

.NET and JSON) GeoJSON. 

This study is pioneering to use blockchain technology to minimize the surveying problems caused by incautious 

considerations and application of cadastral regulations at surveying and data manipulation phases where the landowners 

are regarded as equity partners in mutual decision making. In the proposed framework, the current authority and 

hegemony of the organization for cadastre and land registry is considerably limited for the sake of landowners. In this 

respect, although the time/money efficiency of cadastral survey may decline considerably, the quality of the cadastre data 

and appreciation of landowners be increased by avoiding costs of court cases. 

The international surveying society-FIG, UN-GGIM, World Bank and international branches of national cadastre and 

land registry organizations have been helping developing and low-developed countries of which land administration is 

non existing at a rate of 70% for decades. The aid from the developed countries, societies and international organizations 

have been appreciation, though they might not goal the real problems due to lack of knowledge on cultural, traditional, 

historical, legislative, socio-economic issues. Despite great efforts from the international societies towards the developing 

countries, the goals are not easily accomplished. 

The case study in this paper is a clear example of problem characteristics in a developing country, Turkey where huge 

investments has been oriented for better cadastre and better land management in the era of digitalization and smart 

countries. Eventually, a ‘Hierarchical Blockchain Architecture for a Relaxed Hegemony on Cadastre Data Management’ 

is presented that aims at both solving a particular problem of multiple physical boundaries for an identical cadastral 

boundary data and for providing an approach to introduce the land owners into the core of cadastral decision making in 

the environment of open-data-policy, decentralization and democratization of geospatial data 
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Abstract 
 
According to the regulation about recording of Public Institutions’ estates, the Institutions have to record and report their estates [1]. 

Estates are constantly changing in terms of geometry, feature and ownership. Therefore, Public Institutions need to record and manage 

their current estates. They need estate management software that enables them to manage their data with different access levels for 

different departments. By using the software, not only the record but also the rental, selling, allocation and conveyancing businesses 

can be managed. 

 

Keywords  
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1. Introduction 
 
Kocaeli Metropolitan Municipality, one of the Public Institutions that needs to manage their estate records, have been 

using a web based Geographic Information System(GIS) and Business Process Management (BPM) software which has 

been developed by Netcad Software Co. to satisfy the management issues. Department of Estate and Expropriate have 

been following their own workflow while they are operating about estates. Renting, selling, allocation and conveyancing 

are some of the operations that needs to be managed by workflows. Estates and also the operations need to be managed 

and to show in thematic maps. Estate Information System developed as BPM integrated GIS software to manage all 

operations with the department's specific workflows. The software also enables the users to get thematic maps, warnings 

of some events and let them know what will be the next step of the work process. Users can access the data according to 

the authorization levels defined for them. Therefore, different departments can manage their process on database and the 

reports can be generated using all data. Users either get reports which related with regulation and also the other reports to 

how their manager. 

 

2. Estate Information System 
 
Location information is one of the most important part of Estate Information System (EIS). Therefore, while the software 

has been developing, a relational spatial database model is designed. Users can manage the database by using web based 

software. The software has interfaces to generate queries, show query result, look and update data. Different access levels 

must be specified for different persons. Therefore, while some persons can only show the data some others can also update 

the data. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: EIS Software Interface 
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According to the regulation about recording of Public Institutions’ estates, the Institutions have to record and report their 

estates. Estate and Expropriate Department of Kocaeli Metropolitan Municipality can automatically report their estates 

according to regulation by using the software. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: EK-2 Standard Regulation Report 

 

 

Department of Estate and Expropriate has own workflows for operating about estates. The operations that related with 

estates are: 

 Rental 

 Selling 

 Allocation 

 Conveyancing 

 Adequate Pay 

 Occupancy 

 Barter 

 

Workflows of the department integrated on the software for each operation type. Therefore, all software users can know 

which step will be come for which record. Also users can generate state based query results and export them in excel or 

html formats. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Occupancy-Adequate Pay Workflow Design of Department of Estate and Expropriate 
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Software enables users to get warnings on map screen or query results about some criterieas that they specified before. 

For example, in rental operations, users can see the estates with expired contracts and less than two months to last day of 

contract. If the operation is rental by tender, users can see which applicant can join the tender and which one is banned 

for tender. Users can also use map screen to search for estates and operations directly. Map screen can show the result as 

geometry, thematic class and basic information of the record. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Map Query Screen 

 

3. Acquirements 
 
As a result of using of EIS software, records of the estates can be kept in database according to regulation rules. Therefore, 

users can get reports automatically in the format that specified by regulation. Estate and operation data is constantly being 

updated by responsible staffs. Thanks to the relational spatial database and current data, instant verbal or spatial queries 

can be made by the software. Thematic maps and reports, the outputs of the software, provide a decision support 

mechanism for managers. 
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Abstract 
 
Umraniye Municipality, which is the first municipality to achieve Class A elevator inspection certificate from Turkish Accreditation 

Agency and they have been launched a campaign across the district with the slogan “İn çık, in çık asansör bile yorulur”.  Within this 

scope, the elevators in the buildings located in Umraniye district are inspected and certified as compliance with standards. Umraniye 

Municipality has been carrying out a project that integrates with Netcad to monitor elevator inspection activities. The purpose of the 

project is to Show the elevators in different status thematically on the map and to reach some basic meta data via this map. Elevator 

compliance status associated with building door numbers using third party software and recorded in the system consist of 4 categories: 

Red, Yellow, Blue, Green. The unique UAVT building codes for each door number and elevator control status are stored in the database 

of the third-party software. Elevator data prepared with third party software can be viewed on Netcad Netgis Map Client using Netcad 

Netgis services. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Map-assisted elevator inspection monitoring project is basically four-step process: 

 

• Creating tables and views 

• Creating base maps 

• Loading config file of module 

• Determination of user permissions 

 

2. Creating tables and views 

 
Tables and views were created to associate the verbal data of the third-party software company with the Netcad spatial 

data and display them on the map (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Creating tables and views 

 

Table Name Column Name View Name Column Name 

Elevator Objectid Keos Elevator Objectid  

Elevator Uavt code Keos Elevator Number of elevators 

Elevator Uavt building code Keos Elevator Control status 

Elevator Elevator no Keos Elevator Neighborhood name 

Elevator Control status Keos Elevator Geometry 

Elevator Validity date Keos Elevator Building Door Number Objectid  

Elevator Active/Passive Keos Elevator Building Door Number Control status 

Elevator Recording date Keos Elevator Building Door Number Geometry 

Elevator User name Keos Elevator Building Door Number Neighborhood name 

Elevator Recording status Keos Elevator Building Door Number Street name 

Elevator Geometry Keos Elevator Building Door Number Building door number 

 
  

3. Creating base maps 
 
Netcad Netgis Server Map Client was used to create and publish thematic maps according to elevator control status 

(Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Thematic map by elevator control status 

 
4. Loading config file of the module 
 

Netcad Netigma Framework was used to create queries and thematic maps based on elevator control status, address 

information and control validity date (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Address based Netigma queries 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

As a result of the project, according to matching door numbers, elevator control status is shown in red, yellow, blue and 

green colors on the map. The buildings belonging to these doors are also colored by transparent hatching according to the 

control status colors. Address based elevator control status can be queried with the menu created with Netcad Netigma 

Framework. 
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Abstract 
 
Turkey is a large country to do historic research for archaeologists, historians, and anthropologists; our country is also a very 

important region for tourism. Access to information about these areas via internet based technologies and detailed inquiries will surely 

increase the level of knowledge and consciousness about archaeological sites. For this purpose, archaeological sites in the Lycian 

region, including Antalya and Muğla districts, and a system of historic places were gathered to provide quick and practical information 

about these areas. QGIS was used as open source software in the study. First, the selected site Patara was classified with supervised 

classification, and the result has been used as an additional layer. Sentinel-2 multispectral images have been used for this purpose. 

Several available tools for WebGIS development have been used and some examples are given. These plugins are QGIS Cloud, 

Qgis2Web, Web App Builder and also Apache Server (Tomcat), Geoserver, PostGIS, QGIS, Leaflet and JavaScript, Web Application 

Builder tool in ArcGIS Desktop and ArcGIS Online. So not only plugins for QGIS were investigated, also some for ArcGIS were also 

examined with the system, it is possible to search for places on the online map and to make inquiries according to certain criteria. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Ancient places are important for understanding the history, tourism and discovering our Planet. There are a lot of historical 

places in Turkey which shows how our history is rich. Beside of having a rich history, the ancient sites need to be protected 

and transferred to the next generations. In 21. Century, the usage of internet is beneficial both for storing a big amount of 

data and also having any knowledge (Keeler 1995). In this work, ancient sites were identified and shared their information 

on the internet based system. The need of an online database is a need to explore the sites according to their location 

before visiting them. The researchers who work for ancient sites would also have benefit to using such system to share 

their knowledge with the public. In this study, we first aim to classify ancient sites for identification of the land-use 

around, secondly developing web-based GIS with use of several tools to show the several options for creating such system 

to the readers. The selected region is from Antalya and Muğla where there are a lot of ancient sites.  
 

2. WebGIS 
 

Geographical Information Systems based on the internet (Web GIS), is a system to publishing spatial data on internet and 

analyze it (Yigitcanlar 2010). WebGIS is a system which has a connection between the client and server PCs. The clients 

are the public, get the information easier, quicker, so it needs less labor force than traditional offline information systems. 

In this work, we focus on development a WebGIS system based on several available tools to share the information 

about the archaeological sites, museums etc around Antalya and Muğla where the region is called as ‘Lycia’. 

Usually, Web GIS is a structure of Client-Server using HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) to communicate based 

on TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). GIS uses Web Browser to send a command to the server.  

The server sends the results via URL (Uniform Resource Locator). A client usually uses a web browser (Aydinoglu 2002). 

Structure of Client-Server is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Structure Client-Server (Aydinoglu 2002). 
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3. Study Area  
 

The cities of Antalya and Muğla have a rich history, have hundreds of ancient sites, the hometown of many ancient Lycian 

cities, and also they natural beautiness. This makes the region very important for the tourism and understanding the 

history. The selected sites and number of visitors are listed in Table 1.  

 
Table 1: General statistics of Museums and Ruins, the number of visits for the month of May 2015 taken from Antalya 

Provincial Directorate of cultural and tourism is shown (URL 1). 
 

MUSEUM / RUINS NAME PAID VISITORS FREE VISITOR TOTAL VISIT 

(Other Records are also 

Included)  

M
U

S
E

U
M

S
 

ANTALYA MUSEUM 4.845 7.421 16.895 

ALANYA MUSEUM 1.032 2.124 3.372 

SIDE MUSEUM 2.413 2.601 6.196 

ELMALI MUSEUM  2.991 3.113 

R
U

IN
S

 

ASPENDOS 8.679 9.445 39.836 

PERGE 3.758 2.319 14.117 

PHASELIS 14.568 3.092 25.028 

CHRİSTMAS 

FATHER MUSEUM 

6.419 4.096 44.827 

ARYKANDA 639 66 852 

ALANYA CASTLE 18.328 11.046 41.357 

SIDE THEATER 9.276 5.559 18.391 

ANTALYA 

ATATURK HOUSE 

 7.480 7.840 

ALANYA ATATURK 

HOUSE 

 815 815 

MYRA 5.054 3.262 35.017 

XANTHOS 2.564 1.054 4.106 

SIMENA 2.912 64 3.951 

PATARA 6.732 2.097 11.081 

KARAIN CAVE   0 

OLYMPOS 12.642 3.153 21.474 

TERMESSOS 3.229 993 5.004 

TOTAL: 303.272 

 

As shown in Table 1, there is a high interest in museums and ruins. Therefore, the sharing the information about these 

sites would be beneficial to maintain and increase the interest.  

 

4. Application 
 
The works start with the classification of a selected region which includes an ancient site, to show the possibility to 

determine the land cover map with use of remote sensing technique. For this, Patara is selected, where located in the Kaş 

province of Antalya. This place was the capital of Lycia. at the 3rd century BC and became the popular city of “Lycia”. 

At the beginning of the 2nd century AD, after Seleucid Empire started to control “Lycia”, Patara is known as the capital 

of “Lycia”. This became formalized in 167/68 BC when Patara won autonomy against Rome and independence against 

Rhodes, and Patara became the capital of the “Lycia” League.  Patara has 3 of 6 vote rights so it shows how important 

that city is and also city has important structures like a tower, bridge, lighthouse, mausoleum, temple, theater, mayor city 
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hall, cistern, hamam. Remote sensing can be defined as collection information technology or science about an object, 

field, or natural phenomenon without direct contact with the field or natural phenomenon (Lillesand and Kiefer 1994). 

By using remote sensing methods, Patara Ancient City in Antalya was classified by supervised classification method and 

the result was transferred to the web environment. After processing, studies have reached the distribution of land cover 

and land use. The historical information of Antalya and Muğla regions, the attribute information used in the database; 

 Isim 

 Tur 

 Bulundugu_Yer 

 Koordinatlar 

 Resim 

 Onemli_Yapilar 

 Ilk_Kullanim_Donemi 

 Yaygin_Kullanim_Donemi 

 Sona_Eris 

 Onemli_Olaylar 

 Kentin_Onemi 

 Genel_Bilgiler 

 
Table 2: A sample attribute table for Patara Ancient city 

 

Isim (Name) Patara 

Tur (Kind) Antik Kent 

Bulundugu_Yer (Location) Kas/Antalya 

Koordinatlar (Coordinates) 36.261427, 29.315474 

Resim (Picture) https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6B_a7H1J_qAdTdTVzZjUEpFNnM/view 
Onemli_Yapilar (Important Structures) Kule, Köprü, Fener, Kilise, Tiyatro, Büyük Meclis Binası, Sarnic, Hamam 
Ilk_Kullanim_Donemi (First Use Period) Helenistik Dönem 

Yaygin_Kullanim_Donemi  

(Widespread Use Period) 

Roma Dönemi 

Sona_Eris N/A 

Onemli_Olaylar (Important Events) Patara Antik Kenti İ.Ö. 3.y.y.'da Ptolemaios egemenliğine girmiştir ve bu 

sayede Likya'nın önder kenti olmuştur. İ.Ö. 2.y.y.'ın başlarında Likya'nın 

Seleukos Krallığı tarafından kontrol altına alınır ve Patara Antik Kenti 

Likya'nın başkenti gibi kabul görmektedir. İ.Ö.167/68 yıllarında Patara 

Roma’ya karşı özerkliğini ve Rhodos’a karşı ise bağımsızlığını ilan eder. Bu 

bağımsızlık ve özerklik ilanından sonra Patara Likya Birliğinin başkenti 

olmuştur (URL 2). 

Kentin_Onemi (Importance an City) Likya birliğinde üç oy hakkı olan altı kent bulunmaktadır. Patara Antik Kenti 

bunlardan birisi olması nedeniyle kentin önemini göstermektedir.  

Genel_Bilgiler (General Information) <a href="http://www.antalyamuzesi.gov.tr/tr/patara-

orenyeri">http://www.antalyamuzesi.gov.tr/tr/patara-orenyeri</a> 

 

Sentinel-2 satellite image (which include NDVI, PCA, RGB TO HIS bands on the date of 22.10.2016) used for 

classification of Patara Ancient City and also night light data (DMSP-OLS-2014) and digital elevation model (DEM) 

used as additional data. Accuracy assessment was applied on the results to calculate the quality of results. Classification 

and analysis process made on ERDAS Imagine software package.  

The work focuses on the variants of usage several WebGIS plug-ins for QGIS and also ArcGIS. These plugins are 

QGIS Cloud, Qgis2Web, Web App Builder and also Apache Server (Tomcat), Geoserver, PostGIS, QGIS, Leaflet and 

JavaScript, Web Application Builder tool in ArcGIS Desktop and ArcGIS Online. 

Apache Tomcat is used to show a web page with basic html codes without any program. Tomcat is a Java Server, that 

uses javascripts which needs to be configured for Tomcat’s server options (URL 3). The application can be published on 

the internet with use of host name and domain. 

 

4.1. Qgis2web 
 
QGIS is as an open source software package. One of QGIS plugins is Qgis2Web which is used to create a Web Based 

Application. The advantage of this plugin is making a query for specific criteria from the database. Publishing of 

application on the internet is done by free domain and hosting services. Classification results of Patara Ancient City were 

added as a layer on the application. Figure 2 and Figure 3 are images from the application.  
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Figure 2: Image of the application made with Qgis2Web 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Image of the application made with Qgis2Web (Classification Layer) 

 

4.2. Qgis Cloud 
 
The second plugin used is QGUS Cloud. This application could make a query to names of historical sites but couldn’t 

make a query from the database because it is a free plugin which doesn’t contain that (In some query results there is no 

avaible information because that query only includes a place where application applied). In commercial version there is 

a query from the database, interface options, making places name which client wants. There is a limitation of usage of 

characters on attribute tables because of its information about historical places added as Google Drive links. Figure 4 and 

Figure 5 shows some sample images from the application. 
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Figure 4: Image of the application made with QgisCloud 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Query Result and Classification Layer 

 

4.3. Web App Builder (BoundlessGeo) 
 
Web App Builder is a plugin for QGIS and developed by BoundlessGeo company. This plugin used in this application. 

Historical place. That plugin provides to search historical places by names or any specific attribute from the database. 

BoundlessGeo doesn’t allow SVG format so in the application there are only icons. There are area calculations, taking 

screen shots and location information as also other applications. Classification results of Patara Ancient City is also added 

as a layer on the application. Figure 6 and Figure 7 are some sample images from the application. 
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Figure 6: Image of the application made with Web App Builder (BoundlessGeo) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Query Result and Classification Layer 

 

4.4. Web Application Builder 
 
This application is created by Web Application Builder in ArcGIS and ArcGIS online which commercial program. When 

the query made by a historical place in the attribute table, results coming from the database. Landsat 8 satellite images 

used as a background map. This application used commercial program ArcGIS as a 21 days trial version. Figure 8 and 

Figure 9 has images from the application. 
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Figure 8: Image of the application made with ArcGIS Online 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Query Result and Classification Layer 

 
4.5. Localhost  
 

This application is created by Apache Server, Geoserver, PostGIS, QGIS, Leaflet, and JavaScript. Applic drawing, 

distance calculation, and field calculation on the map. Figure 10 and Figure 11 are sample images from the application. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Image of the application 
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Figure 11: Attribute İnformation 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

In this work, we focused on the generation of WebGIS which allow querying regarding the information about Lykian 

ancient sites. Several tools were investigated with examples both for commercial and open-source plugins. The open 

source plug-ins were mainly for QGIS platform and commercial tool for ArcGIS. The work also includes showing the 

possibility to include any classification result as a layer. With this work, the researchers would benefit to get an 

introduction regarding available tools for WebGIS development and also the public would have useful information about 

the test site with the use of the developed systems. 
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Abstract 
 
Emergency health services; emergency medical care, accident, injury, etc., medical equipment support, all health services provided at the 

scene, transportation and health institutions by specially trained teams. The Emergency Service (112) health care services, has vital 

importance without exception, for each unit. Accurate and timely medical care saves lives, and the smallest delay can lead to negative 

consequences that cannot be compensated. In cases where emergency medical care is required, it is necessary to ensure that the 

appropriate treatment of the patient can be delivered to the health facility promptly and that the necessary care be carried out on time. 

The key word here is 'time', which determines the fine line between death and life. According to the World Health Organization of deaths 

accidents and injuries that occur in approximately 60% is understood to occur in the first 30 minutes. We need to know from the statistics 

and from each of our personal experiences, if necessary; Time in Emergency Health Services and its time of arrival, which is its measure, 

has a vital importance. Emergency Health Service Stations (EHS) play a key role in the reduction of the duration of accidents in emergency 

medical services. In this context, a mobilization has been initiated in order to ensure that emergency health services are carried out on 

an equal, accessible, high quality, fast and efficient basis in the country and to reduce emergency transportation time to the shortest extent 

in order to spread Emergency Health Service Stations (EHS) throughout the whole country. As the basic criteria in determining the 

numbers, capacities and locations of EHSs, which are accelerated in the direction of this mobilization. Considering the criteria carefully, 

it’s seen as a necessity beyond the convenience of using GIS facilities in station selection. Many analyzes, such as Network Analysis, 

Nearest Road, Service Area, Location-Allocation Analysis, Service Access Analysis, Population / Case Density Analysis, Value Raster 

Mapping, etc., are performed to determine the suitability of the location of Emergency Health Service Stations in Ordu and the possible 

new locations findings were presented to Ordu Provincial Health Directorate. This article was received with great interest by the 

authorities of the Health Directorate, and hoping that the results would be used immediately, and that discussing the work and its results 

would be useful for all institutions and organizations in similar pursuits. In our article, which is based on the fact that the practical 

applications that are vital in addition to scientific researchers are extremely important in order to benefit from GIS facilities at the highest 

level at the country level, Ordu Provincial Health Directorate will start by requesting the district map and will try to transfer the results 

obtained from the studies that resulted in the determination of the location of 2 stations that are planned to be done with the compliance 

of the location of 5 emergency health stations located in our city and the results of the spatial analyzes used. 

 
1. Introduction  
 

“The right to life" is sacred. This sacred right; In the 17th article of our Constitution, "everyone has the right to life, protection 

and development of their material and spiritual existence." This sacred right of protection is given to the state in the 

expression of "We allow everyone to maintain his / her life in body and soul health" in Article 56 of our Constitution. To 

ensure that emergency medical services are carried out equally, in an accessible, quality, fast and efficient manner in the 

country, in order to be able to fulfill this responsibility towards the citizens of the State, Emergency Health Stations. 

Emergency Health Stations; are the units established with the approval of the proposal and the governor's office of the 

directorate as a result of the examinations carried out in accordance with the criteria specified in Article 11 of the Emergency 

Health Services Regulation with the aim of providing urgent health services and medical intervention. However, in case of 

need, the station can be opened with the proposal of the governorships and with the approval of the Ministry outside the 

provincial borders. The criteria for the determination of the station locations are given in Article 11 of the related regulation; 

 

a) The targeted population to be served is at most fifty thousand people, 

b) Difficulties of transportation possibilities, 

c) the frequency of incidents requiring emergency assistance, 

d) The number of traffic and work accidents and the frequency of similar incidents. 

 
For many years, it has been seen that only the population density criterion cannot meet the demand, and it is frequently 

mentioned by the decision makers that traffic density and topographical parameters, especially accessibility in site selection, 

require scientific models to be added to the account. 

The criteria set out in the Regulation are the ones that are prominent in health service delivery, it is understood that it is 

almost a necessity to use GIS tools in station selection when considering parameters such as transportation lines, 

accessibility, traffic density, alternative routes, case density, population density. The process starting from Ordu Provincial 

Health Directorate's municipality GIS Branch Directorate with the city map request has resulted in the determination of 

alternative locations determined by spatial analysis. In this study, the spatial analyzes used in this process and the results 

obtained will be tried to be shared. 
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1.1. Emergence of Project Idea 
 

It has been stated that the city map is needed for the determination of two planned EHS sites to be established in our province 

in interviews with Ordu Provincial Health Directorate officials. It is explained with examples that the place they try to make 

to the authorities can be done easily, quickly and reliably with GIS facilities, alternative scenarios can be created, causality 

can be understood by everyone. 

 
1.2. Objectives of the project 

 
The aims of working as a result of the negotiations summarized above; 

1. Examination of the appropriateness of the selection of the 5 available emergency health stations in Ordu Province, 

2. Determination of the most suitable place for the planned 2 stations 

a. The location of existing stations will not change, 

b. According to the assumption that the position of existing stations may change respectively. 

 
1.3. Project Action Steps 
 

 Placing the problem 

 Data Analysis and Data Need Determination 

 Collection of Data 

 Detection of Analysis Methods to be Used 

 Preparing the data for analysis 

 Performing Analysis 

 Obtaining Preliminary Results 

 Production of alternative solutions 

 Discussions with Authorities of Provincial Health Directorate 

 Reporting of Results Obtained 

 

2. Preparing the Data and Analyzes Made 
 
After the problem has been revealed, it has been tried to determine the necessary analysis for the solution. Analyzes planned 

to be used; 

 

 Network Analysis (Nearest Road, Service Areas) 

 Traffic Density 

  Location - Allocation 

 Density Analyzes (Population Density and Case Density) 

 Geographical Statistics and Interpolations (Krigging and IDW) 

 Rasterization 

 Creating Value Raster 

 Raster Calculator 

 

It was researched as to what data could be obtained from the data requirement and the data collection phase was started. 

Establishment of topology, filling of attribute fields (min, max, average speed etc.), creation of Network Dataset, data 

collection of satellite images and traffic intensity maps according to working limits are prepared for analysis to be done. 

Emergency Health Stations (EHS) located in Altınordu District, which is determined as the study area, are processed on the 

map and all the roads are added to the same map. 

 

                    Figure 1: EHS Stations                                                   Figure 2. EHS Stations and Road Network 
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For each road, the minimum, maximum, and average speed values for each road have been determined, taking into 

consideration parameters such as road coverage, road width and road geometry. Using the path length and average speed 

values, the transition time value for each path is calculated in seconds. 

Figure 3: EHS Stations                                                                           Figure 4: EHS Stations and Road Network 

Traffic lights and light-induced delays have been added to the corresponding routes. Each traffic light has a delay time 

of 15 seconds for each road at 150 meters’ distance, and a delay time of 5 seconds for each turn at 30 meters’ short distance 

return. Thus, the transition times for all paths are calculated by summing the delay times due to the average speed, signaling 

and rotation for each path. 

 

Figure 5: No. 1 EHS Access Map                                                    Figure 6: No. 2 Average Access Map 
 

A Spatial Network Database (Network Dataset) has been created in order to perform network analysis which is one of 

the spatial analysis methods used in Geographic Information Systems applications. Using this data set, access time maps 

were prepared for each existing EHS using Service Area analysis method which is another spatial analysis method. These 

access time maps prepared for each of the 5 existing EHSs are converted into "Raster" format; the specific access time values 

of any point within each access area are calculated. 

Due to the fact that all EHSs have an ambulance due to the necessity of EHSs to back up each other, "Case Density" 

maps were created by adding parameters such as case numbers and population. When the "Case Density" map is examined, 

it is understood that 30% of the cases are carried out in Yeni, Şahincili and Bucak Districts. It is seen that about half of the 

cases are realized in these five districts with the inclusion of Akyazı and Karşıyaka neighborhoods in these neighborhoods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7:  Case Density Map 
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The five Access Raster maps created for the existing five ASAs are combined into a single "Value Raster" by combining 

them with the raster calculator method. Thus, an average access time map was created for any point within the county 

boundaries where all EHSs were considered. As a result of the analyzes made, it was observed that the five existing EHSs 

were highly suitable and could be intervened in case of normal traffic flow and 15-minute access time under current case 

distribution conditions.  

 Further analysis has been carried out for the question of where is the most suitable place for two (2) EHSs planned to be 

established so that EHSs can back up each other and access times are further reduced. 
 

Figure 10: Location - Allocation for Five Compulsory Two Candidate Stations 

 

In addition to the analyzes described above, "Location-Allocation" has been done. In this analysis, 2500 candidate points, 

5 of which are "mandatory", were tried to be reduced to 586 by the reduction analyzes and the two most suitable places were 

determined. 

 

 

Figure 8:  Access Map (All EHSs Separate)                              Figure 9: Average Access Map (All EHSs Together) 
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Figure 11: Most likely locations for two candidate stations 

 

During the ten-minute access time, 10,725 routes were created by analyzing a total of 7 EHSs, 5 of which were 

"compulsory" and 2 of which were "candidates" and the two most favorable destinations were selected as the result of 

choosing from the fields on the adjacent map. 
 

Figure 12: Location - Allocation Analysis for Seven Candidate Stations 

 

For the assumption that the location of the existing Stations may change, the Location-Allocation Analysis is now based 

on 7 "candidate" EHSs, with the identified candidates near the current stations. 

 
Acknowledgements 
 
According to demand from Ordu Provincial Health Directorate, it has been tried to determine whether the selection of 5 

Emergency Health Service Stations (EHS) existing in Ordu Province is appropriate by using GIS facilities. As a result of the 

analyzes made, it is understood that the 5 existing EHS's locations are positioned to provide the minimum intervention time. 
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The location of the two EHSs planned to be established in the second phase of the workshop is determined so that existing 

EHSs can be observed. Findings obtained from the analysis results were discussed with the health professionals, new analysis 

was repeated in the direction of the new demands and new analyzes and questions were tried to reach the best result. 

Repeated Analysis - Additional Demand - Correction - As a result of the analysis cycle; It has been determined that the 

two most suitable locations for the EHSs to back up each other and to withdraw their access time are the areas shown in the 

Karsiyaka neighborhood and the Selimiye neighborhood and shown by the point clusters on the map. 

By using the powerful and dynamic tools of GIS, it is possible to express EHS's place choice in an objective, fast and 

accurate manner, as well as in a way that everyone can understand the justifications for the selection made. It is also very 

important to convince the public about the correctness of the decisions taken, as well as making the right decisions for many 

institutions that produce services, especially in the public sphere. In this context, GIS provides great ease in making correct 

decisions with the analysis possibilities it provides, while also making it easy to express the decision made by the generated 

maps on the other hand. 

As a result of the studies made with Ordu Provincial Health Directorate; It is once again understood how important it is 

to bring together a massive mass of people, such as GIS, with a narrow and enclosed landscape that GIS is trapped in to 

ensure the necessary benefits at the country level. In addition to scientific research and studies, it is considered necessary to 

develop practical, solution-oriented and useful applications that are crucial to bringing GIS to more people's lives. 
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Abstract 
 
Nowadays, technology in every field is developing rapidly.  As a result, the applications and field studies in Geomatics Engineering have 

been also reflecting the impacts of technology. In the past, two-dimensional geographical information systems based on the level of 

development of technology have begun to transform into three-dimensional GIS depending on the rapid development of computer systems 

today. In this study, it is aimed to design three dimensional CGA model, web based geographical information system for A, B, C, D, E, F 

blocks where lecture halls and staff rooms in Civil Engineering Faculty at Yildiz Technical University are available. For this purpose, 3 

dimensional models were created by using the Computer Generated Architecture (CGA) Shape infrastructure, which was produced with 

the help of the CityEngine software that ESRI company started to market in 2008. Three-Dimensional Geographical Information System 

was established by adding verbal information belonging staff rooms and lecture halls. The created model was then broadcast using ArcGIS 

Online service. In the running project at present the properties of the faculties can be queried by displaying the Civil Engineering Faculty 

buildings in 3D, searching for the attributes, and selecting lecture halls or staff rooms in the project. 

 

Keywords:  

3D CBS, CGA, CityEngine 

 
1. Introduction 

 
Many public institutions have made significant progress in the widespread use of two-dimensional web-based geographic 

information systems. In the geomatics engineering departments of the universities, the students have carried out two-

dimensional GIS studies in different subjects. Some of them are graduate and undergraduate studies in the Department of 

Photogrammetry, at Yildiz Technical University. Some of these studies have been published as articles in various journals. 

It is a GIS study (Bakırman and Gumusay, 2011) that makes it easy for the students who will take their university entrance 

exams at Yildiz Technical University can easily access the information related to their exam rooms on the university campus. 

In another two-dimensional study, the systems for the lecture halls and staff rooms of the Faculty of Economics and 

Administrative Sciences (Ozgun and Gumusay, 2016) and the Faculty of Civil Engineering (Gursoy etc. 2017) were designed 

in two dimensions and published online web-based ArcGIS. Although two-dimensional GIS meets the needs of many 

studies, it is possible to model the objects in a realistic way with 3D geographic information systems (Karas et al., 2010). 

As the internet speed increases and software programs improve, interest in 3D and web-based applications has increased. In 

this study, the steps of a three-dimensional and web-based study and the results obtained will be explained. 

 

2. 3D Model 
 

In order to create a 3D model, the model must be defined using X, Y, Z coordinates showing. For additional details, 3D 

model has to be defined using texts and photographs belonging to the facades. 

 
2.1. Computer Generated Architecture (CGA) 
 

Structural modelling is a method used in 3D modelling with the use of CGA, which is a formal grammar. In this method, 

3D models are composed of codes representing them instead of drawing (Nielsen 2007). CGA Shape grammar is a 

programming language used to analyze and construct architectural works (Mathias 2011). 

In 1971, George Stiny wrote the idea of the language with a shape-based program in his famous article "Shape Grammars 

and the Generative Specification of Painting and Sculpture". Structural grammar, similar to the grammar of form, presented 

to the linguistic committee in 1972. Every n-dimensional figure created on this level is assigned to a letter, and the letters to 

be assigned are arranged side-by-side in one dimension (Bao 2013). 

When we arrived in 2003, the split grammar was introduced in an article entitled "Instant Architecture" which was written 

by Wonka, Wimmer, Sillion and Ribarsky. 

Divided grammar is a special programming language used to describe forms. Significant lines of code to be written in 

this dile allow automatic modeling of buildings. These ideas and developments can contribute to the creation and production 

of large-scale urban models of CGA grammar (Stiny 1972). 

In 2008, Markus Lipp made a major contribution to structural modeling by working actively on the editing of formal 

grammar. Explained an interactive method for writing a form programming language with drawing in his paper. With this 

method, you do not have to write code strings, but create them by drawing.  

mailto:fatihsazan@yahoo.com
mailto:gumusay@yildiz.edu.tr
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This method has been used successfully in the construction of architectural models by using the programming language with 

structural techniques. Due to the written language behind the method, it is necessary to learn some computer knowledge to 

use this method (Wonka 2003). 

In summary, the most effective and efficient language format programming to be used today in the modeling of urban 

and large areas is becoming a CGA language. The CityEngine, which is a program that successfully uses form grammar with 

structural modeling, will be used in this project to create the CGA model of the faculty building in the application area. 

 
3. Application 
 
The requirements have been determined for the application first. It is intended to design a response to these requirements. 

The need for this study is the creation of the 3D model of the building of the Faculty of Civil Engineering, entrance of verbal 

data, and 3D publication from the Internet. Modeling will be done with Computer Generated Architecture (CGA). 

Summarize the implementation steps; 

 

 Building architectural projects, collection of verbal information and capture of facade and texture photographs for 

3D model and analysis of differently designed places in architectural project 

 Editing of CAD files 

 Creating wall footprints from edited CAD files and throwing polygons into them 

 Performing geographical referencing of the resulting footprints and polygons (moving them to their actual location 

and correcting the scale) and also entering the attribute information of these polygons 

  Determining the facades that will have the same model for the CGA rules that will be used in building 3D models, 

this step is the most time consuming part of the project. In this step a good analysis should be done to model the entire 

building with as few rule files as possible. 

  Finally, accessing the project via the internet 

 

3.1.  Application Area 

 

The lecture halls in the Faculty of Civil Engineering and staff rooms lecturing in that faculty were selected as the application 

area (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Application area 

 

3.2. System Design 

 

For the system; firstly the hardware and software required were selected. For this purpose, a computer with i5 processors, 8 

GB ram, Nvida GTX970 features were used. The publishing process has benefited from a server-capable computer. 

CityEngine, Microstation, ArcGIS Online and Windows Server 2012 R2 software were used in the system. 

 

3.3. Application Data 
 

 The architectural project of the building to be modeled (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: The architectural plan of the Faculty of Civil Engineering on its 2nd floor 

 
 In the application area, a mobile phone was used for taking photos. Taking as many photographs of the building 

as possible the building enabled us to analyze them during the modeling step.  This made the shape and texture of 

the model close to the original form. In Figure 3, a photograph taken for this purpose and the resulting tissue image 

of the photographed image are shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: On the left, the tissue is shown and the tissue created by cropping is shown on the right 

 

 

Figure 4: An image taken from the building is shown on the left and an image from the model is shown on the right  
 

 The collection of information about the purpose of using the halls and the room owner in the building. 
 

Table 1: The excel form which the information about the rooms was available 
 

 
 

  Orthophoto map of the application area 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Image of orthophoto map of the region 

Faculty Name Section Department Room Number Owner E-Mail Phone Number

İnşaat Fakültesi Harita Mühendisliği Fotogrametri A Blok-Kat 2-52 Doç.Dr. Ümit GÜMÜŞAY gumusay@yildiz.edu.tr + 90 212 383 53 30

İnşaat Fakültesi Harita Mühendisliği Fotogrametri A Blok-Kat 2-53 Prof.Dr. Bülent BAYRAM bayram@yildiz.edu.tr + 90 212 383 53 29
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3.4. Implementation steps 
 

The plans for the construction faculties' floors in the .dwg format, which are required for the planned 3D web based system, 

have been obtained from Construction Office at Yildiz Technical University. 

 

Arrangement of the floor plans 

 

Layers that will not be used for the floor plans, but will be used in creating wall footprints have been cleaned using CAD 

software Microstation (Figure 7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Architectural plan is shown on the left, the view from the cleaned layers is shown on the right side 

 

The lines shown in Figure 7 form the polylines of the building walls and the reason for the cuts is to clean the structures 

during the cleaning step (window, glass panels, doors etc.). 

 

Creating a Wall Footprint 

 
Cleaned floor plans were transferred to ArcMAP environment to create wall footprints. Polylines were converted into 

polygons (Figure 8). And the attributes of the rooms were entered into these polygons. 

 

 

 

 

                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 8: Floor plan in the form of polyline is shown on the left and it has converted into polygon on the right. 

 

At the end of this step, we have designed a 2D GIS system. After this step, the 2D GIS system that is built up will be 

integrated into the building model of the building and a system will be made to created 3D dimensional analysis. 
 

Solid model 
 

For creating the three dimensional solid model of the building, the rules in CityEngine programmer were written. It was 

made by writing the rules in the CityEngine program to create the 3 dimensional solid model of the building. The lines on 

the left below are the part of the rule file, and the part on the right is the solid model. 
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attr Floor_Height = 4.5 

attr Exterior_Visibility = 1 

Pen_Renk = "#1b8bb4" 

SDuvar_Renk = "#e5dfae" 
@startrule 

Lot --> 

 extrude(Floor_Height) 
 Floor 

Floor--> 

comp(f){object.front:FrontFacade | object.back:Back | 
 object.left : LeftFacade | object.right : RightFacade |object.top : top } 

FrontFacade-->  

color(151,255,255) 
RightFacade --> // Acık Mavi    

   split(x){ 1.5 : A | { ~1.2 :A | 3 : B |~1.2: A }* | 1.5 :A }                                              Figure 9: The pattern of the facade. 
 

B --> // window 

  split(y){~1 : C | 2 : D | ~1.6 : F } 
D -->  split (y){~0.5: K | 1.7 : H | ~0.5 : K } 

A -->split(y){~1 : C | 2 : DX | ~1.6 : F } 

DX --> setupProjection(0,scope.xy,0.8,1)    projectUV(0)  texture("metal.png")      
 F --> setupProjection(0, scope.xy, 0.8 ,1) projectUV(0)  texture("metal.png") 

C -->setupProjection(0, scope.xy, 0.8 ,1) projectUV(0) texture("metal.png")  

H -->split (x){~0.5: K | 2.6 : I | ~0.5 : K } 
I --> split (y){~0.2: G | 1.6 : J | ~0.2 : G } 

J --> split (x){~0.2: G | 2.5 : L | ~0.2 :G }  

L --> split (x){0.1:M|0.7:N|0.1:S|0.7:O|0.1:S|0.7:N|0.1:M} 
M -->split (y){{0.1:P|~0.6:Q}*| 0.1:P} 

N -->  split (y){{0.1:P|~0.6:R}*| 0.1:P}  

 
We created the height values in the CityEngine environment to obtain the image on the left in Fig. 10. The image on the 

right in Fig. 10 by adding the shp files is obtained from the application of the solid model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Image of 2D layers is shown on the left and the solid model as shown on right 

 

After applying the rule files created in all 2D layers, the 3D model was created as shown in Fig. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11: Image from solid model 
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Publishing the project via the internet 
 

ArcGIS online platform was used to publish the project on the internet. The project can be actively accessed via 

http://www.gis.yildiz.edu.tr/YTUInsaat3B.html. 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12: The image of the site on the link is shown on the left and the image of the application is shown on the right 

 

Sample Analysis from the application 

 

The application publish on the Internet can be accessed by any internet browser (Figure 13). 

 

 
 

Figure 13: View from browser application 

      

By clicking on the eye icon next to the floors that are separated from the layers on the right side of the scanner, the active 

layers can be closed and the analysis of the required column can be performed (Fig. 14). 

 

http://www.gis.yildiz.edu.tr/YTUInsaat3B.html
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Figure 14: View from the closed roof of the application 
        
The information about the rooms lecture halls, laboratories on the model can be obtained by selecting the place with the 

mouse cursor (Figure 15). 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Inquiry of one of the rooms belonging to the staff members 

 

 
You can query the search bar by writing attributes such as name and room number. The result of the interrogation can be 

observed on the 3D model or read from the verbal information that comes below the search bar (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16: View from sample query with search bar 

 

4. Results 
 
This study was selected as one the top 10 projects in ESRI Turkey, young scholars, 2017 competitions and presented in 

Ankara. In this study, a 3D web based GIS model of the YTU Faculty of Civil Engineering was established. This work 

contributes to the definition of the Civil Engineering Faculty Building at Yildiz Technical University. It is also aimed to find 

the rooms and lecture halls more easily and to be able to make inquiries. Creating 3D models of the huge construction 

projects beforehand is a good way to monitor and control all the processes in the projects. While marketing new construction 

projects, 3D modelling brings a lot of advantages. 
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Abstract 
 
The projection of sphere to plane requires a map projection. Because it is impossible to transfer the sphere to plane without 

deformation, which is a geometric shape that cannot be directly transferred. The deformations vary depending on the shape of the 

designed projection grid. Depending on the purpose of the map, map projections can be designed by keeping some deformations 

between acceptable limits. While cartographers fulfill these tasks, they have tried very different methods. They produced very different 

map projections by changing the perspective properties of the projection geometry, including manual and graphical designs or trial 

and error methods, or by varying the magnitudes and directions of deformations with mathematical relations. In the light of these 

centuries-old productions and accumulations, these studies have now been moved to the computer environment, and many cartographic 

works including map grid designs have begun to be carried out through software. Today, it is possible to come across a series of 

software on the academic platform to recognize, produce and study map projections. Bernhard Jenny's Flex Projector software is one 

of them. In this study, three different projections defined by table values of Russian cartographer G.A.Ginzburg, which is not included 

in Flex Projector program software library, have been implemented. It is intended to introduce the software and provide hints for 

effective use and also tried to encourage our colleagues to develop different projection processes to achieve alternative results, which 

are trying to develop appropriate projection parameters for their own use. 

 
Keywords  

Map Projections, Flex Projector, Ginzburg 

 
1. Introduction 
 
Map projection is the transfer of the entire or some part of the physical earth to the plane by establishing mathematical 

relationships and/or geometric relationships with the help of intermediary surfaces such as cone, cylinder and plane. The 

deformations that occur in this process vary according to the surface of the projection, the shape and the location of the 

center. Angle, area or length elements can be protected in the projection. When these elements are not protected, certain 

amounts of deformations occur in each case. These deformations are shaped in the direction of use of the projection. All 

features must be taken into account when designing the projection.  

      World map projections with table values can be designed in Flex Projector program and the obtained projections can 

be evaluated. Ginzburg IV, V and VI projections were introduced and their applications were made on the program. 

Distortion values of Ginzburg IV, V and VI projections; deformation aberrations, distortion curves and acceptance indices 

were visualized.  

 
2. Flex Projector 
 
Flex Projector is a free and open-source program that allows you to create world map projections and work on many 

operating systems. Developed by Bernhard Jenny at the ETH Zurich Cartography Institute with the help of Tom Patterson 

from the US National Park Service. The interface of the program allows users to easily change many world map 

projections; It also allows you to make totally new projections with little adjustments. It specializes in cylindrical (real) 

and pseudocylindrical (unreal) projections as well as conical projections. User interface is created based on Robinson 

projection design. It is designed as a tool for students, academicians and scientist who are interested in cartography. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Flex Projector interface 
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3. Ginzburg Projections 
 
G.A. Ginzburg, Russian Cartographer, he worked as a cartographer at Russia Research Institute of Geodesy, Aerial 

Survey, and Cartography (CNIIGAiK). Ginzburg produced six projections which are Ginzburg IV, V, VI, VII (polyconic 

projections), Ginzburg VIII (pseudocylindrical projection) and Ginzburg III (pseudoazimuthal projection). (Ginzburg & 

Salmanova, 1957). 

 
3.1. Properties of Projections 
 
Map projection designs often carry symmetry features. Central meridian and equator are the axes of this symmetry. 

Intervals of meridians and define of using these values the definition of the border meridian is equivalent to the description 

of the map projection. This definition is sufficient for only a quarter sphere. Designers who produce map projections with 

table values used these features. Projections of Ginzburg IV, V and VI carry similar features. Table values and 

deformations are different from each other. All of them are lenticular, modified polyconic projection. Their central 

meridian is 0o Greenwich Meridian and there are no mathematical equations that define projections. There are table of 

plane coordinates with 10o intermittent geographic latitude and longitude values. They have not angle, area and length 

protection. Figure 2, 3 and 4 shows Ginzburg IV, V and VI projections. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Ginzburg IV (CNIIGAiK 1939-1949) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Ginzburg V (CNIIGAiK1950) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Ginzburg VI (CNIIGAiK BSE) 
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3.2. Table Values of Ginzburg Projections 
 
According to Russian sources, the table values of the Ginzburg Projections are in the form of x, y coordinates 

corresponding to latitude and longitude values of 10o intervals. 

 
Table 1: Table values of Ginzburg V projection  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the Flex Projector program, the corresponding x and y coordinates of 0o and 180o longitude points and the intersection 

points of latitude values between 0o-90o are used. These coordinates are the plane coordinates. For the equatorial distances 

of the parallels, the values of 180o longitude are used instead of the values of x in the central meridian. This is because 

the equatorial distance of the parallels is shortened along the other longitudes while the end points of the parallels remain 

constant for 180o after the bend parameters are set. 180o longitude for the lengths of the parallels and y values 

corresponding to the intersection points of the latitudes are used. The ratio of the values of the middle meridian to the 

values of x in the 180o longitude are used for the bends of the parallels. 

 
Table 2: Used table values of Ginzburg IV projection 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Flex Projector program requires 5o table values. Interpolation was performed for this reason and intermediate values 

were found. In Newton Interpolation tables created in Excel, 5o interval values were calculated by using 10o interval table 

values of Ginzburg projections. The y values corresponding to the intersections of the latitudes between 5o and 85o with 

the longitudes of 0o and 180o with the x values corresponding to the intersections with the longitude of 180o were found 

as the interpolation result. 
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Table 3: The last values of Ginzburg IV used in the program 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.1. Newton Interpolation Method 

 
 
     When table values are given as: 

 
 

xi x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 

g(xi) g(x1) g(x2) g(x3) g(x4) g(x5) 

 
 

 

     When the differences Δx = xi-xi-1 are constant, the consecutive differences are calculated as follows; 

 
 

x f[x] f[,] f[,,] f[,,,] f[,,,,] 

x1 g(x1)     

  g(x1,2)    

x2 g(x2)  g(x1,2,3)   

  g(x2,3)  g(x1,2,3,4)  

x3 g(x3)  g(x2,3,4)  g(x1,2,3,4,5) 

  g(x3,4)  g(x2,3,4,5)  

x4 g(x4)  g(x3,4,5)   

  g(x4,5)    

x5 g(x5)     

 
     Along with; 
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g(x1,2)=[g(x2)-g(x1)]/x2 

   g(x1,2,3)=[ g(x2,3)-g(x1,2)]/x3 

g(x2,3) =[g(x3)-g(x2)]/x2    g(x1,2,3,4) =[ g(x2,3,4)-g(x1,2,3)]/x4 

   g(x2,3,4)=[ g(x3,4)-g(x2,3)]/x3   g(x1,2,3,4,5)= [ g(x2,3,4,5)-g(x1,2,3,4)]/x5 

g(x3,4) =[g(x4)-g(x3)]/x2    g(x2,3,4,5) =[ g(x3,4,5)-g(x2,3,4)]/x4 

   g(x3,4,5)=[ g(x4,5)-g(x3,4)]/x3 

g(x4,5) =[g(x5)-g(x4)]/x2 

 
     As a result, newton interpolation polynomial for a given x value is obtained as; 

 
g(x)= g(x1)+ g(x1,2)*(x-x1)+ g(x1,2,3)*(x-x1)*(x-x2)+ g(x1,2,3,4)*(x-x1)*(x-x2)*(x-x3)+ g(x1,2,3,4,5)*(x-x1)*(x-x2)*(x-x3)*(x-x4) 

(Press, Flannery, Teukolsky & Vetterling, 1989). 

3.3. Parameters of Ginzburg Projections 

 
In the Flex Projector program, the lengths of the parallels and the equatorial distances must be between 0, 1. For this 

reason, for the equatorial distances of the parallels, before entering the parameters, the x value corresponding to the 

intersection of 90o latitude and 180o longitude is considered 1 and the other x values are calculated according to this value. 

For the lengths of the parallels, the y value 1 corresponding to the intersection of 0o latitude and 180o longitude is accepted 

and the other y values are calculated according to this value. When the twist of parallels is calculated, the x values 

corresponding to the intersections of 0o and 180o longitudes of all latitudes are grouped as x1 and x2, and the ratio x1/x2 

is calculated. Since Ginzburg Projections have parallel convex curvature, this ratio is subtracted from 1 to find bending 

values. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Ginzburg IV Parameters in Flex Projector interface 

 
    In addition, the height-to-width ratio is calculated by the ratio of the length of the middle meridian to the length of the 

equator in order to produce projections correctly. 

    Once the parameters are entered, the projections shown in the interface are exported as a map in PNG format. The 

projections were drawn with 10o latitude and longitude intervals. The projections were drawn with 10o latitude and 

longitude intervals. All operations were done for Ginzburg V and VI projections. 
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Figure 6: Ginzburg IV (Flex Projector) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Ginzburg V (Flex Projector) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8: Ginzburg VI (Flex Projector) 
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4. Distortion (Deformation) 
 
After the parameters are entered in the Flex Projector program, the deformations in the project are visible in the distortion 

table. The weighted average error for scale, area and angle distortion is calculated in two ways: all fields and only the 

continental areas. In addition, there are a customizable acceptance index that integrates areal and angular distortion, 

visualization of the acceptance index, interactive sections to generate distortion profiles, and diagrams with derivatives 

of flex curves. These four tools allow visualization and evaluation of the distortion model of the projection (Jenny and 

others, 2010). Richard Capek sums up these projections by creating a distortion table Q for about 100 projections used to 

produce world maps. This table created the parameters of the projections, the distortion formulas, the distortion values 

tables for the limited amount of points and the distortion lines drawn on the square networks. The distortion 

characterization Q is the acceptance Q index in the Flex Projector program. 

 
Table 4: Ginzburg IV Distortion Table 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     In the order of the Richard Capek's Q-index (characterization) table, the Ginzburg V projection is ranked 1 st among 

the 100 projections and the Ginzburg IV projection is ranked 49 th (Capek, 2001). While this table is being generated, 

the Q index is calculated in some projections by cartometric and in some by computer. There are projections calculated 

by both methods. The best projections according to the Q index are those with over 80% value. In Capek's table, the 

values of the Ginzburg Projections were calculated using only cartometric processing. Ginzburg's Q-indexes are also 

found in Flex Projector and are written on the table so that they can be compared with cartometric values.(Table 5). 

 
Table 5: List of projections according to Q index (with percentage values) 
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4.1. Tissot Indicatrix (Deformation Ellipses) 
 
The classic way of showing a deformation of projection naturally is to use tissot indicatrix. Deformation ellipses are 

shown with 30o intervals. Moving away from equator, the ellipses grow, indicating that the deformation increases in high 

latitude regions. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Deformation Ellipses of Ginzburg IV 

 
4.2. Area and Angle Distortions 
 

Distortion states lengths, fields, and angles, and the value changes constantly from point to point (Capek, 2001). The 

equidistance value between curves is chosen as 5o for angular distortion curves. Distortion curve maps show where 

maximum angular distortions occur (Figure 10). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10: Maximum angular distortion curves of Ginzburg IV 
 
Moreover, for showing the areal distortion the equidistance value between curves was chosen as 0.5 (Figure 11). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11: Maximum areal distortion curves of Ginzburg IV 
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4.3. Acceptance Index 
 
Flex Projector provides visualization of acceptance indexes. Areas with acceptable angle and area distortions are shown 

on the projections. These regions are delimited by curvilinear regions, with 67 to 150% areal distortion and angular 

distortion below 40 degrees. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12: Acceptance Index of Ginzburg IV 
 

5. Conclusion 
 
Depending on the purpose of the map, some deformations can be designed with acceptable boundaries. Deformations of 

map projections vary according to the properties of the intermediary surface. Ginzburg projections have been produced 

in several different ways, taking care that the deformations occurring in angle, area and length elements are at minimum 

levels. Before the technological tools were used frequently, these projections were obtained by cartometric processing 

methods. With the rapid spread of technology in mapping, computer software developed to design map projections easily 

has made it possible to recreate some of the projections produced in the past with new methods. The Flex Projector 

program was developed with inspiration from the Robinson projection defined by table values. Projections of Ginzburg 

IV, V and VI, like the Robinson, can be easily implemented on the program because they are defined with table values. 

It is possible to design new projections by making adjustments on the famous world map projections registered in the 

library. In addition, it allows the generation of old or new projections with specific parameters.  

    The Flex Projector encourages the user to develop appropriate projection parameters, get into the solution process to 

get the right result, and improve the knowledge about map projections. Ginzburg projections, which are designed 

automatically in the Flex Projector program, have been designed by different people in different ways before. The design 

of Ginzburg projections according to this work are almost identical to the previous designs both graphically and as 

distortion values. Other projections that are not included in the library of the Flex Projector software can be similarly 

design. 
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Abstract 
 
Sustainable water resources management in the catchment scale primarily requires an accurate determination of potential of the water 

resources. In this context, in order to calculate the hydrological water budget with less uncertainty, it is important to have a 

representative hydrometeorological observation network in the basin, which provides reliable estimates of the hydrological cycle 

components at basin scale.  Based on this fact, Geographic Information System (GIS) will help construction of a decision support 

mechanism of the water resources management. Precipitation is the main source of water resources potential. To estimate the spatial 

distribution of precipitation over hydrologic basin, some approaches are developed based on different methods. However, these 

different methods give different. In the meantime, the relation between the elevation and precipitation and snow melt affect the 

calculation of the water resources potential. In this study, following the spatial distributions of the precipitation in Cankurtaran and 

Çay sub-catchment in Akarçay Basin by using GIS, runoff values calculated by curve number method are compared with the measured 

runoff. Precipitation dependency on elevation and the snow melt effect on calibration runoff are demonstrated and finally the 

importance of the hydrologic representativeness of the hydrometeorological network will be emphasized.  

 
Keywords  

Hydrometeorological observation network, water potential, GIS, sustainability 

 
1. Purpose 

 
Within the content of the doctorate thesis “Groundwater Body Delineation with Approach of Interactive Systems to 

Sustainable Groundwater Management, Case Study: Akarçay Basin”, it has been noticed that observed precipitation was 

less than sum of both calculated potential evapotranspiration and calculated runoff. In that case, it has been stated that 

only precipitation value shouldn’t be considered for calculation of basin water potential especially groundwater aspect. 

Otherwise component of water budget doesn’t reflect real situation. So, it is important to be emphasized that the problem 

of representativeness of hydro meteorological observation network and its effect on calculation of basin water potential. 

 
2. Method 

 
Interpolation technique on Geographic Information System (GIS) was used to calculate spatial precipitation distribution 

in the Basin. Second component of water budget, potential evapotranspiration (ETp), was estimated with Thornthwaite 

Method. For actual evapotranspiration (ETa), Thornthwaite-Mather Method was preferred. Finally, SCS-CN technique is 

one the best way to estimate run off, this method was carried out.  

 
3. Results 

 
Akarçay Basin, 7333 km2, is located 300 00’ - 310 49’ east longitude and 380 10’ - 380 58’north latitude. Main river in the 

basin is Akarçay River. It falls into the fourth Strahler Order according to 1/100000 scale (Figure 1). Because the basin 

has no connection to sea, rivers discharge to Eber and Akşehir Lakes. The closed basin has continental climate. Annual 

total average precipitation and average temperature are 442.5 mm and 11.3 ºC respectively for 1929-2015. Altitude of 

basin is between 952 m and 2610 m. 

http://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/longitude
http://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/latitude
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Figure 1: Study Area 

 

At the same time, closed basis is a depression basin and Afyonkarahisar province is located on the basin. Basin is 

surrounded by Sakarya Basin, Konya Kapalı Basin, Antalya Basin and Büyük Menderes Basin. Study area is located at 

the Sultandağ Mountains which is bordering the south east of the basin. Records of Cankurtaran stream gauge station 

numbered D11A015 has been used. In order to determine the sub-basin of the Cankurtaran station, Digital Elevation 

Model (DEM) which has 10 m x 10 m cell size was created. Sub-basin was determined thanks to ArcHydro Program. 

Later, output of the program was checked with topographical map and it was calculated that the Cankurtaran sub-basin 

has 44.8 km2 water catchment area (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2: DEM of Cankurtaran sub-basin 
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There are 3 hydrometeorological stations in the sub-basin. Snow thickness, precipitation and stream discharge are 

observed (Table 1).   

 
Table 1: Stations in the sub-basin  

 

 Elevation  (m) 

Stream gauge station (SGS) 1502 

Meteorological station (MS) 1550 

Snow station (SS) 1590 

 

It can be seen at the Table 1, elevation of meteorological station is 1550 m. Because maximum elevation of sub basin is 

2205 m (Figure 2), elevation-area graph was formed whether it represents sub-basin or not (Figure 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Elevation-area graph of Cankurtaran sub-basin  

 

It is clear that approximately 95 % of sub-basin was not represented as meteorological according to Figure 3. Maximum 

precipitation was observed in December as 99 mm and annual total average precipitation is 690.2 mm for 1980-2001 

(Figure 4). Stream discharges have been recorded since 1966. Annual average flow is 1 m3/s. Maximum discharge is 

observed in April as 4.6 m3/s (266 mm) while minimum is recorded in August as 0.026 m3/s (Figure 4). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Monthly precipitation and observed runoff of Cankurtaran station  
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Water potential was calculated for Cankurtaran sub-basin. As mentioned before, annual total average precipitation and 

average temperature are 690.2 mm and 11.8 ºC respectively. By means of Thornthwaite Method, ETp was calculated 

monthly. As for ETg, it was estimated by using Thornthwaite-Mather Method. ETp and ETa are 695 mm and 434.1 mm 

respectively as seen at Table 2 

 
Table 2: ETp and Eta 

 

 
 

SCS-CN method was performed to calculate runoff. SCS has developed a method of combining the effects of soils, 

watershed characteristics, and land use into a single parameter. This parameter is the runoff curve number (CN) and 

represents the hydrologic soil cover complex of a watershed. A single runoff CN can be developed for a watershed with 

a single land use and one soil type, and for a watershed with a combination of soils and land uses (SCS 1989).    

 

SCS estimates direct run off originated from precipitation but surface and sub-surface flow is determined by CN (SCS, 

1972). Precipitation and runoff relation used in SCS method is expressed by following formula; 

 

𝑄 =
(𝑃 − 0.2𝑆)2

𝑃 + 0.8𝑆
 

S value;   

𝑆 =  
25400

𝐶𝑁
− 254 

Q = run off (mm) 

P = precipitation (mm) 

S = maximum retention after runoff begins (mm) 

CN = curve number  

 

S is controlled by the rate of infiltration at soil surface or by rate of transmission in the soil profile or by the water storage 

capacity of the profile (SCS, 1972).  

 

Soils are classified into hydrologic soil groups to indicate the minimum rate of infiltration obtained for bare soil after 

prolonged wetting. Hydrologic soil groups, A, B, C, and D, are the element that is used in determining runoff curve 

number. While group A soils have low runoff potential and high infiltration rates, group D soils have high runoff potential 

(SCS, 1972).  

 

The combination of hydrologic soil group and cover type information results in a hydrologic soil cover complex. The CN 

indicates the runoff potential of a hydrologic soil cover complex. The higher the CN, the higher the runoff potential (SCS, 

1989). 

 

Özer (1990) has developed curve number for Turkey hydrologic soil groups and land use in Turkey. Digital data used for 

soil type was produced by abolished General Directorate of Rural Services. These data, both curve number produced by 

Özer and soil type determined by Rural Services, have been used.   

 

CORINE programme was used for land use. The programme aims to build standard databases in order to determine 

environmental policy, to manage natural resources rationally and to assess data standardized. It has 5 main classes such 

as artificial surfaces, agricultural areas, forests and semi-natural areas, wetlands and water bodies 

(http://corine.ormansu.gov.tr /corineportal/nedir.html). CN is 82 by considering land use (Figure 5) and soil group (Figure 

6).  

 

http://corine/
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Figure 5: Land use of Cankurtaran sub-basin 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Soil groups of Cankurtaran sub-basin 

 
Annual runoff was estimated 278.7 mm when we evaluate CN as 82 (Table 3). 

 

Budget is; 

Precipitation = ETa + Runoff + Infiltration  

 

690.2 mm < 434.1 mm + 278.7 mm + infiltration (Formula 1) 

 

It can be seen in Formula 1, even if we do not consider infiltration, precipitation is less than sum of calculated ETa and 

calculated run off in yearly scale. It can’t be possible. In order to clarify that, calculated and observed runoff are compared 

to precipitation. Even if we don’t consider ETa, observed runoff is higher than precipitation in April and is almost equal 

in March, (Table 3), (Figure 7).   
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Table 3: Calculated and observed runoff 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Comparison of precipitation, calculated and observed runoff 

 
For calibration, new expected precipitation in April is searched. To obtain it, 30 mm is added.  

 

4. Conclusions 
 

 With the help of the elevation-area graph, it has been seen that meteorological station doesn’t represent 95 % of 

basin.   

 

 According to observed records, runoff is higher than precipitation in April.  

 

 Because there is no recharge from out of sub-basin, observed precipitation values don’t reflect the real 

precipitation rate. 

 

 It is thought that added precipitation in April is originated from the relation between precipitation and elevation 

and also snow melt. 

 

 It is important that while calculating water potentials, hydrometeorological stations should represent the basin. 

 

 Stream gauge stations need to be extended. 
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Abstract 
 
The Cemetery Information System (CIS) is one of the most important service areas offered by the local governments in our country to 

citizens. In this respect, many municipalities are striving to provide more efficient and effective service by trying to provide these 

services with the help of information technology. Many municipalities, mainly Ankara, Izmir, Bursa, Denizli, Eskişehir and Konya 

municipalities, provide these services with web-based GIS. In this study, it is aimed to collect all the existing data in Sivas Municipality 

Cemetery Directorate in a common database, to create digital maps of cemeteries, to integrate the death certificates obtained from the 

Provincial Health Directorate and other related non-geographical data, to make them inquirable and analyzable, and to present them 

to the citizens for use on the internet. With this work, citizens will be able to access the information of their relatives died in the cemetery 

via internet, they will be able to see the locations and photographs of the graves on their screens and get the maps showing the locations 

of the graves. In addition, the citizens who want to visit the graves of their relatives will be able to easily find the graves. Thus, they 

will be able to get better quality and more efficient service by Sivas Municipality. 

 

Keywords  

GIS, Web-based GIS, Cemetery Information System 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Nowadays, there is a very rapid flow of population around the world from rural to urban areas. This movement causes 

rapid urbanization and urbanization problems and therefore requires regular urbanization planning (Morova, 2006). This 

necessity reveals the importance of the concept of regular urbanization needs, planning, urban management and 

information systems. In order to provide more qualified services in the cities, they need accurate and rapidly accessible 

data/information within an effective decision support mechanism. It has emerged that data need to be gathered in a single 

platform in order to effectively provide local government services such as transportation, technical infrastructure, control 

of social facilities, planning and social assistance. Local governments needed to create "knowledge management" and 

"management facilities" in order to be able to provide their services effectively and directed them to create their own 

location based information systems in order to have the city. Urban Information System (UIS), known as the application 

of GIS at the urban level, has begun to be preferred to local administrations in this sense (Kocaman, 2012). 

Another concept that is as important as the birth and life events of people in nature is death. As a result, the necessity 

of managing the cemetery areas in cities correctly and effectively has increased the importance of the Cemetery 

Information System (CIS) in the UIS. CIS; fast, economical and planned decision support system by using the latest 

technologies for business and operations related to the management and use of cemeteries, which is one of the main 

offices of all municipalities (Kocaman, 2012). CIS is a system that allows planning of new burial sites, which allows 

collecting, interrogating and analyzing all data (existing maps, burial documents, cemetery records, geographical / non-

geographical information, death documents etc.) found under the Directorate of Cemetery under a single roof (Ankara 

Büyükşehir Belediyesi, 2017; Bursa Büyükşehir Belediyesi, 2017; Denizli Büyükşehir Belediyesi, 2017; İzmir 

Büyükşehir Belediyesi, 2017; Eskişehir Büyükşehir Belediyesi, 2017; Konya Büyükşehir Belediyesi, 2017). With the 

help of this system citizens, information about their deceased relatives; they can be accessed from the interactive kiosks 

kept in the entrance doors of the cemeteries, as well as on the internet. They can see the locations of the graves on the 

screen and take the map output showing the short path routes. The printed output of the Cemetery Directorate and other 

related units used in the burial process is also prepared automatically by this system (Kocaman, 2012). 

Information can be shared with internal and external institutions via CIS. Statistical information about the deaths of 

the deceased persons, such as the reasons of medical mortality, male and female ratios, age groups, etc., are presented to 

the user with graphic or tablelay. Cemetery, door, island, parcel, road, green area, grave sites and family cemetery 

planning can easily be done and documents for allocation of places can be given (Kocaman, 2012). In this study, tens of 

thousands of dead records were entered into the database through the designed system which is in the cemeteries of the 

Sivas municipality and all the new and existing cemeteries to be created, and the locations of the graveyards were 

transferred to the GIS environment by using related software. With this study, it is aimed to realize the following processes 

in a GIS-based environment as a whole. 

 Presentation of the municipal services required by the age, 

 Shortening time required for finding burials searched and providing the use of effective time for visitors and 

municipality personals 
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 Obtaining output of the optimum path by the optimum path analysis and the main points in the cemetery on the 

map, 

 Decreasing of confusion and workload due to visitor intensity on special visit days (Fridays, special days etc.) 

 Geographical planning for future burials in the cemeteries,  

 Providing online information for staff and citizens via internet. 

 
2. Study Area 
 
Sivas province was chosen as the study area (Fig. 1). Funeral procedures are mainly carried out in the Yukarı Tekke 

Cemetery, and funeral procedures and other services are put into practice in cemeteries located in different regions. In 

this context; there are seven different cemeteries in directorate of the cemeteries. Names of these cemeteries are Yukarı 

Tekke, Halfelik, Aydogan, Çayboyu, Uzuntepe, Esenyurt. It is also served to the Non-Muslim Cemetery, also known as 

Maşatlık. 

The sum of the total reconstruction area of Yukarı Tekke Cemetery and the area projected as grave is 840.000 m². 

400.000 m² of this area was buried with funeral burial. It is envisaged that about 80,000 tombs will be built in the city 

blocks to be constructed the rest of the 440,000 m² area without the planned roads and social areas. The Yukarı Tekke 

Cemetery area, which has been subjected to about 2,000 burials per year according to the statistics, will have met the need 

of the province for the next 40 years (if not an extraordinary situation). In total there are 55,000 registered graves. It is 

estimated that there are around 25,000 unnamed anonymous graves. Thus, the total number of burials is around 80,000. 

 

 
Figure 1: Study area 

 

3. Materials and Methods 

 
In the scope of this study, the process steps described in Figure 2 were carried out. 
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Figure 2: Workflow chart developed for this study 

 

The system architecture is organized by examining existing data in the municipality. Afterwards, database design and 

general framework were performed by UML (Unified Modeling Language) diagrams. Feature classes such as the 

cemetery borders, the owner, the city block, the structure, the road, the parcel were created in the database. In addition, 

the metadata of existing data is organized and integrated into the system. On the other hand, ortho-images of 2007, 2012, 

2016 and 2017 of the study area were obtained. Data integration for missing data has been put into practice on the field 

and the accuracy of the data has been tested. 

 ArcGIS software was used in the study. The topological rules required for each of feature classes have been applied. 

The network structure of the data defining the topological associations is established (Network dataset). Thus, the existing 

geographical and non-geographical data integrated in the GIS environment are queryable and analyzable (Fig.3).  After 

transferring all data to the database, the metadata of each feature class and table were defined in the relevant fields (Fig.4). 
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Figure 3: Feature classes and tables created on ArcGIS software 

 

 
Figure 4: Metadata created on the system 
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4. Results and Discussion 
 

As a result of these studies, CIS, which was created in ArcMap, was published on the internet with the help of a platform 

independent user interface program developed within this study. The web page is currently available at 

“http://mezarlik.sivas.bel.tr/mezarlik/” (Fig.5). The query samples are given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.  

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Platform-independent web environment 

 

http://mezarlik.sivas.bel.tr/mezarlik/
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Figure 6: Query by user-interface program developed on ArcGIS 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Query grave on the web environment 

 

5. Conclusions 
 
The aim of CIS, which has different versions in many local governments in our country, to provide better quality services 

to the citizens, to satisfy the religious and spiritual needs of the people living in the city, to ensure that they are satisfied 

with the services without difficulty, and to provide facilities for decision makers in planning. With this study, cemetery 

works which is one of the most important, complex and indispensable activities in municipalities have been solved with 

the help of GIS and presented to the service of citizens. One of the most important features of this work is the development 

of a platform-independent web-based application. 

In the future, this service is planned to be offered in the mobile environment (Android), and work is continuing in this 

direction. On the other hand, it is aimed to enrich the existing system with different works such as estimates of the present 

and future of the past years, creation of disaster scenarios and planning of collective burial areas. It is also thought to 

place kiosks within the cemetery. 
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Abstract 
 
Disaster can be defined as a set of events that occur with natural or human causes and cause economic and environmental losses that 

affect people's social lives. Natural disasters include earthquake, volcanic eruption, landslide, rock and avalanche, storm, hurricane, 

flood; nuclear and chemical accidents in technological disasters; human disasters can be seen as examples of forest fires, epidemics 

and war. The magnitude of an accident is measured by casualties, injuries, structural damage and social economic losses caused by 

an event. Potential hazards awaiting disaster-related communities are predominantly the concept of a risky area. Risky areas can be 

determined by collecting historical data on the data related to natural disasters, analyzing them, conducting various spatial analyzes 

and evaluations 

 

Keywords 
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1. Introduction 
 
In order to be able to determine risky areas quickly and efficiently, it is necessary to carry out multi-faceted researches 

on disasters and to analyze these data together. In particular, taking into account the positional relationships between the 

data in the determination of risky areas and disaster-related plans; the Geographic Information System (GIS) has a very 

important position in terms of enabling density analyzes and evaluations to be made. GIS; It includes the process of 

submitting the data of the earth to the users by means of transferring the spatial information and attribute information to 

the computer environment, classifying these data, comparing them with each other, analyzing, updating and bringing 

them to the visual situation such as maps, graphics and tables as desired. In this respect, GIS provides tremendous 

advantages in disaster management issues, which aim to determine where impacts are most affected by disasters, and to 

reduce or eliminate impacts. 

 
1.1. Material and Method 

 
Regarding the study topic, statistical information about the natural disasters in Adana province was obtained from the 

website of the Disaster and Emergency Management Presidency (DEMP-AFAD) on the basis of counties. Chronological 

data on disasters such as earthquakes, severe winds, forest fires, river floods, heavy rainfall, floods, floods have been 

adapted to the ArcGIS software environment by taking spatial information into account for making historical data 

available in the Geographic Information System environment. By using density interpolation method which is a spatial 

and geostatistical analysis tools and field interpolation which is one of the special interpolation methods on this data, risky 

areas in terms of natural disaster have been determined on the basis of counties.   

 

1.2.  Density Analysis 

 
The places where the features with dot or line layers are gathered are determined by density calculation. Density maps 

are usually generated from point type data and the output layer is created by circular search applied to each pixel. In order 

to calculate the value of each cell in the output layer of the research field, the lengths to be searched are determined. 

Density is found by means of calculations called "simple" or "kernel". In the calculation of the Simple Density, the points 

and lines falling into the search field are aggregated and divided by the size of the search field. Kernel Density 

computation is similar to simple density computation, but it is done within the framework of points and lines that are 

centered around the center of the search field cells and gain more weight than the edges (ArcGIS User Guide, 2003). 

 

1.3.  Areal Interpolation 

     
Interpolation is the computation of the function necessary to calculate the new data by computing the new data with 

reference to the data at certain points (Lam, 1983; Kahaner et al., 1989). Interpolation described above is a definition 

made for point data, which may need to be used especially in geographical information systems, such as population 

distribution, meteorological data, soil quality, etc. Areal interpolation is the solution to this problem.  

mailto:bbostanci@erciyes.edu.tr
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Areal Interpolation is the process of generating information from a region (source region) to another region (target region) 

using some deterministic stochastic processes (Goodchildand Lam, 1980).     
   
2. Application 
 
This study will be about the feasibility of the methods used to determine the weaknesses of the communities mentioned 

above for Adana Province. In relation to this issue, data have been extracted from the website of AFAD Institution on 

https://tabb-analiz.afad.gov.tr In Turkey, earthquake, flood, fire etc. they have used the database service of natural 

disasters, but there is not much detail about the information in this server. These data are used in the following; 

 

• Earthquake 

• Tornado 

• Forest fire 

• River flood 

• Severe rainfall 

• Hail 

• Grassland bushes fire 

• Extreme snowing 

• Flood 

• Landslide 

 

The data on the borders of the province of Adana are obtained from the Adana Metropolitan Municipality. The 

CORINE data, which generally shows the classification of the land such as agricultural areas, non-irrigated agricultural 

lands, fruit garden properties, etc., provided from General Directorate of Forestry. The data, Regarding the land situation 

and the agricultural land specifies the irrigation sources, provided from the Provincial Directorate of Agriculture. For 

Adana Province, Environmental plan data was downloaded as raster data in 1 / 100000 scale from the web site which is 

provided by the General Directorate of Environment and Urban Planning and accessed from https://atlas.gov.tr. Raster 

data has been digitized in the software environment of NetCAD. 

This data has been adapted to the ArcGIS software environment to make it workable in the Geographic Information 

System environment. necessary datum transformations have been made. After this digitization; 

 

• Protection areas for sea turtles 

• Turtle nesting area 

• Natural and ecologically protected area 

• Protected sites 

• Precision sensitive areas 

• Wetland ecological impact areas 

• Wildlife conservation / development areas 

• Organized industrial Zone 

• Energy production and storage area 

• Free zone 

• Storage areas for fuel products 

• Culture and tourism protection and development sub-region 

• Wetland area absolute protection border 

• Rural settlements 

• Urban settlements 

 

Data has been obtained by means of digitization as a vectoral. In the ArcGIS software environment, columns of tables 

in the database related to this data are arranged (Figure 1). 

 

https://atlas.gov.tr/
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Figure 1:  Disaster risk infrastructure 

 

For example, the following table area structure is appropriate for the table structure for disaster data (Figure 2); 

 

 County Name 

 Disaster Type 

 Repetition 

 Number of Damaged Buildings 

 Number of Buildings Destroyed 

 Number of affected people 

 Number of dead 

 Number of Injuries 

 Damaged Agricultural Land Amount 

 Explanation 
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Figure 2:  Disaster column information 

 

The data consist of point and area data. For example, earthquake related data are in the form of point data since they are 

transferred to the over-the-center records. As can be seen in Figure 3, earthquakes that took place between 1900 and 2016 

in Adana province appear in the ArcGIS environment together with their magnitude. 

 

 
 

Figure 3:  Point distribution of earthquakes in Adana province 

 

When point interpolation is performed on these data, risky areas in terms of earthquake are seen in Figure 4. Places that 

are brown and red show places with large earthquake magnitude, light blue and blue places with small earthquake 

magnitude. 
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Figure 4:  Adana province earthquake map  

 

 
 

Figure 5:  Adana province fire occurrence frequency map 

 

In Figure 5, a query about forest fires was made and the states of forest fires were visualized. Here, as it is understood 

from the legend, the map is analyzed in such a way, considering the fire situation, the number of fire repairs and the 

damage caused by the fire. For example, there were 26 forest fires in the Kozan county, and 4 times in the damaged forest 

fire in Ceyhan. According to this data, it is necessary for the authorities to work on what kind of measures will be taken 

in this issue in the repetitive Kozan county. In addition, using the Adana province disaster data, violent wind maps, full 

and precipitation maps, and flood maps can be produced in a similar way. 
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3. Conclusion and Evaluation 
 

When earthquake data are evaluated together with the settlement layer and the earthquake layer, it is seen that the 

earthquakes with large magnitudes are found more frequently in the Ceyhan county. In addition, an analysis of forest fires 

was carried out to visualize the forest fires according to the cases. When analyzed according to the fire situation, number 

of repetitions of fire and damages caused by the fire, it was determined that the fire was mostly in Kozan county. It has 

been determined that the Ceyhan county has been damaged mostly due to the analysis processes made according to the 

disaster data such as earthquake, forest fire, wind intensity, flood. It is necessary for the AFAD institution to carry out 

more comprehensive investigations on disasters in the Ceyhan county and to take measures in the framework of disaster 

management. 

As a recommendation, due to the data obtained from various institutions are not detailed defined more localized, this 

situation causes reduce and limited the analysis accuracy. Therefore, institutions need to create geographic information 

systems that they can use for various purposes such as emergency action plan, hazard / risk mapping. The obtained data 

should be archived in such a way as to contain detailed and spatial information that can provide healthy and effective 

results. 
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Abstract 
 
The definitions, approaches and methods -that are required for the inclusion of intangible cultural qualities in the site management 

processes for conservation purposes-, have not been produced yet. Within the scope of this study, a method for the evaluation of 

intangible cultural qualities in the site management processes is proposed, and this method is exemplified for the Land Walls World 

Heritage Site. The main goal of this study is to develop a method in order to relate the tangible and the intangible heritage, and to 

transform the knowledge created by this new method into an alternative site management approach. As methodology, firstly, the 

intangible cultural qualities of the Land Walls are examined. Secondly, these qualities are integrated to the site management processes 

by relating the intangible qualities to the tangible ones like location, the traces on structures and cultural routes, and, finally, proposals 

for inclusion of the intangible qualities in the site management processes by means of a Geographical Information System (GIS) 

database are developed. The originality of the project stems from the definition and documentation of the intangible cultural qualities 

and their inclusion in the site management methodology by relating them to the tangible qualities of the heritage site.  

 

Keywords  
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1. Introduction 
 

UNESCO inscribed the Istanbul Land Walls and their surroundings as a World Heritage Site (WHS) as one of the four 

Historic Areas of Istanbul in 1985. In the statement of the Outstanding Universal Value (SoOUV), the site was described 

as “the area along both sides of the Theodosian Land Walls [447 AD] including remains of the former Blachernae Palace” 

(UNESCO World Heritage List 2013).  

In October 2011, Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality adopted the Historic Peninsula Site Management Plan (SMP), 

which includes the guidelines regarding the management of all of the four Historic Areas of Istanbul WHSs. However, 

the responsible authorities have not implemented or complied with the Historic Peninsula SMP and its conservation 

measures for the Land Walls WHS. Therefore, the existence of a SMP has not proven to be effective for the conservation 

of the Land Walls WHS. As stated by Herb Stovel (p.106), there is a “need to look beyond the mere presence of formal 

management instruments or controls as indicators of management effectiveness”.  

Despite the fact that the SMP and SoOUV focus mainly on the definition and conservation of the tangible 

characteristics of the heritage site, this paper argues that the inclusion of intangible cultural qualities in site management 

decision making processes may go beyond “the mere presence of formal management instruments” (Stovel 2004, p.106) 

and may result in a more effective management system. GIS modeling of the intangible cultural qualities is proposed as 

a methodology serving for this purpose. 

 

2. Material and Method 
 
Within the scope of this study, first, the intangible cultural qualities of the Istanbul Land Walls are examined. Secondly, 

these qualities are integrated to the site management processes by relating the intangible qualities to the tangible ones like 

location, the traces on structures and cultural routes, and, finally, the methods that will enable the inclusion of the 

intangible cultural qualities in the site management processes by means of GIS database and its analysis are discussed.  

Intangible cultural qualities may consist of a wide range of qualities like social and cultural values that the societies 

produced in different environmental scales, the meanings that cultures attributed to a place, to the spirit of place and 

feelings, traditions and techniques, the transmission of traditional knowledge and crafts, the methods that are learned with 

knowledge, skill and creativity, the handcrafts tradition produced by these methods, land use patterns, oral traditions and 

narratives with the language as a carrier for the transmission of intangible cultural heritage, site specific performances, 

societal practices, rituals, festivities and practices related to nature and universe.  

Physical signifiers of intangible cultural qualities, however, may be physical remains revealing past land use, 

monuments, places or buildings which have different meanings for different cultures, depictions in literary or artistic 

works, the places where historic events happened, a road or a route, or areas with spiritual or religious connections. As 

pointed out above, Istanbul Land Walls World Heritage Site, which is taken as a case study, inscribed to the World 

Heritage List in 1985 as one of the four Historic Areas of Istanbul.  
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In the statement of the Outstanding Universal Value, the area was confined as the area on two sides of the Land Walls 

built during the reign of Theodosius II (401-450 AD) and the Blachernae Palace (Kıvılcım Çorakbaş 2017). The 

originality of the project stems from the definition and documentation of the intangible cultural qualities and their 

inclusion in the site management methodology by relating them to the tangible qualities, within the scope of the 

documentation, interpretation and presentation of the heritage sites for conservation purposes. When the management of 

Land Walls and their surroundings are considered, it is an original approach to examine the tangible and the intangible 

data that emerges from various historic periods of this heritage site by the help of GIS (Kıvılcım Çorakbaş 2017).  

As methodology, a method that is based on the principles of integrated conservation approach and which utilizes the 

opportunities provided by GIS for creating a database and for analyzing it is utilized. By systematically examining and 

documenting the intangible cultural qualities and connecting them with place, this method provides new site management 

approaches. According to this method,  

(1) Literature review leading to the determination of the intangible cultural qualities of the Land Walls World Heritage 

Site is carried out,  

(2) the physical signifiers of the intangible cultural qualities are searched and documented by the help of photographic 

or photogrammetric methods;  

(3) with the data obtained from these two resources, a database of “intangible cultural qualities” is formed;  

(4) and all the data acquired are analyzed by the help of GIS modeling and processed to be used as a database for site 

management purposes (Kıvılcım Çorakbaş 2017).  

 
Janke (2010) defines the methodology of multicriteria GIS analysis as follows: “Multicriteria analysis in a vector data 

model (discrete point, line, and polygon representations) often involves Boolean operators such as AND or OR. An AND 

operator (intersection) can result in rigid solutions e a variable meets the criterion or it does not. An OR operator (union) 

is very liberal e results will be included even if a single variable meets the criterion. Multicriteria analysis in a raster data 

model (continuous grid-based representations) allows more trade-off among variables e a low score on criterion can be 

offset by a high score on another. GIS data model selection can lead to different optimal solutions. For the aforementioned 

reasons, most researchers prefer using a combination of data models to control the degree of substitutability among 

criteria.” 

 

The assessment of the intangible cultural characteristics is performed in accordance with multicriteria analysis. GIS 

modeling of the heritage site contains layers, which represent the tangible and the intangible characteristics of the site. 

The layers that are formed for representing the tangible characteristics of the heritage site are: 

 

 The buildings: 

o the Land Walls, 

o the gates of the walls, 

o the towers,  

o the monuments around the walls, 

o other buildings like residences or commercial buildings, 

 The urban voids: 

o cemeteries, 

o vegetable gardens, 

o urban parks, 

 Architectural details on the walls: 

o inscriptions on the walls, 

o reliefs,  

o re-used architectural elements (spolia). 
 

On the other hand, the layers that are formed for the purpose of representing the intangible characteristics of the 

heritage site are as follows: 
 

 Intangible characteristics derived from visual resources: 

o old maps, 

o gravures, 

o paintings, 

o photographs (Figure 1), 

o moving images (videos, documentaries, films etc). 

o Intangible characteristics derived from written resources (Figure 2), 

o quotations from various types of written resources, 

o place names, 

 Routes defined in written or visual resources. 
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Figure 1: A recent photo of the northern part of the Land Walls (Photograph by Figen Kıvılcım Çorakbaş, 2016). 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

The overall database includes over 150 quotations, around 200 old photographs, videos and gravures, circa 25 old 

maps and over 250 new photos. In order to be able to interpret the content for site management purposes, it is proposed 

to come up with themes ad to group the tangible and intangible cultural qualities of the heritage site in themes. Six themes, 

that are related to the spirit of place of the Land Walls were determined by examining the GIS database: 

 

1. The legacy of the empire, 

2. Being on the fringe, 

3. The recovery after wars and earthquakes, 

4. Spirituality and religion, 

5. The green and the blue of the city, 

6. Walking along the Land Walls. 

 

These themes are considered to be the tools to provide a basis for decision making processes for the site management 

purposes. They are the themes pointing out the cultural significance of the site, and they are reached only if the intangible 

characteristics of the site are taken into consideration. The GIS modeling of both the tangible and the intangible 

characteristics on the same database provides a chance to the site manager to locate the culturally significant locations / 

routes in the heritage site. 
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Figure 2: An image of the GIS modeling of the intangible characteristics of the heritage site. The purple dots represent 
the quotations from related written resources. The quotations themselves are linked to the dots as text files. The lines 

represent the routes. 

 
4. Conclusions and Suggestions 

 

To conclude, the GIS modeling has a great potential both in relating the tangible and the intangible characteristics of a 

heritage site and in widening the base on which the site management decisions are made. The method developed needs to 

be studied further in terms of designing appropriate interfaces for the site management staff and for the other stakeholders; 

who can continuously contribute to the updating data and increasing the amount of data.  
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Abstract 
 
In our country, the amount of energy required together with the growth of the industry and the population is increasing rapidly. In 

contrast, the majority of the energy used is derived from fossil sources that have polluting effects, limited quantities and are largely 

imported from foreign countries. Therefore, the need for renewable energy has inevitably arisen due to factors such as reduction of 

external dependency on energy and minimization of pollutant effects of fossil resources. One of the renewable energy sources is the 

wind energy. Wind energy is of great importance because of its low levels of environmental pollution and noise, having no negative 

effect on natural plant cover and human health and also being an endless source. Nowadays, with the development of technology, wind 

turbines should be placed in suitable areas in order to get the best results. In this study, the fundamentals of wind energy (wind speed, 

capacity factor, slope, proximity to highways, energy transmission lines, fault lines, dam, lake, stream and forestry area etc.) and the 

impact values of these parameters are discussed and the possible locations of wind power plants that can be established for Sivas 

province are presented in Geographical Information Systems (GIS) environment. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Along with the rapid growth of the population in the world, the energy demand also increases. Because of the limited 

fossil energy resources, new alternatives for energy production have begun to be used. Administrations began to focus on 

renewable energy sources, both clean and unlimited. Fossil fuel burning increases emissions, damaging the environment 

both locally and globally (Zerrahn, 2017). On the other hand, wind energy is one of the most affordable, clean, most 

advanced and commercially viable energy sources in the world that can be abundantly found in renewable energy sources 

all over the world (Köse et al.,, 2004). As a result, electricity generation from wind energy has become widespread in the 

world. For example, as of 2014, 10% of total electricity production in Germany is covered by wind energy (BMWi, 2015). 

In our country, studies and projects about wind energy are being made for the selection of wind turbines. Turkey is a 

country with windy regions. The highest value in terms of annual wind speed and power density at a height of 10 m was 

determined at Marmara Region with 3.29 m / s and 51.91 W / m². The lowest value is in the Eastern Anatolia Region with 

a speed of 2.12 m / s and a power density of 13.19 W / m² (Gençoğlu, 2002). According to REPA wind speed data of the 

Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources, the total installed capacity of the wind power plant that can be installed in 

Sivas province is 1642.48 MW. In addition, the province with the highest wind potential in Turkey is Balıkesir with 

13827.36 MW and Sivas is in the 20th place.  There are currently three wind power plants in Sivas. These are Kangal, 

Konakpınar and Karaçayır wind power plants. Kangal has 101 MW capacity, Konakpınar has 12 MW capacity and 

Karaçayır is 10 MW capacity. 

Wind energy, power generation level fluctuates continuously throughout the year, so it cannot always generate power 

(Calderon et al., 2011). For this reason, choosing the right location for the plant is critical. The choice of location for the 

wind turbine requires that multiple targets be balanced and a comprehensive set of factors assessed, with the 

appropriateness of a particular field being determined (Bennui et al., 2007). 

In this study, the fundamentals of wind energy (wind speed, capacity factor, slope, proximity to highways, energy 

transmission lines, fault lines, dam, lake, stream and forestry area etc.) and the impact values of these parameters are 

discussed and the possible locations of wind power plants that can be established for Sivas province are presented in GIS 

environment. 

  
2. Material and Method 
 
The study area includes the province of Sivas, which is 28488 km². Most of Sivas Province is located in Central Anatolia 

Region. Eastern Anatolia and the Black Sea Region are also found in the territory.  A large part of the province's territory 

includes Kızılırmak, some of Yeşilırmak and Fırat basins. According to the geographical coordinate system it is between 

40° 27' 58'' - 38° 43' 32'' N latitudes and 35° 52' 55'' - 38° 42' 09'' E longitudes (Figure 1).  

In the preparatory phase of the study, both the subject matter and the field work are reviewed. The data used are: 

streams, dam, lake, energy transmission lines, fault lines, roads, forest, wind speed, elevation, capacity factor, settlement 

and slope. 
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---  
Figure 1: Study area 

 

Each of these data was analyzed by giving weight points. The weight scale is based on the works of Sarpong and 

Baffoe (2015), Özşahin and Kaymaz (2013) and Nişancı et al (2010) (Table 1). Within the scope of the calculation criteria 

determined in Table 1, study area is divided into five categories, which are very suitable, appropriate, medium, bad and 

very bad. 1 classification score means very bad and 5 means very suitable. 

 
Table 1: Factors influencing the selection of turbine site 

 

Factor Weight Restricted Areas 

Stream 0.05  

Dam – Lake 0.05 Dam – Lake 

Energy Transmission Line 0.09  

Fault Line 0.05 Areas 500 m from the fault line 

Roads 0.10 Areas 100 m from the road 

Forest 0.05  

Wind Speed 0.21 Areas where the wind speed is 

lower than 6.5 m / s 

Elevation 0.03  

Capacity Factor 0.22 Areas below thirty percent of   the 

capacity factor 

Settlement 0.10 500 m to residential areas 

Slope 0.05 Areas where the slope is more than 

30 percent 

 

Streams are one of the factors affecting locating wind power plants. The stream data was obtained from the ASTER 

GDEM digital elevation model. The streams were then subjected to the Euclidean Distance process. Stream classification 

score is given below table 2 and the map of Euclidean distance is given in figure 2. 
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Table 2: Stream, dam – lake classification score 

 

Class Values 

(m) 

Stream Classification 

Score 

Class Values 

(m) 

Dam – Lake Classification 

Score 

0-500 1 0 - 500 1 

500-1000 2 500 - 1000 2 

1000-2000 3 1000 - 1500 3 

2000-3000 4 1500 - 2000 4 

3000 and 

more 

5 2000 and more 5 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Stream map    Figure 3: Dam – Lake map 
 

Another factor affecting turbine site selection is lakes and dams. The dam and lake data were obtained by digitization 

through the base map (ArcGIS version 10.2.2, 2014, Esri). Then, the vector data is subjected to the Euclidean distance 

process.  Dam – lake classification score is given above table 2 and the map of Euclidean Distance is given in figure 3. 

Energy transmission lines are another factor for site selection of wind power plants. The close proximity of the wind 

turbines to the energy transmission line means that the cost is also reduced. The energy transmission line data was obtained 

by digitizing the map made by the General Directorate of Renewable Energy of Turkey. Then, the vector data is subjected 

to the Euclidean distance process like in the dam and lake data.  Energy transmission lines classification score is given 

below table 3 and the map of Euclidean Distance is given in figure 4. 

Another criteria for selecting the location of the wind turbines is the fault lines. A wind power plant close to the fault 

line will present a hazard in case of a possible earthquake. The North Anatolian Fault Zone (KAFZ) is 1200 km long and 

is a fault zone that forms the boundary between the Eurasian - Anatolian plates. Sivas is situated on the North Anatolian 

Fault Line region.  Fault lines data was obtained by digitizing the Mine Technical Search of Turkey fault line map.  Fault 

lines classification score is given below table 3 and the map of Euclidean Distance is given in figure 5. Areas within 500 

meters of the fault lines are considered restricted and are not subjected to weighted overlay. 
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Table 3: Energy transmission, fault line classification score 
 

Class Values (m) Energy Transmission 

Line Classification Score 

Class Values 

(m) 

Fault Line Classification Score 

4000 and more 1 500 - 1000 1 

3000-4000 2 1000 - 2000 2 

2000-3000 3 2000 - 3000 3 

1000-2000 4 3000 - 4000 4 

0-1000 5 4000 and more 5 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Energy transmission map            Figure 5: Fault line map 

 
Another factor affecting turbine site selection is roads. Proximity to the roads reduces both the cost of installation of 

the turbines and facilitates intervention in case of a possible failure. The road data was obtained for digitizing the open 

street map (ArcGIS version 10.2.2, 2014, Esri). Then, the vector data is subjected to the Euclidean distance process.  Road 

classification score is given below table 4 and the map of Euclidean Distance is given in figure 6. Areas within 100 meters 

of the roads are considered restricted and are not subject to weighted overlay. 

While wind energy does not harm the ecosystem, the construction of wind turbines should not harm the environment 

also. Therefore, considerations must be taken not to destroy natural elements such as forests when site selection is made. 

The forest data was obtained by digitizing the map produced by the General Directorate of Forestry of Turkey. Then, the 

vector data is subjected to the Euclidean distance process.  Forest classification score is given below table 4 and the map 

of Euclidean Distance is given in figure 7. 
 

Table 4: Roads, forest classification score 
  

Class Values (m) Roads Classification 

Score 

Class Values 

(m) 

Forest Classification Score 

4000 and more 1 0 – 500 1 

3000-4000 2 500 – 1000 2 

2000-3000 3 1000 – 1500 3 

1000-2000 4 1500 – 2000 4 

100-1000 5 2000 and more 5 
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                        Figure 6: Road map                   Figure 7: Forest map 

 

One of the most important criteria for an economic wind power plant is the wind speed. The wind data is derived from 

the map of wind speeds produced by the General Directorate of Renewable Energy of Turkey. The wind at the torch 

height of a wind energy project turbine suitable for establishing a wind energy facility with wind speed should be regular 

and sufficient (Sarpong and Baffoe, 2015). According to the Directorate General for Renewable Energy of Turkey, the 

wind speed for an economic wind power plant installation must be 7 m / s or higher. Wind speeds below 7 m/s are not 

counted for weighted overlay. Wind speed classification score is given below table 5. 

Capacity factor is another significant factor affects selecting suitable area for wind power plant. According to the 

General Directorate of Renewable Energy of Turkey, a 35% or more capacity factor is required for investment in an 

economic wind power plant. The capacity factor indicates a distribution parallel to the distribution of wind speed and 

wind power density (Özşahin and Kaymaz, 2013). The capacity factor data is derived from the map of capacity factor 

produced by General Directorate of Renewable Energy of Turkey. Areas where capacity factor below 30% does not 

participate for weighted overlay. Capacity factor classification score is given below table 5. 

 
Table 5: Wind speed, capacity factor classification score 

  

Class Values  

(m/s) 

Wind Speed 

Classification Score 

Class Values 

(%) 

Capacity Factor Classification 

Score 

7 1 30 1 

8 2 35 2 

9 3 40 3 

9.5 4 50 4 

10 5 60 5 

 

For efficient energy generation, wind turbines must be located in open areas and on higher elevations than the 

surrounding area, preferably, elevations greater than 100 m (Sarpong and Baffoe, 2015). Considering that the lowest 

height in Sivas is 563 meters, it is understood that the elevation does not constitute any obstacle to the selection of the 

location of the wind power plant. The elevation data was obtained from ASTER GDEM digital elevation model. The 

elevation classification score is given below table 6 and its map is given below figure 8. 

Gradual slops cause an increase in wind speed and road accessibility. The construction of a wind power plant for 

gentle slopes is also more convenient. Slopes lower than 30° are considered suitable for site selection (Chaudhry, 2008). 

The slope data was obtained from ASTER GDEM digital elevation model. The slope classification score is given below 

table 6 and slope map is given below figure 9. 
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Table 6: Elevation, slope classification score 
  

Class Values (m) Elevation Classification 

Score 

Class Values  

(degree) 

Slope Classification Score 

500 - 1000 1 25-30 1 

1000 - 1500 2 20-25 2 

1500 - 2000 3 10-20 3 

2000 - 2500 4 5-10 4 

2500 - 3015 5 0-5 5 

 

  
                        Figure 8: Elevation map                       Figure 9: Slope map 

 

The wind turbines should not be too close to the settlements because of the sound they produce. In wind power plants, 

low-frequency sounds emerge from the interaction of the turbine blades with the airflow. Noise levels up to 50 dB  can 

be accepted (Moiloa, 2009). In addition, if the wind turbines are very close to the city, it causes shadow due to sunlight. 

The settlement data was obtained by digitization through the base map (ArcGIS version 10.2.2, 2014, Esri). Then, the 

vector data is subjected to the Euclidean distance process. 500 m buffer to residential areas are accepted as restricted and 

not subjected for weighted overlay. Settlement classification score is given below table 7 and the map of Euclidean 

Distance is given in figure 10. 

After all these operations have been done, vectorial maps have been converted into raster data These raster maps were 

then subjected to weighted overlay processing, which is a multi-criteria-based decision-making method. Geographical 

information systems are disposed to handling vast amount of spatially related information, supplying the power to 

accomplish weighted overlay analysis by combining multiple thematic layers for area suitability mapping (Kaliraj et al., 

2015).  

 
                                                         Table 7: Settlement classification score 
 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Class Values (m) Settlement Classification 

Score 

1000-2000 1 

2000-3000 2 

3000-3500 3 

3500-4000 4 

4000 and more 5 
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Figure 10: Settlement map 

 

3. Results 
 
There are many factors that affect the location of the wind power plant site (Laska, 2017). Economic, environmental, 

technical and geographical standards affect location choice (Noorollahi et al., 2016). These factors were evaluated in this 

study and appropriate areas were determined in the GIS environment. The eligibility grade was divided into 5 classes as 

restricted, suitable, fairly suitable, highly suitable, and extremely suitable and an evaluation was made (table 8). According 

to the results, area of 12715.27 km² is restricted, area of 1308.63 km² is suitable, area of 11120.44 km² is fairly suitable, 

area of 3330.20 km² is highly suitable and area of 13.45 km² is extremely suitable in order to construct wind power plant. 

Restricted areas are definitely the zones where the wind power plant cannot be built. The result map is given in figure 11 

and figure 12. Looking at the existing wind power plants, it seems that they confirm the result map (figure 12). They are 

established in fairly suitable, highly suitable and extremely suitable areas. 

  
Table 8: Suitable areas for wind power plant 

 

Classification Explanation 

Area 

km² % 

1 Restricted  12715.27 44.63 

2 Suitable  1308.63 4.59 

3 Fairly suitable 11120.44 39.04 

4 Highly suitable 3330.20 11.69 

5 Extremely suitable 13.45 0.05 
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Figure 11 – 12: Result map 

 

4. Discussions and Conclusions 
 
Wind Energy Potential Atlas (REPA), which is undertaken by the Directorate General of Renewable Energy of Turkey, 

can be used for the detection of wind energy power plant potentials. However, in the preparation phase of this atlas, the 

distance to the roads, rivers, fault lines etc. are not taken into consideration, thus it is not sufficient for wind power plant 

site selection. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out GIS based studies by evaluating many criteria. As a result, land-use 

planning must be done for sustainable development and the number of existing plants in Sivas, which is rich in wind 

potential, should be increased. When this is done, the data used should be continuously updated in the GIS environment. 
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Abstract 
 
Local governments with limited economic resources can produce services that will provide maximum benefit; is possible with realistic 

and feasible planning as well as effective monitoring and control. Investments can only be monitored, supervised and managed 

effectively and efficiently; If verbal and graphical data in a secure and easily accessible common database. Investment Monitoring 

System (OSIMS) was established and has been developed. in Ordu for the purpose of providing coordination between the units, 

preventing redundancy and conflicts in the service, establishing an institutional archive for investments, accelerating decision making 

processes, presenting current and accurate information to the public and developing service-based dialogue and communication with 

citizens in Ordu. With the flexibility of the WEB, the Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring System blended with the strengths and abilities 

of GIS, the ongoing and completed investments planned by the Ordu Metropolitan Municipality are recorded as spatial, the spatial 

distribution of investments, investment processes, instantaneous with the municipal employees and the citizens can be shared as. With 

Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring System; The rich visual content associated with the location is presented to high-performance 

users from the WEB platform, accessible at any time, easily understandable by everyone, a progeny; all processes from idea phase to 

completion can be followed up on a monthly basis. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Local governments with limited economic resources can produce services that will provide maximum benefit; realistic 

and feasible planning as well as effective monitoring and control. 

If the investments can be monitored, supervised and managed effectively and efficiently only; attributional and 

graphical data can be stored in a secure and easily accessible common database. 

The existing monitoring and evaluation infrastructure at the regional and provincial level should be developed to 

improve the performance and effectiveness of investments and implementations. 

Development agencies and municipalities should be strengthened in order to pass on the misfortune of locality and 

locality in the presentation of public services. The specialization level of the staff working in the local administrations, 

especially the newly established metropolitan municipalities, should be increased and the capacities should be increased 

in project preparation, financing, implementation, monitoring and evaluation, financial management, participatory 

methods. 

Ordu, has granted Metropolitan status the status by the Law No. 6360, emphasized the necessity in the National 

Strategy for Regional Development; Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring System (OSIMS) has been developed with the 

aim of providing coordination between the units, preventing redundancies and conflicts in the services, establishing 

institutional archives for investments, accelerating decision making processes, providing up-to-date and accurate 

information to the public and developing service-based dialogue and communication with citizens. 

Given by investments of OSIMS; a systematic structure that can be accessed, updated, and controlled in a 

straightforward manner, is rescued from the complex, unmanageable and uncontrollable mass of a data. The data is 

transformed into a computerized, hierarchical structure; updating and correctness of the information, a low-cost, 

sustainable system has been established. By providing the data via the local network / internet, the flow of information 

between the relevant units and between the municipality and the citizen can be easily provided. 

With the flexibility of the WEB, the Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring System blended with the strengths and 

abilities of GIS, the ongoing and completed investments planned by the Ordu Metropolitan Municipality are recorded as 

spatial, Investments spatial distribution processes, can be shared as with the municipal employees and the citizens. 

 
1.1. System Basic Features 
 
OSIMS is basically a triple structure consisting of central database, desktop and Web application. PostgreSQL and 

MySQL are used as database, CitySurf is used as desktop application, and Web application is developed in PHP language. 

For the geometric representation of investment data, point geometry is preferred because it is generic to cover all 

investments. The main features of OSIMS used as an effective data collection and presentation tool are; 

 

 The main components of the application are the common central database, the geographic data server and the 

Web page. 
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 Data can be entered both from the desktop application (CitySurf) and from the Web 

 The data will be entered in the relevant Department. 

 The data are updated monthly by the relevant Department. 

 The data are represented by a different icon for each department chair. 

 The Office is responsible for the accuracy and update of the data. 

 Project Numbers are issued by the System Administrator. 

 The System Administrator decides which of the projects to be input can be displayed on the Web and / or the 

Local Network. 

 The responsibility of data security and data access is the responsibility of the Directorate of GIS Branch of the 

Computer Center. 

 GBS Branch Directorate is responsible for creating new users and defining authority. 

 Different authorization levels can be entered into the system for data entry and update jobs and transactions. 

 Each unit can only enter and update data in its own authority. 

 The application is open to all users via guest login with Web. 

 
1.2.1 Data Entry and Inquiry Processes in OSIMS 

 
OSIMS is basically a triple structure consisting of central database, desktop and Web application. PostgreSQL and 

MySQL are used as database, CitySurf is used as desktop application, and Web application is developed in PHP language. 

For the geometric representation of investment data, point geometry is preferred because it is generic to cover all 

investments. 
 
1.2.2 Data Entry and Inquiry Processes in OSIMS 
 

PostgreSQL database is used as well as all GIS applications developed and / or used by Ordu Metropolitan Municipality 

for data that can be collected and displayed by Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring System (Project Database). 

It has been an important challenge for the managers to produce jobs in different areas with different qualities and 

different priorities and different habits in their work. These services, which are produced in every field of life, have been 

created as a result of meetings and long efforts to transform each administration into a data sheet that it can easily adopt 

and use. 

It is possible to enter data into OSIMS using both WEB and desktop application, to query the data input and to receive 

reports. The data are entered by authorized users and can be queried by all users again. 

The authorized user completes the process by filling in the relevant field in the opened information window and 

uploading the project images after marking the investment point. The entered data is checked and approved by the related 

Department. 

 
Figure 1: Data Entry Steps 

 

Data approved by the relevant department chairperson is transferred to the System Administrator panel as a "Pending 

Code Approval" project. The System Administrator performs the necessary checks, approves or rejects it after deciding 

to display it on the Web or LAN. Approved data will be displayed and queryable on Web and / or LAN. The rejected data 

is transmitted automatically via the system together with the reason for rejection. 
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Figure 2: System Administrator Panel / Verify Screen 

 
The data are checked and updated by the relevant department head for the third week of each month. The financial 

reports are presented to the Ordu Metropolitan Municipality General Secretary with simple and detailed reports taken 

during the last week of each month regarding the Activity and Projects. Records of data entry and last update date are 

kept by the system; The department is responsible for the correctness of the data and the update. 

A project with an investment monitoring system; all processes from concept phase to completion can be monitored 

and reported on a monthly basis. OSIMS provides simple, detailed and financial reporting ability for users with great 

ease. 

 
 
 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Simple Reporting Screen 

 

 
    Figure 4: Detailed Reporting Screen                     Figure 5: Payment Plan Report  

 

 
Many administrative processes, such as new user definitions, user and / or authority changes, authority hierarchy, etc., 

can be easily performed with the powerful and flexible authorization panel of OSIMS. 

All services provided by the Ordu Metropolitan Municipality can be shown on a single screen by the Ordu Spatial 

Investment Monitoring System and the services provided are categorized according to the situation of the business 

(Planned, Ongoing, Completed).   
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Figure 6: Status of Investments 

 

  
Figure 7: Project Information Cards 
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Ordu Metropolitan Municipality sees GIS as tool which makes life easier, Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring System, 

developed by, which a means to facilitate life, the rich visual content associated with the location is presented to high 

performance users from the WEB platform in a figure that is accessible at all times and easily understandable by everyone. 

With the flexibility of the WEB, the Ordu Spatial Investment Monitoring System blended with the strengths and 

abilities of GIS, the ongoing and completed investments planned by the Ordu Metropolitan Municipality are recorded as 

spatial, Investments spatial distribution processes, can be shared as with the municipal employees and the citizens. 

The activities, subprojects and projects with OSIMS are taken under the register of all processes from idea to 

completion. Archive of Ordu Metropolitan Municipality; information about the project, images, spatially, also stored in 

the database with project processes, can be queried and displayed, detailed reports can be obtained. In our country where 

the institutional memory culture is not fully established, it is considered that even in this respect, OSIMS is a very valuable 

application. 

Spatial monitoring of investments facilitates the follow-up and supervision of projects, on the one hand, and facilitates 

decision-makers' work for new projects and enhances coordination between units. With OSIMS, all data related to our 

city is kept in a secure environment, and with the simultaneous sharing of data, the flow of information between the 

municipality and the citizen is facilitated from the planning to the presentation of the services.  
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Abstract 
 
Although urban transportation plans have been made in our country since the 1970s, there are no decisive legislation concerning the 

nature of these plans. In this study, a database is proposed for the construction and follow-up of urban transportation plans, and the 

establishment of a central information system to make the overall performance evaluation of the urban transportation plans in our 

country and the suggestion of the administrative arrangements that should be made in order to keep this system alive. In order to 

obtain maximum benefit from spatial relationships, the database design was developed within the framework of the Geographic 

Information System (GIS). The most important point in GIS is to design the database so that it can respond to the inquiries and it 

should be done in the fastest way. When creating the data model, it has also been considered that the data can be used by different 

users, institutions, can be archived, can provide all the statistics needed to evaluate the plans and data transfer between different 

applications used in transportation planning is lossless. Hence, the modeling tools and their representation are based on the ISO / TC 

211 standards and the INSPIRE Data Definition Template in order to comply with national and internationally prepared or other data 

model studies. Thus, it is thought that this study will contribute to transportation planning as a concrete step on the creation of the 

"urban transportation database" which is specified in detail in various jurisdictional and commission reports. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Urban transportation planning can be defined as addressing the city's current and future accessibility problems, 

considering the economic and geographical potentials and the boundaries of the city. It also puts forward solutions for 

both spatial and operational aspects. 

Urban transport has become more and more important nowadays because of the increasing population living in urban 

areas. This, also increasing the demand for travel and their economic, social and environmental impacts such as air 

pollution, traffic congestion, energy consumption, noise and natural environment damage. Transportation plans, however, 

are inheretly long-term and costly. The proposed policies and the infrastructure investments they require are spread over 

time, and sometimes those investments became the starting point of the next plan, not the end of the existing plan. The 

fact that the preparatory stages of these long-term plans are also long-lasting, thus increasing the ability to reflect trends, 

past-based benefit-loss statistics will help these plans more fruitful. 

The objectivity in performance evaluation is one of the most important things for these plans. However, in order to do 

that the data should be consistent and stable. Stability indicates the ability to analyze data collected for a particular region 

at any time with a fixed method, while consistency indicates that multiple regions should be comparable to the same 

statistic in the universe. In order to achieve stability and consistency, some standards need to be established for data. 

Naturally, the transportation plans are the geometric representation of the city. Therefore, geographical references 

should be taken into account when creating the standard for the plan, which inevitably leads to Geographical Information 

Systems (GIS). The database proposed in this document is a part of GIS. 

In this study, which is a database structure for use in urban transportation plans in Turkey and suggests an 

administrative solution that can handle it, both the current situation in our country and the situations in other countries 

are examined. The examinations made were based on what data was used, how often, by which method, by whom, and 

how it was stored and presented rather than the nature of the transportation plans. 

 

2. Material and Method 

 

Evaluation of the data to be collected within the scope of transportation planning only in terms of attributes or only vector 

data will not be able to respond to the final needs of the users. So, the data is designed to be kept in the geographic 

database so that the attribute and vector data are combined. 

While it is sufficient to store geographical information in simple files for a small GIS project, it is necessary to use a 

database management system for data production, storage and operation in GIS projects where medium to large scale, 

multiple users are located. 

Database management systems used in GIS are relational database structure. The data is stored in tabular form in such 

databases. The tables contain fields and records. Columns are units in which data are kept separately from each other. 
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The records are the lines in the table. The lines store the information in the tables. Some fields are defined as primary 

keys and records are sorted according to the defined key. Unique keys prevent the same information from being entered 

in different rows on the same column, and ensure that there is no null information in that column. Relationships between 

the tables are made through the common areas on the tables. The primary key and the foreign key are used when 

establishing relationships. A reference key refers to the fact that the column that provides the unique record in a table is 

found as a normal column in the other table. The most important features of relational databases are as follows; 

 

• Access and operations can be performed faster in relational databases that provide indexing opportunities through 

key fields. 

• The data in the different tables can be connected to each other using the keys and the query language can be used  

• Each data recording is stored only once. This ensures effective and efficient storage of the data. 

• By setting field properties, associating and linking tables, and applying data integrity rules, the reliability of the data 

can be increased. 

• Permission to access the database is allowed within the authority of the user. 

• The relational model is a standard. Depending on the rules of the relational model, it is possible to easily transfer the 

data to other relational database systems. 

 

In terms of content, INSPIRE principles has been the main focal point while preparing the urban transportation 

database. INSPIRE is a spatial data infrastructure created for use in the European Union's environmental policies and 

policies that may affect the environment. The INSPIRE principles underlying this study are as follows: 

 

• Data should only be collected once and kept where it can be maintained in the most efficient manner 

• Seamless spatial information from different sources across Europe can be combined and shared by other users and 

different applications. 

• Information collected at a level / scale should be shared at all levels and scales, detailed in sub-scale studies, 

generalized for strategic purposes 

• The geographical information required for good governance at all levels should be readily and transparently prepared. 

• It should be easy to find out what geographical information is available, how it can be used to meet a specific need, 

and under what circumstances it can be obtained and used. 

  

3. Results and Discussion 

 

Within the scope of the study, firstly the legislation and statistics on transport planning in Turkey and then in the United 

States have been examined. When legislation is being examined, the arrangements made about definitions, obligations 

and plan contents related to transportation planning are examined. In terms of statics, it is researched whether there are 

regular statistical methods that can be used in urban transport planning. 

 

3.1. The Urban Transportation Plan in Turkey 

 

When the legal regulations on urban transportation plans are investigated, the earliest regulation was the Metropolitan 

Municipality Law No. 5216 dated 2004. With this Law, the metropolitan municipalities are authorized to make 

transportation master plans, but the definition and contents of this plan were not included in the law. 

Based on this law, the Transportation Coordination Center (UKOME) was designated as the institution responsible 

for transportation plans at the Metropolitan Municipalities Coordination Centers Regulation issued in 2006, and the land 

development plan was shown as the frame of the transportation plan. 

Based on the Energy Efficiency Law issued in 2007, the Regulation on Procedures and Principles for Increasing 

Energy Efficiency in Transportation, which was prepared in 2008, complies with the Law No. 5216 on transportation 

plans. In this regulation, urban transportation plans are defined as "transportation plans prepared in coordination with 

upper and lower scale plans of the city, which provide sustainable development that minimizes transportation demand 

according to urban, spatial, demographic, topographic, functional, social, economic characteristics and needs". Again in 

this regulation, the Ministry of Transport, Maritime Affairs and Communictaion and the Ministry of Interior have been 

designated as the responsible authorities for taking measures about the "electronic road routing system, travel demand 

management, traffic management, modal transport, urban transportation plans, public transportation, monitoring of fuel 

consumption and traffic signaling systems". In addition, Article 10 of this regulation sets out the basic framework of urban 

transport planning schemes, stating that the municipalities that have a population more than 100.000 people, should 

prepare urban transport master plans. 

With the Regulation on the Construction of Spatial Plans, which was last published in 2014, the "transportation master 

plan" reached its final definition in a wider frame.  
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“Taking into consideration the needs and demands of transportation and sustainable development according to the 

spatial, social and economic characteristics of the city; determining the details about the transportation system of the 

urban environment, transportation network, standart and the capacity of transporatation modes and their distribution, 

road, water and air transportation and the integration of these transportation modes, the transfer stations and storage 

centers of these transportation modes, freight corridors, public transportation routes and the parking places, pedestrian 

roads, accessibility and traffic issues where necessary, emphasizing and prioritizing mass transportation, suggesting 

short and long term solutions to the problems of transportation modes; a plan with its reports that can be prepared in 

coordination with the city's upper and lower scale plans when necessary” 

 

However, in this Regulation, the transport master plans are separated from the spatial planning stages, and neither the 

production scale nor the requirements for the transport plans are specified.  

With respect to institutional structuring, among the existing legislation, only Law No. 5216 requires the establishment 

of the UKOME, and its main task is explained as "coordination of all transportation services within the city". Aside from 

this, no standard has been set, nor has it been pointed out in a national administration that will enforce sanctions against 

municipalities that do not comply with these standards. 

 

3.2. Statistics on Road and Railway Transportation in Turkey 

 
National level statistics that can be used in urban transport planning are published by the General Directorate of Security, 

General Command of Gendarmerie, General Directorate of Local Authorities affiliated to the Ministry of Interior; 

Transportation, General Directorate of Highways of the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Communications and State 

Railways of the Republic of Turkey. The statistics are summarized in Table 2.1. 

 
Table 1: The urban road and rail transport statistics that are published in Turkey 

 

Institution Theme Frequency Method Content 

General 

Directorate of 

Security 

Road Motor 

Vehicles 

Annual Administrative 

records 
 Number of Road Motor Vehicles by Type 

and Use 

 Number of Road Motor Vehicles by Kind of 

Fuel Used 

 Number of Road Motor Vehicles by Model 

Years 

 Number of Road Motor Vehicles 

General 

Directorate of 

Security, General 

Command of 

Gendarmerie 

Road Traffic 

Accident 

Statistics 

Annual Administrative 

records 
 Number of Traffic Accidents and Results 

 Registered Motor Vehicles and Motor 

Vehicles Involved in Traffic Accidents by 

Type of the Motor Vehicle  

 Road Traffic Accident Faults of Causes 

General 

Directorate of 

Highways 

Highway 

Inventory 

Annual Administrative 

records 
 Highway lengths 

 Surface types 

General 

Directorate of 

Local Authorities 

Highway 

Inventory 

(Village Roads) 

Annual Administrative 

records 

 

General 

Directorate of 

Highways 

Highways 

Financial 

Statistics 

Annual Administrative 

records 

 

General 

Directorate of 

Highways 

Navigations and 

Transportation on 

Highways 

Annual Survey The navigation and the freight and passenger 

transportation on state roads, provincial roads 

and motorways. 

General 

Directorate of 

Highways 

Traffic and 

transportation 

survey of 

highways 

Seasonal Survey  Traffic section map 

 Traffic volume map 

 State roads AADT values 

 Vehicle-km, passenger-km, ton-km  

General 

Directorate of 

Railways 

Railway statistics Monthly Administrative 

records 

Passenger Transport on Railways 
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Traffic and transportation information mentioned in Table 1 is obtained by KGM by traffic counts on motorway, state 

and provincial roads. Traffic counts are made every year on state roads and every 3-5 years on provincial roads. In 

addition, short-term non-program counts are also made for new investments if needed. 

In addition to the statistics set out in Table 1, particularly metropolitan municipalities also provide statistics for their 

cities in their annual reports and on their internet sites. However, there are no statutory obligations on the publication or 

the standards of these statistics that are issued by the municipalities, nor are they regularly presented statistics similar to 

"Traffic and Transportation Information" regularly provided by KGM. 

 
3.3. The histrory of urban transportation plan in United States of America  
 

The history of urban transportation planning in the United States, which has stareted around 1950s, is a very detailed 

journey that includes plan construction techniques and processes. This section will cover the starting points that form the 

current understanding of planning. 

At the beginning of the 1900s, with the first use of motor vehicles in cities, a new era began in the morphological, 

economic and social structure of cities. Although the effects of this new era were immediately felt, from the planning 

point of view, a step was not taken until 1950, especially on the urban scale. After the Second World War, the prosperity 

increased and the use of cars began to spread in cities. This caused traffic congestion in the city. In 1954, for the first 

time, the National Committee on Urban Transportation was established. This committee worked for four years and 

prepared an urban transport planning guide for local governments. A further 17 guidelines have been published for better 

practices at urban transport planning. 

At 1962, while the urban transport planinng processes at the metropoliten areas were going well, urban transportation 

planning in small-scale urban areas did not occur at the desired level due to lack of qualified personnel. The American 

Municipal Association, the American Association of State Highway Officials, and the National Association of County 

Officials had come together to discuss how urban transport planning could proceed in areas that have population less than 

250,000. After, they started a program to help those less populated municipalities. 

With the 1962 Federal Road Assistance Act, the urban transport plan became mandatory for the first time. This law 

obliges state and local governments to undertake a comprehensive transport planning study in order to benefit from federal 

assistance for any city with a population of more than 50,000. Thanks to this law, until June 1, 1965, the last day of the 

law, transportation plans were started to be made in all 224 urban areas available at that time. 

Following the outbreak of the law, the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) has also begun to work on how this law will be 

implemented. As a result of the work done, the Bureau decided that this mandatory work with the 1962 law should be 

realized with 3C (continuning - continuing, comprehensive - cooperative - business association) planning process and 

directed local administrations like this. He also helped local governments by publishing the following 10 guidelines on 

how technical planning should be. 

 

 Calibrating and Testing a Gravitv Model for Anv Size Urban Area, July 1963. 

 Calibrating and Testing a Gravitv Model for a Small Computer, October, 1963. 

 Traffic Assignment Manual, June, 1964. 

 Population Forecasting Methods, June, 1964. 

 Population, Economic, and Land Use Studies in Urban Transportation Planning, July, 1964. 

 The Standard Land Use Codinq Manual, Januray, 1965. 

 The Role of Economic Studies in Urban Transportation Planning, August, 1965. 

 Traffic Assignment and Distribution for Small Urban Areas, September, 1965. 

 Modal Split- Documentation of Nine Methods for Estimating Transit Usage, December, 1966. 

 Guidelines for Trip Generation Analvsis, June, 1967. 

 

In the United States, the above briefly summarized guides have been revised up to date or redefined under new 

headings. 

 

3.4. Transportation Databases in USA 

 
The data collection has a parallel process with the legislative situation in USA. At the present time, there are two main 

datasets which are primarily used in transportation planning. These are named as Census Transportation Planning Package 

(CTPP) and National Household Travel Survey (NHTS). In addition to these there are other datasets related to financial 

aspects and geometry of highways. In this article, National Transit Database (NTD), which supplies financial anad 

operational information about trnasit services in USA and Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), which 

stores geometry, and the related statistics about the highway network is also analyzed. 
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3.4.1. Census Transportation Planning Package  

 

It is one of the most used transportation data in USA today by transportation planning units. It is collected by the 

Population Bureau from 15% to 25% of the households from 1960 to the present day. 

Initially, the Highway Research Board (HRB) Committee on Transportation Information Systems and Data 

Requirements, established by the Bureau of Highway Research in 1960, began negotiating with the Bureau of Population 

and posting questions about the work trip to the 1960 census questionnaire. Since then, the data is collected decennially. 

After 2000, the data is collected under American Community Survey (ACS). 

 

3.4.2. National Household Travel Survey 
 

Another study aimed at periodically presenting comprehensive data on travel and transportation to transport planners and 

policy makers in the United States is the National Household Travel Survey. This survey was initiated in 1969 to obtain 

national travel information patterns covering all types of travel and modes of transport made in urban or rural areas. This 

work, funded by the Federal Road Administration, was designed to include all journeys, travel destinations, and all modes 

of transport for people aged five years or older. It includes information about household data, demographic data, 

information on motor vehicles used by households, availability and use of public transport, driver information, 

information on all journeys made within 24 hours, trips made to more than 75 miles (120 km) within 14 days, and the 

geographical location of workplaces. 

 

3.4.3. National Transit Database 

 

The national public transport database program was initiated by the US Congress to collect relevant information and 

statistics on public transportation systems in 1974 for use by central funds for distribution. All private and public agencies 

and institutions that use the financial assistance provided by the Federal Transit Administration must provide data to this 

database in accordance with the law. Currently, approximately 660 institutions and organizations providing public 

transportation services in urbanized regions send data using the internet-based reporting system. 

 

3.4.4. Highway Performance Monitoring System 

 

The basis of this information system was laid in 1978 and continued to be updated up to the day. All the highways which 

are above a certain level of function (priority level) are collected in this system. All information related to a wide range 

of roads such as physical and financial conditions, artifacts, traffic signs, signatures, traffic counts are entered into this 

database annually. Thus, it is possible to create the transportation policies of the country, admit new technologies easily 

and allow the investments made.  

 

4. Conclusion and Suggestions 
 

In order to plan the transport system of the future and to create efficient transportation policies, it is highly important to 

have a database and an administrative structure to maintain that database. In this section, firstly a database structure will 

be propsed and then the administrative approach to maintain this database will be presented. 

 

While the urban transport database was being developed, the proposal database was collected in three main groups. 

 Basemaps 

 Public transportation data 

 Counts and surveys 

 

The first group, the base map, covers all the transportation related items in the city. Roads, traffic signs, intersections, 

urban residential areas, traffic analysis zones, etc. The tables in this group and the attributes they contain are shown in 

Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Basemaps 

 

Public transport data in the second group includes physical and financial information of public transport for all modes 

of transport in the city, statistics on the routes, operators, line numbers, stops, stop types, taxi stops, statsitics are all 

included here. The tables in this group are shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Public transport database 
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The third and the last group consists of traffic counts and questionnaires (Figure 3). 

  

 
 

Figure 3: Traffic counts and questionnaires database 

 

In this study, despite the fact that it provides a database on transportation, methods of collecting data, topological rules 

have not been studied. Basically, it has been shown what information should be found in the urban transport database and 

with which basic attributes. Similarly, how the stored data will be presented and shared will be determined within the 

scope of future work. 

The datum of this project is International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF1996) and its projection is the Transversal 

Mercator (TM) projection, also referred to as the Gauss-Krüger projection. 

In order to ensure that the data model described above is updated, it is necessary to transfer information from the 

relevant institutions and all competent authorities to this data model. The required legislation must be both binding and 

compelling in this respect. The establishment of an Urban Transport Authority responsible for urban transportation plans 

and the maintenance of the database under the responsibility of this single administration will be of great benefit both in 

terms of quality and continuity. Collection of these data on regular basis from all competent institutions will help to 

prevent information misuse and improve the distribution of resources. One other mission of this authority would be to 

guide, help, and teach the local goverments to make their own transport plans as it was done in USA fifty years ago. At 

the basis of all these well-intentioned predictions lies the explanation of the importance of transportation planning to local 

governments. 
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